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 You’ve made me see the bright side of holiday letters.  Many of the D-3 letters were 

centered around the “Warrior” reunion over Labor Day hosted by Rick & Mary Rhoades at their 

retirement farm at Mt Jackson, VA and Sam & Diane Brooks at 

their home in Alexandria, VA.  Tony Mathews provided the most 

complete guest list – Drew Allen, Tim Brown, Tom & Susan 

Burnette, Steve & Jeanne Caldwell, Myles & Christine 

Crowe, Mike & Teresa Dauth, Jim & Ginny Furr, George & 

Cathy Fravel, Chuck & Phyllis Giasson, Hank & Maggie 

Gregor, Claude & Tina Johnson, Jim & Pat Madora, Tony & 

Ginger Mathews Nick & Valerie Nahorniak, Art Sands, Mike 

& Deborah Simonich, Mike & Barbara Soice, Bob & Jan 

Swedock, Pat Strong, and Bob & Maureen Shaw.  Tony used 

the time to scout out the Marine Corps Marathon route that he 

would run in Oct.  Bob & Maureen Shaw 

stayed with the Giassons, and Bob was 

amazed what time can do to one’s memory 

of things that, at one time were thought to 

be so painful, and now, are looked on 

fondly.  Bob also noted that his slice of the 

utility business is anything but dull – just 

as he was trying to herd his collection of 

 
Photo 2 -- "Claude & Tina Johnson at the '99 
Army Navy Game" 

 
Photo 1 "Tony Mathews at the 
Marine Corps Marathon" 
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states (TX, LA, AR, and MS – not to mention FL as a later member) into accepting utility 

deregulation, CA’s effort blows up. 

Photo #2 – Claude & Tina Johnson at the ’99 Army Navy Game 

 Besides class reunions, and remembrances of classmates who have passed on, the new 

class theme is unquestionably grandparenthood.  Dave & Pat Carraway gushed over the arrival 

of TJ (for Toby junior), Allison’s second, back in March.  Dave continues to teach but is looking 

to re-enter the federal civil service work force, and Pat remains working at the Savannah 

Visitor’s Center where she recently ran into Donny McLane who has moved to the Southeast 

from CO. 

 Henry & Karen Riser are also second termers in the grandparent dept. as John & Mia 

blessed them with Madison Brook.  Dwight & Donna Lee’s annual holiday poem focuses on 

their four-year-old grandson – as well as golf, home renovation, and trips to HI. 

 

 Both Gary & Patty Halstead’s and Jim & Rene 

Orahood’s holiday letters centered around the mutual love of the 

three grandkids they share through Jim II and Kari.  Jim quit 

Rite Aid (took his stock options at their peak), and Rene quit her 

position with the school district in MD.  They sold their home in 

Baltimore, and they bought a home on a lake in IN (with the 

offer from Paul DeCoursey to help with moving in) to look after 

elderly parents, be closer to grandkids in KY (Jim II commands a 

unit with the 160th Special Ops Avn Regt) and provide a central location for the kids and 

 

Photo 3 – “Jim Orahood and 
Gary Halstead still tied up at the 
dock last summer” 



Halsteads to visit.  Jim & Rene are back at work in their fields (distribution and education), and 

(like Gary & Patti) are counting the months (still in high double digits) ‘til retire-retirement.  Jim 

saw Alvie Kimball and his bride at Founders Day last year and learned that they’re starting a 

B&B in Maine. 

 

 Bill Jeffries’ was another Hoosier family to check in to report that they relish their 

Walden in IN with its gunnite pool, swim-up bar, 40 foot waterfall to stream, 10 foot vanishing 

edge waterfall from the pool, retention pond, hot tub spa, and lots of lights, trees, and hiding 

places for the local beavers, raccoons, coyotes, squirrels, water snakes, deer, and as yet an 

unidentified furry critter that slinks around at night (they know that it’s not a rabbit because the 

owls ensure they remain a very endangered species).  Cheryl finished up her one-year stint as a 

full-time stay-at-home mom while Bill spent most of his travel time helping companies in the US 

create High Performance Workplaces and Manage Organizational Change. 

Elwood Cobey emailed the good news that 

Katherine Lyell Cobey was born in the wee hours of a 

cold February morning.  Her parents report that she is 

precious and has a head full of black hair. 

Jack & Bobbi Munson are working to get on the grandparent track as shown by hosting 

a wedding last New Year’s Eve as their new flying Lt, Erin married new Lt and master of finance 

Frank Staine-Pyne.  Suffering from Empty Nest Syndrome, the Munsons have adopted a two-

year-old water loving, squirrel and cat chasing, kid dragging Golden Retriever to keep them busy. 

 

Photo 4 -- The Cobeys of 2000 



 Bob & Carol Shimp also hosted a New Years party, although they figure they have a 

ways to go before becoming grandparents.  Their party was for the patients and families of the 

MD Anderson Cancer Center, and they report that they got more out of it than they ever spent.  

Since Whistler (BC) ski resort had a restriction to renting condos to folks under the age of 25, 

they also hosted David’s Spring break there as food and rent paying participants.  Carol advises 

that if you ever take up cross-country skiing, start with a small country.  Other Shimp treks 

included to Santa Fe and the FL Keys. 

Gil Tijerina seems to be bucking the classmate grandparent theme by announcing that 

the same people who married his parents in 1944 married him and Irene Sanchez just before last 

Christmas.  Both Gil & Irene are teachers with the El Paso Schools.  The last we heard, Gil’s son 

Paul was backing his dad to not become a granddad. 

Tom Jewell’s holiday note announced his engagement and reminded us that he couldn’t 

make the Old Grad Lake Frederick march back because he had to spend six weeks in Australia 

(including the Great Barrier Reef, a cattle station in the Outback, the Olympic village in Sydney) 

and New Zealand with Union College engineering students studying water resource issues since 

there are no such problems in the US.  After introducing Gretchen to the class at the heavily 

attended Army-Navy Game, he took off to FL to care for his ailing mother.  He’s looking 

forward to concluding his term as Dept Chair this year so he can get back to finishing his 

hydraulics book. 

 Monte Anderson sends the good news that the family is rallying and coping.  He relishes 

the grandkids playing soccer and growing.  Brett (the #2 son that tries harder) moved in with Dad 

in March 2000 to ensure Dad was staying busy.  In answer to that question, Monte has traveled to 



Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan, and Australia on business, and still managed to get certified as a 

Healthcare Facilities Manager and Plant Maintenance Manager. 

 

 

As part of Dick Shipley’s transition into the good 

life of retirement and keeping up with his flight-attendant 

bride, he traveled to meet Kathy, and Mark & Diane 

Hansen in Chicago over Army-Navy weekend for some 

fun and folic.  Before Dick & Kathy could get out of the 

airport parking area, they were broad sided by a speeding 

car, and the weekend turned into pain and panic.  After 

the van in which they were traveling quit doing flips that would have earned a “get your card” 

command from any gymnastics P, it literally came to rest on Dick’s 

head.  At the ER, Dicks latest interview suit and overcoat were cut 

away and he was diagnosed with brain and liver damage.  DUH!  

He’s an Army COL who played Army football, went Infantry, and 

flew CH-47s in Vietnam before settling down to become one of the 

Army’s foremost tooth fairies!  After a weekend in the ICU, further 

tests revealed that both had sustained multiple sprains, tooth damage, 

some fractures, and the need for physical therapy and convalescence.  

They used that time back in San Antonio to plan Dick’s Army retirement and replace interview 

clothing.  With Dick’s retirement last January, we’re now down to eight. 

 

 
Photo 5 -- "Kathy & Dick Shipley last 
Christmas" 

Photo 6 -- "One of the 
remaining 8 -- Dan Kaufman 
in 'as for football' uniform" 



Classmate travel still abounds.  Joe & Barbara Fowler spanned the continent with 

reunion trips to Canada, TX, and CA, Joe’s “business” trips, and Barbara traveling to Paris to 

visit daughter, Liz, who was in a French immersion program as a junior at Notre Dame.  Rick & 

Anne Wright’s travel included collecting frequent traveler miles to Argentina, Chili, Australia, 

New Zealand, Korea, Okinawa, Japan, Guam, HI, NV, MD, GA, FL, CA, AZ, and AL – some for 

business (Rick supports DARPA’s Micro Air Vehicle Program) and lots for the wonder of it all. 

Bob Gora and John Hedley picked up on my comment about wanting to retire in NC – 

at least we did before the stock market began falling farther and faster than BD Cooper.  Bob 

volunteered to escort all classmates through the furniture manufacturing haunts of Hickory – 

bring your checkbook.  John & Margie have been looking for retirement property around John 

& Trish Dallen’s stomping grounds of the Raleigh-Durham Research Triangle area – but are 

open to suggestions after they heard that the Dallens have given up on their attempt to get three 

kids, two dogs, and a cat into a Camry, and joined the ranks of environment-destroying, fuel 

sucking SUV owners.  Surry Everett is also encouraging classmates to settle around Bath, the 

sailboat capital of NC.  John’s reasons for choosing NC is its warmth and proximity to the bulk 

of classmates in the VA, MD, and DC areas.  He says that being with classmates becomes more 

and more important to him as time goes on.  He really enjoys his time with Jim Altemose and 

Jim Swinney when they're in Japan, and talks with Jim at least once a day.  With transitioning 

priorities from work to retirement in a consolidated area, class functions and gatherings can only 

increase, get better, and keep the realization that YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  DAVE 
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In an apparent effort to make me feel better about my continued missed suspenses 

and deadlines for our notes, Chuck Hawkins dropped a note from Kent Island in the 
Maryland Cheesecake to announce that Joint Force Quarterly, Issue 25 (Summer 00) has 
finally been published, and his article on the Chinese People’s Liberation Army appears 
in the "Forum" section. 

Previously unreported classmate gatherings on the East Coast included the Army-
Navy freeze-out at PSINet Stadium (written in pencil) in Baltimore attended (at least) by 
Charlie Adkins, Sam Brooks, Myles Crowe, Mike Fisher, Joe Fowler, Joe Guignon, 
Bo Horn, Dutch Hostler, Joe Javorski, Tom Jewell, Paul Joseph, Nellie Laughton, 
Frank Lynch, Lee Outlaw, Henry Riser, Dick Steiner, Ed Thal, Jim Swinney, and 
Bob Szigethy.  There may have been more on more hospitable levels, but these were the 
only ones I can remember huddling over the satellite photos of the game searching for the 
Army team. 

[Photo #1 – “ Ray Puffer, Bob Szigethy, 
and Bob’s friend, Susan Ferguson at Army-Navy 99”] 

[Photo #2 – “Joe Javorski and Bo Horn 
with their sister brides at Army-Navy 00”] 
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[Photo #3 – “Mike & Denise Fisher at Army-
Navy 00”] 

[Photo #4 – 
“Dutch & Megan Hostler, Barbara Gerard, Lucile Swinney, Henry Rise, Jim Swinney, 
and Karen Riser eating Bertha’s mussels after Army-Navy 00”] 

The usual suspects were augmented by a record number of classmates who turned 
out for the West Point Society of DC Founders Day celebration on St Patrick’s Day to 
hear Dan Kaufman’s stirring description (without PowerPoint slides or other bells and 
whistles) of our Alma Mater today.  We were also treated to a toast to the ladies delivered 
by Gary & Patti Halstead’s son, Scott, who is currently with the Old Guard.  As a result 
of sleeping through the computer portion ES&GS, Gary has yet to have joined the 21st 
Century and is still without email.  Northwestern Mutual Life Agent Charlie Beckwith 
and his bride, Dianne, traveled the farthest – from Norfolk.  Maril Sowa, when faced 
with the option of going to Founders Day or babysitting her granddaughter, sent daughter 
Kathryn for a night out with Pete.  Rick Wright showed up stag since Anne was on 
another cruise.  Others in attendance included Sandy & Cathy Cohn, John & Susan 
Cruden, Jon & AJ Dodson, Mike & Denise Fisher, Jerry Florance, Joe & Maureen 
Guignon, Fred & Nancy Hoblit, John & Anne Marie Keane, Frank & Michele 
Lynch, George Nippell, Lee Outlaw, Henry & Karen Riser, Jim & Lucile (still 
packing for Japan) Swinney, Ed & Peggy Thal, and Gordie & Elsie Tillery. 



 

 

[Photo #5 – 
“68 and a few guests visiting Dan Kaufman at the DC Founders Day Celebration”] 
The weekend before the DC Founders Day celebration, Marv Wooten hosted a Military 
Community Youth Ministries fundraiser banquet in the DC area, which Chuck Mahan, 
Lee Outlaw, Mike Noonan, Pete Sowa, and Bill Mulvey attended. 

Lots of news from classmate Houston-dwellers.  If, in 1968, someone had told me 
that Jim Bodenhamer would have two kids that would attend West Point, I would have 
figured that person had spent too much time on weekend in the Village.  But here it is – 
Jim’s bride, Julia, sent a note and picture recounting USMA 2000 graduation exercises 
with son, Jon, and to let us know that daughter, Juliana, has been accepted to enter 
USMA with the class of 05.  Jim & Julia visited Jon in Germany (he’s with the 1st Cav) 
in March, and they dropped by to see what was left of the old missile site Jim was with in 
73.  Bob & Carol Shimp announced the graduation of son David from the University of 
Richmond.  As part of David’s graduation present, the Shimps spent Spring Break in Italy 
and Germany.  Dave & Susan Ohle were back in the DC area to celebrate the marriage of 
son Darren, on May 12. 

[Photo # 6 – “Jim (68), Julia, Jon (00), & Juliana (05) at Jon’s 
graduation] 

Mike Wells shared with me that Ev Wholers told he and Bruce Sweeny that Ev 
had a chance meeting, after 33 years, with Bill Bachman while passing through the 
Denver airport.  Ev, an attorney and Director of Research with the National Information 
Consortium, confirmed that Bill hadn’t changed although he is now a retired NG COL 



 

 

and still executive director of the law firm, Bingham, Dana & Gould.  Andy 
Silverthorne pent an afternoon on the links with Mike Palone – who has also not 
changed.  Mike flew into Austin from Boston for a couple of days of meetings and 
warmth. 

Dave Martin also reported playing golf in a warm climate this winter.  He spent 
several days in LA visiting with Art Ackerman, who has moved back to LA from Hong 
Kong, and played a round a golf at Art’s country club.  Art was ticked off because he 
missed his last putt and scored only an 80.  For the second time in a year, a start up global 
undersea fiber optic cable company that Dave was working for has folded, so he has 
found a little extra time to improve his game. 

[Photo #7 – “Mike & Kit Havey on a 
Christmas Cruise”] 

The class is still in motion.  Dick Shipley checked in to let us know that he and 
Kathy are looking to ultimately retire in the Texas hill country around San Antonio.  In 
the meantime, Dick has accepted the position of Deputy Director of Medical Education 
for the UAE Armed Forces, and Kathy has requested a UAL posting to Boston so she can 
get to Europe to facilitate conjugal visits.  Mark & Diane Hansen are now "set up" (i.e., 
the cats are with them) in El Paso although much of their stuff is still in Phoenix – where 
they plan on keeping their house.  But they report that the really BIG news is that they 
will become grandparents again in the fall. 

Jocko Merriam is settling into the warmth of Florida.  He has had dinner with 
Lee Norton, who is with Earth Tec (one of the TYCO companies), who was down from 
Philly to nail down some of the South Florida Everglades restoration money that Jocko 
controls.  Jocko also sees Mike & Jan Mann since Jan's Mom lives close to Jocko & 
Malena.  Mike is with WRS, an environmental/haz-waste outfit out of Tampa.  This 
summer will find Jocko back in the Rockies with Bob Uhler and other E2ers. 

After 32 years, Don Davis checked in to let us know that he has kept up with class 
events (he attended the 30th reunion).  He has been in the FBI since 1978 and is spending 
his last year before retirement on temporary assignment working in the Salt Lake City 
Office, after 20 years in Chicago.  The announcement last fall that Vic Farrugia had 
presented a class print to Denny Johnson's family caught his eye, and he’s looking to 
help present the remaining class prints. 
 Another event this reporting period consisted of a stream of moving emails 
initiated by a current AF Dr who had been an Army Doc with the 173rd Abn Bde in and 
around Firebase English in 1969.  He was trying to bring some closure to an important 
time in all of our lives.  He remembered meeting a young, bold LT who was eager to get 



 

 

into the fray, and having to ID him a few months later by reading the inscription on the 
inside of his West Point ring.  He couldn’t remember his name and his initial description 
could have matched either Bill Ericson (by manner and way of death) or Donny 
Colglazier (physical description).  After lots of input from at least (I don’t know that I 
was a party to every email) Art Ackerman, John Dallen, John Hedley, Fred Johnson, 
John Keane, Don McLane, and Ray Puffer, and lots of scanned Howitzer pictures, the 
ID was made – it was Bill.  The Doc recounted how he gently replaced Bill’s ring on his 
finger and applied much surgical tape to it and his hand to hold it in place -- knowing that 
the finger would shrink over the next few days and not wanting it to fall off or be easily 
snatched by REMFs.  A great sense of tragedy swept over him during that time as he 
realized that here was one of our nation's heroes and a graduate of West Point.  A 
moderator of the West Point.org outfit gently admonished us for not having a committee 
that updates our fallen classmate eulogy web pages.  Will someone step up to take the 
job?  John Keane, our VP, Surry Everett, our CIO, and I will be glad to help.  The 
interchange of emails and memories was quite meaningful and underscores how we 
treasure the past, what makes us the way we are, and hints why we also hunger for the 
future together because – YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT. Dave 
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Walt Meinshausen, emailed me that he saw Larry & Nannette Jordan at the Ft Knox 

CG's garden party.  Larry was stationed in Heidelberg as Deputy CG of USAREUR and 7th 

Army, and will soon return to CONUS to be director of the Army Staff.  All right Larry! 

Serving never stops.  John McDonald got word this spring that he had to cash in all his 

SAIC stock to become Deputy Under Secretary of the Army for International Affairs.  It’s 

rumored that he’s been selected to come on board early to close that office and then become a 

Pentagon Strategist as the Deputy Under Secretary of the Army for Policy Planning – an 

organization begging to be renamed “Oxymoron.” 

[Photo #1 – “Pat & Vic Hiatt at Michael’s (USAFA 01) 

graduation”] 

 Bob Shimp wanted me to get my spell checker shaped up.  Apparently when I’ve 

reported on where he’s working, folks are getting the idea that he’s working in Maryland.  He 

works for the University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center.  Somewhere in our vast 

editing process “M.D.” has gotten transcribed to “MD” (Maryland – not even “Medical Doctor”).  

 Sep 2001



Hey, Bob.  You want accuracy too?  Don’t know if I can change after all these years.  The best I 

can do is a “semi-true” report where I make up some and forget the rest. 

[Photo #2 around here – “Newlyweds Gil & Irene 

Tijerina”] 

Ray Puffer dug out of his igloo at RPI and checked in looking for a DC area lunch and 

round of golf.  He’ll be coming down more often – especially when the permafrost starts to firm 

up in the fall – now that his daughter, Ingrid, at for Booz-Allen in Reston and Crystal City. 

Gary Roberson dropped a note to shame me into this summer’s Plebe Hike.  He and 

Cookie had dinner with Chuck Hawkins in Pittsburgh in the spring when Chuck was in town on 

a project.  The Robersons’ oldest, Kristi, graduated from Pratt this spring with no job, no 

prospects, and no end to parental support!  Their son, Will, finished his first year at NCSU and 

appears to really enjoy NC, but Gary has had no luck in persuading Cookie to relocate. 

Steve Frushour reported that Norm Miller, who we last heard was living in Texas, 

walked into Steve’s office in Ohio.  They hadn’t seen each other since graduation.  They 

exchanged some E-4 war stories, tried to catch up for the past 33 years, and Steve offered Norm a 

(male) physical – which Norm politely but quickly and firmly refused. 



[Photo #3 around here – “Steve Frushour and Norm Miller after 

33 years”] 

Dan Winter continues to be intrigued with classmates meeting other classmates in the 

Colorado airports because at least one of those classmates was either going to visit or coming 

from a visit with him.  Dan is embed in Colorado Springs as a partner in Elite Properties of 

America, Inc. (aka Classic Homes), a developer and builder of homes in Colorado Springs doing 

such a good job that it made the Professional Builder Magazine's top 100 home builders in the 

U.S. for 2000.  Dan’s & Pat’s oldest daughter, Kerri, is finishing her second year of OB/GYN 

residency and their youngest, Erin, works for Hale & Dorr, LLP in D.C.  Patty continues to 

spend almost full time as a regional director for community bible study.  The local class of '68 

out-to-lunch bunch – Paul Baerman, Bob Clarke, Jay Francis, Les Kroenfeldt, Gus Lee, and 

Steve Williams (primary social coordinator) – continues to meet about monthly, and they’re 

looking forward to the '68 tailgate – and for a little revenge – at Army-Air Force.  Dan 

occasionally sees Mike Billingsley and Marv Wooten, whose job as Executive Director of 

MYCM keeps him on the road alot recruiting, training new staff, and fund raising. 

Bob Lorbeer attended an art show in San Dimas, CA in late April and ran into James & 

Linda Muir.  James’ bronze, Fences, won a gold medal at the show – again demonstrating that 

he is an exemplifier of the highest qualities of man. 



[Photo #4 around here – “James & Linda Muir with Bob 

Lorbeer in San Dimas”] 

After receiving an email virus from, Jon Dodson, I called him to learn that it was actually 

Bill Raines who had been practicing unsafe computing.  Bill started the virus that spread to the 

highest echelons of the Government since he, as a retired USAR Brigadier, and Jon have some 

very senior folks on their address lists that the virus attached itself to. 

[Photo #5 around here – “Mack and Chris Ohlinger at Space 

Camp”] 

By way of an email to Richard (of Arabia) Shipley, Chris Ohlinger brought us up-to-

date with his family.  Chris and Mack (who's 9 now) attended Space Camp and visited Disney 

World earlier this summer, prior to Mack going off on his first overnight camp – Tennis Camp at 

Miami University in Oxford, Ohio – possibly the only way the Ohlingers get Mack into college – 

much less to college at Oxford.  Mack is taking after his Dad by already winning a couple of 

tennis tournaments, and becoming a pretty good pianist.  Chris mistakenly signed Mack up for a 

Martial Arts class thinking it read Marital Arts.  Mack holds both the weekly and annual school 



record for the most number of red lights awarded as a result of “creative trouble.”  If the trend 

keeps on, Chris will rename him Pete Lopes Ohlinger.  Debbie continues to methodically break 

bones as a result of creative horse dismounts.  Other than that, she's doing fine and persists in 

rearranging the house hoping to confuse Chris so he won't find their bedroom. 

Chris reports (and I copied almost verbatim) that, to prove judgment does not necessarily 

improve with age, the Ohlingers hosted “Kidfest” – a politically incorrect “Recipe for 

Catastrophe” – for the 4th straight year – which included Pellet Gun Target Practice at Balloons, 

archery using Firestone Tires as targets (its amazing how many almost brand new ones you can 

find almost anywhere), motorcycle and paddleboat racing, horseback riding, and sheep petting 

(no, not that kind).  Since Dodgeball has been judged as the most recent culprit for aggressive, 

uncivilized and dangerous behavior among children (certainly when compared to such minor 

contributors like TV, movies, video games, drugs, or just bad parenting), they eliminated it from 

this year's activities and introduced MILITIABALL - an activity that combined the 

"Aggressiveness toward Our Fellow Human" and the simplicity of Dodgeball with the Violence 

and Accuracy of Guns.  They divided the kids who wanted to play into two groups, armed them 

with Nerfball guns and instructed them to shoot each other.  If that wasn’t enough, they also 

introduced the Paint Ball Gun Splat in which each child had three chances to fire three paint ball 

blasts into a target 25 yards away.  Awards were given to those closest to the target.  More 

significant awards were given to those whose shots missed their house and most of the other 

children at the party.  Realizing that guns are extremely dangerous to everything – with the 

exception of the target the child was supposed to be aiming at, Chris (that’s right, Chris) gave at 

least 30 seconds of training to the responsible carefully picked adult supervisors (like 

classmates).  We’re not sure who’s having more fun during Mack’s childhood – Mack or Chris. 



[Photo #6 around here – “Marge, John, & Marcia Hedley 

at the Great Wall”] 

John Hedley and Jim Altemose were the first to toast the 33rd anniversary of our 

graduation since they were across the international dateline with friends from Mitsubishi Electric 

in Kamakura, Japan.  John, Marge, and Marcia were in the air on the way back from 10 days in 

China on the day the P3 Orion was snatched by the PRC so it could be mailed back in easy-to-

assemble jigsaw pieces.  John’s sure it was just a coincidence and wasn't retribution for giving a 

special hand wave to a PLA guard on Tiananmen Square.  In mid-June, the Hedleys returned to 

the US on an extended home leave to look after ailing mothers and college visit for Marcia. 

Tina Johnson wrote to thank me for sharing Army Navy pictures of she and Claude in 

two of the last four issues.  She said that she has received numerous calls form classmate brides 

urging her to wear a different outfit next time…  OK, so it was the same picture printed twice – 

but it was a great picture – and it shows that they haven’t aged a bit….  I wonder if that’s why I 

didn’t win a Pulitzer Prize.  Tina reports that Claude has moved on from STS to running database 

marketing Claude Johnson Associates consulting firm.  She is working to be his employee-of-

the-year since she IS the Associate, and her competition is a houseplant. 

Harry Bennett, another entrepreneur, retired from ATT 1998 to start Country Road 

Communications, Inc. – a consolidator of rural telephone companies – with Prudential as his 

equity partner.  Things have gone well and they are looking to add at least one more equity 



partner.  With his Paul Martin reunion print on his wall, Harry is looking for a way to "re-

connect." 

[Photo #7 around here – “Frank & Michele Lynch and 

Sandy & Ralph Tuccillo in search of adventure”] 

Hank Gregor proudly reported that he has Dave Alexander’s draft Memorial Article, 

and it’s making the coordination rounds.  This has been a tough year for Hank – hospitalized last 

fall, and developed some post-op complications from surgery in the spring that slowed the article 

process. 

The new Supe has gotten off on to a bad start with the class.  As a 71 grad with no 

combat experience (I’m sure there could have been lots of hand-to-hand as a White House 

Fellow though), he has automatically made us old grads.  He might be able to atone by helping us 

to reconnect.  As we’ve learned, traditions don’t survive on their own – they require care, 

maintenance and respect... Unfortunately, it's more common - and easier - to take traditions for 

granted until it's too late.  As we’ve witnessed recently at our alma mater, when a tradition dies, 

it’s rarely a slow death – the end has been sudden and traumatic.  Thankfully, our tradition of 

remembering classmates and staying in touch continues because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT. 

Dave 
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In case you ever mused, since your departure from the military, about how the it has 

changed in looking after its warriors, note that, as of the last notes, Larry & Nannette Jordan 
were headed from Heidelberg to DC, where Larry was to become the director of the Army Staff.  
Bzzzt! Not so fast rhyme-or-reason breath!  The latest we now have is that the SECDEF and 
CSA needed someone with current field experience and attuned to how the Army will be used in 
the future.  This week Larry has been reappointed to become DCG and Chief of Staff of 
TRADOC at Ft Monroe. 

Mike Murphy discovered and shared that Tim Johnson, a classmate from the same IL 
district as Mike, was elected to the 106th Congress from the 15th IL district, and was sworn in 
last January.  Tim became ill and was medically discharged during Beast in 1964; however, he 
still continues to serve. 

Jocko Merriam dropped a note to inform us that the political assassination he and 
another USMA grad suffered at the hands of the South FL. Water Management District 
Governing Board hurt Florida more than them.  Although he is no longer a member of the 
command team, he remains incorruptible and is off to reinvent himself and stay in sunny FL.  On 
a more pleasant bearing, Jocko put me on to the July 23 issue of Engineering News-Record 
magazine that praises Bob Uhler.  Bob is still the driven, results-oriented globetrotting President 
and CEO (promoted last April) of Boulder, Colorado-based Montgomery Watson Harza, and is 
looking to build the international organization into a one stop engineering shop clients dream of. 

Paul Baerman is the C-Springs area spokesman for Dan Winter, Bob Clarke, Jay 
Francis, Les Kronfeldt, Gus Lee, and Steve Williams.  They’re inviting all 68 grads to their 
Army-AF (3 Nov) tailgate.  They’re also directly inviting the guys from Denver, Boulder, and 
environs.  Let me know if you’re interested and I’ll ship you Paul’s email for the latest info. 

 [Photo #1 – “Jan 2001 mini-reunion at the 
Rhoades’ – Front: Jim Madora and Hal Wilhite; Seated:  Diane Brooks, Pat Madora, Susan 
Burnette, Zehlia Wilhite, and Mike Dauth; Standing: Sam Brooks, Mary Rhoades, Debbie 
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Simonich, Bob Swedock, Mike Simonich, Tom Burnette, Myles Crowe, Chuck Giasson, and 
Steve Caldwell”] 

Rick Rhoads forwarded a pictures taken last January at the mini reunion he helped 
sponsor to celebrate a visit by Hal Wilhite and his family from Norway, and at the June marriage 
of Rick’s & Mary’s daughter, Kate.  Hal has been a professor of environmental sociology at the 
University of Oslo for almost 20 years.  As you may remember, Rick retired from the Northern 
Virginia beltway grind and moved with Mary to the Shenandoah Valley to farm.  He says the 
commute-(walk out the back door)-is great, and the cows don’t complain much if he's held up in 
traffic. 

[Photo #2 – “June 2001 – Trussell/Rhoades wedding with 
Rick Rhoades, Sam Brooks, Claude Johnson, Kate Rhoades Trussell, Gary Halstead, and George 
Fravel”] 

Rick & Jean Fetterman dropped a note to remind us that they have been living in the 
Hilton Head, SC area since April 1998.  They’ve talked with and seen Jay & Mae Guinn on 
several occasions, as they are only about 2 1/2 hours up the road, retired in Augusta, GA.   

Jim Swinney has climbed on the “proud as a peacock” bandwagon with the 
announcement of the birth of his first grandchild, Shaelah Elizabeth Pepperman, born in May to 
his oldest daughter, Jennifer.  Jennifer and Shaelah are fine.  Jim’s Japan Predictive Systems 
office continues to generate a profit, but only recent respect from the bean counters.  After a bout 
with deep vein thrombosis (DVT) in April, following # 30 trip to Toyko last March, he was 
grounded by doctors for "Economy Class Syndrome", aka blood clot in the lung.  Jim & Lucille 
will be “within 10 minute neighbors” of the Hedleys by the time you read this, so flight times and 
expenses can be cut to the Pacific Rim. 

John & Anne Marie Keane are the latest to the lucky elite of grandparenthood with the 
birth of John Andrew Savarese Keane, born on 28 August.  They’re planning a Labor Day trip to 
Richmond so our John can ease himself into a cushy chair to rest his back from bench-pressing 
hundreds of pounds and have the latest John Keane gingerly placed into his arms. 

Jon Dodson stepped up to help Norm O’Meara with Bill Little’s Memorial article by 
relating Bill’s determination and cooperative style during Ranger 5.  Norm says that the only 
missing link is Bill’s Vietnam service.  Please help. 



[Photo #3 – “Cathy & Sandy Cohn at the 2001 DC Founders Day 
Celebration”] 

If you haven’t gotten the word through email, Sandy Cohn is issuing 100 shares of H-
Quotient, Inc., (trading symbol: HQNT) to each member of the class and 200 shares to each 
widow of a classmate. The shares are a gift and entail no obligation on your part.  The shares will 
be sent to you by Continental Stock Transfer, the company's transfer agent.  If your address has 
changed since receiving your shares of Internet Guide, Inc. or if you did not receive those shares, 
or you wish to have your shares of H-Quotient delivered directly to your brokerage account, 
contact Sandy at igi@wans.net or PO Box TT, McLean, VA 22101.  H-Quotient, Inc., is publicly 
traded, and its web site is http://www.hquotient.com.  Internet Guide, Inc., which is the largest 
shareholder of H-Quotient, Inc., is not yet publicly traded. You will be notified when it is. 

[Photo #4 – “Frank & Michele Lynch at a WP Golf Tourney”] 
After hearing all Frank Lynch’s woofing about golf, Joe Guignon invited Frank along 

on a AAA golf tournament at WP.  At first Frank was not getting the distance or accuracy he 
experienced in his normal play, but once he calmed down from the trip up and being with so 
many USMA high rollers, he took the covers off the heads of his clubs prior to drives and 
approaches, and reportedly acquitted himself quite well. 



[Photo #5 – “Dave & Barbara Gerard, 
Anne Marie Keane, Sandy Tuccillo, Frank & Michele Lynch, AJ & Jon Dodson, and Bub & 
Angie Younts – 4th of July at the Lynchs’”] 

Last fall, a small group of quilters came together at West Point to propose the idea of 
making a quilt to commemorate the West Point Bicentennial.  After the West Point Bicentennial 
Office determined that all it had to cough up was temporary space, it approved the plan and the 
project for pro-Army quilters to create a 3”, 6”, or 9” pieced quilt block using only light, medium 
or dark gray fabrics took on a life of its own.  I’m sure you’ll be glad to know that no classmate 
contributed a quilt block, but you’ll be proud to know that Andy Shaffer’s bride, Betty, was one 
of 36 contributors, and one of less than a dozen to create more than one block – one being in 
honor of Andy, and the second being in memory of our 21 classmates who gave their all in 
Vietnam.  The Long Gray Line’’ quilt was put on display on Acceptance Day for the class of 
2005. 

As Dutch Hostler said, “Do something at West Point once and it’s a bold innovation.  
Do the same thing twice and it becomes a rock-bound highland tradition.”  Within the last two 
years, Dutch has created at least one new tradition by turning the “for a fee” old grad 
participation in the New Cadet march back from Lake Frederick into the only class gift fund-
raiser ever conducted for our still anemic Class Gift Fund.  I’ll not attribute the fact that 
classmates physically gather for this event to Dutch or his leadership because each actual marcher 
has his own individual reasons to make the trek.  At noon on 15 August, the Class of 2005 
"Keeping Freedom Alive", concluded Beast Barracks with the traditional march back.  They were 
accompanied by old grads from a number of USMA classes – and 68 was well represented by a 
“Magnificent (or was it Maniacal?) Seven” that accompanied them every step of the way, in an 
upright position.  A "well done" to Tony Ambrose (who, along with Dale Hansen and Tom 
Jewell, seems to like to walk up and down Bull Hill for grins), Tom Beierschmitt (who almost 
needed two pistol belts to circumnavigate his slipped chest) and Lee Outlaw (whose sons, were 
on the class of 2005 march back upper class cadre), Brian Utermahlen (who was looking for 
pointers on how to import lacrosse to TX), and Dutch. 

Classmate pop-it-ups also go to the virtual marchers who really made the event successful 
for the class chauffeurs.  Tom Jewell was a contribution super star by doing some major arm-
twisting to C3 classmates.  Charlie Lieb led the C3-files to counter Tom’s arm-twisting with a 
major contribution to hold Tom’s feet to the trail.  Class VP John Keane sweetened the pot by 
loosening up some of last reunion’s party favors as incentives (subject to size and quantity 
availability and John’s whim).  A class hat was offered for contributions between $250 and $499, 
a gym shirt for contributions between $500 and $999, and a golf shirt for contributions of $1,000 
and up.  Since Jim Bodenhamer has dodged the “college bullet” by having son, Jon, graduate 
with the class of 2000 and daughter Juliana, in the march back as part of 2005, he qualified with 
a virtual march contribution that warranted a golf shirt.  To prepare for his virtual support, 
Chuck Vehlow went out and bought some Desenex and said a special prayer to the foot god for 



all the actual marchers.   Bob Lorbeer spit-shinned his golden palomino’s (JD) hooves in prep 
for the virtual march – which the actual marchers appreciated since they didn’t have to dodge 
palomino apples on the trek.  As Bill  Brown got up in the middle of the night for a trip to the 
bathroom, he thought of the actual marchers beginning their march (isn't being over 50 
wonderful?).  Prior to leaving for Brazil on business, Terry Holland mooned a picture of the OC 
in our Howitzer as part of his virtual support ritual.  “Richard of Arabia” Shipley is looking 
forward to actually making next year’s march with Gary Roberson and Dutch.  Gary was 
supposed to make the march this year, but Cookie’s mom is very ill and a family trip to her 
bedside in Hawaii took rightful priority.  Rick Wright was also in Hawaii at the time of the 
march, but under much more pleasant conditions. As the actual marchers reached the half-way 
point John Hedley downed two salt tablets with an ice cold Kirin just to give a virtual extra 
push.  Pat Witherspoon demanded picture proof of Dick’s support as he informed her on his 
way out the door with his golf clubs that he was leaving to virtually support our class effort.  
Other major contributors included Dan Winter and Bill Bachman.  I’ve had a number of emails 
from Chick James extolling his contribution, but I guess it was a virtual contribution since Dutch 
didn’t mention it.  That’s OK I guess since Dutch also promised pictures of sufficient resolution 
to publish, and they didn’t show up either. 

[Photo #6 – “Dutch Hostler and Steve Shaw in Maine prior to the march 
back”] 

Besides a pre-march training meal (that consisted of lots of Sam Adams carbs) with the 
actual marchers, Dutch also trained for the march back by driving to Maine to wrench open Steve 
Shaw’s purse for a virtual contribution. 

[Photo #7 – “Chick & Carole James at the Omaha Founders Day 
Celebration”] 

If this wasn’t an easy set of notes to put together, it was at least a heartening because so 
many classmates have been doing so many good things for other classmates, and for the class as 



a whole.  Reading ahead to more senior classes, I see even neater stuff coming.  We’ll have more 
time and assets to direct to classmates, the class, and the Academy that brought us together, as 
well as to celebrate the double edged sword that YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  Beat Navy – 
Dave 



Dave Gerard 
5914 Lovejoy Ct 

Springfield, Virginia 22152 
703-451-3945 

dgerard@erols.com 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

 
The class dodged the September 11 bullet – sort of.  But, there were some close calls.  

Your correspondence on the subject – much of which has been placed on our web site – reflects 
deep and diverse feeling.  Most everyone feels kicked in the gut – but not knocked out.  The only 
general officer to be killed at the Pentagon was the DCSPER – Dave Ohle’s last job before he 
left the Army.  Bud Burrell, a private equity investment banker, specializing in information 
sciences, health care and bio-tech, and industrial tech companies, and structured financial 
products for more than 15 years, worked in the WTC towers or one block away for fourteen 
years, with his last four on the 103rd floor of 2 WTC – but not on September 11. 

After a career of escaping and evading the now-scarred puzzle palace in favor of muddy 
boot stuff, John Ryneska has finally been captured. He’s moving from Fayetteville and being 
the XVIII Abn Corps DCG to the Pentagon to become the Deputy IG of the Army.  Like Larry 
Jordan, he’s laying low and waiting for Congress’ OK.  Then, he’ll check in to let us know 
where he’s living and if Judy will be live here or if he’ll to the roadrunner routine between the 
DC area and their long-time home in North Carolina. 

Tom Burnett didn’t stay away from the military for long.  The Supe has named him to a 
transition team to help address Academy resources (including Cadet time) and facilities, 
admissions, moral and ethical development of cadets (i.e. the Honor Code, System, and 
Education), retention, the military and physical development programs, faculty, strategic 
communications and planning, and security – pretty much all the stuff required to maintain 
contact with the Long Gray Line.  Tom has opted out of the DC madness and taken up residence 
with Susan in Savannah (close to their grandchild) – a Poop School magnet area – along with 
Dave Caraway and Steve Herman.  He now commutes for several defense companies (when 
not working directly for DoD). 

During a flurry of Prep School catch-ups, George Shoener checked in to let us know that 
he and Gloria now live in Aurora, IL (a suburb of Chicago) where he works out of his home as 
VP of Engineering for Sodexho Management Services when not traveling.  Don McLane is now 
living (despite reports to the contrary) in Atlanta, still selling industrial equipment around the 
world, while also maintaining a home in Westminster, Colorado.  Jim Orahood reports that Bill 
McCauley is still a lawyer married to a lawyer in Florida, heavy into ballroom dancing.  I guess 
he’s still trying to build up those bird legs… 

In these troubled times, Mark & Diane Hansen have fallen in love again.  This time, it’s 
with grandchild #2 -- Kate La'akea (Hawaiian for sacred light, or sunshine, or put the seat down 
so I don’t have to turn on the light in the middle of the night) Burney, born on Sept. 25.  "Kiss me 
Kate" arrived 3 1/2 weeks early, via an emergency C-section.  The staff at Blanchfield AH (at Ft. 
Campbell) worked hard to stabilize Kate, fix her up, and send her and her Mom home in two 
days.  Everyone – Meredith, Kate, big sister Emma (21 mos.), Rick, Mark, Diane, Rick’s parents, 
Mark’s parents – is doing beautifully now – except that Meredith is a little busy.  Henry & 
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Karen Riser also had a start with their latest (#3) grandchild, Cloe, born (six weeks early, and 
also by C-section) to Clay & Beth Riser on October 20.  Thankfully, that crisis is playing out 
with few other complications.  Care for kids – and grandkids – never stops. 

Bob Hensler took some time out from sorting through his gear in prep for an elk hunt in 
Colorado to let us know that he’s still alive in the Tidewater (Newport News, VA) area, working 
for Cubic Applications at the Joint Warfighting Center, part of Joint Forces Command (JFCOM).  
He’s on the road about half of each year in the Pacific heading up the JWFC team that designs 
and supports USPACOM exercises.  Sounds like better duty than Ray Puffer, who is still Asst 
Director for the RPI Center for Advanced Technology in Automation & Robotics in Watervliet, 
NY – with near-weekly trips in the fall to WP to cheer on the Army Team. 

Bob & Trish Alexander moved to the Tidewater area a year ago last fall.  Recent MRIs 
have shown that the large mass at the base of Trish’s brain and neck, removed in 99, is slowly 
growing back  She is being cared for at the Gamma Radiation Center at UVA.  Bob is also at 
JFCOM wearing an OSD Directorate of Test & Eval (DOT&E) hat with Electronic Warfare 
Associates.  Bob Baker also works at Joint Experimentation with General Dynamics as an 
Analyst.  They see Charlie Beckwith (with Northwestern Mutual Insurance Co.) periodically 
and invited him to play in their Joint Experimentation Golf Tournament last summer. 

Sharon Cruden is another bride deserving of prayers and good thoughts.  John reports 
that her mitral (heart) valve was replaced with a mechanical valve in September.  She has gone 
through several hurdles so far – body didn’t reject the artificial valve and there’s no leakage. She 
is still recovering from the open-heart aspects of the surgery and has maintained a very positive 
attitude – looking forward to holding their first grandchild due in March.  She told John, after he 
grilled a number of surgeons prior to selecting one to do her surgery, that they were probably 
more impressed that he had been in Special Forces than the fact that he’s a trial lawyer, an avid 
supporter in the local Special Olympics, and the Department of Justice top environmental cop. 

Photo #1 – “Leaders of the Threat Reduction Support 
Center -- Dave Jackson (’63) and Mike Havey” 

As a result of Sharon’s surgery, John missed Hal Timboe’s guest appearance at the 
September West Point Society of D.C. luncheon at Fort Myer – the only way the class gets 
together if Frank & Michele Lynch don’t come up with a theme party and since on one has taken 
on John Keane’s luncheon organizing since he became a class VP and granddad.  Classmates in 
attendance to learn why it’s not always best to choose the lowest bidder when it comes to health 
care were:  Chuck Giasson, Mike Havey, Dick Steiner, and Ralph Tuccillo.  Hal continues his 
busy pace – especially since Anthrax was found outside a petre dish at Walter Reed. 

While getting info on our Colorado contingent Army-Air Force tailgate, Jim Craig let us 
know that he’s still on the mend and with Kellogg, Brown & Root as a General Manager for 



Construction in Africa, India and the Middle East.  He travels regularly to Qatar, Algeria, and 
(recently) Chad and Cameroon, and reports that he never thought Qatar would look so good. 

Photo #2 – “Chick James and Andy Silverthorn close to a golf course” 
Earlier this summer, Andy Silverthorn traveled to Michigan to visit Tom Beierschmitt 

and (what else?) play some golf.  Andy continues to stay close to Tom – not just because he’s an 
F-2 companymate, but also because he can never repay Tom for being the man responsible for 
Andy’s 2.7 in plebe boxing. 

Photo #3 – “Last Summer’s Plebe Hike march back 
crew – Tony Ambrose, Dutch Hostler, Brian Utermahlen, Tom Jewell, Dale Hansen, Tom 
Beierschmitt, and Lee Outlaw.” 

Jocko Merriam dropped a note to share summer adventures and pictures.  He spoke with 
Jack Swaney, who still has a dental practice around Kansas City.  When Jocko hit Colorado, he 
hooked up with son, JJ (who just took this bar exam enroute to Ft Carson as a JAG officer), and 
middle school Principal Gary Halstead (Patty was off with Kari while hubby, Jim Orahood II 
was off on a mission).  He also saw Bob & Lynne Uhler, who came down from Longmont to 
treat Jocko and JJ to a meal and fill them in on Bob’s and Mike Fellows’ Montgomery Watson 
exploits, before the Merriams headed off for a 14,000 foot high hike in the Rockies.  Jocko also 
spoke with Dan Winter in C-Springs and tried to trick him into going on the hike, but Dan 
wanted too much beer. 



Photo #4 -- “Jocko & JJ Merriam with Gary Halstead 
this summer in CO” 

Al Crecelius checked in using – like Jocko – a unique classical medium – a handwritten 
letter.  Maybe he can’t afford a computer after cheering daughter Alicia through med school, 
selling his home in Del Mar with an ocean view, moving even closer to San Diego to a place 
with a canyon view, and spending two weeks with Sandy and their daughters and step-daughters 
cruising the Mediterranean – all within a month.  They have a guest room at their new place on 
the ground level for old friends. 

Photo #5 – “Sandy’s picture of Shannon, Casey, Colleen, 
and Alicia with Al Crecleius” 

Andy Shaffer reported that he saw Eric Thomas at a Gas Machinery Conference in 
Austin.  Eric’s company had been bought out by El Paso Energy and seems to have survived – so 
far. 

Photo #6 – “Dutch Hostler, Gary Roberson, and Ray 
Puffer at the Army ECU game” 

Barbara & I spent a wonderful weekend with Dutch, Megan, and Christopher Hostler 
in CT – about 10 feet over the line from NY.  We attended the ECU game (saw Army pass – and 
complete – more than they had during our cadet and my TAC years, combined) with the Hostlers 
and Gary Roberson.  Cookie lost her mom this summer and, rather than go to the game, spent 
the time shopping with daughter, Christie – that ought to help the economy rebound.  Gary made 



a number of profound observations – one in particular being that war stories certainly get better 
with age.  Dutch & Megan are already working on finding us THE right place to stay for our 35th 
reunion – start making plans now to be there during the fall of 2003.  While with the Hostlers, I 
got to see a series of pictures, originally dispatched by Megan, of Juliana Bodenhamer, which 
daddy Jim took full credit for (not even a footnote, honor reps).  Jim stated that he helped Juliana 
prepare for WP so she would be able to get off to a great start in her plebe year and thus follow 
the traditions started by her father…  Talk about tales getting better with age… 

Photo #7 – “Bill Clark, John Strand Ross Nagy, 
Jim Locher, Ralph D’Alessandro at our 30th reunion” 

John Calabro reported that, between 1700 on Friday, 21 September and 0500 on the 
24th, USMA fielded the most overpaid group of gate guards in history when officers from the 
West Point faculty took over and guarded our Rockbound Highland Home to give the seriously 
overworked MPs and soldiers from the 1st Bn, 1st Infantry some time off.  Dan Kaufman, took 
his post on the first shift on Friday afternoon.  Think about it. For several hours, the physical 
security of our alma mater was in the hands of the oldest sentinel in America.  If that's not 
enough to take your breath away, just cull up the image of armed English Ps. 

You know I keep saying this, but – for over 33 years – it has been true.  We continue to 
live in perilous times, and we’re still called upon to look after folks.  Now, it’s not a unit of 
soldiers.  Now, it’s our families – strewn all over the world.  The feeling doesn’t change with 
each new year and challenge.  Like the Army’s oldest sentry, we must stay alert and continue to 
pass up the count because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  – Dave  



Dave Gerard 
5914 Lovejoy Ct 

Springfield, Virginia 22152 
703-451-3945 

dgerard@erols.com 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

 About a year and a half ago, John Westerlund secured five Grand Canyon hike slots for 
the fall of 2001, and issued an invitation to the class to join him in the trek.  While most 
classmates opted for Dutch Hostler’s virtual Frederick to WP hike, a select few took John up on 
his invitation to prove that not task was too great – especially if the task entailed fishing, eating, 
and being with classmates.  John lives in Flagstaff, where he completed his Ph.D. in History of 
the West at Northern Arizona U last May, and is working on a book for the University of Arizona 
Press to be published next year.  Since Chuck & Kate Vehlow returned to Scottsdale, AZ to 
soak up the humidity while Chuck does a little consulting, he was “in.”  Chuck and John see and 
read about Pres Miller, who runs multiple companies that do multiple things, but spends most of 
his time training for multiple triathlons throughout the Southwest.  Jay Crenshaw didn’t have to 
travel too far ether since he lives in Flagstaff as a twice-retired gentleman farmer.  Paul Joseph 
flew in from Richmond, where he certifies teachers in Virginia.  Russ Olsen flew in from San 
Francisco where he has done so many neat things with software and programs tat he became 
known to Dilbert originator Scott Adams who patterned his “psychotic hillbilly” after Russ. 

[Photo #1 – “John 
Westerlund, Chuck Vehlow, Paul Joseph, Jay Crenshaw, and Russ Olsen taking a hike in the 
Grand Canyon”] 

[Photo #2 – “Marty, Katie, John, and Gail 
Westerlund at Dr Dad’s Grad”] 
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[Photo #3 – “Pres Miller at July 2001 Flagstaff Mountain Man 
Triathlon”] 

After several all-nighters and a couple of gallons of boutique coffee, introverted Hoosier 
Bill Jeffries got his third book, Hannibal, Hummers & Hot Air Balloons – High Performance 
Strategies for Tough Times, published just in time for the Holiday rush.  It was due to go to print 
on 9/11; however, he pulled it back and wrote a coda reflecting on the relationship between the 
events of that horrible day and the business issues discussed in the book.  Cheryl is working on a 
master’s degree in advanced math at IUPUI (yea, even native Hoosiers giggle at this acroynm) 
where, as a sign of the general decline in US math and science capabilities, none of her 
professors speak English.  However, after she accidentally left her purse in a classroom shortly 
after 9/11, she found out that the local SWAT team did.  Following in Mom’s footsteps, son, 
Paul, attends Hebrew and French emersion courses.  Austin, on the other hand, left public school 
when he was accepted into a Jesuit School where he has played more chess than Bill has ever 
played in his life, and has won acclaim in things pertaining to military, aviation, and computers. 
 The high point of Dave & Pat Carraway’s year was when daughter, Allison, and son-in-
law, Toby, went to Vegas for some quality time, and Dave & Pat got to look after grandkids, 
Megan and T.J.  While Pat persists at the Savanna Visitors’ Center, Dave has given up his career 
in academia to consult for Versar Inc in an area of great pride and nostalgia.  He now inspects 
motor pools at Ft Stewart for compliance with environmental protection regulations. 
 Another example of the inability to keep a war-horse down is Rick Wright’s activities 
and travels.  While Anne takes off on 30+ day junkets to Thailand, Hanoi, Capetown, Istanbul, 
Nambia (Togo), Benin (Ghana), Senegal, Morocco, Tunisia, Malta, California, Barcelona, 
Madeira, the Canary and Cape Verde Islands, Grenada, Martinique, St Lucia, Barbados, Tobago, 
French Guiana, and Brazil; Rick has busied himself with the more familiar grunt resorts such as 
Fts Huachuca, Hood, Campbell, Benning, and Bragg, and Camp Lejune.  Actually, Anne & Rick 
did travel for a week or so together to Hawaii, Florida, and California.  Rick is heavy into 
military dependent education as he conducts assessments of School Boards and Community 
Strategic Plans.  While Anne’s son, Paul, accompanies his mom on her travels, Rick Jr. keeps his 
nose to the grindstone as a PM and electrical engineer with the NSA at Ft Meade. 
 As usual, a Cobey wedding is a great opportunity to bring some of the class champions 
and characters out of hiding.  This latest one, when Sally married Dawson Granade, is no 
exception.  It brought attorneys Buddy Neswiacheny out of Florida and Bob Echols out of 
Alabama, and Keith Harrelson out of Georgia.  Combine them with Elwood, and you have a 



critical mass that not even their wives can control.  No wonder Elwood became a doc – he has to 
support the matrimonial industry.  Only one more Cobey to go. 

[Photo #4 – “The latest Cobey wedding – 
Elwood, Margaret Cobey, Rob Echols, Bob & Jo Echols, Bud & Mary Neswiacheny, Andrew & 
Andrea Neswiacheny, Keith & Jennifer Harrelson, Sally & Dawson Granade, Mary Lou, Eve-
Lyn & Brian Turmail, and Whitney & Alex Cobey”] 
 It was especially good that Bud & Mary Neswiacheny made it to the Granade/Cobey 
wedding since they missed the South Florida WP Soc Army-Navy game celebration that brought 
out classmates that haven’t been seen for ages.  Not to be outdone, the Frank & Michele Lynch 
DC area Army-Navy Party brought in a respectable number of the local suspects – the Cohns, 
Giassons, Hoblits, Kordas, Tuccillos, Yountses.  Unfortunately, by the time they got around to 
taking a picture, the sun was WAY over the yardarm and the shot was not up to publication 
standards.  The only news to come out of that gathering was that Chuck Giasson is the senior 
classmate at SAIC, and since Fred & Nancy Hoblit won three husband and wife golf 
tournaments last year, they got more news coverage in the Washington Post than Tiger Wood. 

[Photo #5 – “Cindy & Bill McCauley, Dorothy 
Crawford, Lance, Alan, and Jonathan Aker, Jerry Crawford, and Wally Magathan at the Army-
Navy game celebration in Ft. Lauderdale sponsored by the West Point Society of South Florida”] 
 Ed & Peggy Thal were also proud to host the wedding of their daughter, Christina, to 
Bill Curran last spring, at which a number of classmates attended.  After discovering how 
expensive such an event can be, they waited to send a picture with their Christmas card. 



[Photo #6 – “Ed & Peggy Thal, Hugh (’65) & Grace 
Kelley, Gordon & Alix Sayre, Bill & Christina Curran, John & Anne Marie Keane, Kate 
Crawford (wife of Dorn Crawford ’70), Carrie Crawford (daughter of Dorn), and Jim & Linda 
Foss (’69) at the Curran/Thal wedding last April”] 

Ray Rhodes dropped a note from Texas where he is a global security advisor with 
ExxonMobil Corp. to let us know that his and Mary Jane’s son, Jonathan, who is also the 
captain of his HS Cross Country Team, has accepted an appointment to our alma mater to 
become a member of the Class of 2006.  Dan Taylor took a break from his Georgia law practice 
to announce that his son, Winslow, also received an appointment.  If they go, they’ll be in good 
company with Tom Beierschmitt’s, Jim Bodenhamer’s, Dutch Hostler’s, and Lee Outlaws 
kids still there. 

Hopefully there’ll be a picture of Dutch Hostler with class progeny up front in the AOG 
section presenting a check for over $9,000 to our class gift fund.  I’m counting on John Calabro 
to make that happen so we can max out our class note pictures for others.  With the support of 
the old grad marchbacks for the last two summers, Dutch has raised over $20,000 for our class 
gift fund.  As a proud papa of a cadet, he has also contributed to AAA.  As his guest at the Army-
Navy game, we sat in the high roller section and didn’t get to see who else attended except by 
subsequent note and pictures.  I did see Tom Beierschmitt, who came to see his son and ensure 
that the local Sam Adams brewpubs were up to snuff.  Through prudent sampling, he reports they 
all passed his strict testing since he woke up the morning of the game still thirsty.  Jim & Julia 
Bodenhamer also visited the Hostler section and took us out to dinner after the victory.  
Actually, Barbara & I tagged along (classmated?) while Jim footed the bill for daughter Juliana, 
four cadets that smelled a full and free meal by acting like they were interested in a bunch of old 
grad war stories, and Dutch & Megan (as thanks for looking after, feeding, and laundering for 
Juliana during her Plebe Year) in celebration of his pending early retirement since he didn’t have 
to pay for his kids to go to college.  The only other classmates I heard of at the game were Dave 
Martin, Monte Anderson, and Mike Cerrone, who were within elbow rubbing distance of Glen 
Davis, the Supe, and the President.  Dave also voiced concern about seating by checkbook size 
rather than by class.  Unless we do our duty, prepare to see more things at WP named for money 
guys like Dawkins and Kimsey than for combat leaders like Versace and Workman. Monte is 
still directing environmental services, but for ARAMARK since it purchased the Management 
Services of ServiceMaster.  Mike is now stationed in Baumholder (sp?) and is still in the running 
for being the last classmate in uniform. 



[Photo #7a – “David, Douglas, & Stephanie Martin with Monte 
Anderson and Mike Cerrone at Army-Navy”] 

Larry Main has been serving on the Michigan Vietnam Monument Commission, at the 
pleasure of the Governor.  After 14 years, the commission has finally managed to build and 
dedicate a State Monument to those from Michigan killed in that war which claimed so many of 
our friends, classmates and brothers-in-arms.  As you know, Larry is not normally one to support 
one more monument; preferring to devote that money and effort to support the living – just the 

kind of guy we need to work on our Class Gift Committee.  However, he 
noted that the process of fund-raising and public awareness associated with 
the Monument has resulted in significantly increased support for Veterans 
affairs in general.  The monument is a real centerpoint of the State Capitol 
in Lansing – located directly in front of the new State Supreme Court 
Building and on a direct line with the State Capitol Building, and will help 
focus attention on Veterans affairs long after we're gone. A glutton for 
punishment, Larry is also the Secretary of the West Point Society of 
Michigan. 
[Photo #7b – “Larry Main presenting the Michigan Vietnam Monument” 

 This has been a great reporting period with lots of holiday letters and pictures.  I wish I 
could say that I took this space to report on the classmates who paid me off.  It was more like 
who has been in the queue the longest, and we’re allocated notes space in accordance with how 
many of us subscribe to the Assembly.  Since I wasn’t paid off, didn’t win a lottery, and am out of 
room, I’ll go to work in the morning, and when I return, I’ll put the rest of your news together for 
next time.  I know that class news is important to you – you tell me so in all of your cards, letters, 
phone calls, and emails.  So, keep writing, taking and sending in pictures, and calling because 
you are what makes these notes worth while and YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  Dave 
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 News continues to trickle in regarding the impact of the horror of last Sept. 11.  In a note 

of concern for John Wing and his affiliation with Enron, John 
ONeal mentioned that he’s still teaching at the University of 
Alabama.  Whether he took a sabbatical before or after Sept. 11 is 
unclear; however, he is using this time to cope with the death of his 
brother, Seamus, who is survived by three children, worked for 
Cantor Fitzgerald, and was trapped and killed in the World Trade 
Center Complex.  Rich Witherspoon reflected that he & Pat had 
seen Seamus in a play, marveled at his talent, and noted that you 
could see the admiration in John’s eyes and hear it in his voice each 
time he got to talking about a brother he clearly loved.  John has 
avoided sending the news about his brother’s death because he’s tired 
of being consoled.  He says that he’s better now and that time helps. 
[Photo #1 – “An early John ONeal complements of Steve Shaw”] 

 As part of the ripple effect of Sept., Tom Margrave has been appointed Fire Chaplain for 
the Cortland City, NY Department and is becoming a volunteer firefighter as part of the program. 

Although he may not believe it right now, Mike Dauth, will find eventual comfort in 
John ONeal’s reflections.  Mike lost Terri, his soul mate's soul mate, on Jan 3 to what was 
apparently a brain aneurysm.  For many of you, especially the D3 crowd, this is dated news.  But 
it’s still shocking.  Hug your brides and family, give thanks, and help our classmates through 
their shock and anguish. 

[Photo #2 – “Pete Wallace with Steve and Gwen at Steve’s Ranger 
Graduation”] 
 Since Sept., Pete Wallace has worked tirelessly to keep the 
airline industry solvent through almost monthly trips between London 
and all over the US.  As the days grew drearier and the taste for good 
beef grew stronger (beef sold there is reportedly so strong, they have 
tattoos), Barbara found it to her best interest to help Pete along.  Aside 
from the old “business” standby, they attended Steve’s Ranger 
graduation (he’s still with the 82nd at Brag) and tried to export 
Californian and Hawaiian sun to the land of wetness and faulty hot 
water heaters.  Pete reports that, if Ranger has changed, it has gotten 
harder – but Rangers today have a tougher mission. 
 

In the mean time, Joe Fowler continues to keep academia in the black.  Last year, both 
Barbara and Liz donned cap and gown – Barbara for her Ph.D form U of Maryland, and Liz for 
a BA (with honors) from Notre Dame.  This year, Barbara is teaching nursing and Liz has entered 
Med School in St Louis (Joe keeps telling her to “think geriatrics”).  Their other kids seem to be 
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surviving well without dealing with lecture halls – Michelle is in Austin doing theatrical stuff, 
Robb continues to free-lance in the film industry, and Bryan has returned from Florida to 
contribute his graphic design talents to Joe’s LIUNA presentations and publications.  Joe 
continues to enjoy his job, though never losing sight of his primary mission – improving his golf 
game. 

[Photo #3 – “Dwight & Donna Lee at the 2001 
Army-Navy Hit & Giggle Tourney”] 

Speaking of golf, aside from adjusting an 
empty nest and keeping in touch with family, a 
major event on Dwight & Donna Lee’s annual 
calendar is to participate in a Navy ’58 “hit and 
giggle” tourney.  They are the only Army folks in 
the bunch and the “A” team shines.  It doesn’t seem 
to bother the squids that Dwight & Donna are 
“Army” but it does rile them that they are Class of 

68 – they’re known as the “kids.”  Dwight is still following the bouncing golf ball throughout the 
US for Gen Dynamics Government Systems, with frequent stops in Southern California and 
Hawaii – excursions that Donna gets to tag along on – but she’s hoping for Australia.  Bruce 
Korda just called to get Bob Keller’s phone number in Florida because Dwight wimped out on a 
tournament in which Bruce had entered an Army team. 

John Dallen’s big news for 2001 was that he has returned to Sacramento, and the 
proximity of his sisters, from the Research Triangle of NC to rejoin Nolte Associates as the CIO, 
CPO, CFO, and CMO – but he’s only paid for being one person.  He reports that the added 
workload has re-energized his enthusiasm for work.  Trish is remaining in the Chapel Hill area, 
still teaching HS algebra and geometry, and tending to the kids and her mom.  John & Trish meet 
up for treks through Ireland, Wales, England, and Lake Murry, SC…  
 Bob & Maureen Shaw’s big trip last year was to China (Forbidden City, Great Wall, 
Beijing, Shanghai, Xian, and Guilin).  Their holiday letter included pictures that I could not get 
up to publication standards.  In true 68 style, I just received a very early 2002 holiday card from 
Terry Wong, who left Africa last summer for his new posting in the Embassy Administrative 
Section in Beijing.  Also, in a manner befitting Gil Tijerina, who had to go to language school 
prior to his first assignment to El Salvador, Terry is in an intense 44-week Chinese language 
course learning to read, write, and speak Chinese. 



[Photo #4 – “Jon, Terry, Tim, & Kris Wong at the Great Wall last fall”] 
The glow of last year’s old grad/plebe march back from Lake Frederick has rekindled 

already.  Dutch Hostler has not had to work too hard to rally the gang that has already made the 
march.  Since Dutch’s & Megan’s son, David, has been assigned to Beast II, Dutch has some 
reason to three-peat.  But the lunacy goes far beyond veteran trekkers such as Tony Ambrose, 
Tom Jewel, and Brian Utermahlen, who have cleared their calendars and pre-registered for 
2002.  Gary Roberson has also signed on the dotted line, and (having passed when his plebe 
daughter made it) Jim Bodenhamer is considering it – family situation permitting as he and 
Julia are looking after ailing parents.  This event is beginning to catch on, so reserve early.  
Needless to say, Dutch will let you know when you can open your checkbook rather than your 
rucksack to be a virtual marcher. 

[Photo #5 – “Tom & Gretchen Jewell on a boat 
for sale”] 

For Tom Jewell, calendar clearing was a 
little more complicated than usual.  First he 
married Gretchen Dawson last October, with 
Greg Unangst in attendance.  As part of their 
honeymoon, Tom & Gretchen took a group of 
students to New Zealand between Thanksgiving 
and Christmas to study their (the Kiwis, not the 
students) power generation and distribution 
systems.  Last May, Tom spent a week in Spain 

making arrangements for a term abroad this June.  After 157 years of Civil Engineering tradition, 
Union College’s Pres, Dean, and Bd of Trustees have voted to phase out that particular 
curriculum.  Tom will continue at Union, teaching CE for the remaining CE students, and then 
basic engineering for the other engineering programs – unless some outstanding opportunity 
comes along… 

Jack & Bobbi Munson distributed an incredible holiday letter – an entire page that 
didn’t mention them at all.  Erin is flying in the mid-East and points farther East while her hubby 
is holding down the fort at Pope AFB.  Megan has become an expert in all things to do with 
camping and Boy Scouts (she runs an outdoor store in Annapolis).  During a call to them, I found 
out that Jack is doing studies for the Marines and Bobbi has been trying to keep their dog from 
getting them expelled from Alexandria.  If you want more, you call and get some info. 



[Photo #6 – “Jon Dodson, Steve Frushour, Jay 
Williams, and some grinning fool last 
Thanksgiving in the Outer Banks of NC”] 

Bob Alexander’s holiday letter let us 
know that he’s really getting into military 
advanced engineering, science, and technology 
initiatives in the Norfolk (Joint Forces) area.  As 
Bob is getting into it, Renata Price is leaving it.  
Jon Dodson and I attended her retirement 
ceremony at AMC in February, and witnessed the 
outpouring of genuine respect and admiration the 

S&T community holds for her.  As a civil servant, she retired with 38 years federal service (cadet 
time counted) under her belt.  She promised to keep us informed as to where she’ll go from here. 

[Photo #7 – “Dick & Kathy Shipley with a Navy 
Grad last Christmas in Abu Dhabi”] 

Mark & Diane Hansen’s holiday letter 
didn’t start raving about grandkids until the 2nd 
paragraph.  They even sent a picture of one, but 
none of them.  Diane maintains that she 
recognizes that she needn’t send a picture of her in 
a halter top, while Mark didn’t see the problem of 
one of him in a fitting shirts – with the  “form” 
resembling a sack of feed.  He is now not only a 
professor and chairman in the Dept of Radiology 

at Texas Tech Health Sciences Center at El Paso, he has added the same title at Texas Tech at 
Lubbock.  Not to be outdone, Dick & Kathy Shipley report that life is good in the desert across 
an ocean and a couple of seas, where Dick is overseeing the UAE military medical education and 
training program and Kathy is working on her tan while waiting to be recalled to the friendly 
skies. 

Craig O’Connor dropped a note to let us know that he got out of his buggy barn business 
and was hired on at DC METRO as a result of his extensive automotive background.  In typical 
government fashion, while METRO is supposed to be expanding its fleet and vehicle engineering 
department, they are having such severe trouble with their rebuild program for subway cars and 
almost catastrophic problems with the new cars they bought from a Spanish company, their fleet 
is actually shrinking.  Keep those tax dollars coming in friends. 

This time, I’m about out of news.  Hopefully, the events and adventures noted above will 
make us appreciate our own lives more, and remind us of the importance of taking time to enjoy 
and share the love and closeness of friends and family.  When you go 15, 20, 25, 35 years 
without seeing, remembering, or sharing with somebody, sometimes it’s too late.  Keep the 
pictures, mail, and calls coming because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  Dave. 
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After reading about John ONeal’s heartbreaking September 11 loss, Bill Reffett checked 
in to relate that he was on his way to a Board of Directors meeting of one of his companies on the 
79th floor of 1 WTC when the first plane hit.  The meeting had originally been scheduled for 
8:30 AM but had been changed two days before to 10:00 to accommodate two new Directors 
who were flying up from the DC area.  Through a set of extremely fortuitous events, no one from 
Bill’s company or Board was lost.  Even though he had lived and worked in the NYC area, he 
was tremendously impressed with the compassion and humanity shown by the residents of NYC. 

Mike Hart was the first to report the tragic news reflecting every parent’s nightmare:  
Mike & Diane Billingsley’s son, M. Scott, died suddenly on 25 March of an apparent heart 
attack.  Scott was an aide to Congressman Tom Tancredo of Colorado.   

Chuck Jones is still busy tearing up the Interstate in Denver – designing a major 
renovation to I-25 in Southeast Denver called T-REX.  He relayed the good news that Robby 
Robinson has taken over as President of the WPS of Denver – spurring the class on to take a 
major role in keeping things active.  Mike & Becky Fellows are doing well with recent trips to 

Hawaii and China to keep their life exciting.  
Founders Day brought Mike & Becky Fellows, 
Robby & Cathy Robinson, Joe & Carla 
Henry, and Chuck & Gayle Jones together. 
[Photo #1 – Part of the Colorado contingent 
showing the ugliest legs in the West at a Joe 
Henry barbecue last summer in Denver: Front 
Row: Chuck Canella, Joe Henry, Mike 
Fellows; Second Row: Marv Wooten, Chuck 
Jones, Jay Francis, Gary Halstead, Robbie 
Robinson, Les Krohnfeldt, Mike Hart, Steve 
Williams, Bob Clarke”] 

If anyone is looking for a model company web site, check out http://home.attbi.com/~D-
3.1968/.  Steve Caldwell shared it with me, and you can bet the Warriors will be well represented 
at our 35th. 
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[Photo #2 
– “D-3 at last year’s company reunion”] 

Classmates continue to serve as exemplified by Bill Nash being named to the UN team 
destined to inquire into Israeli actions in the Palestinian refugee camp at Jenin, based on his 
experience in investigating atrocities in the Balkans. 

Pres & Clem Miller went to Palm Beach, FL in April for Brian Wing's wedding to 
Shannon Maher.  The Millers spent time with Bob & Helen Kelly, Jude & Laurie Rolfes, and 
of course John, the proud father, and Karen, the beaming mother.  Bob Kelly is just publishing 
his book, The Carbon Conundrum, which outlines various energy scenarios for the next century.  
Pres admitted that the rest of Bob’s explanation exceeded Pres’ ability to comprehend after three 
days of partying, so he stood up in the back of the room, nodded sagely, and promised to report 
that it sounded very interesting. 

[Photo #3 – “FD 2002 in Boston with Mike Palone, 
Myles Crowe, Larry Rapisarda, and Steve Caldwell”] 

Gus Lee checked in to let us know that he has finished his 5th book, which is due out this 
summer from Random House.  He got sucked up by one of his consulting clients and is now back 
in corporate America – more later.  He’s still interested in his nemesis – electricity.  He found 
that by sticking a penny into a plug disproves the old saying that a penny won’t get you very far – 
it got Gus clear across the room – and grounded by his son. 

With the anomalous exception of last year, when Dan Kaufman was the guest speaker at 
the West Point Society of DC, and most or our DC classmates turned out to hear his stirring talk, 
the class turned out in droves to celebrate the Academy Bi-Centennial.  The class was well 
represented by classmates in the NY area -- Dan & Kathryn Kaufman, John & Angie 



Calabro, Dutch and Megan Hostler, and Tony Dodson – as well as a few that had to commute 
– Jim & Norma Locher, Chuck & Katie Vehlow, Tony & Linda Ambrose, and Joe & 
Maureen Guignon. 

[Photo #4 – “Part of the 
El Paso/Ft Bliss/Biggs 
Field 2002 Founder’s 
Day: Ralph & Florita 
Tildon, Warren & Carla 
Boland, Gil & Irene 
Tijerina, and Irene’s 
daughter, Kasey”] 

Betty Shaffer 
wrote to let us know that 
she and Andy saw Gil 
Tijerina and Ralph 
Tildon at the El Paso/Ft 
Bliss/Biggs Field 
Founder’s Day.  Ralph & 
Florita have been living 
in Las Cruces for a 

couple of years while he teaches at New Mexico State University, and plan to stay a couple of 
more years before returning to Virginia. The Shaffers didn’t get to sit with our class as they are 
heavy Army recruiters and had to sit at a table with area Admissions types.  Although they had 
received an invitation to Founder's Day at West Point as well, time just didn't allow for that; 
however she felt that the simulcast of the evening from West Point was a great way to share it 
with all of us who are far from West Point. 

 [Photo #5 – “South Florida 
Founder’s Day with Bill & Cindy 
McCauley, Jerry & Dorothy 
Crawford, Wally & Sue 
Magathan, and Malena & Jock 
Merriam”] 

Many thanks to Jerry 
Crawford for forwarding South 
Florida FD and class activity 
pictures.  Lee Norton left Judy in 
Philidelphia last January to visit 
Jocko Merriam in the Sunshine 
State for an “important business 
meeting” dealing with Jock’s 
JCM Associates.  The picture he 

sent contained the requisite palm tree but excluded the golf bags… 



[Photo #6 – “Lee Norton and Jock Merriam in FL 
business attire”] 

Dave Hatcher was the first to call our attention to an Ollie North 17 March article, in 
which he wishes West Point a happy birthday and remembers his association with Hank 
Spengler. 

 Jim Thome forwarded a picture of the Orlando FD classmate representation.  He 
retired in March 2001, after 10 years at  San Joaquin Delta College as the Chair of the Science 
and Math Division.  He & Pat then embarked on traveling in their 29 ft Motor home for several 

months.  Traveling stopped when Pat needed 
double knee surgery at the beginning of the 2001 
summer.  After a full recovery with rehab, they 
again hit the highways, and finally settled into a 
new home they purchased in Clermont, FL before 
Xmas.  Now, the Thomes are enjoying retirement 
and re-learning what yard work in real humidity is 
like... 
[Photo #7 “Gordy Sayre, Jim Thome, and Dick 
Wiedenbeck at the Orlando bi-centennial FD 
celebration.”] 

AOG sent an email with a spreadsheet of over 260 non-subscribers to Assembly.  While 
I’m a little disappointed in the large number, I did note that the list included three classmates 
who had died, four names that don’t fit any of my class rosters, and a whole gob of classmates 
who are either “in touch” through AOG or the internet.  For those who don’t fit any of the above 
categories, we need to find them prior to reunion but after I tell outrageous lies about them. 

Frank Lynch checked in to ask if we’ve started reunion preparations yet.  I told him that 
I had just received a note from Dan Kaufman regarding class business – part of which addressed 
reunion.  Dan reported that Dutch Hostler had started the class business ball rolling by calling a 
meeting to which Mike Peters, Dale Hansen, John Calabro, Pat Toffler, Bill Shutsky, Tony 
Dodson, and Dan attended to discuss our long overdue and ever more expensive class gift.  As 
you know, Larry Jordan is the chairman of the fund raising committee, and agrees that we need 
to proceed with a plan to take a number of alternative gift ideas to the class with the goal of 
having the gift voted on and decided by our 35th reunion in 2003 and presenting it in 2008.  
Dutch agreed to act as chair of a gift committee that will poll the class and USMA for suitable 
gift ideas.  The gift committee and class leaders will agree on a list of alternatives to be voted on, 
then present the options to the class.  We have just under a half million in the class fund.  Some 
fund raising approaches were also discussed that will be presented to Larry – one being 



establishing a major giver subcommittee under Larry that will target our well- to-do (and closet 
millionaire) classmates who are capable of making a substantial donation.  Depending on the gift 
decided upon, we probably will need anywhere from $1.5 to $3 million by the 40th.  So, first 
point--if you know of anyone who would like to help with the gift committee, please let Dutch 
know. 

As for the reunion, Dan and Dutch have pretty well set in concrete the weekend of 13 
September 2003 for our reunion.  Army is booked to play Rutgers (in a non-Conference football 
game – Conference USA won’t announce its 2003 schedule until late December 2002 at the 
earliest) at home on September 13th.  Dutch & Megan have also started a dialog with the 
Tarrytown Marriott – site of our last gathering.  The schedule shouldn’t be a surprise except for 
those who have yet to attend one of these magnificent events – the class masses would arrive 
Thursday (11 September) for golf and initial in-processing, and the usual array of reunion 
activities would be scheduled for Friday, Saturday and Sunday – 12-14 September, with most 
folks departing to rest up or party on the 14th.  John & Anne Marie Keane will lead the charge 
in the DC area – to deal with souvenirs (nothing so big as the class print this time unless 
someone wants to step up and do it) and parcel out the work.  Michele will allow Frank to 
volunteer for the class book again and the golf tournament as well – unless Frank can interest Joe 
Guignon, and his ties for donations for prizes, to take on the job.  Marv Wooten has also 
stepped up to take some time away from his Military Community Youth Ministry fund raising to 
coordinate the Memorial Service, and Tony Ambrose has volunteered to deliver any babies born 
during the reunion. 

Frank & Michele have been practicing for special events as Michele directed the Signal 
singers again.  Chuck Giasson, as a glee clubber, was an expected member of the choral group 
but Frank, the B-squad football player who sounds more like he is calling defensive signals than 
singing, is now an accepted member for having shown up for the third year in a row (he only 
shows up because he is Michele's chauffer!). 

Planning and participating in this reunion promises to be a great experience.  True, faces 
have changed to the fuller weathered faces of our parents that we remembered from our Plebe-
Parent Weekend, June Week, and events in between.  Our brides are quicker at recognizing the 
perils of aging – e.g, they usually know when it’s time to stop wearing halter tops, while we 
blithely continue to wear form-fitting shirts even when the “form” now resembles something the 
OPE Ps warned us about.  But, we’re changing, Rabble – embrace it – even if we can’t get our 
arms all around it.  Reunions are about glory and camaraderie and reliving some of the best 
moments of our lives.  These were people we spent our youth with, people we loved in a place 
we had a love-hate relationship with.  We come together on occasions like this, and we don’t 
know where to cry or laugh.  Easy – we’ll do both.  Many classmates have already retired 
(whatever that means) or are semi-retired.  We’ve probably already trained our replacements.  
We need to take the time to come back together, and relish our good fortune because YOU’RE 
ALL WE’VE GOT.  Dave 
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In one moving ceremony, Hal Timboe gave up command of the North Atlantic 

Regional Command (medical, veterinary and dental facilities in a 21-state area) and 
Walter Reed AMC, and retired.  Hal & Donna moved back to San Antonio where Hal 
has become the Associate VP for Admin at the U of Texas Health Science Center – Hal’s 
medical alma mater, where he had been named the Distinguished Medical Alumnus in 
1999.  Skip (one of Hal’s roomies) & Joan Greeby took time out from building great 
American malls and touring Europe to be part of the event.  Joan created a photo album 
of cadet days featuring Hal and Skip (yes, we were thin, hairy on our heads, and “cut” 
then).  When I mentioned to Russ Fuhrman (a VP with Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & 
Douglas, Inc., specializing in international transportation projects) that we don't get to 
hear marching music much anymore since we have so few classmates on active duty, he 
remarked that, whenever he misses it, he makes a call to TRICARE for an appointment 
and gets to hear all he wants while on hold.  Sandy Cohn, the Parade Magazine 

Washington Bureau Chief for Governmental and political 
affairs and CEO of H-Quotient, Inc., had the opportunity 
to pick the governmental and military minds of Jon 
Dodson (VP for National Security Policy and Strategy of 
Core Processes, Inc.), Rick Wright (Sr Defense Strategy 
Consultant with the Institute of Defense Analyses 
currently working to balance DoD dependent school 
assets in view of base closures and reorganizations), Tom 
McNaugher (Sr Analyst with Rand Corp), and Chuck 
Mahan (Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, and 
extraordinary margarita maker) regarding Internet 
credibility and federal interagency coordination regarding 
military and intelligence gathering operations.  Who else 
but classmates could have fun with such diversity? 
[Photo #1 – “Harold Timboe as he stands at Walter 
Reed”] 

In spite of travel advisories warning US citizens against traveling to Asia, Africa, 
Europe, the Middle East, and Latin America, the class has found alternatives to spending 
the summer in Canada or the basement…  While visiting with Joan Greeby at the 
Timboe festivities, she commented that their experience while Skip was on active duty in 
Europe, allowed them to have confidence in living anywhere – but not being tourists.  
They went to lots of wine and beer fests and volksmarches, but never saw the other 
wondrous sights of the area.  Now, they return to Europe at every chance to tour on a 
more comfortable basis, the distilleries of Scotland and beaches of Normandy.  Andy & 
Betty Shaffer have just returned from a similar trip and cruise, and highly recommend it.  
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Jim Bodenhamer may still require some training.  He & Julia went to Europe this 
summer while Julia participated in a Texas educator's trip to Berlin.  Retired gentleman 
and big spender Jim accompanied her as a kept man and planned a backpacking 
expedition through Krakow, Prague and Vienna, staying in hostels, before returning to 
Germany for a final few days with son Jon and his wife, who is stationed there.  Jim, 
we’re older now.  Stay in a hotel.  Take a tour. 

For those counting, after Jim Medora’s retirement (which we missed) in May and 
Hal’s retirement in June, I figure we have six classmates still in uniform:  Larry Jordan, 
Chuck Mahan, John Ryneska, Dan Kaufman, Bill Dickerson, and Mike Cerrone. 

While the Timboes are moving into San Antonio, Dick & Kathy Shipley have 
left – temporarily after celebrating (wish I knew of a stronger word) the nuptials of son, 
Eric, with Samantha Ruth Mitchell in June.  Dick has returned to the UAE for a couple of 
months, and Kathy took off into the United wild blue again. 

While in Texas on family and business matters, Henry & Karen Riser had dinner 
with Dave & Susan Ohle in Houston.  Henry is VP of Opns for Systems & Processes 
Engineering Corp (SPEC – obviously a grad founded and run outfit) and COO of a SPEC 
subsidiary, Connected Wireless Inc.  Neither he nor Dave could contact Les & Kathy 

Wright, who are also in the Houston area.  
Shell Oil decided it didn't need a North 
American HQ anymore, thus freeing up Dave 
& Susan to find a buyer for their Houston 
home right after Enron tanked and move back 
to their comfort zone in the DC area (close to 
friends, son, and grandson) where Dave has 
become a VP with CSC. 
[Photo #2 – “Dave Ohle, Ralph Tuccillo, Tom 
Beierschmitt, Mike Palone, and Bob Kelly at 
our last reunion”] 

John & Anne Marie Keane recently had dinner with Don & Stephanie Jones in 
the DC area.  One of Don's seniors was a Presidential Award Winner and chose Don as 
her most influential teacher.  While she received a medal from President Bush, Don got to 
hear his name called at the awards ceremony.  Along with attending various luncheons, 
receptions, and sight-seeing activities, Don, Stephanie, and Steven had a a private tour of 
the Library of Congress arranged by Don's cousin, an archivist there. 

Carlie Rogers reported that she & Jeff grew tired of New England winters and 
the Peoples Republic of Massachusetts, so Jeff transferred to an SAIC slot in the 
Melbourne, FL area.  This move is not a surprise as the Rogers have been scouting out the 
area for almost a year and signed the appropriate paperwork to start construction of their 
home in Melbourne back in October.  For those of you that have not yet contracted to 
build a home, let Jeff’s & Carlie’s adventure be a lesson – it always takes longer than 
what the sincere builder promises.  Allow for the seasons – hunting and fishing… 
 Sue Nagy checked in to let us know that she and Ross are also looking to depart 
New England.  As part of the transition, Ross has resigned as the National Red Cross 
Disaster Specialist of Vermont, New Hampshire, & Maine and is now consulting for 
Vermont Emergency Management and the Addison County Regional Planning Group.  



He is doing what he did for the Red Cross except he doesn't have to go out of state AND 
he comes home every night.  Ross’ 95 year-old mom, who is still living on her own, and 
community respect for Ross keep them in Vermont – for now.  As a part of the West 
Point Bicentennial celebration, Ross was presented with the commemorative West Point 

Stamp from local authorities.  After a 
while, look for the Nagys to head for the 
Virginia Tidewater area, where their three 
daughters have taken jobs that we can all 
use – Kim, married a Navy grad and is 
doing network engineering stuff; Shelley, 
is a massage therapist; and Robyn, is a 
counselor for mentally challenged adults. 
[Photo #3 – “Ross Nagy receiving a West 
Point Bicentennial Commemorative stamp 
from the Rutland Assistant Postmaster and 
the Regional Postal Manager”] 

Continuing with the bicentennial theme, Dan & Kathryn Kaufman went to 
France this summer as part of the USMA contengent at St Cyr's bicentennial and at the 
Bastille Day parade.  USMA also sent a Cadet unit to participate in those events.  I’ll bet 
that sign-up sheet filled up fast. 
 As an indirect celebration of the West Point Bicentennial, The American Concrete 
Institute (ACI International) issued a press release announcing that Terry Holland, a 
private engineering consultant specializing in concrete materials-related issues, has been 
elected its 79th president.  Quick to give our alma mater a plug as the only West Point 
graduate to be elected president of ACI, Terry was quoted as finding it fitting that his 
tenure coincides with the West Point Bicentennial.  Prior to establishing his own 
consulting practice, he acquired Masters and Doctor of Engineering degrees in Civil 
Engineering from UC, Berkeley, and was Director of Engineering with the Admixture 

Division of Master Builders Inc. in Cleveland.  While in 
Government service, was with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
in Vietnam and South Korea, and a civilian research engineer 
with the Corps at its Waterway Experiment Station Structures 
Laboratory in Vicksburg, Mississippi.  This is a great time for 
Terry to be at the helm.  The US population continues to grow.  
That growth fuels the need to replace aging infrastructure and 
build new systems – an economical shot greatly needed by an 
economy racked with arm-waving book-keeping schemes and 
scams. 
[Photo #4 -- “New ACI Pres Terry Holland”] 

 Another classmate leading industry into the future is Chuck Vehlow, the new 
COO of Metal Storm, an Australian R&D company that works closely with the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) on Top Secret projects that seems to have 
already made the Crusader artillery system obsolete. 



Thanks to George Laswell’s bride of two years, Jean, who has taken an interest 
in the alma mater dear, which has resulted in subscribing to the Assembly for the first 
time in over 30 years. 
 Bob Stroud checked in looking for Ross Irvin in Texas.  Their daughter-in-law 
(Bill & Patti Marriott's daughter), Anne, got her MBA from William & Mary and took a 
marketing job in Dallas.  Their son, Tom, Anne’s husband, transferred from CT to 
Bakersfield, CA. to install turbines at a power plant.  After that job, he expects to be 
reunited with Anne in Dallas. After a little prodding, Bob confirmed that his and Eileen’s 
home in Severna Park, MD was destroyed by fire last April.  Bob & Eileen were at the 
movies with Matt when neighbors came and told them about the fire.  Eileen's father was 
in the house, called the fire dept, and then crawled out.  The basement, containing 
Eileen's jewelry and most of their photos survived, but sustained of water damage. 
 For the first time since they left the Northern Virginia area, Mike & Sue Toole 
dropped a noted in late June asking for prayers for their son, David. who owns a hotel in 
Creede, CO – a spectacular fly fishing and resort area that was in the path of the giant 
fires.  The winds shifted, the fire went in the other direction, and they are physically safe 
– but the tourists are staying away. 
 Late tragic news:  Gloria, George Shoener's bride of only 34 years, lost her 
battle with cancer after all these years and died on July 1.  George and Gloria met at Prep 
School.  Our deepest sympathy and condolences go out to George, Kim, and Brian. 
 Dutch Hostler checked in with lots of class business. Bob Alexander has 
volunteered to help Frank Lynch with the reunion golf outing.  Bob reports that Trish’s 
tumor is slowly growing back at the base of her brain, and she needs our prayers. The 
Westchester Marriott in Tarrytown will begin taking reservations for our reunion in 
September 2002.  As of Class Notes deadline, 11 classmates are already signed up for the 
old grad march back with the plebes: Ray Rhodes, Ron Feher and Jerry Florance (who 
all have sons entering USMA with the Class of 2006); Tony Ambrose, Tom 
Beierschmitt, Tony Dodson, Dale Hansen, Tom Jewell, Gary Roberson, Brian 
Utermahlen, and Dutch.  Dan Kaufman may wind up participating as well, unless 
Deanly duties dictate otherwise.  Dutch said that his class gift mailing elicited some 

response – mostly attaboys for the 
committee in taking on the project.  
Paul DeCoursey, Ron Feher, and 
Pres Miller have volunteered to help 
with fund-raising.  Currently, we’re 
still waiting ror progress in finding a 
chairman for a focused fund-raising 
effort. 
Photo #5 – “The DC area 2002 Signal 
Ball with the Lynches, Keanes, Lees, 
Giassons, Paulsons, Marriotts, and 
Yountses”] 

 Dutch has really taken on a lot and we all need to pull together in support of these 
projects.  John Calabro ventured way from The Rock to help tell WP class officers 
assembled in the DC area how important all the West Point Funds – general funds, 



bicentennial funds, club funds, corps squad funds, AAA funds, parents’ club funds, 
activities funds, planned gift funds, and the AOG endowment fund – are.  There’s no 
doubt that we have participated and contributed to these funds since we are a fixed 
population.  In the meantime, there are a couple of other funds, besides our personal 
retirement, welfare, and go-to-the-reunion funds, that we have neglected – our class gift 
and admin funds.  We’re coming up on a reunion that will run us a couple of thousand to 
attend (transportation to, from, and around, lodging, meals, banquets, tailgate, game, 
souvenirs, crash dieting, hair plugs, etc.), but we still haven’t come up with enough of 
anything to make a decent class gift.  As you know, as time moves on, things get more 
expensive, and operations and maintenance costs increase.  We can’t just rely on our 
more well to do classmates – as soon as they make a big contribution, the organized 
“giving” vultures descend and begin pestering them for more.  Rabble, it’s time to circle 
the wagons, dig deep into our pockets, and start building up our own funds.  You’ve 
always come through with much appreciated news and support for me.  Expect classmate 
phone calls and letters from other than me asking for contributions because – YOU’RE 
ALL WE’VE GOT. – DAVE 



Dave Gerard 
5914 Lovejoy Ct 

Springfield, Virginia 22152 
703-451-3945 

dgerard@erols.com 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

The Old Grad March Back from Lake Frederick with the Class of 2006 is history, and all 11 
of our class’ actual participants survived it – as did the Beer and Barcolounger Brigade of virtual 
marchers.  As mentioned earlier, Ray Rhodes, Ron Feher and Jerry Florance (who supplied the 
marcher photo) were especially eager to go on the march with their sons who were completing New 
Cadet Training (or whatever they call it now – certainly not “Beast” – but Tom Jewell reported that 
the march was well lead by the upper class and the class of 2006 was well motivated).  Besides Ray, 
Ron, and Jerry, other first-time marchers (as grads) included Pres Miller, Gary Roberson, Dave 
Martin, and John (Tony) Dodson (who did the gentlemanly two-mile version in 2000, but 
apparently has now taken full leave of his senses).  Two veteran actual marchers were sidelined at 
the last minute:  Brian Utermahlen sustained a lacrosse injury, and Tom Beierschmitt got a paper 
cut from pushing papers.  Other repeat actual marchers were, Dale Hansen, Tom Jewell, Tony 
Ambrose, and (class organizer for this and other class fund raising events) Dutch Hostler (who by 
now really should know better).  Just back from representing USMA at the Bastille Day parade in 
Paris and celebrating the bicentennial of St Cyr, Dan Kaufman announced his intent to join the 
ranks of virtual marchers with the following explanation:  "Being the Dean means I am supposed to 
demonstrate some minimum level of brain wave activity; I submit that actual marchers fail that 

test."  As in previous years, the whole class – and 
friends of the class – is welcome to share the travails 
of the trail by participating, "virtually" by making a 
contribution to the Class Gift Fund.  Contributions 
can still be mailed to Dutch at 98 Chestnut Hill Road, 
Ridgefield, CT 06877. 
[Photo #1 – “The 68 Real Marchers – front row: Tom 
Jewell, Dutch Hostler, Jerry Florance, and Pres 
Miller; back row: Tony Ambrose, Gary Roberson, 
Dale Hansen, Dave Martin, Tony Dodson, Ray 
Rhodes and Ron Feher] 

John Calabro seriously considered making the actual march.  However, when he learned 
that the Academy did not offer an option to participate for the final 50 meters between the Dean's 
and the Supe's quarters, he decided, instead, to lace up his virtual boots for a three-peat performance 
as a virtual marcher. 
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[Photo #2 – “Classmates at Hal Timboe’s retirement 
and change of command at WRAH: Joan & Skip Greeby, Rick & Anne Wright, Dave Gerard, Jon 
Dodson, Donna & Hal Timboe with their granddaughter, Cathy & Sandy Cohn, Russ Fuhrman, and 
Chuck Mahan”] 

News from other veteran virtual marchers included Mike Peters’, who claimed to have the 
best of all worlds -- he went virtually marching while actually vacationing in NC with his 
grandchildren.  Rick Wright virtually participated this year while actually ensconced in a deck chair 
on an Alaskan cruise and armed with an appropriate libation.  Last year Rick made the virtual march 
from a beach chair in Hawaii.  Bob Stroud joined the virtual march during a travel layover in Dallas 
where he was able to find some cold Coors or a lukewarm Lone Star to toast the actual marchers.  
Dick Witherspoon pointed out that Pat has refused for three decades to let him buy a Barcolounger 
(or any other reclining furniture) for fear that he would become a "virtual husband" once he got 
horizontal.  Spoon advises that his preparation for the virtual march consisted of helping his team, 
which is more eager than skilled, lose the Nantucket Anglers Club Billfish Tournament for the 4th 
consecutive year.  Previous years at this event have seen his team nearly ram a whale, and harass a 
few tuna and bluefish.  They have yet to even see a billfish – although they have seen several hotel, 
boat rental, and bar bills. 

Well after the appointed hour, a smirking Chris Ohlinger sauntered into the "cyber late 
ranks" wearing only a hat and boxer shorts.  Chris says it’s a long story, which he blames on Dick & 
Kathy Shipley – and a bottle of Serbian Plum Brandy.  Chris vows that next year, if Dick (ah bin 
Bad) Shipley and Chuck Vehlow both make the "actual march", he will too.  Dick already swore to 
make the march once – then backed out on the puny excuse that absenting himself from the United 
Arab Emirates could cause complex litigation and an international incident.  Dick's stay in the UAE 
as "Dr Goodtooth" to the dental corps of the UAE Armed Forces was extended by popular demand; 
however, he expects to complete his work there and be home in Texas by October, leaving behind 
an army of Colgate smiles, fresher breath and devoted flossers.  The class gift fund owes a big 
thanks to Kathy, who traveled all the way from San Francisco to Abu Dhabi to pick up Dick's virtual 
marcher contribution. 

[Photo #3 – “Marvelous Marvin Markley decked out for French Quarter 
cruising”] 

Dispatches from the French Quarter of New Orleans advised that 
Marvelous Marv Markley participated this year as a virtual marcher from 
a strategic location in the BIG EASY – with a venue offering appropriate 
libations to sustain him throughout the virtual march. He stated that he 
thought about taking a stroll on Royal Street sometime around the middle 
of the march to work out the kinks before remounting his bar stool. 

Art Coogler joined the ranks of the virtual marchers to keep an eye 
on B-4 company mate Mike Trollinger – to ensure that Mike didn't fall 



out of the make-believe march when the imaginary trail got too steep.  Don McLane joined the 
ranks of the virtual marchers to back old company mate and actual marcher extraordinaire Tony 
Ambrose.  This year's march was a three-peat for Tony, so it was a pretty safe bet that he would 
make it.  Don recalls toughing out a similar march in from Camp Buckner and subsequently finding 
out that he had a case of pneumonia that got him into the Hospital for Reorgie week.  Virtual 
marcher Mike Murphy raised his hand in the virtual ranks to offer support of actual marcher Tony 
Dodson.  Dick Flanigan raised his hand in the virtual ranks – not to announce his support of any 
particular marcher, but in the hope of seeing his name in print. 

[Photo #4 – “Dennis Manske at the 14 mile mark of this year’s 
Shamrock Marathon”]  

Based on his numerous serious excursions on the 
Appalachian Trail, veteran virtual marcher Don Jones offered 
sage advice on hi-tech boot socks for the benefit of this year's 
actual marchers while wearing plaid PJs and fuzzy slippers 
during the march.  Steve Nyquist opted for the virtual march 
because a “mere 15-mile actual road march” would break his 
training regimen in preparation for his 12th marathon, which 
will be the Detroit Free Press Marathon on 6 October.  He 
reports that he ran the Cincinnati Marathon in May and was 
joined for the last 1.2 miles by his 7-½ year old granddaughter.  
Dennis Manske has resumed running marathons despite 
orders not to after his ’94 hip replacement.  His latest run was 
The Shamrock Marathon.  He had run the 1st Shamrock in ’72 
and wanted to run the 30th.  During the race, he sustained a calf 
injury, but he stretched and massaged it, and finished strong.  
Prior to this marathon, he was “limiting” himself to ½-

marathons.  Wow. 
[Photo #5 – “Betty & Andy Shaffer at last year’s Central Texas 
Military Ball honoring most of the cadets that Betty & Andy 
recruited”] 

Instead of walking with the class, Andy Shaffer took the 
virtual route and drummed up sponsors for his and Betty’s efforts in 
the "America's Walk for Diabetes" in September in Midland, where 
you have to walk fast or your shoes will melt. 

Virtual Marchers were not without their share of injuries.  Al 
Crecelius reportedly sustained a minor case of Barcolounger whiplash, 
and Chuck Vehlow reportedly sprained an index finger on the TV 
remote while attempting intricate and complex multiple jumps 
between channels broadcasting simultaneous sporting events.  
Unfortunately, Mike Fisher hasn’t fared as well.  On 20 August , Mike 
underwent back surgery at the UVA Med Center, which entailed the 

use of metal posts and screws and a bone graft from his hip.  The 2 ½ hour scheduled surgery took 
almost 4 hours, but it appears that he came through OK.  Needless to say, Mike's preparation for the 
march this year was much more strenuous than in the past when he merely "lifted a chilled glass of 
white wine to the heroic participants" as he looked out over the broad expanse of his gardens from 
the lofty height of his veranda.  Expect more emails and calls from the great non-communicator 



because the high-backed swivel chair in his "home office" is the only remotely comfortable chair he 
can handle. 

Class VP John Keane, in a continuing quest to clean out his garage in preparation for next 
year’s reunion, has announced that the Class will again recognize the gifts of qualifying virtual 
marchers with Class logo baseball caps, athletic tees and golf shirts (left over from the last reunion), 
subject, of course, to limitations of availability.  Those virtual marchers contributing at the $250 
level qualified for a cap.  Those contributing at the $500 level qualified for a T-shirt, and those 
contributing at the $1,000 level qualified for a golf shirt.  Further, John may, at his discretion, make 
substitutions for other stuff he wants to get rid of – or send nothing at all. 

The gathering at Gloria Shoener’s internment at Arlington Cemetary brought about the 
same number of classmates as marchers.  Suzie Mulvey represented Bill while he was on travel in 
his new position dealing with bringing military post housing under commercial control – much the 
same as Dave Clappier’s Atlanta-based company does.  Joe & Maureen Guignon attended with 
the news that Joe has come out of retirement and is back working in contract administration because 
he got bored with daily golf and Maureen got bored with daily Joe.  Bob (a Poopschool classmate of 
George’s) & Eileen Stroud made the trek in from Maryland, as did Henry (a company mate of 
George’s) & Karen Riser.  John Dodson was one of three of George’s Poopschool classmates to 
attend.  Other couples in attendance were Russ & Marjorie Fuhrman and Sandy & Cathy Cohn.  
Jim Stefan (another company mate), John Keane, and John Cruden attended without their brides, 
who stayed at home for medical reasons. 

Bruce Korda delivered more heartbreaking spouse news.  Dick McClelland’s bride, Terri, 
passed away on 9 August after fighting cancer.  According to Dick’s and Terri’s wishes, services 
were private.  Cards may be sent to Dick at 1007 Kensington, Grosse Point Park, MI 48230.  Terri's 
favorite charity was the Special Olympics. 

[Photo #6 – “FD this year in Tokyo: Jim & Lucille Swinney, 
Lance & Atsuko Gatling (’75), and John and Margie Hedley”] 

On a happier Poopschool note, August brought a wonderful visit 
from John & Margie Hedley, who were in from Tokyo to get daughter 
Marcia settled at Penn State.  We toured our nation’s capital by water and 
land.  With help from Jon & AJ Dodson, we absorbed single malt adult 
beverages and cholesterol from a barely cooked animal that (by request) 
contained neither scales nor gills.  John reports that Jim & Lucile 
Swinney are returning to the US as a result of company and international 
economic reversals. 
[Photo #7 – ‘John & Margie Hedley on the Potomac”] 

Vic Hiatt broke comm silence with a new email address to brag 
that his and Pat’s oldest son, Mike, finished first in his T-37 phase of 
fighter pilot training, received the Dubisher Award, and was selected to 
receive six months of additional advanced fighter training in the T-38. 



Ed Mendoza also broke comm silence for the first time since graduation.  Besides 
discovering email, his reason for checking in was to relay an experience he had when he took his 
daughter and son-in-law to visit our Highland Home last October and to see the LSU game.  The 
kids wanted to leave after a lackluster first half, so they went to do more "touristy" things (like he 
had never seen the place before).  Everywhere they were, they heard the continued cheering with 
Army winning and probably having one of the best 2nd halves ever.  Ed has lived in Augusta, GA 
since 1979 and presently travels a lot with his consulting practice  

If you have a chance to get a hold of the July Engineer Professional Bulletin, check out 
Monte Anderson’s article on his continuing search for “The Real Army” – you’ll find it interesting 
and spot-on familiar. 

At long last, Jim Locher’s book, Victory on the Potomac (Texas A&M University Press), 
about how the Goldwater-Nichols Act unified the Pentagon has been published.  In his foreword, 
Sen Sam Nunn stated that Jim’s “involvement at every stem enables him to accurately recreate this 
legendary legislative story, which made a deep imprint on America’s military capability.”  I wanted 
to get this bit of news out early in time for the Holidays so you can sit in your living room in front of 
a dead tree, eat candy out of your socks, and read a historic book. 

For those of you who are already plugged into the AOG 68 distro email list, you already 
know Dutch Hostler penned most of these notes.  I used his march back updates because they were 
good and I didn’t have all that much to report since most of my email messages over the summer 
touted reducing my home mortgage, getting low-cost drugs, or enhancing body parts.  For those of 
you not on line or on the distro list, you might think about getting up-to-date since much of our 
reunion work will be handled through the www – which should make bios, ticket and souvenir 
ordering, and overall coordination much easier.  In the meantime, please send notes and pictures for 
our gala Holiday issue because Dutch doesn’t do fall updates and YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  
BEAT NAVY -- Dave 



Dave Gerard 
5914 Lovejoy Ct 

Springfield, Virginia 22152 
703-451-3945 

dgerard@erols.com 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

 
Mea culpa for leaving Pres Miller out of the Grad/Plebe marchback picture this 

summer.  You’d think that if an iron man like Pres can come all the way from AZ to 
make the hike, I would be able to mention his name.  If you look back at the last set of 
Notes, Pres was the young end guy in the front row. 
 I know you look back at previous sets of Notes because Marv Wooten dropped a 
note to let us know that, when it comes to his good labors with Military Community 
Youth Ministries, only five percent of his working efforts involves fund raising.  The rest 
is what Marv & Ann have always done – plan, organize, execute, inspire, and follow-
through all over the globe.  When not working and traveling for MCYM, Marv 
continuously has time for family, friends, and the class. 
 Chuck Vehlow passed along a note about Jim Locher’s adventures with the 
release of Victory on the Potomac.  Aside from lecturing at the National Defense 
University, Jim was also honored for his work on The Goldwater Nichols Act by the 
Senate Armed Services Committee.  Senators Carl Levin and John Warner hosted a 
reception in the Senate Russell Office building, which was also attended by former 
Senator Sam Nunn. Chuck reported that the reception was fun, but more importantly, the 

comments by Senators Nunn, Levin and Warner reflected 
the years of dedicated service that Jim has given to the 
country.  Chuck bought and mailed a copy of Jim’s book 
to each one of our B-4 classmates, with a letter that 
ended, "And so Mister, your assignment is to read and 
enjoy Victory on the Potomac... with no threat of being 
tested on the material in a daily writ!"  He not only gave 
three copies to the West Point Library (a new reason for 
Charlie and Janet Leib to visit the library at the next 
reunion), but also has been giving copies to work 
associates. Needless to say, Chuck the top non-
institutional buyer of Jim’s book.  Chuck also reports that 
he and Kate are enjoying living in the Arlington/Ballston, 
VA. 
[Photo # 1 -- “USMA Librarian Joe Barth with Jim 
Locher at the presentation of Jim’s book to the Library”] 

 Although classmate military exploits are becoming increasingly rare, we still are 
getting ink in the AUSA Green Book with Chuck Mahan as the DCS, G-4 (we used to 
know it as the DCSLOG) and John McDonald as the Deputy Undersecretary of the 
Army.  As evidence of a recent trip to Afghanistan as a contractor with FC Business 
Systems, Rich Carlson forwarded a picture and the sad news that when he got there, the 
pool was closed and the bar was non-alcoholic.  He flew into Bagram Air Base to upgrade 
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the Global Command and Control System – Army (GCCS-A) software of the Joint Task 
Force, and assist the 82nd Abn and 10th Mountain Divs with their GCCS-A needs. 

[Photo # 2 -- “Maj (P) Keith Hauk (’86 and 
G3 IMO for XVIII Airborne Corps and CJTF180) and Rich Carlson in Afghanistan”] 

Three months after he retired and moved back to San Antonio, Hal Timboe is still 
getting ink in the DC area.  The latest was in an article in the Washington Post last 
September about Gen Shelton’s spinal cord injury and how Hal mobilized the Walter 
Reed neurosurgery and orthopaedic teams to medevac the former Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs to Walter Reed, get him into rehab and eventual surgery, and on the road to 
recovery.  In the meantime, Hal & Donna have taken up residence in San Antonio, along 
with Warren Bowland since his bride was re-assigned last July from William Beaumont 
in El Paso to become Chief of the Consultants Directorate, Plans, Policy or some such in 
the Office of the Surgeon General at Ft Sam Houston, and Dick (no longer of Arabia) 
Shipley who returned from the UAE for a more conventional life style. 

[Photo #3 – 
“Betty Shaffer, Diane & Mark Hansen, Irene & Gil Tijerina, and Barbara Gerard after lots 
of barbecue in El Paso, TX”] 
 I found out that Warren had moved from El Paso when I contacted what I thought 
was the classmate crew in that area to warn them of a pending visit there.  As it turned 



out, we found that Ralph & Florita Tildon (reportedly back in the DC area) and Warren 
& Carla had moved, and Chris & Sandy Iaconis never responded.  So we had an 
intimate southwest barbecue feast with Mark & Diane Hansen and Gil & Irene 
Tijerina.  Diane reports that El Paso is “growing on” her, but she and Mark are 
maintaining their homes in AZ and MT for retirement – with the plan to perpetually travel 
from retired classmate home to retired classmate home in cool locations – sort of a 
perpetual reunion. 

The other side of Texas contingent gathered at the Army/Houston game to cheer 
the Army team and ward off Odin’s ire.  Ross & Margaret Irvin led the Dallas crew 
with Bill & Rena Brown and Phil & Linda Samuel.  Jim & Julia Bodenhamer 
(recently retired from Phillips Petroleum), and Bob & Carol Shimp were Houston hosts 
for the Tailgate.  Dan & Kathryn Kaufman came with the traveling squad and floated (it 
was a rainy day) the idea of a boat ride down to Hudson and around the Statue of Liberty 
after the game on reunion weekend this coming year.  Dave Clemm used the game as an 
excuse to fly in from NY to visit his daughter during her pregnancy.  Jeff Rogers was 
also in town and came to the tailgate and game.  Chuck & Gayle Jones, who recently left 
Denver and moved to Round Rock for the next three years while Chuck builds a toll road 
around Austin, drove down to report that a recent visit to NC for a family wedding also 
yielded the good news that John & Trish Dallen and Mike & Bevi Brennan are all well.  
As usual, Army had plenty of offense, but lacked enough defense to chalk up a win.  At 
the beginning of this football season, John Calabro provided colorful commentaries 
regarding each game.  The descriptions normally ended with laudatory comments 
regarding the comforting and numbing effects of a libation exported from Scotland.  As 
the season wore on, the commentaries faded; however, I’m sure Scotland continued to 
profit. 

 [Photo # 4 – “At the Army/Houston 
Tailgate:  Chuck & Gayle, Bob & Carol Shimp, Jeff Rogers, Ross & Margaret Irvin, 
Linda & Phil Samuel, Rena & Bill Brown, and Jim & Julia Bodenhamer”] 

Thanks to Jack Munson, who popped out of his foxhole to bring our attention to 
a Washington Times two page article on “Corporate ‘Mentalist” Dick Steiner and his 
quest to have fun while getting paid big bucks to make people think he can read their 
minds – an art honed by most of the class during the Firstie Trip.  This time, Dick gets 
paid for performing “magic” while mingling at private and company gatherings.  If 
you’ve followed Dick’s escapades, you know that he still lives in Annapolis with his 
women and has performed at the White House, the VP’s Residence, the Australian 
Embassy, for the Baltimore Orioles, Boston Red Sox, and Chicago Cubs, as well as for 



Halle Berry, Tom Selleck, and Shirley McLaine.  And you thought that Question Boards 
and June Encampment didn’t have much teaching value… 
 Sue Nagy forwarded a picture of the clan and to let us know that she and Ross 
(aka, grAmps) are still looking for retirement space.  Those of you with kids and those 
magical creatures called grandkids know that such an undertaking is not easy – especially 
if you’re looking in the South and the kids are living in the North.  While spending their 
annual week at Cape Cod, they took a ride up the coast to check out Beverly, MA.  In the 
meantime, Jeff & Carlie Rogers left The People’s Republic of CT last year for FL and 
Bruce & Susan Sweeny just completed a do-it-yourself move (saved about $10K over a 
full service operation that Uncle did for them about 17 times during his Army career) 
from VA back to their home state of VT.  They purchased a log home on 12 acres.  To 
keep busy, he’s converting a two-stall, hose stable into a 3-car garage before the snows 
hits.  I’ve forwarded this info to Jerry Florance, who moved to Charlottesville, VA this 
summer in an effort to maintain his empty next status (his theory is that it’s harder to fly 
back to a nest that has moved), and convince Sandra (goes by by Sam) that VT would be 
a nice retirement home.  Jerry is still the Director of the Prince William County Health 
District, for the next year or so and just came out on the VT NG 05 list – a nice retirement 
gift… 

[Photo # 5 -- 
“The Nagy Clan: Shelley, Paul (USNA ’90) & Kimberly Valesky (w/Erek Bradley), Ross, 
Sue, and Robyn”] 



 Bob Lorbeer forwarded a picture of himself with his daughter, Nicole, and her 
husband, Scott, that was taken at 0-dark:30 on Jan 1, 2002.  You may recall that the 
Corps of Cadets led off the 2002 Rose Parade, and the group Bob rides with, the Long 
Beach Mounted Police, was the Color Guard for the Parade and rode just behind the 
Cadets – a strategic placement to maintain march integrity and shoe shine.   

[Photo # 6 – “Bob Lorbeer just prior to the 2002 Rose 
Parade with Nicole & Scott”] 

[Photo # 7 – “Jack Mayer, Lyle Pirnie, Jocko 
Merriam, and Bill Bachman at our 30th reunion”] 

For those of you who might be trying to forget, 2003 marks our 35th year of life 
after graduation.  If you want a second opinion, ask your significant other – who is 
probably the person that is a little quicker than you to recognizing the perils of aging and 
knew when it was time to stop wearing halter tops while you have blithely continued to 
wear those cool tie-dye form-fitting shirts that may be showing off a form we shan’t 
speak of in this family periodical.  In the absence of any complaints – or comment -- the 
13 September weekend was chosen as our reunion date to return to The Rock.  Dutch & 
Megan Hostler have already booked the Marriott Hotel in Tarrytown – where we stayed 
at last time.  Army is scheduled to play Rutgers (a non-Conference football game – 2003 
Conference games wouldn't be announced 'til late December 2002 and hotels fill up fast) 
at home on 13 September.  As with previous reunions, the class masses would arrive 
Thursday (11 September) afternoon (for golfers and those who love them – or classmates 



who like to wear dorky looking spiked shoes around) and evening and the usual array of 
reunion activities would be scheduled for Friday, Saturday and Sunday – 12-14 
September – with most folks departing on the 14th.  John Keane is rallying the troops in 
the DC area to begin planning events and goodies.  Classmates from all over are welcome 
to participate.  Jon Dodson is looking in to creating cigars suited to our taste with our 
class crest.  Since most registration, bio update, and souvenir, ticket, and event ordering is 
expected to be conducted on line, make sure that we have your most current email 
address, let us know what you’d like to do and see during that weekend, and get ready for 
an exciting roller coaster ride.  You have been great about sending in pictures so we can 
recognize each other.  But in-person catch-up can’t be beat because YOU’RE ALL 
WE’VE GOT -- Dave 
 



Dave Gerard 
5914 Lovejoy Ct 

Springfield, Virginia 22152 
703-451-3945 

dgerard@erols.com 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

 Bob Messel forwarded pictures and praise regarding USMA Grad Week 2002.  

Representatives of the Class at our Highland Home presented his daughter, Jacquelyn, with an 

inscribed silver tray (since we were never able to come up with a class medallion) at Lincoln Hall 

in a ceremony immediately after the graduation parade.  Dan Kaufman presented the gift and 

gave an excellent short talk in which he compared the world situation when we graduated to the 

current world situation.  Also at the ceremony were AOG VP John Calabro, and Bob’s old 

Roomie and fellow Coach Knight survivor, Bill Schutsky.  John and Bill attended Jacquelyn’s 

swearing in ceremony, at which she wore Bill’s AG brass and Bob’s 2LT bars.  When Jacque 

finished OBC, she was assigned to the Army World Class Athlete program where she is training 

with the US Team Handball Team at Lake Placid. 

[Photo #1:  

“Grad Week 2002 at Lincoln Hall with Bill Schutsky, Bob & Jacquelyn Messel, John Colabro, 

and Dan Kaufman] 
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 If you missed the class email, Dutch Hostler reported that, with the help of Dean Dan 

Kaufman and four class legacy cadets who made this year's actual march, the proceeds from the 

68's virtual march were finally handed off to AOG last November.  The generosity of forty-four 

classmates who participated as virtual marchers this year has augmented the class gift fund by 

$12,587.20.  Through Dutch’s drive, 68's virtual marchers have contributed over $30,000 to the 

cause over the past three years,, and gotten us that much closer to being able to fund a class gift 

to our alma mater.  Thanks to everyone who marched actually and/or virtually, and to everyone 

who cheered along the actual and virtual marchers from the sidelines. 

Jim Thome forwarded a photo of six classmates who were able to have an evening of fun 

and friendship in October in Denver.  As a "retired Academic Dean of MATH & Science" (his 

preferred designation), Jim made the following observations based on the photo:  5 out of 6 Class 

‘68 grads require eyewear; 5 out of 6 Class ‘68 grads can still smile; 1 out of 6 Class ‘68 grads 

knows how to dress up for dinner; and 3 out of 6 Class ‘68 grads require a haircut.  With due 

respect, Mike Hart noted that the one classmate not wearing glasses had a pair in his shirt pocket 

(the rest were not troubled by being seen as we are).  Mike further noted that he counted 6 

smiling faces (but perhaps the math that was taught in Jim's deanery only counts to five – or 

might also be a factor in the eyewear count).  And while it may be true that some among us were 

not freshly shorn, it is equally apparent that one of six (in this sample) has long ago put away his 

comb and can now reallocate haircut money to other pursuits.   

[Photo # 2 -- “Mini reunion in Colorado: (l-r, f-r) 

Abe Eustice, Bob Sweeney and Mike Hart; Mike Fellows, Jim Thome and Jim Kelley”] 



Jim Swinney reported in to let us know that he and Lucille are back in their Alexandria 

home after a recall from Tokyo because his Company in US was not doing well, despite being 

profitable in Asia…  A month after their return, Jim’s Dad died.  As Lucille said all along, they 

were being brought home for another reason.  While he is searching out other opportunities, Jim 

is heading up Digby Green Associates. 

As you know, the alleged game last December 7 didn't provide much for Army fans to 

cheer about.  Despite the chill in the air and the poor performance on the field, spirits soared 

throughout the reporting area with camaraderie and getting to talk more with classmates, since 

there wasn't much of a game to distract us.  Among the '68ers who actually attended the alleged 

game were Bob Balog, Tom Beierschmitt, Jim & Julia Bodenhamer, Dale Hansen, Dutch & 

Megan Hostler, Claude Johnson, Lee Outlaw, Mike Peters, Ray Puffer (who recently moved 

from his old position as the Associate Director of the Center for Automation Technologies to 

become Co-Director of the new research center, The Flexible Manufacturing Center (FMC), 

located in the Department of Mechanical, Aerospace, and Nuclear Engineering), Ray & Mary 

Jane Rhodes, Mike Simonich, Bob Szigethy, and Pat Toffler.  There may have been more 

there, like Dan Kaufman and John Calabro, but it’s hard to tell since class seating now 

depends more on AAA donations than class rank and unity.  Another bright side to the day was 

that for those at the scene of the crime who remained loyal to the team, school, and tradition, it 

was pretty easy getting out of the stadium parking lot. 

 After the humiliation, the Bodenhamers and Rhodes gathered up their cadet progeny and 

returned with the Hostlers to their home in CT.  There, they warmed themselves around the 

hearth, then around the table with a good meal, and alternated swapping tall tales, long into the 

night, between the old grad contingent and the young cadet contingent - - all with a little 

assistance from assorted adult beverages.  The old guy stories topped the cadet stories – through 

the tinted lens of age, and without the honor code to act as a ceiling, our classmate stories could 

soar. 



[Photo # 3 – 

“Mark & Diane Hansen, Patty Thuss, Donna & Hal Timboe, and Kathy & Dick Shipley last Pearl 

Harbor Day”] 

 Dick & Kathy Shipley hosted the 68 gathering in San Antonio to anguish over the game.  

Mark & Diane Hansen came in from El Paso, Patty Thuss was there but Mike was away 

working in Atlanta.  Harold & Donna Timboe also attended.  Upon his return from the UAE, 

Dick fulfilled his dream of owning a Cobra again.  Since his original cadet car is a bit out of 

reach ($4400 during Firstie year – now about $80,000), he bought a '03 Mustang Cobra 

convertible with 390 HP.  After the game, he took Mark for a ride to ease the pain.  After that, 

Kathy took off for a couple of more flights – before she gets furloughed again for at least 2 1/2 

years courtesy of UAL's Chapter 11 filing – and Dick went driving…  Dick is considering 

returning to work to supplement travel passes, her shopping infatuation, and his gas expenses. 



[Photo # 4 – “John Keane, Chuck Giasson, Jabba 

the Hut, John Cruden, Sandy Cohn, Jon Dodson, Ralph Tuccillo, and Sam Brooks at the 

Giassons’ Pearl Harbor 2002 gathering”] 

Chuck & Phyllis Giasson hosted the DC area gathering, and Bob Swedock was the only 

classmate to miss the class picture.  Most of the conversation centered around our reunion this 

year and Sam & Diane Brooks’ six month old daughter, Alicia.  Sandy & Cathy Cohn brought 

pictures of sailing adventures with Brian Copley (now with the Cleveland Clinic) off the shores 

of Ft Lauderdale.  There was also a heated conversation regarding a recent survey, in which men 

say the first thing they notice about a women are their eyes.  The women agreed that the first 

thing they notice about men is they're a bunch of liars. 

[Photo # 5 – “Brian Copley with his friend, Jan and 

her daughter, Amanda, with Brian, Cathy, & Sandy Cohn at Ft Lauderdale”] 

 Reunion planning for our gathering on 11-14 September 2003 is moving along.  A 

tentative plan has been set to assemble at the Vietnam Memorial in Washington on the morning 

of Sunday, 1 June.  Keep an eye out on our web page for more info. 



 [Photo # 6 -- 

“Claude with one-year-old grandson, Hunter”] 

We’re at about 99% for snail mail and 70% for email addresses.  We’ve had some great 

clips while trying to get the email roster up-to-date.  Walt Curl has moved from attending to the 

Wake Forest Teams in NC to head up the Medical Center of GA Orthopaedic Dept in Augusta.  

Leon Hayes hasn’t made it to many class functions because he has been in Korea, working for 

the Korea Battle Simulation Center, with only a couple small breaks since 1983.  Ron Kendall is 

the Assistant Registrar for Undergraduate Studies at Macquarie University in Australia.  Dan 

Lynes is a PE, MSCE, and MBA, the Strategic Alliance Manager with IBM Life Sciences 

Solutions, and spends much of his time in the UK and Iceland.  Claude & Tina Johnson are 

almost as fired up about our reunion (they want to ensure our gathering doesn’t interfere with 

five weddings scheduled between July and September) as they are about being grandparents.  Jay 

& Patty Johnson are renovating in NH in between Jay’s work stints with Textron Systems.  Bill 

Nash works in Washington, DC with the Council on Foreign Relations.  Oz Osborn has been in 

the DC area off and on for 30 years, but as soon as his son graduates from HS in June, he’s off to 



live in the West again.  Larry Petcu still telecommutes with CSC in the St. Charles 

(metropolitan St. Louis), MO area where he has finished his basement renovation project so he 

can double his commute distance from a spare bedroom to the basement, across from the home 

theater, bar, and exercise areas.  Bob Fabrey reconnected with Chuck Steel using our email 

roster, and crossed paths for a few minutes with Dwight Lee at the Atlanta airport.  Jim 

Altemose sent Myles Crowe a check for our Class gift fund.  Myles thanked Jim, reminded us 

that our employers can match many gifts, and informed us that he’ll be out of the country over 

the Holidays – part of the time to attend his daughter’s wedding in Delhi, India the day after 

Christmas.  Chick James informed us that Jack Swaney does not have e-mail, but is interested 

in the 35th.  Vic & Pat Hiatt took the feedback opportunity to announce the engagement of their 

son, Michael, to Kelly Kobiskie with August wedding plans in Kansas after Mike’s graduation 

from flight school and Kelly’s graduation from grad school.  Jeff Rogers reported in a non-

grayhog manner that last fall, the family honored his great grandmother, Harriet Rogers, the first 

cadet hostess by erecting a fitting monument over her gravesite at the West Point cemetery.  The 

drag house at Camp Buckner that carried her name was finally taken down a few years back.  She 

was known as "The Mother of the Corps" during her tenure as the First Cadet Hostess from 1927 

until 1941, the year she died. 



[Photo # 7 -- “Jeff Rogers at his great grandmother’s 

gravesite at the West Point Cemetery”] 

 Since most of the ordering and coordinating will be done on line, email and our class web 

site will be important this time.  I can’t over emphasize our website – it’s a great tool only if we 

use it.  Surry Everett has made it very user friendly, but if you have any problems or questions, 

contact him now that the power in NC has been turned back on.  Through the site, I learned that 

Mike & Marilyn Gilhuly wrote a book, entitled Call To Glory, The Life & Times of a Texas 

Ranger, based on the life of Marilyn’s great great grandfather who served in the Confederate 

Army from Texas.  Thanks to Jim Furr (who also sends Proverbs for Pointers, a collection of 

relevant interpretations and thoughts based on the book of Proverbs) for presenting me with a 

book by Lee Strobel that I’m sure will help me in my daily life.  This has been a bountiful news 

season thanks to the wonders of new ways to get and stay in touch.  We can never have too much 

news, or too many pictures, about you, because we continue to change in ways we’re all 

interested in and YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT. -- Dave 



Dave Gerard 
5914 Lovejoy Ct 

Springfield, Virginia 22152 
703-451-3945 

dgerard@erols.com 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

A lot of analytical minds are still churning in the class during these turbulent times.  
Besides my bride, Marv Wooten and Fred Johnson (who actually had a momentary flash-back 
about Tom Margraves’ experience in Pakistan not too many years ago) were among the first to 
express concern and question whether the David Caraway that was shot in Kuwait was OUR 
David Carraway.  By the time I called Dave in Savannah, his bride, Pat, was the only other 
person to call to see if he was still home.  Although a Government contractor, Dave deals in 
environmental issues at Ft Stewart, where he brings joy (as always) to troops in the motor pool.  
A recent target was a young Lt also named David with the 1/64th AR.  When Dave mentioned to 
the LT that his name sounded familiar, he proudly responded that his Dad was the USMA Dean. 

[Photo #1 – “Cameron, Colin, Ann, & Marv 
Wooten around Christmas 02”] 

Also in the small world dept, we received a note from Jack Reid to let us know that he is 
still with Lockheed Martin, doing missile defense stuff, and that his kids are both grads of Penn 
State – an institution that also boasts a functioning football coaching staff as well as John & 
Margie Hedley’s daughter, Marcia, as a student.  Jack’s daughter, Jessica, a Distinguished 
Military Graduate, was commissioned in MI after her graduation last December.  Her mentor was 
a cadet when I was a TAC, and got her into Airborne and Mountain Warfare schools.  After OBC 
at Ft. Huachuca, her first duty station will be the same as Jack’s – Ft. Carson. 

WPS of Michigan Secretary, Larry Main, forwarded a picture from a Pearl Harbor Day 
gathering where it was 22° outside and not much warmer inside with 64 WP grads and 33 Mids.  
Once the game got beyond gloating – about a third of the way into the 1st quarter – and being 
outnumbered, all the Swabs could do was offer condolences. 
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[Photo #2 – “Larry Maine, Tim Brown, and 
Steve Nyquist on 7 Dec 02 in Michigan”]  

Being an old fashioned kind of guy, Ken Nicholson actually sent a letter with a real 
picture to share his joy.  He recently married his psychotherapist partner, Dr. Susan Cummings, 
in a small family ceremony at Ft Monroe.  While Sue has a stand-alone practice in Williamsburg, 
they practice together in the Oyster Point area of Newport News, VA.  Just prior to the wedding, 
Ken pulled a “father of the bride” by trying on his old tux.  Unlike the movie, Ken’s tux was 
baggy, so he tried on his Blues that he had shed 10 years ago.  Now comes the sick part – they fit, 
so he went with the military look. 

[Photo #3 – “Partners in More Ways 
Than One – Sue Cummings & Ken Nicholson on Their Wedding Day Last Year”] 



 In the middle of his holiday letter, Ray Puffer casually mentioned that he and Robin got 
married on the Monday before Christmas.  After 16 years, she decided that she could put up with 
his idiosyncrasies.  They had a simple ceremony officiated by the local judge, then stopped at the 
Home Depot on the way home to pick up some materials for the Christmas present he was 
making for her.  Ah, Ray – same old romantic!  The important thing is that they are happy 
together, and agree to not make any major changes in their relationship, just because they are 
now married. 
 Rick & Anne Wright sent a holiday letter and picture of them on a cruise to Alaska 
together – it appears that Anne’s theme (“Born to Cruise”) is wearing off.  Last May, Rick 
traveled with his Dad and brother, Jack, on an 11-day tour of the Philippines (Manila, 
Corregidor, Bataan, etc.) to commemorate the 60th Anniversary of the surrender of Corregidor, 
where Rick’s Dad had been captured and spent 3½ years as a POW in the Philippines, Japan, and 
Korea.  Aside from family trips, Rick continues to work on stimulating tasks (with the DOD 
Education Activity on dependent schools, and JCS, and Defense Modeling and Simulation Office 
on military rules of engagement) at IDA that also keep him traveling – Korea, Japan, Okinawa, 
HI, England, Germany, GA, KY, and NC. 

[Photo #4 
– “Anne & Rick Wright in Alaska last August in lieu of the march back from Lake Fredrick”] 
 Dwight & Donna Lee also included Alaska in their 2002 tour book, as well as Hawaii to 
visit kids and grand kids.  Dwight is still on the General Dynamics-sponsored golf circuit, which 
gave him something to do while taking a break in Myrtle Beach last summer.  Like many 
classmates, the Lees are proud and supportive of their kids – especially now that they’re out on 
their own.  Jack & Bobbie Munson echoed that sentiment and count it as blessing two of eight 
in 2002.  Other blessings include employment that brings excitement to family and community. 

Also on the golf circuit, Fred & Nancy Hoblit dropped a note to let us know that, despite 
Fred’s involvement with Global Hawk Operations and Testing, and Nancy’s work and 



volunteering with the Washington, DC 2012 Olympic Bid Committee, they both feel that 
working isn’t everything it’s made out to be, and they continue to get more Washington Post golf 
ink than Tiger Woods.  Last year, they placed in the money in six out of nine husband and wife 
golf tournaments at the Army-Navy Country Club. 

Like Dwight Lee, Tom Jewell leverages his job into some nifty perks.  Last year, he and 
Gretchen spent 3½ weeks in Spain on a term abroad that Tom advised.  This event netted them 
the ability to see many sights the average tourist doesn’t get to see.  Like most of the guys who 
have made the hike recently, Tom is looking forward to accompanying the Class of 07 on its 
march back from Lake Frederick in August. 

Bob & Carol Shimp have also done some leveraging.  They’re working for the Houston 
Texans as “suite attendants” and “dessert cart dollies” – getting great game views of games and 
hob-knobbing with the pros.  If you watched “Who Wants to be a Millionaire” this spring and 
one of the contestants looked familiar, it might have been Bob’s and Carol’s son, David. 
 Jim Carman dropped a note with a picture of his oldest and youngest grandchildren.  
Last year, Jim ran in the Marine Corps Marathon (his 8th), the National Capital 20 Miler, and the 
Army 10 Miler – despite orthoscopic surgeries on both knees within the last three years.  So far 
this year, Jim has also been to England and Germany on business with Camber Corp., and is 
planning a trip with Kaew to Hawaii. 

[Photo #5 – “Jim Carman after the Marine Corps Marathon with 
support crew members Michelle McClanahan and Tristan Michael Jones”] 
 If it weren’t for Mary Lou, we’d never hear about the ever-expanding family of she and 
Elwood Cobey.  She sent a family photo taken last November – which didn’t include Alex’s & 
Whitney’s latest boy, Will, who charged into the world around in February at 9lb 15 oz. 



[Photo #6 “The 2002 Cobey clan – Margaret Cobey, 
Brian, Eve-Lyne & George Turmail, Elwood & Mary Lou Cobey, Dawson Granade, Whitney & 
Kate Cobey, Sally Granade, and Alex Cobey – and they’re still growing”] 

Our most distant holiday greeting came from Terry & Kristine Wong in Beijing.  They 
celebrated the Chinese New Year of the Sheep/Goat at the Opera.  While he’s working at finding 
a way to come to our reunion, Embassy duties will most likely keep in China. 

[Photo #7 – “Terry & Kris Wong flanking a Chinese 
Opera performer or a Tammy Faye wanna be”] 
 The most perplexing holiday greeting came from Cocoa, the dog that can see colors, 
measure 17-foot Christmas trees, knows room designations beyond living room, dining room, 
kitchen, and bedroom, can tell time in terms of holidays and ski trips, and refers to French as 
something to be proud of.  He lives at Bill Jeffries’ & Cheryl Crawford’s spacious home with a 
Sandal’s-like backyard pool in Zionsville, IN.  While Bill is still using Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicators as a basis for his drive to enhance business productivity and performance, I get the 
feeling he is longing to return to the realms of literature and writing.  
 Gus Lee continues to put his love of writing to work.  His fifth book, Chasing Hepburn, 
a non-fiction account of Gus’ father and his crush on Katherine Hepburn that lead the family to 
the US, was released in January.  The advancing of China Boy – the movie is proceeding at an 
energetic snail pace. 
 We were happy to hear from Ralph D'Alessandro, who is still doing Intellectual 
Property Law, but has migrated south from the overcast and rainy skies in Oregon to the sun of 
southern California.  He lives in a shore community in Ventura county north of Los Angeles and 
works for 3D Systems, Inc, a small high technology company that works with digital 
manufacturing and prototyping about 40 miles to the east in Los Angeles – which indicates Ralph 
uses gas like the rest of his neighbors use water.  For the last three years, he has been enmeshed 
in patent litigation and an anti-trust suit with a U.S. Department that neither grasps the concept of 



business nor business development.  During his free time, he is coordinating with another 
classmate IP wizard, Frank Cooch, to make a class CD of music from our time at the Academy a 
reality.  In the meantime, and in-between performing stints at Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas, Dick 
Steiner (dicksteiner@dicksteiner.com) is taking requests for what should be on the CD other 
than We Gotta Get Out of This Place, Satisfaction, and Wild Thing. 
 Our class military ranks continue to ebb.  John Ryneska retired sometime last year from 
a job in the Pentagon and E&Eed back to Fayetteville, NC.  Our 1 June gathering at the Vietnam 
Memorial will be one of Larry Jordan’s last appearances in uniform since he will retire at a 
ceremony at Fort Myer on 5 June.  As things begin to settle down for Larry & Nannette 
personally, he should be able to devote the time and energy to class business, specifically as the 
Class Fund Raising Chairman, that is needed.  For those still counting, I believe we have five 
remaining on active duty – unless you count Dan Carroll, who is on active duty through the 
Pennsylvania National Guard.  While on the subject of retirement, Mike Dauth retired from 
Boeing last New Years Day and can be reached at his home in Annapolis.   
 Thanks to Joe Henry, who spied and forwarded an article from the Denver Post on Rick 
Adam, who has founded Adam Aircraft Industries in Denver – with another plant soon to open 
in Pueblo.  Rick has brought some innovative thinkers and designers together to produce the 
A500 – what is reported to be the first real innovation in the twin-engine, business- sized light-
aircraft in the past 30 years.  Rick was recognized in a February Aviation Week & Space 
Technology magazine, with a 2002 Laurel award for innovation. 
 On a slightly smaller scale, as part of their retirement activities to keep them busy, Vic & 
Pat Hiatt are taking ultralight (a glorified hang glider with two seats and a motor) flying lessons.  
Other retirement hobbies include restoration of a 68 VW bug, stellar photography with a 12” 
telescope in an observatory that Vic built, and roaming the continent in a 34-foot travel trailer – 
which we hope to see at the reunion… 
 If you have not received you’re letter announcing our reunion, and all the great stuff that 
goes with it, please let us know through the class website, email, a phone call, or plain old snail 
mail.  John Keane, Dave Ohle, and Chuck Mahan are putting the final touches on pulling 
together a class gathering at the Vietnam Memorial in Washington, DC on 1 June.  Thanks to 
Dan Kaufman, Dutch Hostler, Dave Ohle, Mike Fisher, and Norm O’Meara for lending the 
class the seed money needed for a down payment on the dinner cruise ship for Saturday night, 13 
September.  Most everyone I’ve heard from this year has mentioned a desire to attend this 
celebrated event.  If you’ve ever been to one of our class reunions, you know why everyone is 
looking forward to it.  If you’ve never been, THIS is the one to attend because it’s time to 
reconnect, remember, reenergize, and celebrate the fact that YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  Dave  



Dave Gerard 
5914 Lovejoy Ct 

Springfield, Virginia 22152 
703-451-3945 

dgerard@erols.com 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

Justifiably proud pop Dutch Hostler forwarded the news that their son, 
Christopher, received, and accepted an appointment to USMA – to enter with the class of 
2007 – thus avoiding, for the second time, the need to pay tuition.  As part of the 
celebration, Dutch & Megan sent David (USMA 2004) and Christopher off to Germany 
for Spring Break – during some of the heaviest fighting of the Iraq invasion that the 
Germans were so unhappy with us about.  To keep a low profile, the guys got spoke 
French.  Hmmmm.  My goat solution would have been to buy and wear T-shirts with 
Canadian maple leafs on them, drink vast quantities of beer, and say, “Ay” a lot. 

John Dallen checked in from close to the other coast – Sacramento to be exact – 
with news of a classmate gathering last April in honor of a visit by Bob Uhler.  Although 
Tay Yoshitani took some much needed time off from his duties of running the Port of 
Oakland to set up a dinner for the 68 gang at a bistro on Jack London Square in Oakland, 
he didn’t attend due to the sudden death of his dad.  For a bunch of guys who have fully 
embraced the California life styles and misplaced their ties years ago, it wasn’t hard from 
the picture to pick out the CEO of a major firm – well, except Jim Kelley, who is a lawyer 
so he doesn't count.  Jack Reed won the award for the wildest tales.  As usual, half of 
their stories were about Ranger school.   

[Photo #1 - “The California line-up: Jack 
Reed, Ben Heil, Greg Unangst, Tom Kurkjian, Bob Uhler, John Dallen, and Jim Kelley”] 

Tom McNaugher spoke at the Western Pennsylvania WP Society's FD dinner – 
not about WP, but about the world and the Army.  Prior to that, he delighted in getting 
back into the classmate and West Point routine by having lunch with Steve Rodgers and 
Gary Roberson, who he had not seen in eons, and promising to find Charlie Hill (who 
Tom was sure lived in the DC area).  Gary is currently maintaining a controlled burn, 
while Cookie is somewhat more frenzied but relishing coordinating the wedding of their 
daughter, Kristi, in August at Ike Hall. 

As luck would have it, Charlie Hill, somehow got the word that he was a “lost 
sheep” prior to the reunion mailing, and checked in – from a Money Pit (house built in 
1877) in Georgetown, KY.  Anyone who wants to stop by to work in the yard or who can 
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repair plaster is welcome any time.  I haven’t told Tom yet – wondering how long it’ll 
take this top researcher to track Charlie down by himself… 

Barbara Rapisarda proudly conveyed that she and Larry are still on their 
Honeymoon after 34 years...  All five kids are grown, gone, married, engaged, making, 
house payments, working, and living in Philadelphia, New York City and New Jersey.  
Since the Rapisardas live in the Boston area (where restaurant sampling is a major 
hobby), and they have a granddaughter in Philly (a seven hour drive), they head south for 
all the holidays.  Larry is the Chief Technology Officer of Harvard Pilgrim Health Care 
and loves his job since he still gets to do some hands on system stuff.  Barbara is doing 
volunteer work with the American Red Cross in an effort to stay out of trouble. 

Henry Riser shares the plight of grandparents.  He’s still operating out of 
Annapolis but is spending about half of his time in Austin, Texas trying to get a spin-off 
company up and running.  He & Karen are enjoying what time they get with their three 
granddaughters – two in Annapolis and the youngest is in Denver.  Henry occasionally 
sees and talks with Bill Grogan, a lawyer in Richmond, and who always asks about Dave 
Clemm, who just retired from the company he took public back in 1979 and moved to 
Houston to be close to their grandkids.  Dave & Jean have three kids – two boys and a 
girl.  The boys (oldest and youngest) are in college in New York.  Their daughter 
graduated from college, got a commission in the Air Force, left after a stint with 60 
Minutes exposing the “bar stoolers” who helped make the USAFA what it has been up 
until last December, got married, moved to Houston, and had twins late last December.  
Since she’s spending most of her time in Austin, Dave & Jean picked up again and 
moved (for at least part of the year) to their condo in Panama City Beach, Florida. 

The Risers took a break from work and grandkids last Thanksgiving to join Jon 
& AJ Dodson, Jay & Chris Williams, Steve & Mary Frushour, and Barbara & me at 
a beach house on steroids in four-wheel drive country of the North Carolina Outer Banks.  
So there we were – for about a week – with more food, drink, and cigars than could be 
consumed in a month – not a really healthy time – unless you count the war stories, 
laughter, walks on the beach, and times in the hot tub…  Part of the price of admission 
was to bring a favorite single malt of adult beverage, and Jon (who was in the running as 
a model for Trinidad Cigars for Cigar Aficionado) brought a collection of Cuba’s best 
offerings.  Next Thanksgiving, there might be more classmates at the mansion on the 
Outer Banks since Jerry & Anna Hansen are staying with the Dodsons while he is 
getting oriented in his new DoD IG job and await the availability of their new home in a 
nearby suburb. 



[Photo # 2 – “Steve Frushour, Orca the 
Wonder Slug, Henry Riser, Jon Dodson, and Jay Williams at the beach last 
Thanksgiving”] 

About five months after the Thanksgiving gathering, Steve Frushour was in a 
Discovery Channel documentary of a deck disaster that occurred a couple of years ago at 
a winery on an island in Lake Erie.  He was a member of the orthopedic trauma team that 
responded to the emergency.  After seeing it, he wondered why TV always make you look 
heavy and with no hair.  In one scene during the three hours of filming (of which about 30 
seconds were shown), he was supposed to walk around the corner in his office and up to 
the x-ray viewing box.  They repeated the scene multiple times and wanted to do “just 
one more."  In the true military fashion, in his scrubs and white coat, he low crawled 
around the corner and down the floor to the x-ray box.  The interview crew lost it and said 
that NOBODY had done that to them in their 12 years of doing the job.  No task too 
great! 

Another classmate doctor receiving media notoriety is Prince William Health 
District Director Jerry Florence, who has been interviewed on TV and radio regarding 
the impact of SARS in the Northern Virginia area. 

By the time you receive these notes, our military ranks will have been depleted by 
at least one – Larry Jordan retiring on 5 June – unless the Army puts a “stop loss” on 
General Officers...  The next to go will be Chuck Mahan, who will give up his G-4 of 
the Army job on 28 August at a ceremony at Fort Myer.  If you can be in the DC area at 
that time, and would like to see this historic event, contact Chuck to arrange for all the 
passes to get on a military post these days. 

[Photo #3 – “Keith Harrelson, Doug 
Cummings, and Mike Noonan still playing”] 



A couple of sets of notes ago, I mentioned that Mike & Marilyn Gilhuly had 
collaborated to write a book – Call to Glory – a piece of historical fiction based on a 
Texas Ranger who was an ancestor of Marilyn’s.  Since the story centered around Tyler, 
Texas, they kicked off the book promotion there.  Luckily, Larry Manning, Professor of 
Computer Science at Tyler Junior College, saw the notice in the paper and went to see the 
Gilhulys at their book signing.  Larry and Mike were company mates in E1 for our first 
three years.  They also shared other characteristics, as a review of the last two pages of 
our class in the Register will attest.  Now, Mike is a doctor, a lawyer, and an author, and 
Larry is working on the last two chapters of his dissertation, entitled West Point's 
Contribution to Engineering Education in America, for his EdD.  As Larry has mentioned 
before, West Point goats are still well ahead of the pack.  He spent about 30 days last 
summer in guest quarters at West Point conducting research, and took part in "Mock R 
Day" just to prove that he can still report to the man in the red sash – even if the “man” 
might not be a man anymore. 

[Photo # 4 – “Larry Manning with Marilyn 
& Mike Gilhuly at a book signing in Tyler, TX”] 

This time – just before reunion is always exciting as classmates plan ahead by 
getting in contact with each other.  Prior to the initial letter going out, Bart McLellan 
was one of at least a hundred checking in for information.  Thinking of his own 
committee experience with several local civic organizations, he knew how it feels to be 
bombarded with the never-ending stream of requests for information.  Like so many of us, 
he and Pam are rapidly approaching their 35th wedding anniversary.  Their son, Scott 
(USNA '91), is married with two kids and is (as of this writing) a pilot with American 
Airlines.  Their daughter, Kim, is married and living in Denver.  The reason he needed 
early information was because his old roommate, Ron Kendall, was planning to make the 
trek from Australia to the reunion, and Bart wanted to make sure Ron had all of the latest 
poop – plus, Bart is hoping to join him if he can break away for the long weekend – and 
still be thought of as indispensable at DaimlerChrysler.  If Bart misses the reunion, Ron 
and Jim McClain (who lives in nearby Ann Arbor) will surely download him with all the 
latest information and gossip since Ron will stay with Bart in Michigan the weekend after 
the reunion. 

While keeping up on reunion activities on the class web site, it looks like Tony 
Ambrose and Bill Miller found the Personal Notice Bulletin Board about the same time.  
They are both looking forward to seeing each other at the reunion.  Tony and his first 
(trophy) bride, Linda, remind us that they are still in Hershey, PA, and leave only for 
good reasons like our class gathering at the Vietnam Memorial Wall, reunions, and the 



Plebe March Back from Lake Fredrick in August.  Their daughters, Kerry and Megan, are 
married and have presented Tony & Linda with one (soon-to-be two) grandkids.  Bill & 
Joelle (his bride of only 33 years) live in Long Island and were first-time grandparents in 
last July. 

Jerry Crawford was the first to get a FD picture in to share with the class.  It was 
taken at the West Point Society of South Florida event at the Riviera Country Club in 
Coral Gables.  Even though they had a few AWOL (Jock Merriam and Al Aker), '68 still 
had the largest class representation, as well as being the largest class represented in the 
society, with 7 members (Bud Neswiacheny is the other).  Are we getting that old – to 
have so many in Florida – or do we like sunshine that much? 

[Photo # 5 -- 
“South Florida FD 03: Wally & Sue Magathan, Bill & Cindy McCauley, Dorothy & Jerry 
Crawford, Sheila Muzin, and Brian Copley”] 
 Speaking of Florida, Jim Stefan dropped a line during our “Winter Beast of 
2003" in the DC area to let us know that he and Sue have moved from Northern Virginia 
to sunny Tampa.  After Jim’s bouts with a brain tumor and pancreatic surgery, and a 
major cancer scare for Sue, they correctly decided on a life-style change. 
 In his note, Jim pondered how we could be so lucky to be married to such 
wonderful wives.  For decades, they have cared for us, seen us through tough medical, 
emotional, and professional times, kept us informed of family whereabouts and activities, 
and ensured that we didn’t go out in public with soup-stained ties and shirts.  Aside from 
Dick Steiner, who has taken full charge of all aspects of our class CD, and Frank 
Lynch, who is handling the golf tournament, Megan Hostler and Anne Marie Kean are 
running our coming reunion, while their husbands wave their arms and stay out of the 
way.  No task too great – for our brides or checkbooks.  For us all to have such wonderful 
mates, it can’t be luck.  All that’s left to do is make the reservations, buy and cherish the 
souvenirs, go, enjoy, and know that it will never get any better than this because YOU’RE 
ALL WE’VE GOT. Dave 



Dave Gerard 
5914 Lovejoy Ct 

Springfield, Virginia 22152 
703-451-3945 

dgerard@erols.com 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

To wrap up FD reports, I received an electronic picture from the Denver area event that 
escaped from its base email, so I don’t know who sent it.  It does appear that tradition was upheld 
though by having a large gathering to listen to Dean Dan Kaufman give the keynote address.  
Larry Main was up-front about the WPS of Michigan celebration by stating that it was a great 
event and just an excuse for Larry, Tim Fisher, Steve Nyquist, and Dick McClelland to get 
together prior to reunion.  Larry works for GM while Steve and Tim work for Ford, and Dick is a 
Senior Scientist at the Army Tank Automotive and Armaments Command.  Larry’s bride, Terry, 
was the only spouse to attend, as Steve is single again, Tim’s bride was ill, and Dick’s bride 

passed away last year.  Dick tried to set an 
appropriate example by being his usual quiet and 
polite self, while Larry took pictures and chased 
details, Tim and Terry told story after story, and 
Steve (who is still running marathons) tried to 
satisfy his unbelievable metabolism by eating 
everything in sight – except the roses from the 
centerpiece, which Terry rescued. 
[Photo #1 – “Rick Adam, Chuck Jones, Joe 
Henry, Dan Kaufman, Mike Fellows, Mike Hart, 
and Robby Robinson at the Denver 03 FD”] 

[Photo #2 – “Larry Main, Tim Fisher, Steve 
Nyquist, and Dick McClelland at the WPS MI 03 FD”] 

John Westerlund checked in to inform us of the release of his book, Arizona’s War 
Town, a documentary of the prosperity, social history, and cultural co-existence between diverse 
ethnic communities of Flagstaff and the Navajo Ordnance Depot during WW II.  The book is 
being well received within the academic and still diverse residential communities of the 
American Southwest.  Although John will not be able to attend the reunion because he has taken 
a summer job as a National Park Service ranger at the local national monuments, and will be 
teaching at Northern Arizona University, he reports that Jay Crenshaw will attend.  Jay has 
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retired (again) and plans to show a lot of us up at the reunion since he has shed over 30 pounds 
since the beginning of the year. 

Aside from planning committee meetings, the first reunion event took place on 1 June at 
the Vietnam Memorial in Washington, DC.  Over 100 classmates, family members, and friends 
attended.  Andy Silverthorn came in from Texas, Charlie Beckwith drove up from the Virginia 
Tidewater area, and Mike Palone came down from the Boston area for the event.  All stayed at 
Chuck Mahan’s quarters at Ft Myer while Jamie fled for the weekend for her and the kids’ 
sanity.  Chuck’s retirement review is on Thursday, 28 August, and everyone is invited.  Greg 
Camp came up from Georgia to see his niece get married, visit Joe Galloway (author of We Were 
Soldiers Once, and Young) and attend the gathering.  Steve Nyquist, who flew in from 
Michigan, also used the opportunity to see his brother who lives in Maryland.  Dave Martin 
came down from New Jersey, Tony & Linda Ambrose drove in from Pennsylvania, and George 
Shoener surprised us by showing up and informing us that he has moved from Illinois and is 
now a resident of the Eastern Shore of Maryland.  Elwood & Mary Lou Cobey took advantage 
of the gathering by coming up from SW Virginia to see how their brood was expanding the 
Northern Virginia population.  The classmate who won the prize by traveling the farthest was 
Jim Greenberg who flew in from Saudi Arabia, where he is trying hard not to let terrorists 
modify his way of life and doing business as the Chairman of DevCorp International.  Besides a 
number of classmates from the DC area, a number of relatives of classmates whose names appear 
on The Wall also graced us with their presence – Henry Spengler’s mother, son, and daughter, 
Ken Cumming’s widow and daughter, and Bill Ericson’s widow and son.  The day was 
spectacular for a gathering and a test to the fact that no classmate in attendance wore a toupee – 
however, there were some combovers that made a not too magnificent showing.  Class President 
Dave Ohle presided over the event, with Class VP John Keane delivering an invocation derived 
from Roman Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Muslim, and Buddhist prayers.  Sandy Cohn gave a 
reflective commemoration that can be seen on our class web site.  Even if you attended this 
gathering, you might want to visit the web site and reflect on Sandy’s powerful words that 
prompted Charlie Beckwith to eloquently respond to in a later email. 



[Photo #3 – 
“Mike Havey and Jon Dodson giving Chuck Mahan retirement advice at the VN Memorial”] 

Jim Carman had hoped to see everyone at The Wall, but ended up having to miss the 
gathering due to the appearance of a new granddaughter.  Jim’s and Kaew’s middle daughter, 
Nikki, and her husband, Gary, are the proud parents...  That makes a total of 7 grandchildren – 4 
boys and 3 girls – almost in the running with the Cobeys. 
 Later that week, we celebrated the 35th year of our graduation day with Larry Jordan’s 
retirement review at Ft Myer.  As the Deputy CG and Chief of Staff of TRADOC, he could have 
had his retirement ceremony at Ft Monroe; however, he opted for Myer so classmates wouldn’t 
have to travel so far.  Since the parade ground at was a little damp (in the same way a typical 
classmate, as a cadet, might say he "enjoys the occasional beer”), the ceremony was held indoors.  
Being inside didn’t dampen the praise heaped on Larry & Nannette by the Chief of Staff of the 
Army, who stayed at Larry’s reception far longer than mere protocol ordained – you could tell 
that the Chief REALLY liked them.  Because it was an early ceremony, Rick & Mary Rhoades 
had to get up even earlier to trek in on Rt 66 (an MSR in Northern Virginia) – into the sun and in 
rush-hour traffic from their pastoral retreat in the Shenandoahs.  Again, you really gotta love a 
classmate to do that.  Dick Steiner came in from the other direction – Annapolis – to tell us that 
he has ensured our class CD is finished, has cleared all the legal hurdles, and it is ready to be 
enjoyed at our reunion. 



[Photo #4 – 
“Rick Rhoades, Dave Ohle, Chuck Giasson, Rick Wright, Tom McNaugher, Sandy Cohn, Dick 
Steiner Larry Jordan, Craig O’Connor, Mike Wells, Jon Dodson, Nelson Laughton, and John 
Keane at Larry’s retirement ceremony on 5 Jun 03”] 
 The next reunion event was the gathering of a dozen classmates for the old grad march 
back from Lake Frederick with the new plebes.  They were: Henry Alward, Tony Ambrose, 
Tom Beierschmitt, John (Tony) Dodson, Dale Hansen, Tom Jewell, Dave Martin, Pres 
Miller, Ray Rhodes, Gary Roberson, Dick Shipley, and (the organizer of this experience as a 
class fundraiser) Dutch Hostler, who marched beside New Cadet Christopher Hostler. 

With the departure of the Secretary and Chief of Staff of the Army, also came the exodus 
of Deputy Undersecretary of the Army John McDonald.  John is transitioning back to SAIC as a 
SVP for Corporate Development.  It was reported that John has been a key force behind most of 
the Army's major changes to include leading task forces that assessed and directed changes to the 
Army in business transformation and realignment.  John has also been involved in the Army's 
work on the objective force and on future combat system programs.  

Stew Beckley sent his regrets that he could not make it to the reunion since he has 
foregone future New England winters and joined the “Strategic Labor Reserve” on the big island 
of Hawaii.  However, while digging into his WP “time capsule” – the OD footlocker we were 
issued (sold) to transport stuff (and break luggage holders on the sports cars we bought as 
graduation presents to ourselves for fun and merriment prior to going off to war and trading up to 
larger cars that would fit our increasing family and acquisition of stuff) – he came up with the 
complete instructions for squad drill!  Since various cadets sporting red sashes will greet you at 
the reunion, this “find” will go perfect at subsequent gatherings.  All Stew wants out of it is a 
copy of the video that someone is sure to make of eight classmates, with appropriate libation, 
stumbling around a ballroom floor as we did on the Plain for the last time in the fall of 1964… 



Another possible no-show will be Dan Adams, who has been retired for over 2 years in 
New Orleans and had both hips replaced this summer, that’ll keep him in the slow lane for a 
while. 

Also in preparation for the reunion golf tournament, Fred Hoblit, Dwight Lee, and Rand 
Allen have been practicing.  They came in 2nd in the USMA AOG Gold Tournament last May at 
Andrews AFB – behind the class of 64, who had two entries – one with a "ringer" who also won 
the long drive contest – and the other that came in last. 

 [Photo #5 
– “Pres & Clem Miller, Mark & Diane Hansen, and Kathy & Dick Shipley keeping cool in AZ”] 

Pres & Clem Miller are ginning up reunion enthusiasm in Arizona with golf and pool 
outings of their own.  In early June, they got together with Mark & Diane Hansen and Dick & 
Kathy Shipley at the Hansens' Phoenix residence at Moon Valley Country Club.  Dick and Pres 
practiced for the Plebe Marchback – as in the post-march cocktails.  They tried to talk Mark into 
signing up, but he has become permanently welded to the pool deck.  Diane spent a few weeks in 
Phoenix training for her annual (13th) participation in the July Tinman Triathlon in Honolulu, 
and spreading the good news that Meredith’s hubby, Rick, returned with his contingent of troops 
to Ft. Campbell about the time they were partying with the Millers and Shipleys.  The Shipleys 
came over from San Antonio because it just wasn't hot enough for them there.  Later on in June, 
Jim & Sherry McClain were in Scottsdale for a convention (actually it was Sherry's business 
trip and Jim came along for the ride), and were able to get in a couple of rounds of golf with Pres 
and Clem in early preparation for the reunion.  After seeing the McClains play, Pres definitely 



wants Sherry on his team.  Pres admits that the sunglasses in the picture masked scary looking 
eyes as a result of mass quantities of martinis, sushi, and karaoke the night before.  

 [Photo #6 – 
“Jim & Sherry McClain with Clem and Pres Miller trying to act like the night before didn’t 
hurt”] 

While Mike & Rachel Potter visited San Diego in April for a neurosurgery conference, 
they tracked down Larry VanHorn.  They had not linked up since the summer of '68 when they 
spent some time together in Dallas and took a trip to Acapulco and Puerto Vallarta.  Larry is 
retired from the auto industry and is now raising avocados and flowers north of San Diego.  



[Photo #7 – “Larry 
VanHorn with Rachel & Mike Potter in San Diego last spring”]. 

There’s still time, brother.  There’s always at least a couple of classmates who finally get 
the bug about this time, and say, “I wonder when the reunion is going to be, I wonder who’s 
going to be there, and I wonder what they’ll be talking about?”  Faces have changed – they’re 
fuller for the most part (but they’ll slim down in a while) – they’re weathered from sun of a 
misspent youth or from lessons not learned from our youth.  Reunion is about camaraderie and 
reliving the best moments of your life – and about time gone by and friends lost – with people we 
spent our youth with – people we loved in a place we had a love-hate relationship with.  We may 
notice at (at first) the wrinkles, bald heads, artificial hips and knees, and might reflect that there’s 
more time behind us than ahead.  But we’re coming together to memorize this perfect time 
created by dedicated classmates because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  Dave 



Dave Gerard 
5914 Lovejoy Ct 

Springfield, Virginia 22152 
703-451-3945 

dgerard@erols.com 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

 
This may be an interesting set of notes for those of you who attended our 35th reunion – 

expecting to see, and relive, great reunion moments before short term memory loss sets in.  Since 
these notes are due two weeks before the reunion, this is a great time to report on more class 
historic events and expect the reunion review as a holiday present – and holiday letters as a 
spring renewal. 
[Photo #1 “Old Business that should have made it last time – Larry Main, Tim Fisher, Steve 
Nyquist, and Dick McClelland at the WPS MI 03 FD”] 

The greatest classmate event of military-historical significance this reporting period is the 
retirement of the Army’s chief supply officer, LTG Chuck Mahan, on 27 Aug.  Chuck’s cadet 
and Army reputation as a guy who would never give up and who could place all acts and events 
in proper perspective stretched far beyond the bounds of The Zoo, or even the 2nd and 4th 
Regiments.  The size of the Army and classmate contingent speaks for his popularity, loyalty, and 
straightforwardness – although, he mused in his remarks that many may have showed up to see if 
he was really THE Chuck Mahan from 68 and the Zoo.  Classmate attendees included former 
DCSPER and Class Pres Dave Ohle, personal future planner Charlie & Dianne Beckwith (who 
came up from the tidewater area of Virginia), Tom Beierschmitt (who flew in from Michigan), 
Dave Clemm (who stopped in between trips to Florida and the Texas Gulf Coast), defense policy 
strategist and confidant Jon Dodson, Dave Hatcher (who brought greetings from John Wing), 
Threat Reduction Support Director Mike Havey, Terry Holland (who flew in from Ohio to 
explain yet again why he got slugged for mooning the OC), Class VP (the other) John Keane, 
Volney F Warner International Program director Bruce Korda, Nellie & Jeanne Laughton, 
Dwight Lee, California lawyer George Lowry, combat necessities generator Doug Macfarlane 
(who flew in from Arizona), communications strategist Dave Martin (who flew in from his 
consulting job on the Isle of Man), Dick McClelland (who took time out from his Army Tank-
Automotive Command technical duties in Michigan), defense strategy wonder John McDonald, 
Rand Corp strategist Tom McNaugher, Mike Palone (who took the time out of his investment 
services duties in the Boston area to take part in a special Zoo dinner celebration for Chuck), 
Craig O'Connor, Henry Riser, Dick & Kathy Shipley (who flew in from San Antonio), Jim 
& Lucille Swinney, Ralph & Sandy Tuccillo, Chuck Vehlow (who continues to make great 
advances with one of the most awesome weapon systems yet devised), and IDA analyst Mike 
Wells.  We all pretty much held it together through Chuck’s description of how current Army 
requirements outstrips capabilities – until the final musical salute by the US Army Band 
(Pershing’s Own) played Army Blue and the Official Army Song (taken from the Field Artillery) 
and we realized that we won’t be witnessing many more of these events for classmates. 
[Photo #2 – “The class contingent at Chuck Mahan’s retirement reception”] 
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For those of you still counting, my notes reflect that we still have three or four still on 
active duty – Dean (BG) Dan Kaufman, Fr (LTC) Mike Cerrone, and Dr (USAF COL) Bill 
Dickerson.  Count Pennsylvania National Guard active duty COL Dan Carroll as you please. 
[Photo #3 “Jay & Chris Williams, Jerry & Ana Hansen, and Jon & AJ Dodson celebrating the 4th 
of July 03 at the Dodsons’”] 

Another notable pre-reunion event for the class was the old grad march back from Lake 
Frederick with the class of 2007 – especially with Dutch Hostler’s exhaustive involvement with 
so much that has to do with the Academy and the class.  He established the fund raising portion 
of the march back that has invigorated the class gift committee, and he and Megan are the hub of 
this reunion.  For those of you who did not get Dutch’s email because you were either anti-
cyberspace or you were tired of getting so many “push” updates, here are a few of his and our 
classmate gems.  The actual marchers consisted of:  (first time marcher) Henry Alward, Tony 
Ambrose, Tony Dodson, Dale Hansen, Tom Jewell, Ray Rhodes (who took the event up a 
notch by running back with his son, Jason, and the rest of the Yearling class from Camp Buckner 
prior to the march back), Pres Miller (who would have run with Ray if a a Lake Popolopen swim 
had been included), Gary Roberson, and Dutch Hostler (who was additionally motivated to 
make the trek with his New Cadet son, Christopher).  There would have been more marchers:  
Dave Martin had signed up, but got tagged to work abroad at the time of the march; Tom 
Beierschmitt fell out due to some unscheduled surgery; and Dick Shipley had aggravated his 
auto accident and Sturgis Hog Rally back injuries (traveling from Texas to Arizona to Montana 
to Washington, to Ohio, to South Dakota, to New York, to Virginia this summer could have also 
had something to do with it), and joined the marchers at Victor Constant Ski Slope.  Dutch heard 
that Dick's back injury is so severe that he was actually requiring his dental patients to stand 
and/or kneel before him while he works on them so he didn't have to lean over and further 
aggravate his sciatic nerve.  It could be worse – if Dick were an OB/GYN doc like fellow actual 
marcher Tony Ambrose… 
[Photo #4 – “Mike Palone, Gregg Camp, and Craig O’Connor at the Wall gathering last June”] 

Bill Robinson made his virtual marcher pledge in honor and memory of Colonel Hedley, 
John Hedley's father, who until his passing worked to better the community of Chattanooga, 
TN, among other ways, through his involvement in the local literacy project.  From far off Japan, 
Veteran virtual, John Hedley, reported that he was recuperating from the march “relatively 
well,” but still found a need for fine single malt to help recover from his last virtual aches in the 
vicinity of his 4th point of contact.  As has become his custom, Andy Shaffer did his armchair 
marching in support of four New Cadets from Texas that he and Betty helped through the 
vagaries and intricacies of the USMA admissions process.  Andy only mildly laments diverting 
his "beer money" to the virtual marcher cause.  Ray Puffer did his virtual march from Germany 
again since, with uncanny instincts, Ray once again scheduled his tour of Rhine valley vineyards 
– wandering from wine fest to wine fest in a state of mild jet lagged inebriation – to conflict with 
the annual end of Beast trek.  Al Crecelius’ participation as a Virtual Marcher fit right into his 
training regimen for his trip to Ireland following our reunion, as he has tee times at five courses 
around the Republic and one must walk each of them."  .The first virtual marcher to arrive in the 
late ranks was Henry Riser, in response to Tom Jewell and Les Wright's involvement, 
challenge and call for company support. Henry reflects that, "I spent this year's virtual march 
strolling through the Denver Zoo with Karen and Chloe, our almost 2 year old granddaughter." 
Henry assured us that,  "Two and a half hours at the zoo with a 22 month old has got to be as 



tiring as the march back, at least from what I can remember."  Veteran virtual marcher Charlie 
Lieb joined the virtual ranks again this year to keep his string of completed virtual marches intact 
and to avoided being outdone by roommates Tom Jewell and Henry Riser.  Bill Easton followed 
Henry into the late ranks to support, "my honorable (in the main) classmates who have actually 
suffered the thrill and agony of trekking those lonely miles back from Lake Frederick to 
barracks."  Veteran virtual marcher Dan Kaufman followed Bill into the late ranks and observed 
that in electing to join the virtual marcher ranks rather than the actual marcher ranks he is passing 
the same intelligence test he has taken and passed before.  However, it must be noted that Dan 
jumped into the march back line about a block up from his quarters so he could experience the 
pass in review at the Sup’s quarters.  Veteran virtual marcher Jim Thome also drove into the late 
ranks as an act of admiration of those that make the march.  He predicted that the ranks of actual 
marchers will decline proportionally with the number of sons and daughters as cadets – musing 
that he’s glad his son graduated in 1993 before the idea caught on. 

Dutch has made in event into the only class gift fund contribution – so far.  Now, he has 
spurred Joe Fowler on to creating a class raffle during the reunion that offers such neat stuff that 
classmates who cannot attend want to compete for anyway.   
[Photo #5 – “Dan, Steve (USMA 74) and Steve’s son, Mark Adams last St. Patricks Day in New 
Orleans”] 

With all the classmates who have said that they’d be coming to the reunion, some, like 
Keith Quinney, who has MS (fatigue and balance are the key problems) made some 
extraordinary efforts to attend.  Some, like Dan Adams, who had both hips replaced this summer 
and Dan Robinson, who had his second angioplasty this summer after his second heart attack in 
November, found it a bridge too far.  Dan Adams has been living in the French Quarter of New 
Orleans off and (now) on since 1990.  After retiring from the Army to Louisiana in 1988, he 
worked full time as an environmental engineer (civil and chemical) until February 2001, when he 
formed Daniel E. Adams, LLC to cover what little consulting he’s in the mood to do now.  Now, 
he’s going to heal and continue traveling and enjoying life.  Dan Robinson is an art history 
instructor and now the Chair of Examiners, which means that he’s responsible for examining 
students studying Advanced Level History of Art in the UK. 

Other classmates sent word that they would not be at the reunion for less troublesome 
reasons.  John Oneal was teaching in London and taking full advantage of the restaurants, 
museums, pubs and the weather (hot but it beat than Alabama). 

Dan Donahue returned from an assignment at the US Embassy in Bogotá, Colombia 
where he was heavily engaged in Plan Colombia.  He is now assigned to the National Intelligence 
Council at CIA Hqs in Langley, Virginia, and sends his best wishes to classmates – especially to 
those in B-1. 
[Photo #6 – “Mike & Kit Havey teaching granddaughter Kathleen to smell the roses”] 

In typical eloquent and understated fashion, new SAIC Corporate Vice President Mike 
Havey announced the arrival of his and Kit’s first grandchild, Kathleen Cooper, in mid August – 
born to daughter, Kate, and Paul Haris.  As many grandparents will say, this child was special – 
but doctors will agree that she was hard getting started, hard staying started, and hard staying the 
course.  Because every doctor in Kate’s state of Pennsylvania seems to have left due to 
malpractice insurance rates, she came to stay with Mike & Kit in Virginia for the last trimester, 
with Paul caming down nearly every weekend.  Too bad Mike didn’t share his concerns earlier so 
that we could have hooked Kate up with Tony Ambrose.  In any event, Mike & Kit felt that they 



had “a little more invested” in Kathleen than the run-of-the-mill first grandchild.  Combined with 
son, Michael, now home from Moscow, daughter, Anne, home from Virginia Tech, and “adopted 
Ukrainian daughter,” Kira, Mike said that they had kids hanging from the rafters all summer.  
True to Southern tradition, this is the fourth generation of “Kathleen,” starting with Kit’s 
grandmother Kathleen Swain in 1891, Kit as Kathleen Ann, daughter Kate as Kathleen Scott, and 
now granddaughter Kathleen Cooper.  Come on, gang – one of these days you gotta come up 
with a new name. 

So, there I was at the beginning of August, after buying a lottery ticket, fantasizing about 
retirement, looking forward to the classmate events of the next couple of months, and just taking 
a minute to check email – WHAM – over 100 birthday greetings form classmates – instigated by 
the person who not only hates email but hates for me to get on email.  I swear, if I were a dog, 
she'd name me "Stay" just so she could say, "Here Stay. Here Stay" and watch me spaz.  As a 
result of many emails, I need to clear up a misperception – I am not the oldest person in the class 
– or the first to reach 60 – but I am the first to have such a vindictive bride and remain married.  
For the record, Bob Hunt, Fred Johnson, Bill McCauley, Skip Greeby, Frank Audrain, 
Steve Herman, George Shoener, Bill Dyer, John Miller, and Kent Trexler are older than me – 
with Bill Nash, Nick Dienes, Bob Lorbeer (whose 60th was on the same day that Mars was the 
closest to earth in 60 gazillion years, and who looked forward to 60 so he could draw a “Colonel 
over 26” retirement check that should keep Trigger in horseshoes and feed for a long time), Mac 
Mac Vittie, and Dave Carraway not too far behind.  The above roster is appreciated by the likes 
of our 10 youngest classmates: Vic Farrugia, Ross Irvin, Pat Toffler, Mike Laing, Fred 
Parker, Paul Baerman, Pete Bonasso, Jerry Florance, Art Sands and Vic Garcia.  I am 
happy to report that the 10 oldest are doing well and keeping me out of that top 10 list.  Another 
reason to attend the reunion is to wish Happy birthdays (I won’t publish ages here; however, I 
will say that they are all AARP-eligible) to Fred Shahid (9/11), George Heckman (9/12), Mike 
Mears, Larry Baker, John Ryneska (all on 9/13), Bob Hunt, Warren Bowland, Ed Heller, 
Mal Murray, and Dave Schulte (all 9/14).  George & Jean Laswell dropped a note from 
Sanibel Island, Florida to put things in perspective.  There, the young people are anyone under 
70.  At the end of the season, lunch for the local Retired Officers Association chapter, George 
was the only one there under 80.  The Kiwanis club refers to the local Lions club as a bunch of 
old guys and their fathers who get together for cocktails. 

One of our duties at the reunion is to have a business meeting where we elect new class 
officers.  Since I don’t know what the slate will be, I don’t know if I’ll ever get to thank you for 
sharing your adventures with us since graduation – they have been spectacular!  I wish we could 
all attend this reunion – these things are really invigorating.  If you couldn’t make it this time, 
please write and take pictures and share.  And, if you feel blue, start breathing again because 
YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  Dave 
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You did it again. Jim Altemose and Ray Rhodes
nailed it in their bios when they reflected how,
when you think that it can’t get any better, it
does. Each classmate I spoke with at the re-
union, and all but one of their significant oth-
ers, said that this reunion was the best ever and
these weren’t just “first timers.”

Dutch & Megan Hostler had their oldest
son, David, a firstie, round up some classmates
with red sashes, and we kicked off the major
part of the reunion with reporting to the cadet
(it may not be a man anymore) in the red sash.
While some took out some very deep-seated
emotions on these members of the Class of ’04
by showing them how cool they really wanted
to be with the original “man” almost 40 years
ago; others tied it up as badly as we did the first
time and became quivering new cadets again,
trying to fight our way out of a very bad dream.
Some (mostly general officers who caught the
cadets’ eye) just couldn’t seem to get it right and
got to go around again and again. The best line
was from Dan Kaufman who reported to the
cadet in the red sash to discuss what year the
cadet might plan on graduating.

The cadets were a great touch—they gave
us an idea as to what The Corps is like today.
They’re young. One approached me and asked
for my autograph. When I gave it to him, he
was disappointed because he had thought I was
his TAC’s father. Guess I could have been since
one of our class aides was Jerry & Kathy Cobb’s
son, MAJ Mike.

One major group missed the reporting-in
ceremonies. In true corps squad fashion, it was
the golfers. They were either still out on the
links, or trying to tally up their scores as pre-
scribed by or-
ganizers Frank
Lynch, Bob
Alexander ,
and Chuck
Jones. This
tournament
exceeded the
last one in
numbers of
classmates and
their brides
participating,
but was un-
der in num-
ber of

strokes—the
swinging of
the club kind.

As usual,
and thank-
fully, John
Wing came
through with
not only a
hefty supply
of Sam
Adams, but a
deceptively-
slick Twisted
Tea Malt (as

in adult) beverage. As an almost-full-time set-
ting for these beverages (except when other
Marriott guests complained about noise and the
Marriott police had to respond), Dutch &
Megan set up a hospitality suite as a variation
of “Snuffy’s” where ten CDs of top 40s music
from 1964–68 (expertly and professionally
compiled by Dick Steiner) played. The suite
also showcased beautifully prepared and dis-
played class adventures (sugar bowl caper, cre-
ated by Bob Messel; “kid”-napping the Navy
Goat created by Bill McAdams, and disman-
tling and dunking the “Reveille” cannon in the
Hudson, created by Jim Bodenhamer) and 35
years of scribe-collected photos. There was a sign
inviting classmates to take any of the photos they
wanted. In an unprecedented extrapolation of

the photo offer, the Snuffy’s signs, CDs adven-
ture displays, and the original offering sign were
also taken—hopefully to be returned at the next
reunion.

The Snuffy’s Annex also was the scene of a
chillingly real event as Dutch had a ton of old
2.1s (they’re computerized now). Friday night,
after the class dinner, raffle, great talk by John
Feinstein, dance, and with an immoderate
amount of adult libation, a group of hardy
souls met there and proceeded to write quill
on classmates—just like I imagined the real TD
operated. Most of the reports involved “FTP”
(failure to party) because the reportees weren’t
up at Snuffy’s Annex. As one team sleuthed
through the halls distributing the 2.1s under
hotel room doors, another group, tired of free
beer and malt beverage, went down to the ho-
tel bar only to find most of the guys who had
been written up for FTP to be partying there.

For his incredibly tireless and dedicated

work in organizing the class’ portion of the
marchback from Lake Frederick and the re-
union, Dutch Hostler was elected to be Class
VP—thus freeing up John Keane to once again
attempt to organize the DC class contingent
and help us focus on our class gift. The appoint-
ment of these classmates to these important
positions underscores the fact that no good
deed and amount of hard work goes unpun-
ished.

By a margin of more than 81% of the vote,
the class selected the Rotunda to the new

USMA Library, Thomas Jefferson Hall, to be
our class gift. Class president Dave Ohle an-
nounced the result of the class vote. Class secre-
tary Dan Kaufman gave a presentation provid-
ing particulars regarding the enhancements to
the Rotunda that our Class Gift will make pos-
sible and the class presented the Supe with a
$500,000 down payment on our gift. Dan’s

presentation on the Library Rotunda can be
seen at our class website. And Paul DeCoursey
described how we must come up with the rest
of the $2M we now owe. About a week after
the reunion, Paul reported that Terry Holland,
Class Rep for F-2 called to say that his com-
pany wants to be the first to have everyone
make a pledge toward our class gift. Now I know
why he gave me a “Zoo” coin, created by Doug

1968—Chief of Staff of the Army

Eric Shinseki with Larry Jordan at

Larry’s retirement on 5 Jun 03.

1968—Mike Peters and Bill Nash

at the June 2003 Council on Foreign

Relations in NYC.

1968—Classmates with Chuck Mahan at Chuck’s retirement in August 2003.

1968—Jay & Chris Williams, Jerry & Ana Hansen, and

Jon & AJ Dodson celebrating the 4th of July at the Dodsons.

1968—Mike Palone, Gregg Camp, and Craig O’Connor

at the Wall gathering last June.
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Macfarlane, whose company creates and dis-
tributes neat stuff with company logos on them.
Sorry guys, my pledge gets chalked up with
H-2—especially with the return of Mike Mears.
Mike’s return was illustrative of classmates re-
turning for a reunion for the first time—he fit
right back in as if he had been there all along.
One of his sage observations was to remark that
he would have never in his wildest dreams or
nightmares expected me to utter the words,
“When I was a TAC. . .”

Joe Fowler organized an incredible raffle that
was entertaining, exciting, useful, and valuable
to the class and its coffers. Donated prizes in-
cluded: A vintage 1968 bottle of Bas
Armagnac, courtesy of Dutch & Megan Hos-
tler, accompanied by a box of exceptionally fine

cigars, cour-
tesy of Bob
Alexander,
won by Greg
Unangst; A
collection of
personalized,
autographed
volumes from
“classy” au-
thors, includ-
ing John
Westerlund’s
Arizona’s War
Town: Flag-
staff, Navajo
Ordnance De-

pot, and World War II, Mike & Marilyn Gilhuly’s
Call to Glory, and all five of Gus Lee’s novels
(China Boy, Honor and Duty, Tiger’s Tale, No
Physical Evidence, and Chasing Hepburn), won
by Hank Gregor; a custom designed jewelry
set, consisting of a necklace, bracelet, and ear-
rings, courtesy of Al Crecelius and won by Nellie
& Ann Laughton; a 13-piece Calphalon pro-
fessional set of nonstick cookware, courtesy of
Mike Murphy and Mike Peters, and won by
John & Margie Hedley (now, how to get it to
Japan); a 5'x5' personalized “memory quilt”
crafted by Betty Shaffer and won by Dave
Clemm (my favorite, since I already have and
cherish one); a signed, numbered print of Jane
Wooster Scott’s West Point theme entitled At
Attention!, courtesy of Dutch & Megan Hos-
tler, and won by Lee Norton; a postcard with
an original one-cent Dade Monument stamp

postmarked January 2, 1907, in Washington,
DC, courtesy of Jim Thome, and I hope won
by a philatelist; a week at Grand Lake Colo-
rado, donated by Joe Henry, also won by Greg
Unangst; a week in Big Sky Country donated
by Mark & Diane Hansen and won by Carl
& Sherry Woessner; a beach week in the Outer
Banks (before Isabel), courtesy of Rick & Peggy
Ryder, and won by Joe & Barbara Fowler; a
week at Alvie & Cinci Kimball’s Orland House
B&B in Maine, won by Jay & Pattie Johnson;
bilateral refractive eye surgery donated and done
by Al Aker (who wore glasses to read the win-
ner), won Jim Altemose (who didn’t wear glasses
to accept it); and two class Bond of Brothers prints
donated by Paul Martin and won by Andy
Shaffer and Bob Echols. With the talent within
this class, Joe Fowler is really onto something
here to help us reach our goal. Stay tuned.

A special thanks to our class spiritual lead-
ers, Marv Wooten (Executive Director of Mili-
tary Community Youth Ministries), Mike
Cerrone (an Army Roman Catholic Priest),
Tom Margrave (an Episcopal priest), Jim Furr
(an ordained spiritual leadership consultant in
Tulsa, OK), and Mike Fay (an Episcopal priest
and orthopaedic surgeon in Montana) for or-
ganizing, presiding over, and participating in
our class memorial service on Friday and Prayer
Breakfast on Sunday. The hymn, scripture, and
prayer selections by these guys, as well as the
memorial remarks by Larry Jordan, were ex-
traordinarily moving—especially with the
sound of far-off helicopters (unmistakably
Hueys) during the service.

For the last couple of years, AOG Alumni
Support VP John Calabro has reported his
thoughts and feelings of Army football.
Through it all, he also seemed to be working
on coming up with a new motto to “sell” the
experience. Years ago, when AAA was trying to
sell tailgate parking space with the price of tick-
ets, the motto was, “More than just a game.”
For the last couple of years, John has focused
on a new niche and updating the motto with
such catchy phrases as: Army football—a good
reason to drink; or a good reason to drink a lot;
or a good reason to drink a lot of different stuff.
As this season progressed, his theme has shifted
from exploitation of the liver to abuse avoid-
ance—Army football: better than shopping at
outlet malls the day after Thanksgiving and
Christmas. I believe that John was on a better
track than the Supe’s theme at our briefing with
him: Army football: nothing that a bigger house
for the coach won’t cure.

Overall, we did okay, and we kept things
real. We understand that nose rings don’t go
with bifocals, spiked hair doesn’t go with bald
spots, and an unbuttoned disco shirt doesn’t
go with a heart monitor. Forgive me for not sub-
mitting a normal set of “Class Notes.” I’m a little
overwhelmed over not getting all the photos
you deserved into the last column, and I’m still

blown away by an unbelievable reunion and
the immense amount of work folks put into it.

Jim Locher just sent his apologies for not
attending this reunion. He spent most of 2003
in Bosnia and Herzegovina as chairman of the
Defense Reform Commission, and was in
Sarajevo during our reunion.

While we were partying, we had some class-
mates going through some very difficult times.
Norm O’Meara is always a reunion regular, but
had to slow down due to his battle with irregu-
lar and elevated heart problems for the last year.
Pete Paulson, another reunion regular, has been
in the midst of a major battle with lung can-
cer—which he is winning—he’s expecting hair
to be back by the time you read this. While Pete
was waging his battle, Gil Tijerina’s bride, Irene,
went through radical surgery for breast cancer
and is undergoing more chemotherapy—us-
ing different chemicals than what she endured
last year—the battle continues. If that wasn’t
enough, Jim Tallman sadly reported that his
bride, Betty, died on 10 October at home after
fighting a recurrence of breast cancer for the last
two years. The time from when the doctor told
her that there was nothing further to be done
until her death was one week. They had a lot of
support from friends and relatives during that
time and hopefully, they were able to make her
last days peaceful. If anyone wishes to make a
contribution, we are asking that donations be
sent to the Susan G. Komen Foundation for
Breast Cancer Research.

Overall, the reunion (or any class function)
was a success because of you—those who at-
tended and remembered those who didn’t, and
those who didn’t for whatever reason because
you still share a very special bond. You don’t
have to impress this rabble. It’s hard to impress
anyone who has already seen your posture or
“all right” card picture form the first day we had
to drop a bag and report to the man in the red
sash, or displayed for all to see partially digested
foot-long hot dogs in a trash can at the indoor
OC finish line—you’re already in because you
are a classmate—unless you hold an athletic
record or mooned the OC, and that makes you
special. Send recollections, photos, and adven-
ture reports because you’re not only special—
YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.

—Dave
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1968—Dan, Steve ’74, and Steve’s son, Mark, last St.

Patrick’s Day in New Orleans.

1968—Mike & Kit Havey teaching

granddaughter Kathleen to stop and

smell the roses.
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20 Dec 03. Warning order from Ev Lucas
today regarding the planned class cruise mini-
reunion in 2004. Here are the details known
to date (pricing and other minor issues are still
being negotiated): ten-night cruise, 12–22
November, aboard the Holland America flag-
ship Rotterdam VI. Starts and ends in Ft. Lau-
derdale, with ports of call in the Bahamas,
Curacao, Aruba, through the Panama Canal,
Costa Rica, and back again. Sounds great; mark
your calendars and start making plans. Details
in the mail soon. If it’s half as good as the class
Alaska cruise in 2000 was, it will be great!

25 Dec 03. Christmas Day. I hope you all
had a great one, filled with peace, love, and
blessings. Vicki & I spent the week relaxing on
the beach in Florida, far, far from the madding
crowd. It was great. I gave her a new fly reel,
and she loved it! Am I a lucky guy, or what?!

27 Dec 03. Worrisome cyber-fart from Rog
Arango today. Here’s his message: “A most
wonderful holiday to all you! I was diagnosed
with prostate cancer on the 23 December—
looks like it has been caught early thanks to the
blood test all of us should get on our annual
physicals. (We do get those physicals, don’t we?)
Barry Nickerson’s wonderful note about the
class prayer circle came in the day after I got
diagnosed—who am I to argue about timing
and coincidence! Thanks, Barry, and thanks to
the circle. Get your PSA done ASAP! Cheers,
Rog.” Okay, you guys know what to do. Keep
Rog in your prayers. Hang in there, classmate.
You are not alone in this battle.

7 Jan 03. Am now exactly one week late
with this trash haul; late enough to have elic-
ited a couple of e-mails from the editor. So
much for that New Year’s resolution. I should
treat her and the rest of the good folks in the
Pubs office of AOG a lot better; they’ve been
putting up with my abuse for far too long
now. Would you believe this marks the 25th
year I’ve been churning out this roadkill?
Never made a deadline yet.

I was going to finish this off with a report of
all the Christmas card gossip I received this year,
but unfortunately I’ve already far exceeded the
number of words I’m allowed in the new lean
and mean “Class Notes” universe. Besides,
Christmas cards aren’t what they used they used
to be. I remember when I got lots of cards, with
nice short notes in them, and a few Christmas
letters, none of which were more than a page
long, if that. Well, I still get lots of nice cards,
but almost all of them have letters long enough
to be bound in hard cover. While I love hear-
ing from and about all of you and your fami-

lies—and I really do, no kidding—there’s just
too much detail to pass on here. A couple of
highlights though: Jeff & Sandi Madsen pulled
up stakes from Connecticut and moved to
Bloomington, MN, this past year, where Jeff
now works with the Toro Company. Sandi had
a tough year, undergoing surgery last Febru-
ary for spinal stenosis and fusion. All turned out
well though, after a long summer of recovery.
Most, if not all of us, have followed Tom
White’s contributions to the nation as the great-
est Secretary of the Army ever. As we start the
new year, I’ve learned that he & Susan are re-
turning to the Houston area, where he plans to
reenter the private sector, probably in the en-
ergy business. Razor Heath started his fourth
career in 2003; he’s now a community college
professor at Pitt Community College in
Greenville, NC. Hobie Pillsbury also changed
jobs in 2003; he’s now CIO of Comfort Sys-
tems USA in Houston. Rita even has a new job:
she’s a registered Cow Whisperer. (You’ve all seen
the movie The Horse Whisperer, I’m sure.) She
even has neat business cards, showing cows on
roller blades and swimming with dolphins. You
think I’m kidding, don’t you. I kid thee not, I
promise. As Hobie says, “lots of people can talk
to horses and get them to run a little faster or
jump a little higher, but you can probably count
on one hand all of the people in the galaxy who
can get a cow to roller skate or complete a syn-
chronized leap with a dolphin.” Since I’m not
real sure just how much of a demand there is
for Rita’s talents, I’m guessing it’s a good thing
that she kept her day job working in a pediatric
dental practice.

Okay sports fans, gotta get this on the wire
tonight, lest I awake to another blast from Cathy
tomorrow. Cathy DeCoster is my long-suffer-
ing editor, my most recent long-suffering edi-
tor. She has been putting up with me for about
six years now. I’ve worn out about ten editors
since I took on this fool’s errand.

Stay in touch, my brothers and sisters, and
remember our magnificent troops around the
world in your silent thoughts and prayers ev-
ery day. They, more than any of us, are truly
Unsurpassed.

Go Army! Beat Navy!
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Creative b-aches are still coming in as to why
some could not attend the reunion. Don Jones
dropped a short note explaining that he could

take one major vacation in 2003—either with
his son, Steven, to go hiking in Big Sky Coun-
try, or to the reunion. Judging from the photo
he sent, he made the right decision and will see
us in about 4½ years.

Vic & Pat Hiatt opted to attend the wed-
ding of son Michael to Kelly Kobiskie, another
USAFA graduate, in Manhattan, KS, Kelly’s
hometown, in lieu of our reunion (another good
call). Since Vic & Pat are retired with an RV,
they motored from their home in Florida to the
wedding site. Another toy that keeps Vic on
his toes and the kids coming home is an
ultralight airplane that Vic has flown from Tal-
lahassee to Okeechobee.

While the Hiatts were getting Michael
married off, Gary & Cookie Roberson were
coordinating and ensuring the wedding of their
daughter, Kristi, to Fabio Cardoso went off like
a dream at West Point. Ike Hall never looked so
good! Because
Cookie is sift-
ing through
more than
1,600 photos
of the wed-
ding, she has
had to put the
photos from
our reunion on
the back
burner for a
while. After
the wedding,
the kids motored west to eventually live in at
Cookie’s parents’ old home in Hawaii. From a
first-hand account, Cookie reports that they’ve
settled in nicely. While there, she took them to
the Big Island for the dedication of a plaque at
the university honoring her father who
founded the University in Hilo back in the
1950s. Unfortunately, Gary had to work and
Will was in the midst of finals at NCSU.

I don’t know if it was an H-2 thing, but
Pete Wallace also was busy at the same time
as the Hiatts and Robersons, dealing with
the marriage of daughter, Gwen, in Hawaii.
Glad the reunion followed so we could get
most of the A-2, D-2, G-2, H-2 gang to-
gether at one event.

Speaking of right calls, Steve Frushour also
did the right thing by turning around and
heading back home to Ohio rather than try to

1968—Steven and Don Jones in

Grand Teton National Park, WY, last

July.

1968—Dutch & Megan Hostler, Steve & Kitty Rogers,

Kristi & Fabio Cardoso, Gary & Cookie Roberson, Bob

Lamansky, and Barbara & Orca Gerard at the Cardoso-

Roberson wedding last August at Ike Hall.

1967—Jim Milliken with his two newest toys.
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punch a nor’easter to attend this year’s Army–
Navy blow-out. Even the Supe, Com, and
Dean spent most of the game in their executive
warming room while the Corps did its best to
cheer on a talented Army team. As usual, Army
won the march-on. I suspect Millie-Vanilli were
guest directors at half-time since the Glee Club
mouthed America The Beautiful while God Bless
America came over the loudspeakers. As always,
the alma mater was stirring, and all classmates
in attendance—Bob Balog, Tom Beierschmitt,
Jim Bodenhamer, Sandy Cohn (although this

was his first at-
tendance in
36 years, he
still gets only
half credit be-
cause he was
schmoozing
the brass in
the warming
room), Brian
Copley (again,
half credit for
being with
Cohn), John
Cullen, Jerry
H a n s e n ,
Dutch Hos-

tler, and Ray Rhodes—stayed for it.
Almost right after the game, Ray Rhodes

departed for the jungles of Sumatra where he is
Security Manager for Exxon Mobil Explora-
tion Corp. He says it’s warm there and currently
quite wet—in the middle of the monsoon sea-
son—just in time for Santa to visit on an el-
ephant. His bride of 25 years, Mary Jane, en-
sured he was well prepared by packing a box
containing a miniature Christmas tree and

wrapped presents for every day leading up to
the 25th.

Bill & Cheryl Jeffries were almost out the
door, on their way to our reunion, when an
emergency dealing with one of Bill’s Executive
Strategies International remedial crisis and time
management clients occurred that caused Bill
to redirect out of country. From the descrip-
tion in their holiday letter of the flora and fauna
around their home, I would guess that they
would have enjoyed the calmness and absence
of scaly, slithery, and furry critters (except for
Beierschmitt) at the reunion.

Reunion attendance reminiscences are also
prevalent. Dave Clemm commented that it was
nice to see that he, Gary Halstead, Tom Jewell,
and Jocko Merriam can still remember how to
do a Rocket —even
though no one wanted
to take a shot at doing
cadet drill with Stew
Beckley’s instructions
there in front of them—
oh well, maybe next
time. After watching the
new Rabble Rousers toss-
ing the female cadets
around, Dave isn’t sure
we could handle those
new maneuvers.

During reporting-in exercises of our re-
union last September, a minor disturbance oc-
curred when Jim & Lisa Greenberg arrived in
their classic Morgan with the top down and
Maryland plates stating, “BOY TOY.” It was a
great entrance, but both Jim & Lisa admit it’s
not the car for comfort when sharing the Jersey
Turnpike with a plethora of 18-wheelers. They

have opened their home—the backyard part
of it anyway—for a family class gathering
around 21 August on the scenic Severn River
just outside Annapolis, MD. If this is the only
way to get Jim back from Saudi Arabia, I rec-
ommend we all accept his invitation.

In the economy and gold flow dept, Mike
Murphy spent the year looking after the UK,
Germany, and new operations in Puerto Rico
and Mexico. He even considered learning some
Spanish since he seemed to be exposed to it
more and more. Instead, the day before Thanks-
giving he accepted a temporary assignment to
England (Brighton area) beginning in early

January, working as European Supply Chain
Director for Sanford Europe (a sister company
to Goody that makes Sharpie markers, Parker,
Waterman, and PaperMate pens, and Expo
Dry Erase markers). He was needed there to do
upgrade and modernization projects to tie in
Germany, France, and the rest of Europe. Cur-
rently, the plan is for Mike & Diana to return
to Peachtree City in October 2004 to enjoy the
numerous renovations they’ve just completed
on their home. Anybody need to rent there?

After the reunion, we lost a chance to stream-
line our ability to get a Virginia teaching license
when Paul Joseph left the Virginia Dept. of
Education to start his own educational consult-
ing service (check out his website at
<www.josephedservices.com>). He too is deal-

ing in Latin America via New Jersey.
Also after the reunion, Jim Carman jumped

back into the work thing and continued train-
ing for his ninth Marine Corps Marathon—
still finishing “in a credible time”—for most of
us, just finishing would be incredible. He had
three of his grandkids on his support crew this
year: his newest granddaughter, Ashley Sum-
mer McClanahan (about five months at the
time), youngest grandson, Tristan Michael Jones
(2), and oldest grandchild, Michelle Nicole
McClanahan (9).

The reunion didn’t take much away from
Jon Anderson’s running routine. In mid-De-
cember, he finished sixth in a 50-mile
ultramarathon in Wakulla Springs, FL, with a
time of 8½ hours—almost as long as it took to
drive from his home in Gainesville to our re-
union.

Terry Wong dropped a quick note to re-
port that, after more than 35 years, he and
Chuck Hawkins got to link up in Beijing, where
Terry is doing military/political stuff and look-
ing after U.S. VIPs for our Embassy. Chuck
was in town to lecture on future warfare con-
cepts and regional security topics at the China
Defense Science Technology & Information
Center and was co-hosting a Sino-U.S. Mili-
tary Developments Workshop. With all of
Terry’s out-of-country postings, he said it was
great to introduce his family to a real classmate.
If you have China on your “want-to-visit” list,
you have until the summer of 2005 to have
the security of a classmate looking after you at
our Embassy there.

1968—Chuck Beckwith, Dave Clemm, and Terry Holland

at Chuck Mahan’s retirement in August.

1968—Jim & Lisa Greenberg ar-

riving at our 35th reunion.

1968—The 2003 Cobey clan.

1968—Bob Alexander, Mike Mears, Gary & Cookie

Roberson, Rich Witherspoon, and Andy Shaffer at our 35th

reunion.

1968—Cathy & Sandy Cohn with Brian Copley warm at

the 2003 Army–Navy game.
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Holiday notes brought lots of family transi-
tion news. George Gardes’ employment pic-
ture with Atlantic Bank of New York is certainly
more stable than it was as the last reunion. Kathy
also is feeling cheerier since she has been can-
cer-free for the past year. Their current plans
are to keep their home in Tenafly, NJ, and retire
in the next couple of years for the winter
months to Hilton Head, SC, where they’ve
picked up another home. Dave & Pat Carraway
passed on the reunion this year in favor of an
expanded family (including daughter, Anne’s
future hubby, Matt) reunion held at a lodge
near Asheville, NC. They were celebrating of
35 years of “wedded bliss” and 60 years of life.
Jack & Bobbi Munson announced the engage-
ment of their daughter, Megan, to a Marylander
named Dennis Baker. Their younger daugh-
ter, Erin, has had several tours of duty in Af-
ghanistan and Iraq, and returned to Iraq in
January. Dwight & Donna Lee are grandpar-
ents again. Michael Dwight was born to Delinda
& Jason last June. Fred & Nancy Hoblit an-
nounced that they’ll be first-time grandparents
next June. Fred has “moved on” from Global
Hawk T&E support and is now growing into
a more complex T&E job, still with SAIC, on
the Army Future Combat System. Always
marching to a little different drummer, Bob &
Tricia Alexander completed the foster parents
program, are waiting to be approved, and are
ready to help young folks get headed in the
right direction. And, who can keep up with
Elwood & Mary Lou Cobey? Brian & Eve-
Lyn are looking forward to spring when they
will welcome a new baby to their family.

Gary & Patti Halstead nailed class senti-
ments it their holiday letter when they noted
that 2003 was a great “reunion year” for gath-
erings of families, friends, classmates, and team-
mates, and the rich blessings that make us look
forward to 2004. They wished us happiness
and the awareness of just how fortunate we are
to have each other. What a delight to know that
YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.

—Dave

1969
MR. ROBERT M. KIMMITTMR. ROBERT M. KIMMITTMR. ROBERT M. KIMMITTMR. ROBERT M. KIMMITTMR. ROBERT M. KIMMITT
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Arlington, VA 22207-4105
703 525-6863 (H)
202 530-3440 (W)
202 530-3456 (Fax)
Robert.Kimmitt@timewarner.com
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1969
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This column is being written on 29 Dec 03,
covering news received since 27 October. My
next deadline is 30 Apr 04 for the July/August
2004 ASSEMBLY.

We will be about
six months away from
the 35th Reunion
when you read these
words, and I hope
many of you will have
reserved your spot for
the 15–19 Sep
events. We need help
finding “lost” class-
mates, so please send
Reunion chair Tom
Piazze <piazzete@
jmu.edu> any information you have on: Boyle,
Tim Brown, Brundage, Caranto, Carlson,
Cooper, DiNicola, Domino, Al Edwards,
Fagan, Fahl, Fell, Fitz-Henry, Frey, Furneaux,
Gavitt, Gwynne, Hanson, Hatch, Herbert,
Hilburn, Steve Hunt, Jeffrey, Jordan,
Kithcart, Knabb, Maxson, McCall, McCloy,
Merkle, Morrill, Myers, Nechin, Olner,
Rehkopf, Doug Rogers, Rose, Schatz, Shafe,
Stevenson, Stoutner, Tice, Traynor, Vequist,
Brian Wells, and Wilber; former cadets Don
Harrison, Dave Minckler, and Paul Sheffield;
and the widows of Bob Roseta, Jon Shine, and
Ed Watson.

Two other upcoming class gatherings are the
Spring Luncheon on 29 April at the Ft. Myer
Officers Club (contact K.C. Brown at
<brownkc@cox.net>) and the memorial cer-
emony at the Viet Nam Memorial in DC on
5 June (organized by Bob Seitz), followed by
the class summer picnic at the Sleepy Hollow
Bath & Racquet Club (organized by Ken
Wanless).

Several groups of classmates gathered over
the past two months, including the Beat Navy
luncheon on 5 Dec 03 at Ft. Myer, organized
by Pat Spann and K.C. Brown. In attendance
were: Bresnick, Brown, Carpenter, Clark,
Coan, Cornelison, Coyle, Dan Cox, Foss, Friese,
Haines, Healy, Heesch, Hill, Kimmitt,

Landrum, Leister, Love, McGovern, Moen,
Wayne Murphy, Murray, Quinn, Richmond,
Robella, Spann, Mike Steele, Stobbs,
Wallestad, and Wanless. Also joining them was
Pat Spann’s godson, 1LT Richard Bardsley ’01,
a company XO in the 3rd Infantry (Old
Guard), who soon thereafter deployed to
Djibouti.

Although the football game results in Phila-
delphia require no additional comment, I
would note that Army did beat Navy in Sprint
(150-lb.) football and tied Navy 17–17 in
rugby, with Bill Foster, Dan Lee, Bill Smith,
and your scribe in attendance at the superbly-

1969—Sarah Glacel’s wedding with proud parents, Ashleys, Cathie Baldwin, Coxes,

Doltons, and Halloran.

1969—Beat Navy Luncheon: Heesch, Spann, and

Bardsley ’01.

1969—Beat Navy Luncheon: Clark, Coyle, Moen, Stobbs,

Murray, Haines, Friese, Foss, and Cox.

1969—Beat Navy Luncheon: Healy, Hill, Bresnick, and

Richmond.

1969—Beat Navy Luncheon: Leister, Brown, Steele, and

Carpenter.

1969—Beat Navy Luncheon: McGovern, Quinn, Car-

penter, Robella, Wanless, Wallestad, and Steele.
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Jerry Florance forwarded a quick note and picture confirming that members of the class 

continue to serve.  He was called last December and told that he would soon be activated through 
his reserve unit to deploy to Iraq so that another military MD could be home for the holidays.  
I’m sure Mike Potter, a Neurosurgeon who had more than one run-in with the branch folks who 
direct doctor deployment, is not surprised that the orders didn’t come exactly on time and Jerry 
wasn’t deployed soon enough to make another doc get home for Xmas. Nonetheless, Jerry has 
taken leave of his Prince William County Virginia Health District Directorship to augment the 
US coalition forces in Iraq.  So far, his most indelible memory is that he can taste the dust – even 
in the mess hall. 

[Photo #1 – 
“Jerry Florance at the front in a sandstorm”] 
 

Dan Kaufman reported that he was able to entice Larry Jordan back to our rockbound 
highland home to be the speaker at the Henry O. Flipper dinner held at West Point on 19 Feb in 
the Mess Hall with the entire Corps of Cadets in attendance.  Larry talked about personal 
courage; and got a standing ovation from the Corps without having to grant amnesty. 
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 [Photo #2 –“Jocko & Malena Merriam flanking 
screaming eagle Jessica upon her return from Iraq”] 

Upon Jock & Malena Merriam’s return in February from Ft Campbell, where they 
welcomed their daughter, Capt Jessica, back from Iraq (where she had been with the 101st), they 
swung through Atlanta and looked up Jock’s roomie of three years and Ranger buddy, Jim 
Lawton.  To prove that Jim looked great, he sent a picture. 

[Photo #3 – 
“Jocko Merriam and Jim Lawton in Feb in Atlanta  -- old roomies and ranger buddies reunite”] 
 The continuous trickle of holiday letters echo the joy of grandparenthood and travel 
theme.  Stott & Bobbie Carleton are happy that their kids are married and live around them in 
Maine.  Stott used his surgery skills to put a new diesel engine in his lobster boat, and is very 
proud that it worked all season without a problem.  Bobbie limited her time “sterning” (baiting 
traps and banding lobsters) on the boat to once a week, and takes pride in telling wide-eyed 
friends that she’s Stott’s master baiter on Tuesdays.  Besides the reunion, Joe & Barbara 
Fowler visited Boulder, CO, Victoria, BC and the family cottage in Parry Sound, Canada.  Tom 
& Gretchen Jewell limited their time away from Tom’s work as the final Chair of the Union 



College Civil Engineering Dept (last class graduates in 2005) to a trip to Cape Cod and a week 
exploring St Lawrence River islands by kayak.  When not traveling to Italy, Norway, and Florida, 
reminiscing about the reunion, or celebrating son David’s acceptance to Denver’s Rose Medical 
Center for his residency, Bob & Carol Shimp worked the pro football games – including 
Superbowl XXXVIII – in Houston. 

[Photo #4 – “Wife validation that Tom 
Beierschmitt, John Cullen, and Bob Balog attended the 2003 A-N debacle”] 

Just when I thought that this would be the shortest set of notes – unless I had to start 
making stuff up again, John Hedley charged in to the rescue.  For folks who live in Toyko, they 
see more classmates that many of us.  They recounted a great time with Jim & Julia 
Bodenhamer last fall, when Jim tagged along and traveled around Japan while Julia attended a 
special educator's scholarship seminar.  During that time, Jim spent several days mooching off of 
the Hedleys, and they were able to break Julia loose for supper one night.  John got some 
notoriety at the local Army-Navy debacle held at Uncle Sam's New Sanno Hotel.  Kick-off was at 
a more civilized 6 AM as opposed to the 2 AM start of last year, although I’m a little concerned 
that John finds it easy to drink beer at 6 AM...  John received an "honorable mention" in the 
USNA Alumni Association Jan/Feb Shipmate: "They (5 Navy grads) all enjoyed the ribbing 
administered to the lone Army grad who was gracious in defeat."  That's certainly not a claim any 
of us would like to repeat!!  Jim Altemose and John were successful in bringing a new missile 
program into Japan for the upcoming Japanese fiscal year.  As many of us have learned, it’s great 
to work with a classmate. Who'd have believed 35 years ago that two classmates, a retired USAF 
F-15 jock, and a retired USA grunt, would successfully be selling missiles to the Japanese 
Maritime Self Defense Force in 2004?  The Hedleys once again ran into Tom & Stephanie 
Kurkjian, with their daughters Leslie and Lily, during their annual post-Christmas stay at the 
Hale Koa Hotel in Honolulu – almost a VERY mini A-1 reunion.  At the end of their Hawaii 
vacation, as the Hedleys’ daughter, Marcia, left to head back to Penn State, and John & Marge 
returned to Tokyo, they finally realized that it's past time to get home since family separation gets 
ever more difficult.  As a consequence, the Hedleys have zeroed in on Charlotte, NC as a place to 
land on and plant their colors – with a big "y'all come!!" sign on them.  Since their plans are 
really getting firm, and John has linked up with the Charlotte AOG Chapter, as well as a couple 
of classmates in the area, to see if he can find employment to keep Marcia in school and Margie 
at the level to which she has become accustomed, you need to cement early plans to get to Japan 
soon.  With all he has done for classmates passing through Japan for the last seven years, I 
certainly hope that a classmate, grad, or even a grad from another academy can facilitate the 
Hedley transition back to the US.  Little does John know of the culture shock he’ll experience 



when he returns – especially to North Carolina.  Just when you think you’ve experienced it all, 
you’ll be called upon to ask, “What type of wine do you serve with grits?” 

[Photo #5 – “John & Margie Hedley with Julia & 
Jim Bodenhamer in Tokyo last fall”] 

[Photo #6 – “Fred & Susan Reynolds at our 35th 
reunion”] 

[Photo #7 – “Debbie & Chris Ohlinger, Keith 
Quinney, Monte Anderson, and Megan Hostler at our 35th reunion”] 

Jock Merriam’s news and pictures email triggered a disquieting flashback encounter with 
a classmate’s bride at the reunion.  She complained that I report on, and show pictures of the 
same people all the time.  Aside from the occasional lapse into dementia when I submit the same 
picture for a couple of issues (that Tina Johnson gently reminds me of), the only adventures on 
which I can report (without fracturing the honor code, which I have been known to do here) or 
pictures that I can send along for inclusion in class notes are those that I have.  If you feel that 
you’re seeing the same names and faces, either your really good at 667 names, or you haven’t 
sent me an adventure tale lately.  We ought to be celebrating the fact that we have so many 
classmates doing such great things by sharing the adventure.  Some classmates are too 



embarrassed, or feel that what they do isn’t valuable enough to share.  Hey, if you’re still 
flossing, that means you still have teeth.  Celebrate!  That’s where you come in – this is a good 
time and reason to recount an adventure – be it yours or that of a classmate because YOU’RE 
ALL WE’VE GOT.  Dave 
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I just finished registering a couple of credit cards with Consumer First in a continuing 

effort to add our Class Fund coffers.  Thanks go to Dick Shipley for setting up this new and 
undemanding contribution system.  This method of giving generates a monetary rebate to the 
class fund whenever you use your existing Visa or MasterCard at participating merchants.  It 
doesn't matter what benefits you currently get from your cards (mileage, points, cash back to 
another organization, etc). You will continue to receive those benefits; your purchases will 
generate money for the Class Gift Fund.  In case you missed the email info, check the class 
website for registration info.  It seems easier than Dutch Hostler’s virtual marching. 

Of course, thanks also to the original class fund rabble-rousers, Dutch & Megan Hostler 
for getting the Consumer First word out to the class and continuing their old grad march back 
drive.  As of 15 April, Tony Ambrose, Dale Hansen, Dutch Hostler, Tom Jewell, Dave 
Martin, Doug McKenna, Pres Miller, and Gary Roberson have signed up to make the full 15-
mile march.  If you’re interested in making the march, you can get info and registration forms at 
<http://www.usma.edu/DAA>.  A maximum of 140 old grads will be permitted to make the full 
15 mile march, and as many as may wish (and are willing to pay the price of admission) will be 
permitted to join the march column for the final 2 miles.  Currently, most of the Hostler focus is 
on son David’s grad week and a family vacation in Hawaii. 

It took a while to get some correct info from Pete Wallace about his daughter’s marriage 
last summer in Hawaii, but I’ve finely found out that Gwen is now a Gillen.  Pete’s bride, 
Barbara thinks Gwen Gillen reflects a slightly country and western twang, but Gwen thinks it 
gives her an excuse to buy the double G Gucci belts for monogram purposes.  Pete & Barbara 
now have a good reason to visit San Francisco, because that’s where Gwen and Brian have 
settled, for now.  Whenever the Wallaces hit town, Gwen pulls out all stops – and wedding 
presents to serve up a gourmet meal and setting.  

[Photo #1 -- “Peter, Barbara, and Steve Wallace 
with Gwen & Brian Gillen in San Francisco last New Year.”] 
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[Photo #2 -- “68 at Miami 04 FD -- Jerry Crawford, 
Dan Kaufman, Wally Magathan, and Bill McCauley”] 

Jerry Crawford claims a new record as the first to attend two Founders Day celebrations 
in the same year with a (different) classmate as the guest speaker at each event.  His first 
attendance was in Miami, at which Dan Kaufman regaled the gathering with tales of how the 
Corps has progressed beyond anyone's wildest expectations -- citing great achievements and 
honors bestowed along with amazing advances in both physical infrastructure and technology.  
Jerry came away wondering how cadets find time to study when they all have laptops equipped 
with DVD, TV card and wireless.  For a slightly different view, two weeks after the Miami event, 
Jerry & Dorothy went to a "Founders Day at Sea" on the "Sovereign of the Seas" cruise to the 
Bahamas with John Calabro as the speaker.  Leave it to Calabro to find a way for WP to pay for 
he and Angie to take a cruise.  In the mean time, Jocko Merriam reported that the Dean 
remained on the FD circuit in Florida where he further delighted the Palm Beach and Treasure 
Coast chapter of the WPS while continuing to work on his tan.  The Merriams continue to shuttle 
between their Florida home and Ft Campbell – bringing Jessica’s stuff back to her and 
anticipating JJ’s deployment with the 2nd Striker Bde from Ft Lewis.  Whatever Dan’s and John’s 
reasons were for being in Florida, graduates attending FD celebrations there got to hear the best 
speakers from West Point.   

[Photo #3 -- “FD at Sea on the way to the Bahamas 
with Angela & John Calabro, Faye Condy & Ed Mendoza, and Dorothy & Jerry Crawford] 



[Photo #4 -- “Frank Finch (69), Kathryn & Dan 
Kaufman with Jock & Malena Merriam, Al Aker & Ann G. Kasten-Aker, and Ron & Barbara 
Warncke at the Palm Beach and Treasure Coast Chapter FD luncheon”] 
 In spite of not getting a “name” speaker, the class was well represented by at the Houston 
FD celebration with Jim & Julia Bodenhamer, Jim & Linda Craig, Mary Jane & Ray 
Rhodes, Bob & Carol Shimp, and Tom Wantuck. 

[Photo #5 -- “FD 04 in Houston: Bob & Carol 
Shimp, Mary Jane & Ray Rhodes, and Julia & Jim Bodenhamer”] 
 While on the FD theme, Jerry Florance forwarded a picture from festivities at Camp 
Anaconda, Iraq.  He sent one picture of the oldest and youngest grads present.  Jerry could 
recognize the oldest – it was him – but CRS took over and he couldn’t come up with the 
youngest grad’s name… 



[Photo #6 -- 
“04 FD at Camp Anaconda, Iraq: Steve Hetz (75), Jim Silva (73), Phil Edwards (75), Jerry 
Florence (oldest grad present), Pat Donahue (80), and (side shot) Mark Kucera (80)”] 

Jon Dodson relayed the news that John Hathaway, another classmate who continues to 
serve our nation, was promoted in March into the ranks of Senior Executive Service (SES), and 
continues his daunting and almost thankless, and definitely daunting work in the office of 
Secretary of Defense (OSD) in Reserve Affairs. 

In his ongoing quest to complete and publish Bill Little’s Memorial Article, Norm 
O’Meara is in touch with Alison Little, Bill's half sister who is brokering a meeting with Bill’s 
mother to present her a class print and get her permission to go to press.  As parents of kids who 
are of the age to be sent in harms way these days, you can now imagine how deep the anguish a 
parent who has lost a child must be.  Thanks, Norm for your tenacity and tact, and thanks John 
& Anne Marie Keane for coming up with the print seven years ago.  
 In this classmate-owned organization known as SAIC, I was trying to figure out which 
classmate ranked who(m) in the hierarchy.  John McDonald, a SR VP, with Corporate Business 
Development is in one area while Chuck Giasson, a Corporate VP with the Enterprise Center 
and a Division Manager is in another.  Mike Havey succinctly put it all in perspective with, 
“Senior trumps Corporate.  Who cares?”  Oh well, back to date of birth… 
 For those of you who had not gotten the word through other means, early last March, 
Larry & Cheryl Stevenson received the shocking news that their 33 year old son, Kevin, was 
found dead in his car just off an Interstate highway in Colorado.  The cause of death was never 
relayed to me (but Chuck Jones has done a great job in keeping us informed of everything he 
comes up with), but that does not negate the fact that a classmate and his bride lost their child 
and they’re naturally devastated.  The family suggested memorial contributions to the Kevin 
Stevenson Memorial (to be given to Kevin's favorite charities) in care of Ellis Family Services 



PO Box 270324, Littleton, CO 80127.  Up-to-date means of contacting Larry & Cheryl are in the 
35th Reunion Bio Book.  Although Larry is very active in class and West Point activities in 
Colorado, our 35th was his first reunion.   

Gil Tijerina took some time out from his chaotic schedule in El Paso to share a couple of 
pictures and pass on some news that is also reflective of what many in the class are going through 
– or have gone though recently.  His bride, Irene, a fellow teacher of Gil’s in the El Paso School 
system, is continuing with her chemo while both of her parents and sister have also been ill.  To 
top that off, he just placed his father in a rest home.  Despite these current stressers, along with 
the tragic end Gil’s first wife met last year, the kids are all coping well and contributing to 
society. 

[Photo #7 -- “Paul and Gil Tijerina with the only 
other male member of the family”] 
 While trying to prepare for a trip to Costa Rica, I contacted Chuck Steel because he once 
said that he was planning on either taking his expat job-finder business down there on a wireless 
laptop or retiring down there as soon as Charlie got out of high school.  A few things changed – 
but not in a bad way.  He left the corporate grind four years ago, went on a church mission trip to 
Honduras, met Tara (who still lives in Little Rock and shares his interests), worked as a 
consultant for two years, sold his house in Little Rock, and moved up to a lake house full time.  
When I contacted him, he was waiting for the power company to stop generating from the dam so 
he and Charlie (visiting on Spring Break) could go down to the river and catch some trout.  
Between winning bridge tournaments and fishing, he also works out at his spa if he can’t find 
anyone to play tennis.  Aside from reading and entertaining visitors, he seems to have adapted to 
a very laid-back life style.  He still plans to travel if gas prices don’t eat into his retirement 
account once Charlie is out of college.  Sounds like he’s taken “calm down” to a wonderful new 
level. 

You have not only brought honor to the class in the eyes of the AOG, but allowed me to 
babble on with a few more lines of class adventures by ranking us in the top 10 subscribers to 
Assembly.  Pop it up!  As you know, the greater the subscribership, the greater the space we get 
for class notes.  With support like that, can a class gift be far behind?  Please keep up the good 
work by sharing your exploits and quests – I’d like to believe that that’s why so many subscribe.  
However you give, please remember our class fund.  There’s no one else to thank for your 
support and no one else to ask for more fund support because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  
Dave 
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In case you missed it at the reunion last year, John Westerlund took some time 

out from scheduled class activities to watch Barry Conway and Dicky Bowers square 

off and hold their own against the Army Tennis Team.  He also presented a copy of his 

book, Arizona’s War Town, to Joe Barth, the West Point Librarian, in the library West 

Point Room.  I’m sure more classmates attended other than Dan Kaufman, but they 

weren’t recorded. 

[Photo #1 – 

“Joe Barth receives a copy of Arizona’s War Town from its author, John Westerlund 

during our 35th reunion”] 

While the May/June set of notes brought lots of comments, the best was from 

Dick Flynn’s bride, Jane, who wanted everyone to know how proud she was of her 
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husband for just being himself.  He still teaches Latin and English at Bishop Stang High 

School in North Dartmouth, MA, and finds “uncommon happiness and satisfaction” 

every day.  Their youngest of three left for college this last year, so they’re experiencing 

another uncommon occurrence – quiet. 

[Photo #2 – “Ollie Johnson and Carl 

Woessner discussing the condition of Army football at our 35th reunion”] 

Other kid events reported centered around “grad week” (we used to know it as 

June Week).  Dutch & Megan Hostler’s older son, David, graduated and secured an 

early admittance to medical school.  After graduation, Dutch & Megan took the guys to 

Hawaii so they could celebrate David’s graduation.  With Christopher being a Yearling, 

they dodging another opportunity to pay for a college education, so they celebrated by 

basking under a tropical sun.  Andy & Betty Shaffer also attended West Point Grad 

Week festivities, as guests of their first brood of graduating cadets that they mentored into 

West Point as Military Academy Liaison Officers.  Andy did his share of swearing in 

wearing the greens we were issued to wear on AOT as yearlings.   

Ed Millson openly admits that he couldn’t even fit into the uniform he retired in, 

but that didn’t deter him from celebrating his daughter’s, Mariette, graduation from the 

Coast Guard Academy with the help of his Dad who swore Ed in 36 years ago.  He gave 



Ed the script USMA gave him for swearing in to do the honors.  Now, Mariette is off to 

Hawaii for duties aboard a Cutter Jarvis.  In the mean time, Ed’s & Marie’s son, Devin, 

just graduated from HS and is off to VMI, where Ed gets to pay to have others hassle his 

son...  When I spoke with Ed, he mentioned that he was “baching it” for the weekend as 

Marie was at her Ladycliff 35th reunion and reviewing how USMA has expanded.  I hope 

Charlie Adkins’ bride Jane, wasn’t too busy with her private school in the Northern 

Virginia area.  Larry Des Jardien’s bride, Lorraine, is also a ‘69 Ladycliff grad.  As an, 

“Oh, by the way,” Ed also mentioned that his and Marie’s oldest daughter, Marliese, 

married a Navy F-18 Top Gun a couple of years ago and is questioning whether she really 

wants a family by teaching 1st grade at the base school at LeMoore NAS. 



[Photo #3 – “Andy and Betty Shaffer with 

their raffle prize at our 35th reunion”] 

Donna Lee forwarded a note that started in Hawaii with hers and Dwight’s 

daughter, Delinda, her Marine husband, Jason, and their two kids, but ended in Twenty-

nine Palms, CA (Jason’s new posting) and points east.  The only news she relayed is that 

Dwight is still playing semi-pro golf (actually, he’s still with, and paid by, General 

Dynamics, but he does most of his best work on the golf course).  From the looks of the 

picture she sent, it looks like he’s enjoying grandparenthood also.   



[Photo #4 -- “Dwight (aka “DG” for 

DaddyGrand) and Donna (NaNa) Lee with grandkids Matthew Dwight Lee (8), Jensen 

Lee Giles (2), and Michael Dwight Giles (9 months), at Donna’s family reunion”] 

Dave & Susan Ohle hosted a dinner at their home in Falls Church for Pete 

Paulson, Henry & Karen Riser, Ralph & Sandy Tuccillo, and us to prove that dinners 

don’t have to be rushed.  The last time the Ohles, Risers, and Gerards got together, our 

daughter went into premature labor with lots of complications, and we almost had to hand 

out dinner in sandwich bags in an effort to get to the hospital.  In between touring their 

beautiful home and cocktails out by the pool, Dave let slip that he had just takeng over 

the Army Systems portion of CSC – quite a coup for a guy that had not grown up in the 

company.  For a brief period, Dave and Ralph, a Business Development Senior Director 

with CSC, were office neighbors.  Pete has been back with Unisys for a couple of years 

after his stint as an SESer, and hasn’t let his bout with lung cancer slow him down at all.  

He reported that he had heard that Bill Gardepe had recently received a promotion with 

GTE and has been pretty busy trying to live up to it.  Henry continues on as COO for 

ConnectedWireless Corp, a division of SPEC – another company started by a grad…  

When I mentioned that Jerry Florance had finished his deployment to Iraq and was out-



processing at Ft. Drum, Henry reported that one of his colleagues had met Vic Farrugia 

over there doing contract work. 

[Photo #5 – “Bub Younts, Bob Echols, Bob 

Stroud, and Elwood Cobey forming up at our 35th reunion”] 

When I mentioned that Jim & Lisa Greenberg had graciously offered to host a 

Mid-Atlantic mini-reunion crab feast at their summer camp cottage on the Severn River, 

Karen Riser volunteered the Maryland classmates to help put it together.  Karen, Bob & 

Eileen Stroud, and Barbara & I met with Jim & Lisa and discussed the event to be held 

on in August.  As soon as the word got out over the Internet, emails started pouring in 

from farther away than just the Mid-Atlantic.  Skip & Joan Greeby wrote in from 

Illinois saying that they’d be there.  Terry Wong replied from Beijing to thank Jim for 

the invitation and that he’ll try to wrangle a business trip to DC during that time.  In the 

mean time, Terry reported that former roomie, Jim Tallman, came to China with a tour 

group and they had time for supper and a walk around Beijing.  If you missed the 

invitation and party because you didn’t get the word, consider getting an email address, 

sharing it with the class, or at least reaching out to a classmate with a shared email.  



[Photo #6 – “Jack Mayer and Skip Greeby in 

the foreground at our 35th reunion”] 

After hearing of the crab feast from their cabin on Deep Lake in NE Washington 

State (escaping Texas heat), Dick & Kathy Shipley offered up another mini-reunion idea 

that was a hit about a decade ago – a boat cruise during the summer of 2005!  With the 

cost of gas, this might be a better idea than an RV rally.  While we went to the Caribbean 

last time, as have lots of classmates who have all had fun, Dick ventured that we might 

want a different venue next time.  What do you think?  How about Alaska?  As for a 

reason (as if one is needed), how about a mass 60th birthday party?  Since Dick has some 

time on his hands, between jobs and in preparation to look after Kathy after she has knee 

surgery before re-joining the folks in the United friendly skies, he has volunteered to 

contact travel agents to get the best deal and itinerary.  Henry & Karen Riser and Jon & 

AJ Dodson are already in.  What about you? 



[Photo #7 – “Mike Mears, Dick Shipley, 

Dick Witherspoon, and Steve Winsor at our 35th reunion”] 

 We got lots of good news from Pete & Barbara Wallace while I was trying to 

thank them for looking after our son, Rob, during the UK portion of his around the world 

adventure.  Right after Rob left, Pete’s son, Steve, and his fiancée arrived – on the heels 

of friends from Raleigh.  They gathered for a visit and trip to Paris to officially open the 

new Morgan Lewis office (Peter's coup) that is needed to handle all the Iraqi business and 

peace negotiations from the weekly conquering army.  After that, it’s off to Barcelona and 

then to Steve's wedding in the Outer Banks in July, where they’ll see Gwen & Brian, who 

they’ll bring back to Europe for a week in Florence.  A year ago, after the reunion, and a 

trip to Munich and Salzburg, the Wallaces got to visit with Bill & Jane Bachman in 

London for an evening.  

 Dreadful news just in:  Bob Pinzuti died of a massive heart attack on Sunday, 20 

Jun, while jogging.  Our hearts go out to Susan and their kids, Margaret, Robert Jr., and 

Michael.  A Mass of Christian Burial was celebrated at the Holy Trinity Chapel at West 

Point, and interment was at the Academy Cemetery.  Memorial contributions may be 

made to the American Heart Association, PO Box 5216, Glen Allen, VA 23058-5216. 



This sounds like a exciting summer, in which we have to keep together and 

remember one another.  We are looking forward to hearing how the E-2 reunion went in 

Northern Virginia and to seeing Jim & Lisa Greenberg safely back from Saudi Arabia.  

These events are what you’re good at – sharing.  Jack Mayer and the guys in Northern 

Virginia from E-2, like Mike Wells, took time to set up a reunion in which all could 

share.  Jim & Lisa are risking a lot in Saudi and they want to share good times with us.  

And why not?  I know that we’ll hear from a lot of you because there’s a comfort and a 

tug knowing that YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  Dave 
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OF�GIVING�THE�#LASS�#UP�TO�THE�FATHER�OF�THE�
lRSTBORN�SON�OF�A�GRAD��BUT�)�DON�T�KNOW�
WHAT�ONE�GIVES�TO�THE�FATHER�OF�THE�LASTBORN�
CHILD��4HE�CLASS�WALKER��7HEEL�CHAIR��7E�
NEED�TO�THINK�ABOUT�THIS�ONE�

��3EP�����3HORT�NOTE�FROM�-IKE�$EL
LEO�TODAY�WITH�THE�NEWS�HE�MAY�BE�LEAVING�
"OSTON�AND�TAKING�A�JOB�WITH�THE�!RIZONA�
$EPT�OF�4RANSPORTATION� SOON��(E���#AR
MELA� ARE� BUILDING� A� HOUSE� IN� 'OODYEAR��
ABOUT� ��� MILES� WEST� OF� 0HOENIX�� 4HEIR�
DAUGHTER��SONINLAW��AND�GRANDSON�MOVED�
THERE�LAST�FALL�

��3EP�����)T�S�,ABOR�$AY��AND�)�M�VIO
LATING�A�LONGSTANDING�RULE�OF�NEVER�LABORING�
ON�,ABOR�$AY�BECAUSE�MY�DEADLINE�WAS�SIX�
DAYS�AGO�AND�THE�EMAILS�FROM�MY�EDITOR�ARE�
GETTING�INCREASINGLY�STRIDENT��7E�LL�END�WITH�
ONE�MORE�BIT�OF�"ALL���#HAIN�NEWS��7ES�
3PINCIC�WILL�MARRY�$EBRA�$IXON�(URTER�IN�
(OUSTON��48��ON����3EPTEMBER��(OPEFULLY��
SOMEONE�WILL�TAKE�A�PHOTO�
/KAY�� THAT�S� IT� FOR� THIS� ROADKILL�� &IRST�

FOOTBALL�GAME�OF�THE�SEASON�IS�lVE�DAYS�AWAY��
+EEP�THE�FAITH��SPORTS�FANS��THINGS�WILL�GET�
BETTER��(ANG�IN�THERE��PRAY�FOR�OUR�TROOPS��
AND�"%!4�.!69�

����
$!6%�'%2!2$
�����,OVEJOY�#T�
3PRINGlELD��6!������
�����������
DGERARD EROLS�COM
WWW�WESTPOINT�ORG�CLASS�USMA�����
3UBSCRIBERS�

4HIS�HAS�BEEN�A�DEVASTATING�PERIOD�FOR�THE�
CLASS��&IRST��WE�GOT�WORD�OF� THE�PASSING�OF�
"OB�0INZUTI��2ICH�7ITHERSPOON�� *ACK���
+ATHLEEN�-AYER��*OHN���!NNE�-ARIE�+E
ANE��AND�)�ATTENDED�"OB�S�MEMORIAL�SERVICE�
IN�.ORTHERN�6IRGINIA�TO�PAY�OUR�RESPECTS�TO�
3USAN��-ARGARET��2OBERT��*R���AND�-ICHAEL��
7HILE�#LASS�60�$UTCH�(OSTLER�REPRESENTED�
THE� CLASS� AND�!/'� AT�"OB�S� INTERMENT� AT�
7EST�0OINT��MANY�OF�THE�OLD�%��AND�NEW�
'��ALSO�TURNED�OUT��INCLUDING�"ILL�"ACH
MAN��*OE�#INQUINO��$ICK�&LANIGAN��3KIP�
'REEBY��!L�+IMBALL��*OCKO�-ERRIAM��,YLE�
0IRNIE��,AMAR�2ATCLIFFE��AND�3TEVE�2OGERS��
3USAN�WAS�GLAD�AND�THANKFUL�THAT�SO�MANY�
OF�"OB�S�CLOSE�FRIENDS�AND�CLASSMATES�COULD�
ATTEND��3USAN�ASKED�THAT�WE�REMEMBER�"OB�
BY�CONTRIBUTING�TO�THE�!MERICAN�(EART�!S
SOCIATION� �0/�"OX� ������'LEN�!LLEN��6!�
���������	� IN� HIS� MEMORY�� "ILL� "ACH
MAN� ��� *USTIN� 2D��� .ATICK�� -!� �������
�WABACHMAN BINGHAM�COM�	�IS�THE�FOCAL�
POINT�FOR�"OB�S�MEMORIAL�ARTICLE��AND�NEEDS�
YOUR�HELP��

+EITH�(ARRELSON�WAS�THE�lRST�TO�BREAK�
THE�NEWS� TO� THE�CLASS�OF�"OB�'ORA�S�PASS
ING��"OB�IS�SURVIVED�BY�HIS�BRIDE�OF����YEARS��
,YNN��AND�THEIR�FOUR�CHILDREN��2AY��!DAM��
'EORGE�� AND�%RIN� �WHO�HAS� TWO�CHILDREN��
(UNTER�AND�!VERY�(ODGES	��3INCE�"OB�WAS�
INSTRUMENTAL�IN�BRINGING�THE�(OSPICE�PRO
GRAM� TO� THE�#ATAWBA�6ALLEY�� ,YNN� ASKED�
THAT�HE�BE�REMEMBERED�BY�DONATING�TO�THE�
LOCAL� HOSPICE� �0ALLIATIVE� #ARE� #ENTER� AND�
(OSPICE� OF� #ATAWBA�6ALLEY�� ����� 2OBIN
SON�2D���.EWTON��.#������	�IN�HIS�NAME��
+EITH� ������-ONTICELLO�$R���!TLANTA��'!�
������� �KANDJH MINDSPRING�COM�	� HAS�
TAKEN� ON� MEMORIAL� ARTICLE� DUTIES� AND� RE
QUESTS� THAT� ALL� CLASSMATES� SEND� HIM� COM
MENTS�� MEMORIES�� AND� ANY� INFORMATION�
DEEMED�APPROPRIATE�FOR�HIM�TO�COMPILE�AND�
INCLUDE�IN�THE�ARTICLE�
)N�ADDITION�TO�THE�SHOCK�AND�SORROW�OF�

LOSING�CLASSMATES��THIS�SUMMER�HAS�BROUGHT�
CONlRMATION�THAT�LIFE�GOES�ON�THROUGH�NEWS�
OF�CLASSMATE�EVENTS�AND�ADVENTURES��!FTER�A�
YEAR�OF�PLANNING�AND�ANTICIPATION��THE�-ID
!TLANTIC�#RAB�&EAST�� SPONSORED�BY� *IM���
,ISA�'REENBERG�AT�THEIR�SUMMER�CAMP�COT
TAGE�ON�THE�3EVERN�2IVER��IN�3EVERNA�0ARK��
-$�� WAS� CRASHED� BY� (URRICANE� #HARLIE��
WHICH�WISELY�MADE�OUR�CLASSMATE�GATHERING�
A�DELAYED��FOR�A�YEAR�OR�SO	�EVENT��3KIP�'REE
BY�SUMMED�UP�HIS�EXPERIENCE�AND�CAPTURED�
CLASSMATE� FEELINGS��(E� mEW� INTO� 0HILADEL
PHIA� THE�7EDNESDAY� PRIOR� FROM�/RLANDO��
JUST�GETTING�OUT�A�DAY�AHEAD�OF�THE�HURRICANE��
3KIP�S�BRIDE��*OAN��mEW�IN�FROM�#HICAGO�TO�
MEET�HIM��IN�BOTH�CASES�JUST�ONE�STEP�AHEAD�
OF�THE�STORM��!S�IT�TURNED�OUT��3ATURDAY�SAW�
3EVERNA�0ARK�AS�THE�HURRICANE�S�GROUND�ZERO��
3OME� CLASSMATES� BALKED�� CITING� 2ANGER�
QUALIlCATION�AND��IN�+EN�.ICHOLSON�S�CASE��
A�DESIRE�TO�PLAY�KING�OF�THE�MUDWRESTLING�
PIT� AS� A� REASON� TO�KEEP�PARTYING�� )T�WAS� A�
DISAPPOINTING�BUT�WISE�CHOICE�TO�CANCEL�THE�
MUCHANTICIPATED�#RAB�&EAST��'IVEN�THE�LIST�
OF�ATTENDING�CLASSMATES��IT�WOULD�HAVE�BEEN�
GREAT� FUN�� 4HE� PARTY� BROUGHT� !NNAPOLIS
AREA�CLASSMATES�TOGETHER�AS�PARTY�PLANNERS��
AND�BROUGHT�SOME�CLASSMATE�NEWS��4HANKS�
TO�"OB���%ILEEN�3TROUD�FOR�AMASSING�AND�
COORDINATING�THE�GUEST�LIST��(ENRY���+AREN�
2ISER�FOR�COORDINATING�OPERATIONS�AND�ACTIV
ITIES��AND�$ICK�3TEINER�FOR�PROVIDING�MUSIC�
!CTUALLY�� $ICK�� 3UZANNE�� #ARLIE�� AND�

,INDY�3TEINER�WERE�NOT�GOING�TO�BE�ABLE�TO�
MAKE� THE� PARTY� TO� BEGIN�WITH� SINCE�$ICK�
HAS�BEEN�INVITED�TO�!USTRALIA�TO�LECTURE�ON�
AND� DEMONSTRATE� HIS� MAGICAL� ENTERTAINER�
MENTALIST�SKILLS��/F�THE����DAYS�THEY�WERE�IN�
!USTRALIA��$ICK��SORT�OF	�WORKED�TWO�DAYS��
(E�COMPLAINED�THAT�THE�FAMILY�HAD�TO�PACK�
FOR�FOUR�SEASONS�SINCE�HIS�hWORKv�TOOK�HIM�
FROM�3YDNEY�TO�-ELBOURNE��AND�THEY�HAD�
TO�STOP�OFF� IN�#ANBERRA�AND�0ORT�$OUGLAS�
�FOR�SOME�'REAT�"ARRIER�2EEF�DIVING	�ALONG�

THE� WAY��7HILE� THIS� WAS� THE� KIDS�� lRST� TRIP�
DOWN�UNDER��THIS�WAS�$ICK�S�FOURTH�WITH�AN�
2�2��!RMY�%XCHANGE�TOUR��AND�HONEYMOON�
TO�PREPARE�HIM� TO� INTRODUCE� THE� CHILDREN� TO�
NEW�FOODS��ANIMALS��FRIENDS��AND�EXPERIENCES��

,ARRY���4ERRY,EE�-AIN�ALSO�COULDN�T�
MAKE�THE�#RAB�&EAST�BECAUSE�,ARRY�HAS�THIS�
NASTY�JOB�AT�'-��WHERE�HE�HAD�TO�DRIVE�A�
�����#ORVETTE�#��#ONVERTIBLE�TO�6ICTORIA��
"#��AND�BACK��WITH�THREE�DAYS�ON�THE�ISLAND�
AND�HIS�HIGH�SCHOOL�REUNION�IN�THE�MIDDLE��
(E� ADMITTED� THAT� IT� WAS� A� DIRTY� JOB�� BUT�
SOMEONE�HAD�TO�SPEND�THE�TIME�TO�GET�MILES�
ON�THESE�#APTIVE�4EST�&LEET�6EHICLES�
7E� LEARNED� FROM� $ALE� (ANSEN� THAT�

*OHN�#RUDEN�WAS�ELECTED�PRESIDENT�OF� THE�
$#�"AR��ACTUALLY��PRESIDENTELECT�UNTIL�NEXT�
*UNE�WHEN�HIS�TERM�STARTS	��4HEY�ANNOUNCED�
HIS�ELECTION�ON����*UNE�AN�EASYTOREMEMBER�
DATE�SINCE�HE�WAS�IN�THE�HOSPITAL�MUCH�OF�THE�
DAY�WITH�HIS�DAUGHTER���SONINLAW��WAITING�
FOR�THE�BIRTH�OF�*OHN�S���3HARON�S�GRANDSON��
*ONATHAN�"ROCK�-ASON��WHO�ARRIVED�ON�TIME�
THAT�DAY��4HE�$#�"AR�IS�THE�SECOND�LARGEST�IN�
THE�NATION���������ATTORNEYS	�AND�*OHN�WILL�
BE� THE� lRST� GOVERNMENT� LAWYER� �AND� lRST�
53-!�GRADUATE	�TO�HEAD�THE�BAR��(E�WILL�
CONTINUE�ON�IN�*UNE������AS�THE�IMMEDI
ATE�PASTPRESIDENT��,EAVE�IT�TO�$#�LAWYERS�TO�
STRETCH�A�ONEYEAR�TERM�INTO�THREE��
3PEAKING�OF�lRSTS��*ACK�-AYER� IS�A�60�

AND�THE�lRST�53-!�GRADUATE�TO�MAKE�PART
NER�WITH�"OOZ�!LLEN�(AMILTON�
7HILE�ON�THE�HIGHROLLER�TRACK��A�FRIEND�

FORWARDED� AN�!TLANTA� *OURNAL#ONSTITUTION�
ARTICLE� ON� $ICKEY� "OWERS� REGARDING� HIS�

PROWESS�AND�SKILL�AS�
A� COLORFUL� VETERAN�
REAL�ESTATE�DEVELOPER��
(E� WAS� DESCRIBED�
AS� A� RELENTLESS�� HARD�
DRIVING��DOGGED��ICON�
WHO�CARES�FOR�HIS�����
EMPLOYEES�AND�MAN
AGES� MORE� THAN� A�
MILLION� SQUARE� FEET�
OF�PROPERTIES� IN�THE�
!TLANTA� AREA�� (E�S�
STILL� AS� COMPETITIVE�

�����0RES� -ILLER�
AFTER� THE� !USTRIAN�
)RONMAN� #OMPETI
TION�

�����3UZANNE��,INDY��$ICK����#ARLIE�3TEIN
ERBY�THE�3YDNEY�(ARBOUR�"RIDGE�
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AS�HE�EVER�WAS�WITH�A�HEART�OF�
GOLD��4HAT�S�OUR�GUY�

$ALE� (ANSEN� ALSO� REPORTED�
THAT�HE��� *OYCE� TOOK� A�BICYCLE�
TRIP�IN�*ULY�FROM�3ALZBURG��!US
TRIA�� TO� 6IENNA�� (E� ATTRIBUTES�
GOING� UP�"ULL�(ILL�MANY� YEARS�
AGO�TO�ACTUALLY�MAKE�ALL�THE�HILLS�
�AND� THERE� ARE� SEVERAL�	� DURING�
THE�RIDE�
.OT� TO� BE� OUTDONE�� 0RES� -ILLER� ALSO�

CHECKED�IN�TO�TELL�US�THAT��TO�GET�READY�FOR�THE�
-ARCHBACK��HE�DID�)RONMAN�!USTRIA�ON���*ULY�
IN�+LAGENFURT��!USTRIA��(E�COMPLETED�THE����
MILE�SWIM�����MILE�BIKE��AND�����MILE�RUN�
IN�JUST�MORE�THAN����HOURS��!S�YOU�CAN�SEE��HE�
GOT�THE�4SHIRT��MEDAL��AND�CERTIlCATE��AND�A�
VERY�WELCOME�BOWL� OF� SOUP	��#LEM� HAD� A�
MUCH�HARDER�DAY��RUNNING�ALL�OVER�SOUTHERN�
!USTRIA��WATCHING�THE�EVENT��
)N�ANOTHER�INSPIRATIONAL�VEIN��WE�LEARNED�

THAT�*AMES�-UIR�HAS�WRITTEN�A�BOOK��,AN
TERNS�!LONG�THE�0ATH�n�4HE�!LLEGORICAL�!RT�OF�
*AMES�.��-UIR��*AMES�USES�HIS�SCULPTURES�FOR�
EXAMPLES�OF�ALLEGORICAL�ART�THAT�SYMBOLIZES�
SOCIAL��POLITICAL��AND�SPIRITUAL�COMMENTARY�
REGARDING� DUTY�� HONOR�� COURAGE�� JUSTICE��
TRUTH��AND�THE�ULTIMATE�TRIUMPH�OF�THE�HU
MAN�SPIRIT��AND�IS�DEDICATED�TO�ALL�THOSE�WHO�
USE�THEIR�OWN�TALENT�TO�UPLIFT�AND�CONTRIBUTE�
TO�SOCIETY��
0RIOR� TO� THE� -ARCHBACK�� THE� !RMY�

&OOTBALL�#LUB�HAD�A�BIG�TURNOUT�AT�ITS��TH�
!NNUAL� 'OLF� 4OURNAMENT� WITH� ���� GOLF
ERS�������AT�THE�&RIDAY�NIGHT�FUNCTION�AND�
����� AT� THE� 3ATURDAY� NIGHT� ""1�DINNER��
4HE�WINNING� TEAM� FROM� THE�#LASS� OF� ����
�CONSISTING�OF�%LWOOD�#OBEY��+EITH�(AR
RELSON��.ICK� +URILKO��"UD� .ESWIACHENY��
AND�!RMY�3TRENGTH�#OACH�3COTT�3WANSON	�
SHOT�A�RECORD��������UNDER�PAR�	�
#LASS�60�$UTCH�(OSTLER�HAS�BEEN�BUSY�

THIS� SUMMER��!SIDE� FROM�REPRESENTING� THE�
CLASS�WHEN�OTHER�CLASS�OFlCERS�OR�CLASSMATE�
!/'�REPS�COULD�NOT��AND�GETTING�SON�$A
VID� SETTLED� IN� TO� STUDY�MEDICINE� AT�$UKE�
5NIVERSITY� TO�BECOME�AN�!RMY�DOCTOR��HE�
ALSO� COORDINATED� THE� ANNUAL� CLASS�-ARCH
BACK� FUNDRAISER� AND�GOT�US� A� FUNDRAISING�
UPDATE�BEFORE�GOING�IN�FOR�SHOULDER�SURGERY�
AS�A�RESULT�OF�A�SKIING�ACCIDENT� LAST�WINTER��
&OR�THOSE�WHO�DIDN�T�SEE�IT�EARLIER��A�QUICK�
RECAP�OF� THE�PROCEEDINGS� FOLLOWS��!T������
HRS� ON� �� !UGUST�� SIX� OF� OUR� SEVEN� ACTUAL�
MARCHERS�� SOME� DRAGGING� AND� SOME� SOLO��
DESCENDED�ON�THE�$EAN�S�QUARTERS��ACCEPT
ING�$AN���+ATHRYN�S�HOSPITALITY��TO�BEGIN�
hCARBING�UPv� AND� hHYDRATINGv� IN� PREPARA
TION�FOR�THE�IMMINENT�MARCH��*OHN��4ONY	�
$ODSON�ALSO�STOPPED�BY�TO�ADVISE�THAT�HIS�
BELATED�ATTEMPT�TO�SECURE�AN�OLD�GRAD�SPOT�
IN�THE�MARCH�COLUMN�HAD�ULTIMATELY�PROVEN�
UNSUCCESSFUL�� !T� ����� HRS�� THE� SIX� ACTUAL�
MARCHERS�� ACCOMPANIED� BY� THE�$EAN� AND�

DISTAFF� COMPANIONS�� ADJOURNED� TO� TRAIN
ING�TABLES�AT�A�(IGHLAND�&ALLS�EATERY��&IRST
TIME�ACTUAL�MARCHER��AS�AN�OLD�GRAD	�$OUG�
-C+ENNA� LINKED� UP� WITH� THE� GROUP� AT�
TRAINING�TABLES��)RONMAN�0RES�-ILLER�FOUND�
THE�BOTTOM�OF�A�NEARLY�BOTTOMLESS�BOWL�OF�
PASTA�AS�A�lNAL�PREMARCH�MEAL�WHILE�OTHERS�
TOOK�ABOARD�LESS�FORMIDABLE�RATIONS�THEN�
'ARY�2OBERSON� SNUCK� IN� A�QUICK�NAP��!T�
�����HRS�� THE�ACTUAL�MARCHERS� REPORTED� TO�
THE�ALUMNI�BUILDING�FOR�lNAL�COORDINATING�
INSTRUCTIONS� AND� MOTORIZED� MOVEMENT� TO�
,AKE�&REDERICK��DURING�WHICH�'ARY�2OBER
SON�SNUCK�IN�ANOTHER�QUICK�NAP��7HILE�OUR�
SEVEN�ACTUAL�MARCHERS�WHILED�AWAY�A�COUPLE�
HOURS�WAITING�FOR�INSERTION�INTO�THE�FORMA
TION�OF� THEIR�ASSIGNED�UNITS��$AVE�-ARTIN�
CONFUSED�HIMSELF�AND�THE�REST�OF�THE�GROUP�
BY�REVIEWING�THE�MARCH�ROUTE�ON�A�h7EST�
0OINT�AND�6ICINTYv�MAP��AND�0RES�-ILLER��
APPARENTLY� NOT� SATISlED� WITH� THE� PRODI
GIOUS� PORTIONS� AT� TRAINING� TABLES�� LOCATED�
A�BOX�OF�-2%S�AND��ABLY�ASSISTED�BY�$ALE�
(ANSEN� AND� $OUG� -C+ENNA�� PREPARED�
A�PREMARCH�SNACK��4ONY�!MBROSE�KEPT�A�
PHYSICIAN�S� TRAINED� EYE� ON� 0RES�� CARB� AND�
CALORIC�INTAKE�NICE�TO�HAVE�A�PHYSICIAN�ON�
THE�TEAM�AND�'ARY�2OBERSON�SNUCK�IN�AN
OTHER�NAP��!T�APPROXIMATELY������HRS�ON����
!UGUST��OUR�STALWARTS�WERE�INSERTED�INTO�THE�
.EW�#ADET�MARCH�COLUMN�AND�BEGAN�THE�
LONG�STUMBLE�IN�THE�DARK�TOWARD�THE�END�OF�
"EAST�"ARRACKS�FOR�THE�#LASS�OF�����ABOUT�
���YEARS�AFTER�THEY�HAD�DONE�THE�SAME�WITH�
THE�#LASS�OF������
)F�4OM�"EIERSCHMITT�HAD�KNOWN�THAT�THE�

ENTIRE�MARCH�WOULD�HAVE�BEEN�CONDUCTED�IN�
THE�DARK��HE�MIGHT�HAVE�ATTENDED��7HEN�HE�
MARCHED�WITH�HIS�SON��GETTING�HIS�CARTRIDGE�
BELT�AROUND�HIS�WAIST�WAS�TOUGHER�THAN�THE�
HIKE��4HE�REAL�PROBLEM�IS�THAT��AT�OUR�AGE��
#/%$�HIKES�WITH�PEOPLE�YOU�DON�T�KNOW�

PRECLUDE� YOU� FROM� STOPPING�
AND�SEEKING�RELIEF�WHENEVER�YOU�
WANT�� .OW�� SON� 4HOMAS� ����
HAS�BEEN�DEPLOYED�TO�)RAQ�WITH�
THE���"DE����TH�-TN�$IV��AS�A�
PLATOON�LEADER�IN�THE���TH�%NGI
NEER�#OMPANY�OF�THE���TH�!#2�
LOCATED�AT�#AMP�6ICTORY�
-EANWHILE�� BACK� ON� THE�

MARCH� ROUTE�� IT� WAS� RUMORED�
THAT�'ARY�2OBERSON�SNUCK�IN�A�COUPLE�MORE�
NAPS� AT� UNDISCLOSED� LOCATIONS�� !T� ABOUT�
����� HRS�� THE� lRST� FEW� OF� OUR� MARCHERS�
REACHED�THE�3KI�,ODGE�AND�WAITED�FOR�THOSE�
CLASSMATES�ASSIGNED�TO�MARCH�ELEMENTS�STILL�
ON� THE� TRAIL��7HILE�WAITING��'ARY�2OBER
SON�SNUCK�IN�A�QUICK�NAP��!T�APPROXIMATELY�
�����HRS��OUR�MARCHERS�AND�THE�OTHER�OLD�
GRADS�WHO�MADE�THE�MARCH��FORMED�A�SEPA
RATE�MARCH�UNIT�AND�FELL�IN�BEHIND�THE�.EW�
#ADETS�FROM�THE�#LASS�OF������WHOSE�MOTTO�
IS�h.O�-ISSION�4OO�'REAT�v�AND�MARCHED�
THE�lNAL� TWO�MILES� TO� THE�3UPE�S�QUARTERS�
ALONG� STREETS� LINED�WITH� A� CHEERING� CROWD�
OF� ENTHUSIASTIC� FANS� AND� SUPPORTERS�� !FTER�
A�QUICK�HYGIENE�INTERLUDE�SHOWERS�FOR�ALL�
IN� THE� BASEMENT� OF� THE� GYMNASIUM�OUR�
MARCHERS�JOINED�THE�$EAN�S�TABLE�FOR�A�POST
MARCH�BRUNCH��&OLLOWING�BRUNCH�AND�THE�
TAKING�OF� A� TEAM�PHOTO��$OUG�-C+ENNA�
WAS� INDUCTED� INTO� THE�,OYAL�/RDER�OF� THE�
$ILAPIDATED�"OOT��RECEIVING�THE�TRADITIONAL�
INSIGNIA��A�SMALL�PEWTER�BOOT�LAPEL�PIN�EN
GRAVED�WITH�OUR�CLASS�NUMERALS��SIGNIFYING��
THE�$EAN�HAS�OBSERVED��hAT�LEAST�ONE�INSTANCE�
OF�DUBIOUS�JUDGMENT�AND�FAILED�INTELLIGENCE�
IN� PAYING� FOR� THE� PRIVILEGE� OF� REPEATING� A�
LONG� AND� PAINFUL� MOSTLY� UPHILL� MID!U
GUST� ROAD�MARCH� IN� THE�MID(UDSON�6AL
LEY�v�!FTER�FAREWELLS�WERE�EXCHANGED��THOSE�
DEPARTING�THE�AREA�IMMEDIATELY�SADDLEDUP�
AND�MOVED�OUT��WHILE�THOSE�OVERNIGHTING�IN�
THE�7EST�0OINT�AREA�LIMPED�GINGERLY�TO�THEIR�
ACCOMMODATIONS� TO� APPLY� LINIMENT� AND�
UNDERTAKE�ACTIVITIES�OF�THEIR�OWN�CHOOSING�
WHICH�INCLUDED�ANOTHER�NAP�FOR�'ARY�2OB
ERSON�BEFORE� JOINING�*OHN���!NGELA�#AL
ABRO�AND�$UTCH���-EGAN�(OSTLER�TO�LIFT�
ANOTHER�GLASS�OR�TWO��.O�TASK�TOO�GREAT�
!S�TO�THE�VIRTUAL�MARCHERS��SEVERAL�MORE�

CLASSMATES�FELL�INTO�RANKS�BEFORE�THE�ACTUAL�
MARCHERS�STEPPED�OFF��$AN�+AUFMAN��WHO�
UNSYMPATHETICALLY� INSISTED� THAT� THIS� YEAR�S�
ACTUAL�MARCHERS� FAILED� YET� ANOTHER� INTELLI
GENCE�TEST��JOINED�THE�VIRTUAL�MARCHERS�AGAIN�
THIS�YEAR�BECAUSE�HE�KNOWS�A�WORTHY�CAUSE�
WHEN�HE�SEES�ONE��&OR�THE�SAME�REASON��*OHN�
#ALABRO��WHO�HASN�T�MISSED�A�VIRTUAL�MARCH�
YET�� ALSO� JOINED� IN��"ILL�%ASTON� JOINED� THE�
VIRTUAL� RANKS� AGAIN� THIS� YEAR� BECAUSE� HE�
hDIDN�T�WANT�TO�FALL�OUT�OF�THE�VIRTUAL�RANKS�
BY� NOT� PARTICIPATING�v� (E� INDICATED� THAT�
HE�HAS�HEARD�FROM�HIS�COMPANY�REP�ON�THE�
CLASS�GIFT�FUNDRAISING�TEAM��AND�IS�hPREPAR

�����-ARCHERS�WITH�BRIDES��#LEM���0RES�-ILLER��$UTCH���-EGAN�
(OSTLER�� $OUG� -C+ENNA�� +ATHRYN� �� $AN� +AUFMAN�� $AVE� -ARTIN��
4ONY�!MBROSE��'ARY�2OBERSON��AND�$ALE���*OYCE�(ANSEN�

�����"OB���#ECILIA�"ALOG�WITH�*UDY���*OHN�
#ULLEN�LOST�ON�%LLIS�)SLAND�



� ./6%-"%2���$%#%-"%2��������!33%-",9�� ��

ING�TO�OFFER�UP�HIS�FUTURE�SECURITY�TO�SOME�
DEGREE�TO�;HELP=�ENSURE�THAT�OUR�CLASS�IS�ON�
RECORD� THROUGH� THE� ,IBRARY� PROJECT�v�"OB�
3TROUD�� WHO� JOINED� THE� VIRTUAL� RANKS� AT�
NEARLY� THE� LAST� NOTE� OF� ASSEMBLY�� SAID� THAT�
HE�DOESN�T�HAVE�AN�EXCUSE�FOR�NOT�DOING�THE�
ACTUAL�MARCHBACK�EXCEPT�THAT�HE�IS�WAS�BUSY�
hROUSTING�OUT� SOME�CRABSv� �THE�CRUSTACEAN�
KIND	�IN�PREPARATION�FOR�THE�CRAB�FEAST�THAT�
GOT�HURRICANED�OUT�AT�*IM�'REENBURG�S�THE�
FOLLOWING�3ATURDAY��(ENRY�!LWARD�ARRIVED�
IN� THE� VIRTUAL� RANKS�WITH� THE� ADMONITION�
THAT� IT�NEVER� SHOULD�BE� SAID� THAT�HE�MADE�
IT�INTO�RANKS�WITH�ANY�TIME�TO�SPARE��(ENRY�
INDICATED�THAT�HIS�CONTRIBUTION�WAS�TO�HELP�
DEFRAY� hTHE� SIZEABLE� EXPENSES� INCURRED� BY�
4ONY� !MBROSE�S� VIRTUAL� CELEBRATORY� EX
CESSES�v�AND��OF�COURSE��TO�ACTUALLY�SUPPORT�
OUR� CLASS� GIFT�� 7HILE� VIRTUALLY� MARCHING��
(ENRY�HAS�BEEN�ACTUALLY�BUSY�EITHER�CASTRAT
ING�BULLS�AND�BRANDING�HEIFERS�OR�BRANDING�
BULLS�AND�SURPRISING�HEIFERS��HE�S�SO�BUSY�HE�
ISN�T�SURE�WHICH	��BUT�HE�CAN�BE�SURE�THAT�HIS�
SUPPORT�FOR�THE�CLASS�GIFT�EFFORT�IS�GREATLY�AP
PRECIATED��"ILL�2OBINSON�JOINED�THE�VIRTUAL�
RANKS�FROM�#HATTANOOGA�AND�DEDICATED�HIS�
PARTICIPATION�IN�THE�VIRTUAL�MARCH�THIS�YEAR�
TO� "OB� 'ORA�S� MEMORY��-IKE� 4ROLLINGER�
AMBLED�INTO�RANKS�FROM�THE�HILL�COUNTRY�OF�
4EXAS��LAMENTING�THAT��hIT�SEEMS�)�HAVE�BEEN�
IN�THE�LATE�RANKS�ALL�MY�LIFE�v�-IKE�ALSO�BE
WAILS�THE�INCREASING�TRAFlC�IN�CENTRAL�4EXAS��
AND� THREATENS� TO�MOVE� TO�-ONTANA� IF� THE�
TRAFlC�GETS�ANY�HEAVIER��(E�ALSO�REPORTS�THAT�
HE���*UDY�BOUGHT�A�lFTHWHEEL�TRAVEL�TRAILER�
TO�PULL�BEHIND�THEIR�PICKUP�AND�PULLED�IT�TO�
4AOS�FOR�A�WEEK�IN�LATE�*ULY��(E�IS�LOOKING�
FORWARD� TO�DOING� A� LOT�MORE� hLUXURY� ;VIR
TUAL�=�CAMPINGv�AND�A�LOT�LESS�WORK�IN�THE�
NEXT�FEW�YEARS�
4HE� ,OST� 0ATROL�� MADE� UP� OF� "OB� ��

#ECILIA� "ALOG� AND� *OHN� �� *UDY� #ULLEN��
REPORTED�IN�WAY�AFTER�THE�-ARCHBACK��"OB�
AND�*OHN�WERE�EN�ROUTE�TO�OUR�ROCKBOUND�
HIGHLAND� HOME� FOR� THE�MARCHBACK� WHEN��
WHILE� PASSING� THROUGH� .9#�� THEY� WERE�
DISTRACTED�FROM�THEIR�MISSION�BY�A�COUPLE�OF�
.EW�9ORK�LOVELIES��!S�A�RESULT��THEY�MISSED�
THE�LAST�BUS�TO�(IGHLAND�&ALLS��CERTAINLY�NOT�
THE�lRST�TIME�THAT�HAS�EVER�HAPPENED	��3INCE�
"OB�� #ECILIA�� *OHN�� AND� *UDY� COULDN�T� BE�
THERE�FOR�THE�MAIN�EVENT��THEY�DID�THE�BEST�
THEY�COULD�BY�MARCHING�TO�+ATZ�S�$ELI�FOR�A�
PASTRAMI�ON�RYE��-AZEL�TOV�
&ROM�#OLORADO��#HUCK�*ONES�REPORTED�

THAT�$ON�*ONES�AND�HIS�SON��3TEVE��AND�TWO�
OF�THEIR�FRIENDS�FROM�-OBILE��!,��CAME�TO�
#OLORADO� TO� HIKE� IN� THE� MOUNTAINS� AND�
TACKLE� SEVERAL� OF� #OLORADO�S� ������FOOT�
PEAKS��4HE�$ENVER�����CONTINGENT�USED�THEIR�
VISIT� AS�A� RALLY�POINT� FOR�A� SUMMER�GET� TO
GETHER��2OBBY�2OBINSON��'ARY�(ART��'ARY�
(ALSTEAD�� ,ARRY� 3TEVENSON�� AND� #HUCK�
*ONES�JOINED�SPOUSES�FOR�GREAT�BARBECUE�AT�A�

LOCAL�WATERING�HOLE��$ON�REPORTED�THAT�THEY�
SUCCESSFULLY�TACKLED�THE�TALLEST�MOUNTAIN�IN�
#OLORADO��BUT�WITH�GREAT�DIFlCULTY�WHEN�
YOUR� LUNGS� ARE� ACCUSTOMED� TO� SEA� LEVEL��
THERE�S�NOT�MUCH�OXYGEN�AT��������FEET�
%VEN�WITH�$UTCH�S�HARD�WORK�AND�CLASS

MATE� VIRTUAL� MARCHER� SUPPORT� THAT� ADDS�
ABOUT���������YEAR�TO�OUR�CLASS�COFFERS��AND�
THE�HEROIC�EFFORTS�OF�SOME�OF�OUR�MORE�COM
FORTABLE�ZEALOUS�CLASSMATES��IT�TAKES�ALL�OF�US�
TO�REACH�OUR�GOAL�FOR�OUR�CLASS�GIFT��"ACK�AT�
THE�REUNION��0AUL�$E#OURSEY�ASKED�EACH�OF�
US� TO�CONSIDER�MAKING�A�GIFT� REGARDLESS�OF�
THE�SIZE��BECAUSE�THIS�IS�A�GIFT�FROM�THE�#LASS�
OF�����NOT�FROM�JUST�A�FEW�SELECT�INDIVIDUALS��
#URRENTLY��WE�ARE�SHORT�OF�MEETING�OUR������
PAYMENT�FOR�THE�NEW�,IBRARY�2OTUNDA��AND�
EVEN� SHORTER�OF� REACHING�OUR�ULTIMATE�GIFT�
GOAL�WITH�ONLY�ABOUT�A�THIRD�OF�THE�CLASS�PAR
TICIPATING��)F�THE�TWOTHIRDS�OF�THE�CLASS�THAT�
HAS�NOT�YET�PARTICIPATED�WOULD�WRITE�A�CHECK�
TO�THE�h7EST�0OINT�&UNDv�FOR�h4HE�#LASS�OF�
�����#LASS�'IFT�&UND�v�FOR������������WE�D�
MEET�ALL�OF�OUR�GOALS��)�M�NOT�SO�NAÆVE�AS�TO�
BELIEVE�THAT�ALL�OF�THE�TWOTHIRDS�WILL�COM
PLY�SOME� STILL� HAVE� hISSUESv� OR� FEEL� THAT�
THEY�CAN�T�hAFFORDv�SUCH�A�PRINCELY�SUM��OR�
FEEL�THAT�THE�GOVERNMENT�SHOULD�SHOULDER�ALL�
7EST�0OINT�BILLS��"UT��IF�YOU�WERE�PLANNING�
TO� GIVE� hSOME� TIME�v� CONSIDER� NOW� SO� WE�
CAN�MEET� OUR������PAYMENT�EVEN� IF� IT�S�
��������3OME�OF�OUR�CLASSMATE�FAMILIES�HAVE�
HAD� A� ROUGH� SUMMER�� 7E�RE� BLESSED� AND�
THERE�WILL�NEVER�BE�MORE�OF�US�THAN�THERE�ARE�
NOW��7E�BAND�TOGETHER�AT�REUNIONS��PARTIES��
VISITS��AND�CRUCIAL�TIMES��0LEASE�CONSIDER��AS�
WE�MOVE�INTO�THE�SEASON�OF�PEACE�ON�EARTH�
AND�GOODWILL�TOWARD�MAN��TO�BAND�TOGETHER�
AS�A�CLASS�AND�GIVE�TO�OUR�CLASS�FUND�BECAUSE�
9/5�2%�!,,�7%�6%�'/4��"EAT�.AVY�

�$AVE

����
-2��2/"%24�-��+)--)44
�����.ORTH���TH�3TREET
!RLINGTON��6!����������
�������������(	
�������������7	
�������������&AX	
2OBERT�+IMMITT TIMEWARNER�COM
WWW�WESTPOINT�ORG�CLASS�USMA�����
3UBSCRIBERS�

4HIS�COLUMN�IS�BEING�WRITTEN�ON���3EP�����
COVERING�NEWS�RECEIVED�SINCE����*UNE��-Y�
NEXT�DEADLINE�IS���*AN����FOR�THE�-AR�!PR�
���!33%-",9��)�AM�WRITING�THIS�COLUMN�
FEWER�THAN�THREE�WEEKS�BEFORE�OUR���TH�2E
UNION�AT�7EST�0OINT�� AT�WHICH�WE�ARE� EX
PECTING�MORE�THAN�����CLASSMATES�FOR�WHAT�
PROMISES�TO�BE�A�WONDERFUL��LONG�WEEKEND�

TOGETHER��)�WILL�PROVIDE�FULL�COVERAGE�IN�THE�
NEXT�COLUMN�
2ECEIVED�WORD�FROM�!/'�THAT�WE�HAVE�

THE� THIRD� HIGHEST� NUMBER� OF�!33%-",9�
SUBSCRIBERS��4HANKS�TO�ALL�OF�YOU�FOR�HELPING�
US�ACHIEVE� THAT�DISTINCTION��AND� LET�S� REACH�
OUT�TO�OTHERS�TO�SEE�IF�WE�CAN�TAKE�OVER�THE�
TOP�SPOT�

'EORGE� !LBRECHT� OPENED� CORRESPON
DENCE� WITH� MULTIPLE� LETTERS�� EMAIL�� AND�
PHOTOS�FROM�$ERWOOD��-$���!NYONE�WHO�
THINKS�'EORGE�GETS�TOO�MUCH�COLUMN�SPACE�
IS�MORE�THAN�WELCOME�TO�TRY�TO�TOP�HIM��2E
MEMBER��THE�COLUMN�WRITES�ITSELF�BASED�ON�
WHAT�IS�RECEIVED�	�(E�HAD�SEEN�*IM�!DAMS�
IN�&RANKFURT�ON�A�%UROPEAN�TOUR��,OIS���
'EORGE�"ARSTIS�AT�THEIR�BAR���GRILL�IN�/CEAN�
#ITY��-$��AND�(OP�"AILEY��$IANE���"OB�
0ITZ�� AND� !LINE� �� "ERNIE� 4ATRO� AT� THE�
4ATROS�� HOME� IN�-OORESTOWN��.*�� ,ASTLY��

HE� FORWARD
ED� WORD�
THAT�.ANCY�
�� ,EO�
#ARRIGAN�S�
SON�!NDREW�
RECEIVED� HIS�
2ANGER� TAB�
FROM�,EO�IN�
*ULY�
% L S E 

WHERE� IN�
THE�$#�AREA��,ES�(UNKELE�ANNOUNCED�HE�
WAS� RETIRING� FROM� $-*-� -ANAGEMENT�
TO�SPEND�MORE�TIME�WITH�$IANE�AND�THEIR�
YOUNG� DAUGHTER� +IRA�� +APPY� �� 'EOFF�
0ROSCH� HOSTED� *OAN� �� +�#�� "ROWN� AND�
+ATIE� �� 4OM� &AGAN� TO� DINNER� AT� THEIR�
HOME�IN�!RLINGTON��(OLLY���)�HAD�DINNER�
RECENTLY�WITH�%LLITA���*OE�#ORNELISON�AND�

�����7EST� 0OINT�� $ONNA� �� 4OM� 0IAZZE��
+ATHY���*OHN�!BIZAID������4OM�0IAZZE������AND�
HIS�lANCÏ�*ENA�&LICKENSCHILD�

�����&RANKFURT�� 'ERMANY�� *IM� !DAMS��
'EORGE� !LBRECHT�� AND� #HRIS� 3ELL� �SON� OF�
#HARLIE�3ELL����	�

�����,EO� #ARRIGAN� PINS�
2ANGER�TAB�ON�SON�!NDREW�
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In case you were wondering, we continue to have many classmates serving our nation.  

While some, like Dean Dan Kaufman, USAF Dr. Bill Dickerson, Army Chaplain Mike 

Cerrone, Deputy DoD Inspector General for Inspections and Policy Jerry Hansen, and Deputy 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Civil-Military Policy John Hathaway remain in Government 

service, others continue to support based on their experience.  Rick Wright dropped a note to let 

us know that, after almost a year and a half, he finally finished his report on the DoD Embedded 

Media Program and he was taking the weekend off.  Mike Havey has been promoted to Director 

of the Threat Reduction Support Center that supports the Defense Agency that is expanding the 

type of work it does with countries of the former Soviet Union to eliminate, secure, or prevent 

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction or their infrastructure.  Besides acting as the G2 

Company Rep that has one of the highest participation contribution rates in the class, initiating 

the Consumer First process that adds to our Class Fund coffers, and organizing a class Alaskan 

cruise next August, Dick Shipley is now an integral part of the Army Capstone course for 

medical officers about to assume command of major units.  For those who have contemplated the 

cruise, you know that Dick and Kathy have an eye for elegance and value.  So, what life savings 

you may still have after the stock market cratered and gas prices soared, you can use to bolster 

our class gift and traveling in fine style this summer.  I know that there are other classmates 

serving; however, they haven’t been sharing their activities and adventures as much as they 

should… 
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[Photo #1 – 

“Mike Cerrone and Ralph Tuccillo at our 35th reunion”] 



[Photo #2 – 

“Kathy & Dick Shipley taking in the Fall colors on the Potomac after a successful Capstone 

Course in October”] 

On another level of service, Chuck Mahan has been instrumental in getting Home Depot 

executives and DOD, DOL and VA senior leaders together to launch a new public-private 

employment initiative for military veterans,  retirees, National Guard members, reservists, and 

military spouses.  John Hedley and I are hoping that Chuck’s program will put us in good stead 

to become greeters at Home Depot stores in the Charlotte/Lake Norman, NC area next summer. 

After being shaken with the unexpected loss of Bob Pinzutti and Bob Gora this summer, 

John Keane admitted to feeling a little tired and visited his doctor to discover that he had a 

malfunctioning heart valve and clogged artery that required surgery for sustained health.  John 

urges all of us to seek medical care at the first sign of fatigue and “curling of ear lobes.”  I won't 

tell you what he had his valve replaced with, but he snorts when he sees anyone eating a ham 



sandwich, has taken up wallowing in the mud rather than the hot tub, and Joe Fowler has 

proclaimed him the ultimate Pig Pool winner.  He plans on returning to work with Ed Thal after 

the Holidays. 

Earlier in the summer, the Keanes dropped by a local pub to join Jon & AJ Dodson, 

Chuck & Phyllis Gaisson, Bub & Angela Younts, and Barbara and I to say farewell to Frank 

& Michele Lynch.  Frank has temporarily left SAIC to join Bechtel in Las Vegas – a superbly 

sweet move since most of Frank’s and Michele’s families are currently in the Southwest, and 

Frank loves to play golf and blackjack.  Prior to departure, they stayed with Jon & AJ Dodson, 

the class innkeepers for the Washington, DC area, and they just called (the first anyone has heard 

from them since the move) the Dodsons to stay with them again while they tie up loose ends in 

early November.  After the farewell party, and the Med cruise taken by the Gaissons, Younts, and 

Marriotts, Chuck (or Phyllis) discovered that “retired life” was boring without service, so he 

accepted a position as VP for Business Development with Lucent Technology. 



[Photo #3 – 

“Frank Lynch, Chuck Gaisson, and Bub Younts at Frank’s farewell to the DC area”] 

Just after saying good-bye to Frank & Michele, Jon Dodson and I got a note from Art 

Ackerman telling us that he’d be in the Washington, DC area on business and would like to 

rekindle some old Poop School routines.  Since none of us wanted to venture into the 14th St area 

where we had spent numerous Saturday nights for fear of scaring up OLD acquaintances, we met 

at a pub (there seems to be a recurring theme going here) in Olde Town Alexandria to renew and 

re-relate tales.  While Art is still coordinating satellite positioning, it appears that golf is taking 

an ever increasing priority.  As usual, I felt totally inadequate since I could not contribute a 

Purple Heart or a Mercedes to the group’s experiences.  Nonetheless, the meeting – as we’ve all 

experienced with classmates – was comfortable and exhilarating. 



[Photo #4 

– “Jon Dodson, Art Ackerman, and a weight watcher drop-out outlasting the 14th St DC clubs”] 

Joe & Connie Cinquino report that a visit to Maine innkeepers Al & Cindi Kimball’s 

B&B is well worth it.  Unlike the Dodsons, the Kimballs make a business of inn keeping, but 

offer about the same rates as the Dodsons to classmates.  While we all knew that Al is a lot of 

fun, and has a colorful way of relating war stories, Joe was pleased to report that his Tac 

wouldn’t recognize his neatness, Ms Holland would be proud of his table manners, and the 

chaplain would tolerate his current repertoire of anecdotes. 



[Photo #5 – “Connie & Joe 

Cinquino and Al & Cindi Kimball at the Kimballs’ B&B in Maine”] 

While continuing to support USMA and the ever-improving Army football program, 

Andy Shaffer reported that he ran into a number of classmates at the Army - Houston game last 

Fall. In addition to those pictured, he also saw and had a nice conversations with Bob Kelly, who 

is still trying to help Enron dig out of its predicament, and Ed Lorentzen, who is enjoying 

“retirement” in Central Texas as the Department Chair for Social Studies at Richarte High 

School, and serving on the Board of directors of the Manville Water Supply Corporation, which 

provides water to four counties.  Andy is also enjoying retirement by keeping active on Midland, 

TX advisory boards and teaching remedial math courses at the local college when he and Betty 

are not roaming around West Texas as highly effective USMA liaison officers. 



[Photo #6 – 

“Andy Shaffer, Phil Samuel, Dan Kaufman, Jim Bodenhamer, and Jonnie Miller at the Army-

Houston game”] 

Joyous cycles continue to present themselves. Diane Hansen proudly reported that Kai 

(Hawaiian for sea) Daniel Burney was born in early September in Palo Alto, CA to Mark’s & 

Diane’s daughter, Meredith – who, along with Kai, are doing wonderfully...  “Tutu and Poppy 

Hansen” were there for the excitement.  With baby #3, they are all a bit more laid back...whereas 

for #1 (Emma), the “binky” was sterilized at every turn.  Now, they just make sure there's no cat 

fur on it… 

In a little more exciting manner, Pete Wallace announced that he has new reason to visit 

the US since his daughter, Gwen, gave birth to Alexandra Jane Gillen by an unanticipated C-

section in early October.  Currently, daughter and granddaughter are healthy, and (need he say it) 

beautiful.  Alexandra was born bigger than the outfit her parents had planned for her trip home.  

While Gwen’s husband, Brian, coped like a veteran, Pete & Barbara just grinned.  Pete is still 



running Morgan Lewis in London and Europe, and continues to look for a retirement home in the 

south of France. 

[Photo #7 – 

“John Benson and Paul DeCoursey at our 35th reunion”] 

I’m sure that you’ve been contacted by at least one classmate by now to be reminded of 

our Class Gift Fund drive.  Paul DeCoursey has really pegged the sentiment that this gift needs 

to be a class effort.  While we have quite a few openly generous classmates who have stepped 

forward early in this campaign, we need to step back and reassess just how successful and 

generous we are as a class.  This drive is strengthening the class because the Company Reps are 

helping keep our whereabouts more current.  The “virtual marcher” ranks have swelled over the 

last five years that Dutch Hostler has rallied us along the marchback.  For those of you who 

missed the memo, this will be Dan Kaufman’s last year as Dean and on active duty at West 

Point.  Professionally, our class was defined by Vietnam.  Educationally, Dan and the legions of 

classmates returning to academia have also defined our class.  The library is our legacy.  We have 



given of ourselves, and supported each other for decades.  With all the broken bones and strained 

ligaments and muscles we experienced at The Rock, it was always a roommate who helped put 

on shoes and socks – and more.  No one is asking you to do without – being a part of the class 

and West Point by giving adds rather than detracts.  We all have to pitch in because it’s what 

we’ve always done and YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.   



Dave Gerard 
5914 Lovejoy Ct 

Springfield, Virginia 22152 
703-451-3945 

dgerard@erols.com 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

 

Judging from the abundance of classmates at the Army-Navy game, there must have been 

high hopes for an Army turn-around.  At least there was time to visit and catch up – or just to see 

that folks were doing OK.  Since Mike Palone now lives in the Philadelphia area, Chuck 

Mahan stayed with him – after they met up and caught up with Tom Beierschmitt and Dan 

Kaufman at a cigar bar in town.  As you may have guessed, Chuck was instrumental in veteran 

hiring priorities and discounts offered by Home Depot – now, if we can get the Home Depot 

Corporate seating area on the Army side at the Army-Navy Game… 
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[Photo #1 

– “Tom Beierschmitt, Chuck Mahan, and Mike Palone the night before the 2004 A-N game 

2004”] 



[Photo #2 – 

“Harry, Katie, Andrew, and Mary Anne Bennett at the 2004 A-N Game”] 

As usual, my profound thanks to Dutch & Megan Hostler for providing wonderful 

tickets and marvelous rooms for the gathering.  Thanks to the Hostlers, I got to sit next to Harry 

Bennett, and meet his bride, Mary Anne, and kids, Andrew and Katie.  Harry noted that I didn't 

get to meet son, David, daughter, Jennifer, and his five grandchildren.  Harry left ATT in 98 and 

started Country Road Communications – a conglomerate of independent telephone companies 

throughout the US. 



[Photo #3 – 

“Julia Bodenhamer, Dutch Hostler, Jim Bodenhamer, & Barbara Gerard at the 2004 A-N Game”] 

Jim Bodenhamer informed me that he found that flat-out retirement wasn’t all it was 

cracked up to be – especially since he hadn’t talked it over with Julia prior to deciding to do it…  

Since he discovered that Julia was not interested in hearing a rundown of the soaps at the end of 

the day, he agreed to help a neighbor, who was looking for someone to teach a beginning 

computer course (intro to Microsoft Office) at the local community college.  A couple of months 

later, another neighbor came calling to ask Jim (since he was already “affiliated with education”) 

to help him get an introductory engineering lab course off the ground at the local high school.  

Currently, Jim has gone from industry, to retirement, and back into the classroom full time.  

Dutch was taking notes on Jim’s plight since he bid IBM farewell just before Christmas and is 

giving himself six months or so to see what else he wants to do – if anything.  Whatever his 

choice, I hope he keeps the neat football tickets he shares with classmates.  Elwood Cobey 

retired from his medical practice last July and we hear that he’s busier than ever with golf, yard 



work, family obligations, and “sharing” other at-home tasks that had always fallen to Mary Lou.  

Others seen at the game included Bob Balog, Steve Frushour, Bill Grogan, Jock Merriam, 

Ross Nagy, and Ray Puffer. 

[Photo #4 – 

“The 2004 Cobeys (L-R, F-R) – Kate Cobey, Eve-Lyn Turmail, Will Cobey, Margaret Cobey, 

George turmoil, Sally Granade; Whitney Cobey, Mary Lou Cobey, Anna Turmail, Alex Cobey, 

Elwood Cobey, Dawson Granade, Brian Turmail”] 

Also, thanks to the Hostlers, I got to thank Dale Hansen and his bride, Joyce, for all the 

great grist he has been passing on regarding the professional exploits of classmates.  The latest 

scoop was the news that the St. John’s College Board of Visitors and Governors has chosen our 

own Mike Peters, the executive VP of the Council on Foreign Relations, to serve as the sixth 

president of the college’s Santa Fe campus.  Although the announcement that Dale guided me to 

reviewe Mike’s recent past from being the Chief of Staff at our alma mater prior to Steve 

Winsor, and nine years at the Council on Foreign Relations in New York (the premiere US 



membership organization dedicated to international affairs) where he also served as Senior VP, 

COO, and Director of Studies.  My favorite quote was from the chairperson of the St. John’s 

College Board of Visitors and Governors, who said that Mike was “the most unmilitary military 

man I have met.”  Yes! 

[Photo #5 

– “Bill & Jane Bachman and Mike Peters at our 35th Reunion”] 

A number of classmates expressed concern when they read that International ballistics 

company Metal Storm Limited announced that, following recent major surgery, Chuck Vehlow 

had resigned as CEO.  Upon contacting Chuck, we learned that last September he was diagnosed 

with cancer that required surgery.  After lots of investigating on procedures, facilities, and 

doctors, he had the procedure done in Scottsdale AZ in October. Since Chuck & Kate have a 

place in Scottsdale, he did his recovery there. The procedure went well, and, at a checkup in 

November, the doc gave Chuck the prognosis that he has a good chance of being cancer free, and 

he'll check again in six months.  As he got back to work, Chuck found that he may have jumped 

back into things too quickly, which caused Chuck & Kate to look at lifestyle and important 



things in life - plus they really enjoyed their time in Scottsdale and he wanted to re-sharpen his 

tennis game – so, he stepped down from his frenetic CEO duties – for now.   

[Photo #6 – 

“Chuck Vehlow and Gary Halstead at our 35th Reunion”] 

Another class theme – besides the wonders of grandparenthood and prospects of 

retirement – is kitchen remodeling.  While retirement continues to fit into Vic & Pat Hiatt’s life-

style, they decided to settle down from putting miles on (and gas into) their RV, stay in the 

Tampa area and upgrade their kitchen so that they can entice son, Bryan, who also lives in the 

area, and claim a bigger insurance bundle when the next hurricane blows through.  When that 

happens, we might get to see them, since they’ll RV north to visit Michael at Langley AFB, VA – 

who will be ferrying his F-15 out of the storm’s way…   

Rick Wright had to enlist his dad’s help in installing cabinets above the wet bar in the 

basement family room and removing soffits above the kitchen cabinets to begin the slow kitchen 

renovation since Anne’s priority is to still see the world before it all gets swept away.  Last year, 

she cruised the Mexican Riviera with her older son, cruised from Miami to Rome with her 



younger son, retraced the war in the Pacific (Hiroshima, Okinawa and Iwo Jima, Saipan, Guam, 

Tinian, Guadalcanal, and the Marshall Islands) with veterans of those campaigns, back to 

Mexico, and then to the Caribbean.  Oh yea, last May Rick got to go along on a trip to Egypt, 

where they stayed on the Nile, visited the pyramids of Giza and biblical sites in Alexandria, and 

took a balloon ride over Simbal and the Valley of the Kings.  Then, Rick went back to work and 

Anne went on to Jordan to visit the pink walled site of Petra.   

 Like Rick, Bob Alexander continues to work.  He supports Special Intelligence and 

Science and Technology programs for the Joint Intelligence and Experimentation Directorate in 

Joint Forces Command in the Tidewater, VA area through Electronic Warfare Assoc.  Tricia has 

been busy at home redecorating, volunteering with local seniors, and is exploring the Red Hat 

Society.  Last year, Mike Romash did a partial replacement of Bob’s left knee, which allowed 

him to continue with golf (both Mike and Bob) – as Gary Roberson and Rich Witherspoon can 

attest to after an enjoyable October weekend at Kings Mill. 

After sending last year’s newsletter, Gary & Patti Halstead also headed for Hawaii so 

they could see Scott, Missy, Natalie and Sydney before Scott’s deployment to Iraq.  This year 

they anxiously awaited Scott’s return; however, it was delayed – as so many are – 90 days.  In the 

mean time, Patti made two trips to Hawaii to ensure the kids were OK and the grandkids 

remembered who the Halstead grandmother was – while Gary stayed back to take care of the kids 

and teachers at his school in Colorado.  Last summer, they traveled to Radford, VA to spend a 

few weeks playing golf, boating and having a super time with Kari, Jim, and the kids (grandkids, 

Charlie Grace, and Olivia).  Patti returned in late summer to spend the opening of school with the 

grandkids and to celebrate Charlie’s 8th birthday while Gary opened school in Colorado.  This 

time of year, they pass the time on the slopes at Winter Park, where they have season passes. 



[Photo #7 – 

“Risers, Dodsons, & Gerards – New years 04-05 – 3 Regiments, 3 Branches, 1 Class”] 

Our Class fund drive is getting quite intense.  Just when I thought I had given my “fair 

share,” and was enjoying Dave Ohle’s motivational messages on email, my guilt button was 

pushed by Andy Shaffer and Dutch Hostler, who informed me that I was the only plebe and 

yearling year roommate of theirs who had not anted up an extra grand to help us reach our goal.  

“Classmate” remains a verb.  So, I met the challenge – only about 78 more sets of roommates to 

go to close the gap.  Fortunately, due to the wonders of Government contract administration, we 

received a few months stay-back on our contribution due date.  If $1K is a little steep for your 

circumstances, please don’t let that keep you from joining the overall drive.  Your contribution 

serves two purposes:  it cements us as a class who pulls together – each according to our 

strengths – and it brings us closer to our class goal.  At no time since we crossed paths, and 

depended on each other a lot in SE Asia does it mean so much to answer the call because 

YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.   



Dave Gerard 
5914 Lovejoy Ct 

Springfield, Virginia 22152 
703-451-3945 

dgerard@erols.com 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

 

Even as President of the DC Bar, John Cruden is not the only notable classmate lawyer 
in the District of Columbia.  Last November, Rand Allen, Chair of Wiley Rein & Fielding's 
Government Contracts Practice, was recognized by his peers, and singled out by Legal Times as 
the "Leading Government Contracts Lawyer" in the Washington, D.C. area.  Rand is the "go-to" 
industry counsel for the highest-profile matters, including bid protests, disputes, commercial 
litigation, terminations, mergers and acquisitions, procurement fraud investigations, suspension 
and debarment, and regulatory issues.  He 
attributes his determination in winning to his 
West Point and Army training and being 
coached by Bobby Knight.  When I contacted 
Rand regarding this selection, he mentioned 
that he and Leeda had dinner with Bill & 
Cindy McCauley and Brian Copley and his 
fiancée, Jan, in January in Ft. Lauderdale.  As 
a step toward retirement, Rand & Leeda 
purchased a home in West Palm Beach last 
year and have used it as an opportunity to 
connect with the '68 contingent is south Florida. 
[Photo #1 – “Rand Allen, Fred Hoblit, Bill McCauley, and Pat Toffler at our last reunion”] 

While it’s especially great to hear from classmates and their families, it’s also neat to hear 
about classmates from “outside” folks – people we hear from that don’t know that we know who 
they are talking about.  This fall, a retired Special Ops guy (he had come up through the ranks in 
SF, Ranger, and Delta Force units) at our marina, who had just returned from a “business trip out 
of country,” mentioned that his company had recently sent him through one of the best 
continuing education seminars that he had ever experienced.  It involved a “wild man with a 
pony tail who said he’d cut it off – for a price.”  The “wild man” was Bill Jeffries delivering on 
one of his personal creativity and business innovation seminars…  Bill reports that his 
international work has ebbed since the friends of a few world leaders seem less than excited 
about having a former American military professional consult for them. 

Jack & Bobbi Munson checked in to report that Jack is retired – except when he’s 
working with the Navy PM of UAVs at PAX River and traveling to spread the UAV gospel.  
Bobbi is working – except when she’s tired – and she’s tired of working.  She’s still with the 
Heinz Family foundation – which had been pretty quiet since the foundation virtually shut down 
while Mrs. Heinz helped her husband campaign for the presidency.  Daughter Megan married 
Dennis Baker at her grandparents’ Cape Cod homestead last June and daughter Erin (USAFA 98) 
is the first female C-130 pilot to go through the USAF Weapons School. 
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While Fred & Nancy Hoblit are not retired – they even changed jobs within SAIC (Fred 
continues to test – only now, on the Army Future Combat Systems program – and Nancy has 
joined a new company SAIC just bought to ease them into the world of big Highway Helpers) – 
they are preparing.  Although Nancy’s golf play was curtailed last year due to a torn knee 
ligament, she succeeded in winning one of the two Career Woman events at the Army-Navy 
Country Club.  Fred & Nancy were also part of the qualifier team for the nation-wide Buick 
Scramble Tournament., and after Nancy’s recovery, they won two mixed couple tournaments.  
Besides golf, they too are praising the feeling of being grandparents. 

Even though they were living in England, the call of the kitchen remodeling muse was 
still so strong to Mike & Diana Murphy that they started via long distance.  After moving back 
to Peachtree City, GA, Mike bought a golf cart to ferry four year old grandson, Daniel, around 
the 80 miles of Peachtree City golf cart paths since their daughter, Krista, and her husband, Dan, 
live about an hour away – by car.  Both Krista and Dan work for GE and have to travel – so, 
guess who gets to look after Daniel?  Mike also spent the year looking after the UK, Germany 
and new operations in Puerto Rico and Mexico for Goody (makes Sharpie markers, Parker, 
Waterman and PaperMate pens, and Expo Dry Erase markers, among other things).  The day 
before Thanksgiving he was offered and accepted a temporary assignment back to England 
beginning in early January working as the European Supply Chain Director for Sanford Europe – 
a sister company to Goody.  Mike and Diana will be living in the Brighton area during their stay.  

A third of our Savannah, GA Poop School contingent, Dave & Pat Carraway, checked 
in to report that Dave continues to enjoy his job at Ft Stewart, where he gets to be with troops in 
the motor pool, and Pat enjoys the stress-free positions at the gift shop in the main library and a 
“pool guard” job from Memorial to Labor Days. 

Stott & Bobbie Carleton’s holiday letter was a lot more subdued this year.  Stott’s 
retirement lobster business seems to be doing OK since he snagged over 4 ½ tons of the crayfish 
on steroids last year.  Since they put the gear away for the winter, they have snuggled in to enjoy 
their sons’ families in the area.  Besides celebrating grandparenthood, they report that Chad is 
now a deputy sheriff and Todd has been selected to sail on his company’s new oil tanker.  
 Besides his PM duties for the USAF at Hanscom AFB, Stan & Donna-Marie Burwell 
are in the midst of adding a “parent apartment” onto their home since Stan’s step dad died last 
year and his mother is now living with them. 

Tom & Gretchen Jewell experienced another busy year.  Gretchen continued to enjoy 
her masters Degree program in Art Therapy and Tom traveled to Germany, France, Mexico, the 
Czech Republic, Hungary, and the UAE for international programs and engineering 
accreditation.  Because of the phase-out of civil engineering, Tom has also taken on teaching 
freshman engineering and preceptorial (reading, research, and writing) courses.  Besides finally 
sneaking in an overdue honeymoon trip to Hawaii, they also welcomed their second grandchild, 
Allison Marie Jewell (Jim’s and Holly’s daughter) into the family last June. 

Sandy Cohn, one of the major contributors to our class gift fund, and the CEO and 
President of H-Quotient, Inc. and Standard Holdings Group, announced a quarterly H-Quotient 
stock dividend payable in free-trading shares of Standard Holdings Group Ltd.  If you had been a 
stockholder of HQNT back in February, you would have not only helped the class gift fund grow, 
but you would have received one share of SNDH for every 10 shares of HQNT. 



[Photo 2 -- “Julie Shahid, Debbie James (Class of 
92), Fred Shahid, and Kathleen Shahid at Uhuru 
Peak, elevation 5895 meters – the highest point of 
Mt. Kilimanjaro”].   

Presumably, as a preemptive strike regarding 
the Lake Frederick old grad Marchback with the new 
cadets this summer, Fred Shahid reported that he 
climbed Mt Kilimanjaro, the highest free standing 
mountain in the world, with his three daughters over 
last Thanksgiving.  They took 4 ½ days to get to the 
top and 1 ½ days to get down, and Fred still isn’t sure 

which was the hardest.  When asked how cold it was at the top, Fred responded in true 
Infantry/Marine Corps fashion by reporting, “It was cold as heck.  We only stayed up there long 
enough to get the pictures as proof.”  After the climb, Fred and the girls went on a safari thru the 
Serengeti.  Since there wasn’t a Ritz Carlton in Africa, Sallie stayed home and prepared for 
Fred’s return by planning a trip to Jamaica over Christmas so Fred could rest up.  Fred felt that he 
had to take part in these little adventures in preparation for real retirement in a few years. 

[Photo 3 -- “John McDonald and Chuck Vehlow at Chuck 
Mahan’s Army Retirement”] 
 SAIC Sr VP and Director of Business 
Development John McDonald took time out of his busy 
schedule to help Mike Havey maintain his new position as 
the Director of the Threat Reduction Support Center for 
the Defense Threat Reduction Agency’s Cooperative 
Threat Reduction Directorate.  The DTRA CTR and TRSC 
are helping to make the world a safer place by being an 
integral part of dismantling, destroying, securing, and 

preventing proliferation of WMD in some very inhospitable places.  For SAIC – and Mike -- to 
continue that support, he had to re-compete for the job – and John led the all-important “Red 
Team” to ensure Mike’s proposal answered the dreaded RFP.  For those of you who have never 
had the opportunity to go through a major proposal process (and they’re all major), it’s an 
experience that turned Garfield into Bill the Cat in the comics.  During the process, I used Mike 

Simonich’s office since he spends most of his time 
in Albania these days, and got to meet with Asst 
VP and Program Manager Steve Rader and Sr 
Policy Analyst Rich Witherspoon.  Rich just 
completed a project for the DoD where the MAJ 
and LTC action officers thought they had pulled 
together an innovative new concept for soldiers in 
combat zones called “Rest & Relaxation.”  Maybe, 
in time, they might develop “Sundry Packs” for the 
troops… 
[Photo 4 -- “Pete Wallace, Mike Mears, and Rich 

Witherspoon on the Poop Deck at our 35th”] 



Fred Johnson checked in with a bad news, worse news, and better news story.  In 
January, Linda took a spill on the ice that is known to inhabit Wisconsin during that time of 
year.  It turns out the fall was fortunate, since a rib X-ray caught a shadow on her lung that was 

diagnosed as "other than small cell" cancer – which is reported to be 
very treatable.  .  After a meeting with the Oncologist, the news 
wasn't as good as hoped for.  The cancer had spread and surgery isn't 
an option.   Linda is an excellent candidate for a clinical drug trial 
that doesn't have the traditional chemo side effects.  If the trial 
doesn't prove effective, they can "fall back" on usual chemo. 
[Photo 5 -- “Linda & Fred Johnson”] 

When John & Margie Hedley heard of Linda’s plight, they forwarded the information to 
Jim Furr for inclusion in the class prayer chain.  Earlier, they wrote to inform us that they had 
celebrated their last New Year’s Day in Tokyo since Raytheon offered John the opportunity to 
continue his Japanese and US defense work from their home (that includes a beach, pool, and 
boat dock) at Lake Norman, NC.  Their messages regarding their concern for Linda were their 
last transmissions from their apartment since they had to break down the computer for the 
packers and move into a hotel in Tokyo prior to boarding the Freedom Bird 5 days later.  After 
over 11 years in Japan, the Hedleys will be re-established on the lake by April for the start of the 
next chapter in their lives.   

[Photo #6 – “John Keane with Megan & 
Dutch Hostler at our 35th”] 

The position of Class Vice President 
continues to carry the curse of no good deed 
going unpunished.  First, it was Fred 
Johnson.  Then, it was John Keane who 
was supposed to get the DC area classmates 
reorganized until he and Anne Marie ran into 
medical difficulties.  Now, current class VP 
Dutch Hostler thought that he’d have some 
time on his hands after leaving IBM to help 
Paul DeCoursey get the class organized for 

our class gift, bring the class closer together with a chat room, and rest up from surgery for the 
next Marchback.  Now, I’m happy to announce that Dutch’s hard work in supporting the class 
has paid off through an appointment to further represent the class as a member of the AOG Board 
of Trustees.  But, don’t fret – he promises to keep nagging us until the class reaches its promised 
class gift goal.  If you think Dutch is overworked, you can help – GIVE to the class gift fund.  

Only you can help Dutch and the Class because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.    
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STORE�SOME�CULTURE�TO�CADET� LIFE�AND�CREATE�
h2ENAISSANCE�OFlCERS�v�3TANDARD�(OLDINGS�
'ROUP�AND�(�1UOTIENT�#%/�3ANDY�#OHN�
IS�SPONSORING�EVENINGS�AT�THE�OPERA�FOR�SELECT�
CADETS��3ANDY�SELECTS�THE�OPERA�BASED�ON�STO
RY�RELEVANCE�AND�FOOTS�THE�BILL�FOR�CADETS�AND�
AN�/)#�TO�SIT�IN�BETTER�THAN�SCHOLARSHIP�STU
DENT�SEATS��$URING�INTERMISSIONS��THE�CADETS�
ARE�ESCORTED�BACKSTAGE�TO�MEET�THE�PERFORM
ERS��4HE�.EW�9ORKER�MAGAZINE�DEDICATED�ITS�
��-ARCH�h4ALK�OF�THE�4OWNv�SECTION�TO�3AN
DY�S�ENDEAVOR��)N�ANOTHER�.EW�9ORK�ADVEN
TURE��3ANDY�WAS�THE�WEDDING�COORDINATOR��
STANDIN�FATHER�OF�THE�BRIDE��AND�BEST�MAN�
AT�THE�WINTER�WEDDING�OF�"RIAN���*AN�#O

�����"UNCH� OF� OLD� FARTS� AT� THE� $ENVER�
&OUNDERS�$AY�$INNER�

�����4OM�7HITE�MENTORING�PARTICIPANTS�AT�
7EST�0OINT�S�.ATIONAL�#ONFERENCE�ON�%THICS�
IN�!MERICA�

�����$AVE� -ARTIN� WITH� FRIENDS� IN� 3AUDI�
!RABIA�
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PLEY��(E�ALSO�HOSTED�THEIR�RECEPTION�AT�THE�
2AINBOW�2OOM��!FTER�$AN�+AUFMAN�S�PA
RADE�AND�RECEPTION��*ON�$ODSON�AND�)�HAD�
THE�PRIVILEGE�OF�BEING�TREATED�TO�DINNER�AND�
LIVELY�CONVERSATION�BY�3ANDY���+ATHY�AT�THE�
(OTEL�4HAYER��4HEY�ARE�ECSTATIC�ABOUT�HAV
ING�AN�IMPORTANT�LAWSUIT�FAVORABLY�REMOVED�
FROM�THEIR�BACKS��)�ALWAYS�SEE�IT�AS�A�SPECIAL�
MIRACLE�TO�SEE�3ANDY�AND�*ON�TOGETHER�BE
CAUSE��OTHER�THAN�CLASS�FUNCTIONS�IN�THE�$#�
AREA��THE�LAST�TIME�THEY�WERE�TOGETHER�WAS�IN�
THE�&IELD�(OSPITAL� SUPPORTING�THE��ST�#AV�
IN�6IET�.AM��WHERE�THEY�WERE�BOTH�MED
EVACED� IN� CRITICAL� CONDITION� AS� A� RESULT� OF�
SEPARATE�lRE�lGHTS�
7HILE�THEY�WOULD�HAVE�LOVED�TO�ATTEND��

*IM� �� +AEW� #ARMAN� WERE� GETTING� THEIR�
HOUSE� lXED� UP� TO� SELL� IN� PREPARATION� FOR�
*IM�S�REASSIGNMENT�TO�(AWAII��WHERE�HE�WILL�
WORK�AT�#AMP�3MITH��
)�M� LEARNING� THAT�

LAWYERS� DON�T� RETIRE�
THE�hLOOPHOLEv�PART�OF�
THEM�ANYWAY��,AST�$E
CEMBER��WHEN�0ETE�7AL
LACE� HEARD� THAT�$UTCH�
(OSTLER�HAD�hBEATv�HIM�
TO� RETIREMENT�� HE� WAS�
HURT�� $UTCH� RETORTED�
THAT�� SINCE� HIS� RETIRE
MENT� FROM� )"-� WAS�
AGE� BASED� AND� $UTCH�
WAS� OLDER� THAN� 0ETE��
0ETE�STILL�HAD�A�SHOT�AT�EARLY�RETIREMENT��0ETE�
MOVED� HIS� hVICTORY� LAPv� �AKA� AROUND� THE�
WORLD� TOUR�� OR� TAKING� THE� LONG�WAY�HOME�
FROM�,ONDON	��PLANNING�INTO�HIGH�GEAR�SO�
HE� COULD� RETIRE� FROM�-ORGAN� ,EWIS� AT� A�
YOUNGER�AGE�THAN�$UTCH�RETIRED�FROM�)"-��
!S�OF����-ARCH��0ETE�IS�A�GENTLEMAN�OF�LEI
SURE�TOURING�%UROPE�IN�lNE�STYLE��7E�EXPECT�
THAT�HE���"ARBARA�WILL�RETURN�TO�THE�5�3��
SOON�SINCE�SON�3TEVE�IS�ABOUT�TO�BECOME�A�
DAD�IN�*UNE�AND�'WEN�S�HUSBAND�"RIAN�WAS�
TRANSFERRED�TO�4AMPA�TO�DO�ESSENTIALLY�WHAT�
$WIGHT�,EE�DOES�TAKE�VARIOUS�PEOPLE�TO�
SPORTING�EVENTS�AND�PLAY�GOLF�
!BOUT����YEARS�AGO��AS�PART�OF�GRADUA

TION�LEAVE��"ARBARA���)�VISITED�MY�PARENTS�
AND�WHERE�)�GREW�UP�IN�3OUTHERN�#ALIFORNIA��
/NE�OF�MY�PARENTS��FRIENDS�WAS�A�MEMBER�
OF�AN�EXCLUSIVE�KEY�CLUB�CALLED�4HE�-AGIC�
#ASTLE�A�PRIVATE�CLUB�OWNED�BY�AND�RUN�
FOR�MAGICIANS��!S�A�GRADUATION�PRESENT��THE�
FRIEND�GAVE�ME�A�PASS�TO�4HE�-AGIC�#ASTLE�
FOR�"ARBARA���ME�AND�OUR�GUESTS��"ECAUSE�
)�HAD�BEEN�AWAY�FROM�THE�,�!��AREA�FOR�SO�
LONG�AND�MY�PROFESSIONAL� ASPIRATIONS�WERE�
VERY�DIFFERENT�THAN�MY�OLD�FRIENDS��OUR�ONLY�
GUESTS�WERE�A�SORORITY�SISTER�OF�"ARBARA�S���
HER�HUSBAND��!T�THE�CLUB��WE�RAN�INTO�$ICK�
3TEINER� AND� "OB� #LARKE�� WHO� WERE� ALSO�
TOURING� 3OUTHERN�#ALIFORNIA� AND� HAD� JUST�
BEEN�KICKED�OUT�OF�THE�RECEPTION�AREA�OF�THE�

-AGIC� #AS
TLE� BECAUSE�
THEY� HAD�
NO� MEMBER�
C O N N E C 
TIONS�� !�
BRIEF�CONVER
SATION� WITH�
THE� PERSONS�
G R A N T I N G�
ENT R A NC E ��
C H E C K I N G�
OF� MY� PASS��
AND�PRESENTATION�OF�CLASS�RINGS�GAINED�ALL�SIX�
OF�US�ENTRY��.OW��MORE�THAN����YEARS�LATER��
7EST�0OINT�GRADUATE�� RETIRED�3IGNAL�#ORPS�
OFlCER�� AND� BIPARTISAN� �HE� HAS� PERFORMED�
FOR� $EMOCRATS� AND� 2EPUBLICANS	� MAGI
CAL�ENTERTAINER�AND�MENTALIST�$ICK�3TEINER�
HAS�BEEN�INVITED�TO�PERFORM�AT�4HE�-AGIC�

#ASTLE� AT� THE� SAME� TIME�
AS� THE� CLASS�BOAT� CRUISE� IN�
!LASKA�� )F� YOU�RE� MISSING�
THE�CRUISE�AND�IN�THE�,�!��
AREA� AROUND� ��� !UGUST��
CONTACT� $ICK� FOR� SPECIAL�
PASSES�HE�CAN�GET�YOU�IN��

!RT� !CKERMAN� HAS�
COMPLETED� ANOTHER� TRANSI
TION�� IS� STILL� WORKING�� AND�
NOW� IS� ON� THE�%AST�#OAST�
AS� 60� OF� 0ROGRAMS� WITH�
$ATA0ATH�)NC��!RT���3UN�

#HA�NOW�LIVE�IN�$ULUTH��SUBURB�OF�!TLAN
TA	��'!�

0AUL���+ERRY�"AERMAN�SADLY�ADVISED�US�
OF�THE�DEVASTATING�LOSS�OF�THEIR�MIDDLE�CHILD�
#OLIN��WHO�DIED�IN�HIS�SLEEP�AFTER�A�LONG�AND�
GRUELING� ILLNESS�� 0AUL� �� +ERRY� REQUESTED�
THAT� IF� YOU� CARE� TO� HELP� REMEMBER�#OLIN��
DONATIONS�IN�HIS�NAME�MAY�BE�MADE�TO�THE�
3AINT� 0ETER� 3CHOOL� 3CHOLARSHIP� &UND�� C�O�
3AINT�0ETER�#HURCH��0�/��"OX������-ONU
MENT��#/�������

*OHN�7ESTERLUND� SOUNDS� LIKE�HE�HAS� A�
BALANCE�TO�HIS�LIFE�THAT�WILL�SUSTAIN�HIM�FOR�
THE� LONG�RUN��/THER� THAN�TEACHING�A�CLASS�
FOR� A� SEMESTER�� HE� HASN�T� HAD�MUCH� TO� DO�
WITH� .ORTHERN� !RIZONA� 5NIVERSITY� SINCE�
HE�lNISHED�A�0H�$��.ORMALLY��HE�S�A�COOK��
LAUNDRY�MAN��BOTTLE�WASHER��AND�CHAUFFEUR�
FOR�HIS�DISABLED�SON��(IS�hREAL�EMPLOYMENTv�

IS�SEASONAL�AS�A�SUMMER�.ATIONAL�0ARK�3ER
VICE�INTERPRETIVE�RANGER�AT�THE�THREE�NATIONAL�
MONUMENTS�JUST�OUTSIDE�OF�&LAGSTAFF��AS�WELL�
AS�DOING�INTERPRETIVE�PRESENTATIONS�IN�THE�LO
CAL�&OREST�3ERVICE�CAMPGROUNDS�AND�AT�THE�
TOP�OF� THE� SKI� LIFT� AT�3NOWBOWL� SKI� RESORT��
(E�RECEIVED�A�COUPLE�OF�AWARDS��"OOK�OF�THE�
9EAR�FROM�THE�!RIZONA�!UTHORS�!SSOCIATION�
AND� THE�3OUTHWEST�"OOK�!WARD� FROM� THE�
"ORDER�2EGIONAL�,IBRARY�!SSOCIATION�IN�%L�
0ASO	�FOR�HIS�BOOK��!RIZONA�S�7AR�4OWN��AND�
HAS�BEEN�DOING�SIGNINGS�AND�PRESENTATIONS�
THROUGHOUT�THE�3OUTHWEST��(E�WENT�TO�%L�
0ASO�FOR�THE�AWARD�PRESENTATION�AND�CALLED�
'IL�4IJERINA��WHO�*OHN�MAINTAINS��HAS�BEEN�
A�CIVILIAN�TOO�LONG�BECAUSE�'ILL�HAD�NO�IDEA�
WHO�HE�WAS�TALKING�TO�DESPITE�HAVING�CLASSES�
TOGETHER�AND�ENGAGING�IN�MANY�"3 SESSIONS��
TRIPS��ETC��AT�4HE�2OCK��I explained to John 
that Gil�MAY�BE�EXPERIENCING�A�LITTLE�STRESS�
RIGHT�NOW�SINCE�HIS�BRIDE��)RENE��IS�HAVING�A�
REALLY�ROUGH�TIME�WITH�CANCER�THREE�BOUTS�
IN�AS�MANY�YEARS��(ER�SURGEON�KEEPS�REMOV
ING�IT��AND�SHE�GOES�THROUGH�CHEMO��BUT�THE�
STUFF�KEEPS�COMING�BACK��9OU�KNOW�'IL��HE�
DOES�FOCUS�
3PEAKING� OF� THE� HEALTH� OF� CLASSMATE�

BRIDES��&RED�*OHNSON�REPORTS�THAT�THE�EXPER
IMENTAL�DRUG�,INDA�HAD�BEEN�USING�WAS�NOT�
WORKING��SO�SHE�HAS�REVERTED�TO�THE�OLD�TRIED�
AND�TRUE�CHEMO��7ITH�THE�CHANGE�IN�REGI
MEN��HER�SKIN�HAS�CLEARED�UP�AND�THE�FAM
ILY�SEES�HER�AS�GETTING�BACK�TO�NORMAL��&OR�
THOSE�OF� YOU�WONDERING��NEITHER�&RED�NOR�
,INDA�HAVE�EVER�SMOKED��WHICH�REDUCES�HER�
CHANCES�FOR�LUNG�CANCER�TO�ABOUT�����BUT�
SHE�HAS�IT�AND�SHE�NEEDS�OUR�PRAYERS�AND�BEST�
WISHES��&OR�THOSE�OF�YOU�WHO�WISH�TO�FOLLOW�
THE�*OHNSONS��PROGRESS�� TUNE� INTO��#ARE0
AGES�COM���ENROLL��AND�FOLLOW�THE�DIRECTIONS�
TO�hSPARKYJOHNSON�v
3PACE�PRECLUDES�REPORTING�ON�ALL�OF�THE�

NEWS� SENT� IN� FROM� &OUNDERS� $AY� ACTIVI
TIES��7HEN�SLASHED�SO�SEVERELY�IN�THE�NAME�
OF� ECONOMY�� )�M�BEGINNING� TO� KNOW�HOW�
&IRESTONE� FEELS� ABOUT� &ORD�� !LTHOUGH� OUR�
CLASS� RANKS� FOURTH� IN� SUBSCRIPTION� TO� !3
3%-",9��WE� ARE� BEING� SEVERELY� CURTAILED�
IN� h.OTESv� SPACE��/UR� SUBSCRIPTION� NUM
BERS�SHOW�THAT�WE�DO�CARE�ABOUT�REMAINING�
IN�CONTACT�WITH�CLASSMATES� AND� THE�HEALTH�
OF�OUR� CLASS��!�MAJOR�MATERIAL� LEGACY� THAT�

�����*AY� �� #HRIS� 7ILLIAMS�� *ERRY� �� !NA�
(ANSEN��AND�*ON���!*�$ODSON�LAST��TH�OF�*ULY�

�����3ANDY� #OHN� INVITES� -!*�
3COTT�#HANCELLOR��AND�#$4S�-ARYA�
2OSENBERG�� $EVON� 'REER�� !ARON�
7ILKERSON�� +ENT� $E"ENEDICTIS��
+YLE�'REENHECK��3EAN�-ILLER��*ACOB�
+IM�� 2YAN� #LINTON�� -ICHAEL� +IM��
AND�,ORIN�6EIGAS�TO�AN�EVENING�AT�
THE�OPERA�IN�.9#�

�����!TTENDEES� AT� $AN�+AUFMAN�S� RETIREMENT� PARADE�� 2ICH� #ARLSON�� 2AY�
0UFFER�� 4ERRY� (OLLAND�� $AVE� #LEMM�� $AVE� /HLE�� 4OM� -C.AUGHER�� 3ANDY�
#OHN��0ETER�(ANSON��*OHN��4ONY	�$ODSON��$AN�+AUFMAN��,YLE�0IRNIE��$AVE�
-ARTIN��4ONY�!MBROSE��$UTCH�(OSTLER��*ON�$ODSON��0AT�4OFmER��*OHN�#ALABRO��
AND�-IKE�0ALONE�
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$AN�+AUFMAN�AND�THE�CLASS�WILL�LEAVE�
AT�7EST�0OINT� IS� THE�NEW� LIBRARY�AND��7E�
ARE�STILL�SHORT�OF�OUR�FUNDRAISING�GOAL�AND�
WE� URGENTLY� NEED� EVERYONE�S� HELP�� )F� YOUR�
RESOURCES� ARE� LIMITED�� ESPECIALLY� AFTER� THE�
TANKING� OF� THE� STOCK�MARKET� AND� SOARING�
OF�OIL�PRICES��WE�REQUEST�AN�EARLY�DONATION�
TO�OUR�CLASS�GIFT�FUND��/NCE�WE�TAKE�CARE�OF�
THAT��WE�LL�SEE�WHAT�WE�CAN�DO�ABOUT�PROP
PING�UP�THE�!/'��)N�THE�MEANTIME��LOOK�
AFTER� EACH� OTHER�� CHECK� OUT� CLASS� WEBSITE��
KEEP� IN� TOUCH� BY� SHARING� ADVENTURES� BE
CAUSE�9/5�2%�!,,�7%�6%�'/4�

����
-2��2/"%24�-��+)--)44
�����.ORTH���TH�3T�
!RLINGTON��6!����������
�������������(	
�������������7	
�������������&AX	
2OBERT�+IMMITT TIMEWARNER�COM
WWW�WESTPOINT�ORG�CLASS�USMA�����
3UBSCRIBERS�

4HIS�COLUMN�IS�BEING�WRITTEN�ON����!PRIL��
COVERING�NEWS�RECEIVED�SINCE���-ARCH��-Y�
NEXT�DEADLINE�IS���3EP����FOR�THE�.OV�$EC�
!33%-",9��

"OB�!NDERSON��WHO�DIED�OF�CANCER�ON�
��� *ANUARY��WAS�BURIED�WITH� FULL�MILITARY�
HONORS� AT� !RLINGTON� .ATIONAL� #EMETERY�
ON����-ARCH��4HERE�TO�HONOR�"OB�AND�TO�
COMFORT�3HIRLEY�AND�THEIR�DAUGHTERS�WERE��
-IKE�!LLEN��$AN�"IRD��'ARY�"ISH��+�#��
"ROWN�� "ILL� "URKE�� *OE� #ORNELISON�� *ACK�
%LLERTSON��!RT�&ARIS�� *ACK�'UERNSEY��0ETE�
(EESCH�� +IMMITT�� -IKE� ,ANDRUM�� 2OB�
,ESLIE�� 2USS� -ILNES�� 'EOFF� 0ROSCH�� AND�
0AT�3PANN��3HIRLEY�ASKED�US�TO�PASS�TO�THE�
CLASS�HER�APPRECIATION�FOR�THE�TURNOUTS��BOTH�
AT�THE�INTERMENT�AND�THE�MEMORIAL�SERVICES�
AT� !RLINGTON� &UNERAL� (OME� IN� &EBRUARY��
WHICH�WERE�COVERED�IN�THE�LAST�COLUMN�
/N�A�BRIGHTER�NOTE��WE�HOPE�3HIRLEY�WILL�

CONSIDER�JOINING�US�AT�THE�#LASS�$#�3UM
MER�0ICNIC��SCHEDULED�FOR����!UGUST�AT�THE�
3LEEPY�(OLLOW�"ATH���2ACQUET�#LUB�UNDER�
THE�SPONSORSHIP�OF�+EN�7ANLESS��7E�WILL�
SEND�AN�ANNOUNCEMENT�CLOSER�TO�THE�EVENT��
BUT�PLEASE�MARK� YOUR� CALENDARS�NOW�� AND�
CONTACT�+EN�AT��KMWANLESS COX�NET��WITH�
ANY�QUESTIONS��
3EVERAL� CLASS� GATHERINGS� LED� THE� NEWS�

THIS�TIME��"ECKY���*OHN�"ACOT�AND�THEIR�
SON�7ARD�VISITED�$#�IN�-ARCH��PROVIDING�
A�GOOD�REASON�TO�GET�THE�!��CROWD�TOGETHER�
AT�A�DINNER�AT�OUR�HOME�IN��!RLINGTON��!T
TENDING�WERE�*ANICE���0AUL�!LBRIGHT��+ATIE�
��4OM�&AGAN��$IANE���2ICK�&RYKMAN��
-ARY���2ICK�+OLB��IN�FROM�2ICHMOND	��

AND�-ICHAEL�3TEELE��7E�ALSO�TOOK�THE�"A
COTS� TO�AN�EVENING�OF�GREAT�HORS�D�OEUVRES�
AND� AVERAGE� BOWLING� WITH� "ETH� �� "ILL�
&OSTER��0EGGY���*IM�,OVE��AND�,OUISA���
+EN�7ANLESS��-ARY�'RACE���2ALPH�#ROS
BY�TOOK�THE�"ACOTS�AND�US�OUT�TO�A�DINNER�
THAT�ALLOWED�*OHN���2ALPH�TO�SWAP�3OUTH�
#AROLINA�HUNTING�STORIES��4HE�#ROSBYS�ALSO�
HOSTED� A� DELIGHTFUL� DINNER� PARTY� AT� THEIR�
NEW� HOME� IN� -C,EAN�� *OINING� THE� DINNER�
�AND�LATER�CIGARS� IN�THE�BASEMENT	�WERE�*OAN�
��+�#��"ROWN��,INDA���$AN�#OX��+ATIE�
��4OM�&AGAN��"ETH���"ILL�&OSTER��3HARON���

-ICHAEL�,ANDRUM��0EGGY���*IM�,OVE��6ICTO
RIA���4OM�7HEELOCK��AND�(OLLY���)�

"OB� )VANY� WAS� INAUGURATED� AS� THE�
NEW�PRESIDENT�OF�THE�5NIV��OF�3T��4HOMAS�
IN�(OUSTON�IN�*ANUARY��IN�THE�PRESENCE�OF�
FORMER�0RESIDENT�'EORGE�(�7��"USH��*OIN
ING�-ARIANNE���"OB�AND�THEIR�FAMILY�FOR�
THE�FESTIVITIES�WERE�3IOBHAN���"ILL�"URKE��
"ILL�'REGOR��-ARK�+ANNENBERG��-ARLA���
*OHN�,EGERE��0AT�,OBDELL��#ANDICE�-AY��
*IM� -OELLER�� AND�4OM� 0IAZZE�� AS�WELL� AS�
!RCHBISHOP� %DDIE�/�"RIEN�� OUR� HONORARY�
CLASSMATE�"OB�"ERRY��AND�!USTRIAN�'ENERAL�
'UNTMAR�(ECK��AN�EXCHANGE�CADET�WITH�US�
IN�THE�SUMMER�OF������

*OHN� ,UCAS� SENT� WORD� THAT� HE�� "ARRY�
2OBELLA�� AND� SOME� OTHER� !RMY� GYMNAS

TICS�)RON�-EN��STILL�A�lT�GROUP��AS�THE�PHOTO�
SHOWS�	�ATTENDED�THE�.#!!�NATIONAL�GYM
NASTICS�CHAMPIONSHIP�AT�53-!��)N�!NNAP
OLIS��-IKE�(EALY�HELPED�ORGANIZE�A�GROUP�
OF� CLASSMATES� WHO� ESCORTED� WOUNDED� SOL
DIERS�FROM�7ALTER�2EED�TO�THE�!RMYn.AVY�
LACROSSE�GAME��)N�ADDITION�TO�-IKE��THANKS�
GO� TO�#LAUDE�!LEXANDER��&RANK�"RITTAIN��
$AN� #OX�� *IM� &OSS�� #HUCK� (ASTINGS��
7AYNE� -URPHY�� AND� (ANK� 2ICHMOND�
FOR� THIS� IMPORTANT�EFFORT��AND�TO�2ON�,U

CAS��WHO�HELPED�HOST�THE�TROOPS�TO�A�POST
GAME�TAILGATE�PARTY�ORGANIZED�BY�THE�703�
OF�!NNAPOLIS��)�JUST�LOVE�TO�SAY�THE�NAME�OF�
THAT�GROUP�	��$AN�#OX�ALSO�SAW�#ORINNE���
$AVE�(OFSTETTER��WHO�CAME� FROM�!TLANTA�
FOR�THE�ALUMNI�GAME�
'OING� DIFFERENT� DIRECTIONS� IN� THE� $#�

AREA�ARE�%LLITA���*OE�#ORNELISON��WHO�HAVE�
LEFT�FOR�-ARYVILLE��-/��NEAR�+ANSAS�#ITY��

AND�"ETH���*OHN�"LUMER��WHO�HAVE�MOVED�
BACK�TO�"ALTIMORE�FROM�&LORIDA��,OOK�FOR
WARD�TO�SEEING�*OHN�AT�THE�$#�3PRING�,UN
CHEON� TOMORROW�� WHICH� WILL� BE� COVERED�
NEXT�TIME��(OLLY���)�HAD�DINNER�WITH�THE�
#ORNELISONS� SHORTLY� BEFORE� THEY� LEFT�� TO
GETHER�WITH�2UTH�/GLE��WIDOW�OF�"OB�/GLE�
�WHO�SERVED�WITH�MANY�OF�US�IN�6IET�.AM�
AND�&T��#AMPBELL�WITH�THE����RD�!BN�"DE	��
AND�"OB�S�BROTHER�*IM�����
�'EORGE�!LBRECHT�SAW�-ARCIA���$ENNY�

4IGHE�AT�&T��,EAVENWORTH��WHILE�#OLETTE���
'REG�3MITH��+AREN���'ARY�#ANTRELL��AND�
-ICKEY���,EE�2EMMEL�GATHERED�NEAR�$AL
LAS�WHEN�THE�2EMMELS�VISITED�4EXAS��'REG��
'ARY��AND�,EE�� IN�ADDITION�TO�BEING�COM
PANY�MATES�IN�#���ALSO�SHARED�A�HOUSE�ON�
3HARON�!VENUE�AT�&T��"ENNING�IN������

�����+OLB��"ACOT��!LBRIGHT��&RYKMAN��+IM
MITT��&AGAN��AND�-IKE�3TEELE�

�����#ROSBY�HOUSEWARMING�� ,INDA���$AN�
#OX��0EGGY���*IM�,OVE��AND�-IKE�,ANDRUM�

�����3T��4HOMAS�INAUGURATION��!RCHBISHOP�
/�"RIEN��"ILL���3IOBHAN�"URKE��"ON���-ARI
ANNE� )VANY�� *OHN� �� -ARLA� ,EGER�� AND� "OB�
"ERRY�

�����.#!!� 'YMNASTICS� #HAMPIONSHIP��
%RION� �����3PRING� ����� *OHN�,UCAS��"ARRY�2O
BELLA��2OGGENKAMP������AND�7INTON�����

�����3HARON� !VENUE� 'ANG�� ,EE� 2EMMEL��
'REG�3MITH��AND�'ARY�#ANTRELL�
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Founder’s Day season has become a great time for mini-reunions – or just 

catching up.  Since Ross Irvin’s bride, Margaret, was in Orlando on business during the 
North Texas FD celebration at the Prestonwood Country Club in Dallas, other classmates 
in attendance appointed him group scribe.  His diligence, as well as his position as 
President of the South Texas Federal Credit Union reflected magnificently.  The rest of 
the group are too busy enjoying their leisure time as retirees.  Lee O’Reilly is now part-
time consultant for Verizon, a semi-pro tennis player, and part-time home engineer for 
working bride Dianne.  Phil Samuel is a full-time home engineer for working bride 
Linda.  And ailing Ed Nelson is a part-time rehabilitation participant supported by caring 
bride Shirley.  Ross reported that the speaker at the dinner was the Commandant, BG 
Scaparrotti, who gave a great presentation which included a number of inspiring young 
graduate stories.  He said that much of the faculty now had been in Iraq and Afghanistan 
and that experience is invaluable to share with cadets.  The 1968 group could easily 
imagine General Rogers saying the same thing to West Point Societies in 1968, 
substituting Vietnam for Iraq. 

 [Photo #1 – 
“Ed & Shirley Nelson, Lee & Dianne O'Reilly, Linda & Phil Samuel, and Ross Irvin at 
the North Texas FD celebration”] 

 

Sep 2005



Bob Shaw sent greetings from New Orleans – along with a picture of him and 
Dan Adams at the 2005 
Founders Day celebration there.  
Joel & Janice Pigott were also 
there, but didn't stick around for 
the photo.  Marv Markley 
wasn't able to join in the 
festivities as he was recovering 
from hip replacement surgery.  
Bob also reported that he got an 
email from George Fravel, who 
is back in the job market in 
Philadelphia.   
 [Photo #2 – “Dan Adams with 
Maureen & Bob Shaw at the 
New Orleans 2005 FD 
Celebration”] 

Chick James also checked in to report his attendance at the Omaha FD 
celebration at the Space and Air Museum.  They brought along special guests, Lyle & 

Noala Fritz, who are parents of Jacob 
'05 and Dan '08.  Chick’s & Carole’s 
son, Chad, and his wife still live in 
Austin, TX, which makes for a good 
excuse for the Jameses to visit so 
Chick can play golf with Andy 
Silverthorn.  Their daughter, Laura, 
graduated from the U of WA with her 
degree in orthodontics last December 
and, with her husband, Vince (also a 
dentist), is relocating to Omaha. 
 [Photo #3 – “Carole & Chick James 
with Noala & Lyle Fritz at the 
Omaha 2005 FD Celebration”] 

Bob Keller took FD as an opportunity to bring us up to date with classmates in 
the Orlando, FL area.  Bob is an Associate for O’Connell & Associates working as a 
subcontractor to Lockheed Martin on the Common Training Instrumentation Architecture 
(CTIA) and Common Training Center Objective Instrumentation System (CTC OIS) 
programs.  In the last nine years, he has established offices in three states for various 
companies.  His bride, Jan, is currently running the Keller family operations and was the 
assistant to the NSA curriculum Director at the Naval Postgraduate School in CA.  Their 
two children are on their own – Kristi teaching in San Mateo, CA and Scott owning his 
own business in promotional marketing in San Antonio, TX.  Dick & Betsy Wiedenbeck 
live in Windermere, FL (also home to Tiger Woods – but that fact has not helped Dick's 
golf game at all).  Dick spent 25 years with Disney and now welcomes Dan Kaufman to 
"Retirement Land."  Dick and Gordon Sayre were B4 roommates during our Firstie year.  



Gordon is a program manager for SAIC working on the training portion of the Army's 
Future Combat System, and has been with SAIC in Orlando for 6 years.  Gordie’s bride, 
Alix, used to work as the guidance office secretary at Oviedo High School, but now 

devotes her time to 
her family. Their 
children are all out 
of the house: 
Danielle and 
Matthew working 
in Raleigh, NC, 
Anne in Chicago, 
and Alexandra in 
Orlando. 
 [Photo #4 – “Dick 
& Betsy 
Wiedenbeck, 
Gordon & Alix 
Sayre, Dan & 
Kathryn Kaufman, 
and Jan & Bob 

Keller at the Orlando 2005 FD Celebration”] 
Last May, Gordon Tillery and his son-in-law, Jeff 

Hooper (husband to Gordon’s and Elsie’s oldest daughter, 
Stephanie, and father to their first grandchild, Matthew), 
along with Jeff’s brother, climbed Mt Hood (OR).  Prior 
to the climb, Elsie (always the practical one) advised 
Gordon to ensure his insurance was paid-up, and went to 
visit her Mom in OK.  They had tried this climb in 2004, 
but they were stopped by an ice storm well short of the 
summit.  As part of their adventure, Gordon discovered 
muscles that he hadn't used since Ranger School.  When 
not going off to bond with family on adventure training, 
Gordie is part of the class SAIC mob.  
[Photo #5 – “Gordon (Sir Edmond) Tillery finding it’s 
better to scale Mt Hood than Ft Hood”] 

If you didn’t get to China within the last four years, you’ve missed being looked 
after by a classmate.  Terry & Kristine Wong are finishing up with Terry’s 4 years there 
and moving back to Washington, DC for another assignment. 

Jim Stefan dropped a note from Forida, where he’s teaches five history and 
government courses at the University of Tampa.  He & Sue echoed that it was so hard to 
leave Virginia, where they had lived longer than anywhere else in their lives, and make 
the move for health and family reasons.  While they’re still adjusting from the loss of the 
DC area lifestyle, they’re managing with beaches and proximity to kids and grandkids.  If 
you’d like to test such a lifestyle, Jim & Sue have offered up plenty of room for guests  -- 
with the pool a sliding door away. 



Jared Florence wrote to express his understanding of moving issues, having 
left Manassas after 20 years.  After he returned from Iraq, he realized his heart just wasn't 
in his work.  He retired a year ago and moved permanently to Vermont.  He married 
Sandra Lee Estep in Woodstock, Vermont last April – in time to get in a honeymoon to 
Egypt and Jordan before she had to carry him home from the marchback he made with 
son, Jonathon, who just finished his Cow year.  When he wrote, he was wrapping up three 
weeks of TDY with the Guard, and going to Purdue to see his older son, Charles, 
graduate. 

Al Aker 
dropped a note after 
a fly-fishing 
adventure on the 
Bighorn River in 
Montana with Don 
Davis and Norm 
Miller.  They not 
only almost caught 
up on the past 35+ 
years, but they 
caught some fish as 
well... 
[Photo # 6 – “Don 
Davis, Norm Miller, 
and Al Aker with 
Ranger Rations by 
the Bighorn River”] 

Who says it’s too late to have another child?!!  Nellie & Ann Laughton recently 
discovered they had another son, and daughter-in-law and grandson.  Contrary to what 
Nellie had been told by his high school sweetheart, Kenton is actually his son.  The 
discovery process began via the Internet (you can run but can’t hide!), followed by a letter 
in December, which led to emails between Nellie and Kenton, and culminated with their 
first meeting at Ft Story, VA in March.   The weekend was especially significant as it was 
Kenton and Allyson’s 10th wedding anniversary.  Needless to say everybody experienced 
the entire gamut of emotions.  Since then, they have had two more fabulous weekends 
together and look forward to many, many more.  Nellie & Ann are both extremely joyous 
at this unexpected event in their lives.   

It’s lucky that John & Anne Marie Keane’s son, Jim, has a father-in-law with 
pull in the Army or his reception could have been a standup affair.  Jim married the 
former Sarah Marchand at the Ft Myer Memorial Chapel in April and their reception was 
held at the Officers’ Club.  Due to increased security and search procedures enacted these 
days, the van delivering chair covers was also found to be carrying a leafy matter in such 
quantity as to qualify for other distribution.  After a discussion with the father of the bride 
(#2 man in the Army JAG Corps), the covers were delivered prior to the deliverers being 
taken into custody.  Ed Thal verifies that John is recovering well from last year’s bypass 
surgery, but John deferred to Anne Marie to coordinate parents of the groom activities.  



 [Photo #7 – “Ed & Peggy 
Thal, Anne Marie Keane, 
Sarah (Marchand) & Jim 
Keane, John Keane, 
Barbara Gerard, and Jon 
Dodson at Jim’s and 
Sarah’s wedding last 
April”] 

Don’t let up, 
Rabble.  While we’ve made 
some great strides toward 
fulfilling our class gift 
obligations (not only 
coming up with the funds, 
but doing it as a class), we 
still have a ways to go.  I 

know that, with all your adventures during the summer you’ve thought of classmates and 
the class a lot.  Share your adventures, thoughts, and some of what a West Point 
education and class bonds helped you attain because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  Dave 



Dave Gerard 
8822 Harbor Circle 

Terrell, North Carolina 28682 
828-478-9813 

gerardd@charter.net 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

After the Easter Sunrise Service at Arlington National Cemetery, an old friend of Jon & 
AJ Dodson reminisced about an old Army buddy named Benny Robinson.  Jon bragged that our 
class was so close that we all know where each other is.  I polled H1, Benny’s old company and 
came up with zero.  After a few days of sleuthing, Jon came up with the answer.  While at West 
Point for Dan Kaufman’s retirement review, Jon’s cell phone erupted on the way to the 
Officers’ Club – it was Benny calling from Los Angeles.  

Info on Benny’s whereabouts prompted Tony Ambrose to give us an update. This year, 
he decided to take seriously his training for the Plebe March Back – i.e., it should be more than 
tanking up on Sam Adams' All-Sports Drink at the Kaufmans’ on the day before.  Instead, he 
decided to climb part of the way up the north wall (the dreaded NordWand) of the Eiger in 
Switzerland.  Actually, he only wandered a few meters off the trail at its base, but we’re past 
quibbling now, aren’t we?  What really happened is that Tony & Linda broke away from Penn 
State College of Medicine to vacation in Switzerland and Italy in late spring.  During their 
sojourn, they bumped into Grace and Don Jenis (USMA '57) who educated them on how the 
“Corps had” by 1964 – some folks will never get over Christmas 
Leave.   

Tony was one of six stalwarts who made the actual march 
back, which Dutch Hostler continues to use as a class fund raiser for 
our portion to the new Jefferson Library.  Besides Tony and Dutch, 
the remaining actual marchers were Dale Hansen, Tom Jewell, Pres 
Miller, and Gary Roberson.  Dale Hansen was the first to check in 
after the last set of notes were set in concrete with the joyful news that 
he and Joyce are ecstatic over the birth of their first grandson, Finn, 
on 22 May in Boston to Dale’s daughter, Michelle, and her husband, 
Tom Snow.  The week after the march back, Pres Miller participated 
in a real triathlon.  
[Photo #1 – “Joyce & Dale Hansen with grandson Finn”] 

Dave Martin was supposed to be one of the 
marchers, but a business duties took priority.  
Notwithstanding his recent picture with Saudis, 
Dave has left his international consulting gig to join 
DataPath Inc, the Georgia-based manufacturer of 
transportable satellite communications equipment 
that Art Ackerman recently joined.  Dave is going 
to be their rep at Fort Monmouth – at least until 
Monmouth gets BRACed out of existence. 
[Photo #2 – “Dave & Suzanne Martin and Sun Cha 
& Art Ackerman with a DataPath HUMVEE 
mounted sat comm dish”] 

 

Nov 2005



The annual West Point Alumni Golf Tournament was held a couple of months prior to the 
march back.  Joe Guignion drove up from Fairfax, where (since he has been retired for over five 
years) he’s waiting for Maureen to stop teaching at George Mason U so they can move away 
from Northern Virginia.  Earl Newsome flew up from Houston, Chuck Jones flew in from 
Denver, and Joe Creeden came down from Upstate New York with his son, Dan.  Although the 
weather was perfect, the golf was iffy – but they had fun.  We should take notice that only 
classmates from E-3 have represented the class for the past few years.  Earl had his game on for 
the weekend, as he recorded several 300 yard drives.  Chuck burned up the putting surface with 
some 35 foot putts that dropped in like 
honey...SWEET...for birdies no less.  Joe 
Creeden was the consistent one who 
showed everyone up with his solid game, 
while Dan was the joy to watch as he 
demonstrated his flexibility – which 
underscored how STIFF with pain our 
classmates were.  All Joe Guignion would 
say about his game is that he did complete 
every hole that he started… 

[Photo #3 – “Joe Guignion, Chuck Jones, 
Earl Newsome, Joe Creeden, and Dan 
Creeden at the 2005 USMA Alumni Golf 
Tourney”] 

Ross Irvin checked in with another Chuck 
Jones sighting.  This time, Chuck & Gayle joined 
Ross & Margaret at the Paradisus Playa Conchal 
Hotel in Costa Rica.  Besides all inclusive 
amenities, which kept them in a semi conscious 
state by the beach or the pool, the group made trips 
to the rain forest, a volcanic spa (bathed in a 108o 
mountain stream while an active volcano smokes 
overhead), and a (clay) pot factory. 
[Photo #4 – “Margaret & Ross Irvin with Chuck & 
Gayle Jones in Costa Rica”] 

To date, there’s not much news on the Kaufman watch.  He stuck around for 
graduation so the cadets would have a Dean’s 
signature on their diplomas, and Juliana 
Bodenhamer would have a member of the class in 
uniform when she received her class gift at her 
graduation.  Besides Jim & Julia, Juliana’s brother, 
Jon (’00) also attended and administered her 
commissioning oath.  Prior to Graduation, Jim & 
Julia attended Jon’s change of command ceremony 
at Ft Hood, where he took command of A troop, 
1/10 armored cavalry, 4th ID.  By current schedule, 
his unit will have already deployed to Iraq, and there 



is a good chance that Juliana, a new Engineer, will be in Iraq next year after she joins here unit at 
Ft Hood.  As for Dan & Kathleen Kaufman, as one of his final duties as Dean, Dan participated 
in the June 24 ground-breaking ceremony for the new library – and then, they went to the beach. 
[Photo #5 – “Bill Schutsky, John Calabro, Dan Kaufman, Juliana & Jim Bodenhamer, and Dutch 
Hostler at Juliana’s class gift presentation”] 

There’s not much on the Pete & Barbara Wallace watch either.  The last we heard, 
they were in Tampa, where Pete was playing with his granddaughter, Alexandra, and Barbara 
was out with Pete’s daughter, Gwen, supporting the local economy.  Then, on to Hawaii and Fiji.  
After “retirement,” they’re still undecided about the long term – so they’ll continue to travel until 
Christmas, when they’ll return to Tampa and stay until maybe January.  Then, they may return to 
the UK where they may qualify for British passports, which will permit them to live and work 
anywhere in the EU – a assuming there will be an EU by then.  We may get a second chance to 
visit them in London. 

Jim Craig dropped a note to express his understanding about settling down with some 
comfort.  He finally got tired of traveling to the "garden spots" of the world (Algeria, Nigeria, 
Chad, Cameroon, Egypt, Qatar, India, UAE, Kuwait, etc.) every week, so he left KBR to join 
Jacobs Engineering.  The change required a re-location from Houston to St Louis.  They are in 
transition, awaiting the right buyer (one who can pay) in Houston and the completion of their 
"new" house in Kirkwood, MO.  Even after 37 years of marriage, Jim has discovered new things 
about his bride during their continuing evolution – like "downsizing" means moving from 4700 
square feet to 4900 square feet, and the "ideal new house" is on the historic register but brand 
new inside, and in small town America.  The move places Jim & Linda closer to their youngest 
daughter who lives in Overland Park, Kansas.  In the last four years, the Craigs have gone from 
zero to four grandchildren – each daughter (Overland Park, Kansas and Colorado Springs) now 
has a son and a daughter. 

Jim Swinney sent Independence Day greetings from his 
home at Lake Anna, VA, where he commutes when he has to, and 
fishes any time he can.  He assures us that he follows NYC and 
Washington, DC police rules when fishing – catch and release. 

[Photo #6 – “Jim Swinney celebrating the 4th at Lake Anna”] 
To underscore Jon Dodson’s versatility and care for 

classmates, he has also volunteered to help Pete Paulson maneuver 
the triple canopy bureaucracy of the Department of Veterans 
Affairs in search of disability compensation.  You may remember 
that Pete had a heart attack while on active duty in 87 – and things 
have gotten worse.  Additionally, he was diagnosed with lung 
cancer (caught early) in July 2003 and underwent successful 
surgery and chemotherapy.  In 2004, he suffered another heart 

attack and he had to undergo surgery tat included having a defibrillator installed.  Last May, he 
suffered heart failure and the defibrillator brought him back.  Needless to say, Pete has retired 
from UNISYS, Kathy is doing all the driving, and he can use more than just Jon Dodson’s 
support. 

Leave it to Chuck Hawkins to expose how vulnerable we are on this planet.  In an article 
he wrote about Major General Zhu Chenghu, a dean at the  National Defense University in 



Beijing, who coolly stated that, if it had to, China would use of nuclear weapons in a war with 
the United States over Taiwan.  His article evoked responses from China supporting the General.  
So much for the peaceful rise of China and the waning need for our Alma Matre.  To the 
contrary, our sons and daughters – and grandsons and granddaughters will continue to need a 
Military Academy that continues to need our help.  Construction of the new library is under way 
and we need to continue to dig deep to fulfill our obligation and ensure that we continue to 
provide what our country needs because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.  BEAT NAVY! 
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1968—John & Angie Calabro, Tony & Charlie 
Dodson, Chuck Jones, Megan & Dutch Hos-
tler, and Bob Shaw at the 2005 WP Society 
Leadership Conference.

1968—Mary Lou & Elwood Cobey, AJ & 
Jon Dodson, Barbara & Dave Gerard, Joyce 
& Dale Hansen, Karen & Henry Riser, and 
Kathy & Dick Shipley on the Radisson Mariner 
of the Seas in Alaska.
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THE�CLOSENESS�OF�FAMILY��*ON���HIS�BRIDE�ARE�
EXPECTING�*IM�S���*ULIA�S�lRST�GRANDBABY�IN�
!PRIL�ABOUT� MIDWAY� THROUGH� *ON�S� DE
PLOYMENT�TO�)RAQ	�AND�DO�SOME�JET�SKIING��
5PON�THEIR� RETURN�� THEY� FOUND�EVERYTHING�
SAFE� AND� SOUND�� "RIAN� 5TERMAHLEN� LIVES�
ABOUT�TEN�MILES�NORTH�OF�(OUSTON�AND�PRE
PARED�BY�SENDING�$IANNE�WITH�THEIR�DAUGH
TER��SONINLAW��AND�GRANDKIDS�TO�STAY�WITH�
HIS� PARENTS� IN� 6ICKSBURG�� -3�� (E� THEN�
GATHERED�ENOUGH�WATER�� FOOD� �MORE�3PAM�
THAN�WAS�MADE�IN�ALL�OF�77))��AND�MORE�
BEANS� AND� FRANKS� THAN�ALL� THE�
"��UNITS�ISSUED�IN�26.	��AND�
ICE�TO�TAKE�CARE�OF�A�HUNGRY�RImE�
COMPANY�FOR�A�WEEK��!FTER�THE�
BLOCK�PARTY�HE�THREW�JUST�PRIOR�
TO� THE� STORM�� HE� STARTED� RUN
NING� LOW� ON� BEER� AND� CANDY�
AND�PUT�OUT�AN�URGENT�RESUP
PLY�CALL��7E�ARE�SO�BLESSED�
0RIOR� TO� THE� STORMS�� "OB�

3HAW�AND�#HUCK�*ONES�SPENT�A�
WEEK�AT�THE�70�3OCIETY�,EADER
SHIP�#ONFERENCE��!LL�CLASSMATE�
ATTENDEES� AGREED� THAT� IT�WAS� A�
GREAT� CONFERENCE�� AND� THE�!C
CEPTANCE� $AY� PARADE�������
CADETS� CERTAINLY� lLLS� UP� 4HE�
0LAIN�WAS� ESPECIALLY� IMPRES
SIVE��!S�A�#OLORADO�TYPE��#HUCK�NOTED�THE�
REASON�HE�LOVES�#OLORADO�SO�MUCH�HE�HAD�
FORGOTTEN�ABOUT�THE����DEGREES�AND�����HU
MIDITY�AT�OUR�ROCKBOUND�(IGHLAND�HOME��
$UTCH���-EGAN�(OSTLER�CONTINUED�TO�COL
LECT�-ARCH�BACK�CONTRIBUTIONS�FOR�OUR�CLASS�
GIFT��4HANKS�TO�YOU��$UTCH�HAS�RACKED�UP�
ALMOST����+�OVER�THE�YEARS�FOR�OUR�FUND��
)�DON�T�SAY�THIS�VERY�OFTEN��BUT�THOSE�OF�

YOU�WHO�OPTED�OUT�OF�THE�!LASKA�CRUISE�$ICK�
��+ATHY�3HIPLEY�PUT�TOGETHER�FOR�US��YOU�
2%!,,9�MISSED� A� GREAT� TIME�� )�WOULDN�T�
SAY�THAT�THOSE�OF�US�WHO�WENT�WERE�ALL�CLOSE�
AS� CADETS�WE� CAME� FROM� THREE� OF� FOUR�
2EGIMENTS�AND�SIX�&IRSTIE�COMPANIES�BUT�
WE�ALL�SHARED�THE�BOND�OF�BEING�CLASSMATES�
AND�#LASS�'IFT�&UND�MORE�THAN�hFAIR�SHAREv�
CONTRIBUTORS��AND�GREW�WITH�THAT��9ES�� THE�
PRIDE�OF�BEING�A�53-!�GRADUATE��LOVE�OF�THE�
GREAT� OUTDOORS�� BEING�WITH�OUR�WONDERFUL�

BRIDES��BEING�GRANDPARENTS��EAT
ING�GOOD�FOOD��DRINKING�GOOD�
SCOTCH�� AND� SMOKING� SMELLY�
CIGARS� ALSO� HAD� SOMETHING� TO�
DO�WITH�IT�TOO��/UR�DAYS�WERE�
SPENT�WHALE��SALMON��SEAL��OTTER��
AND�GLACIER�GAZING��HIKING��KAY
AKING��DUNE�BUGGYING��mYING��
TAKING� TRAIN� TRIPS�� EATING�� AND�
WISHING�THAT�YOU�ALL�HAD�COME�
ALONG�TO�SHARE�THE�FUN�AND�HELP�
EAT�THE�FOOD�THAT�WE�lNALLY�HAD�
TO� PUSH� AWAY�� %XCEPT� FOR� THE�
OVEREATING�� DRINKING�� AND� SMOKING�� WE�
DID�EXERCISE�AND�CONSOLED�OURSELVES�WITH�THE�
KNOWLEDGE�THAT�HEALTH�NUTS�ARE�GOING�TO�FEEL�
STUPID�SOMEDAY�DYING�OF�NOTHING�

#HUCK�-AHAN�STILL�BEMOANS�THAT�HE���
*AMIE�COULDN�T�GO�WITH�US��BUT�*AMIE�S�PAR
ENTS�TOOK�PRIORITY��#HUCK�IS�NO�LONGER�WITH�
(OME�$EPOT�AND�IS�NOW�hFULL�TIMEv�WITH�
3!0�!MERICA�IN�$#�A�FEW�DAYS�A�WEEK�
7HILE� WE�WERE� CRUISING��$ICK� 3TEINER�

DID� THREE� SHOWS�A�NIGHT� FOR�A�WEEK�AT� THE�
-AGIC� #ASTLE� IN� (OLLYWOOD�� #!�� *ACK�
2EED� �� HIS� BRIDE�� -ARTY� 4UNNEL�� mEW�

DOWN� FROM� 3AN� &RANCISCO�
TO� SPEND� SOME� TIME� WITH�
HIM�OVER� A�WEEKEND��$UR
ING�THAT�VISIT��$ICK�STAYED�IN�
THE�HOTEL�ROOM�WHERE�*ANIS�
*OPLIN� DIED� �EXPLAINS� THAT�
h-E� AND� "OBBY� -C'EEv�
REFRAIN� THAT� KEPT� GOING�
THROUGH�HIS�HEAD	��$ICK���
3UZANNE� BECAME� DUPLICATE�
BRIDGE�,IFE�-ASTERS�IN�EARLY�
������AND�$ICK�SAYS�IT�S�FUN�
TO� WATCH� THE� OPPONENTS��
REACTION� WHEN� THEY� LEARN�
THAT�HE�DOES�SLEIGHT�OF�HAND�
AND�MIND�READING�FOR�A�LIV
ING��$ICK�SAW�"OB�6EIDT�AT�

A� COUPLE� OF� TOURNAMENTS� AND� SPOKE� WITH�
#HUCK�3TEEL��WHO�IS�DOING�WELL�IN�TOURNA
MENT�PLAY��
&OR�YEARS�)�VE�HEARD�-IKE�(AVEY�SAY��h)F�

WE�COULD�ONLY�PUT�OUR�UNIFORMS�BACK�ON�WE�
COULD�STRAIGHTEN�THIS�MESS�OUT�v�7HILE�WE�
WERE�CRUISING��HE�GOT�BACK�INTO�UNIFORM�TO�
SWEAR�IN�HIS�SON��-ICHAEL��AS�A�2EDLEG�AT�&T��
"ENNING� �IN� FRONT� OF� )NFANTRY�(ALL�S� &OL
LOW-E� STATUE	� AFTER� HIS� GRADUATION� FROM�
/#3�AMIDST�AN�ENTIRE� FAMILY�+IT�� SIS
TERS�!NNE� AND�+ATE� �WITH�HUSBAND�0AUL	��
SEMIADOPTED5KRAINIANDAUGHTER� +IRA��
lANC£� !SHLEY�� +IT�S� !NNAPOLIS� {��� FATHER��
COUSINS��AND�NIECES��-ICHAEL�GOT�-IKE�S�FA
THER�S�GOLD�BARS�FROM�������+ATE�GOT�-IKE�S�
BARS�WHEN�SHE�WAS�SWORN�INTO�THE�!IR�&ORCE�
ALSO�BY�-IKE	��3INCE�hTHIS�MESSv� STILL� ISN�T�
STRAIGHTENED�OUT��-IKE�NOW�MAINTAINS� IT�S�
NOT� THE� UNIFORM�IT�S� THE� HAIR� COLOR� AND�
QUANTITY��!LL�AGREED�THAT�&!�NEEDS�TO�INSERT�

ITSELF� TO� LEND�DIGNITY� TO�
WHAT�HAS�BECOME�A�VUL
GAR� BRAWL�� !FTERWARD��
-IKE� RETURNED� TO� 6IR
GINIA�TO�SORT�OUT�ANOTHER�
BRAWL�AT�WORK�
5PON� OUR� RETURN�

FROM� !LASKA�� WE� DIS
COVERED� THAT� WHAT� LIFE�
SAVINGS�THAT�WAS�NOT�LOST�
WHEN� THE� STOCK� MARKET�
CRATERED� AND� SPENT� ON�
THE� CRUISE� WERE� LOST� AS�

GAS� PRICES� SOARED��$ALE� �� *OYCE� (ANSEN�
RETURNED�TO�7EST�0OINT�TO�RECOUNT�TO�$UTCH�
��-EGAN�(OSTLER�WHAT�THEY�HAD�MISSED��
*ON�$ODSON�PREPARED�TO�SPEAK�ON�THE�NA
TIONAL�SECURITY�IMPLICATIONS�OF�THE�-ILITARY�S�
2OLE�IN�$ISASTERS��SPONSORED�BY�THE�(ERITAGE�
&OUNDATION�IN�$#��AND�$ICK�3HIPLEY�PRE
PARED�THE�!RMY�#APSTONE�COURSE�IN�#RYSTAL�
#ITY��6!��FOR�SENIOR�-EDICAL�3ERVICE�FOLKS��
$ICK� HAS� DESIGNED� THE� COURSE� TO� IMPRESS�
UPON� NEW� -3#� LEADERS� HOW� THEY� MUST�
LEARN� FROM�PAST� LEADERS� LIKE� *ONATHAN�,ET
TERMAN��WHO�CREATED�!RMY�-EDICAL�3ERVICE�
FOR�SOLDIERS�DURING�THE�#IVIL�7AR�A�FASCI
NATING�CHRONICLE�THAT�)�SLEPT�THROUGH�DURING�
ART�CLASS��

"ARBARA���)�HAD�SUCH�A�GOOD�TIME�ON�
THE�CRUISE�THAT�WE�WENT�TO�3AN�!NTONIO�TO�
SEE�!NDY���"ETTY�3HAFFER�WHO�DROVE�FROM�
-IDLAND� TO� $ALLAS� FOR� THE� !RMYn4#5�
GAME�AND�ON�TO�3AN�!NTONIO�TO�SEE�!NDY�S�
DOCTOR� REGARDING� HIS� SHOULDER� INJURY� SUS
TAINED�THIS�SUMMER��!T�THE�GAME��THERE�WAS�
A� HALFTIME� CEREMONY� HONORING�6IET�.AM�
6ETS��AND�!NDY�GOT�TO�SEE�"ILL�"ROWN��%D�
,ORENTZEN��%D�.ELSON��AND�0HIL�3AMUEL��
7E� STAYED� WITH� THE� 3HIPLEYS� WHILE� $ICK�
WAS�CRASHING�ON�THE�lNAL�#APSTONE�COURSE�
DETAILS��4O�GET�US�OUT�OF�THEIR�HAIR��THEY�TOOK�
US�OUT�TO�SEE�(AROLD���$ONNA�4IMBOE�AND�
MARVELED�OVER�THEIR�BEAUTIFUL�NEW�HOME�IN�
.ORTH�3AN�!NTONIO��$URING�THE�HURRICANES��
(AROLD�HAD�TEAMED�UP�WITH�,ARRY�*ORDAN�
TO�ENSURE�4EXAS�MEDICAL�RESOURCES�WERE�EF
lCIENTLY� ALLOCATED� TO� NEIGHBORING� AFFECTED�
STATES��!LTHOUGH�(AROLD���$ONNA�TREATED�
US�TO�A�WONDERFUL�MEAL�AT�THEIR�CLUB��WE�STILL�
FOUND� OUR� WAY� BACK� TO� BUG� THE� 3HIPLEYS�

1968—Marty Tunnel, Jack Reed, and Dick 
Steiner at the Magic Castle.

1968—Andy & Betty Shaf-
fer at the American Dia-
betes Association Walk-a-
thon in Midland, TX. 

1968—AF Col (Ret) Mike 
and FA 2LT Michael Havey at 
Ft. Benning.

1968—Harold Timboe, Dick Shipley, and 
Orca at the Timboe compound in San Anto-
nio.
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AND�TO�URGE�$ICK�TO�PUT�MORE�MILES�ON�HIS�
-USTANG�#OBRA��!FTER�THAT��WE�TRAVELED�TO�
REMIND�THE�$ODSONS�THAT�THEY�REMAIN�THE�
CLASSMATE� FAVORITE� STOPOVER� IN� .ORTHERN�
6IRGINIA�
4HE� 'EORGIA� 3TATE� "OARD� OF� 2EGENTS�

TAPPED� $AN� +AUFMAN� TO� START� UP� AND�
HEAD�A�NEW�3TATE�#OLLEGE��!S�THE�OUTGOING�
53-!�$EAN��$AN�NOW�IS�THE�NEW�SCHOOL�S�
lRST�EMPLOYEE�AND�BRINGS�THE�SKILLS��CREDEN
TIALS��AND�ENDURANCE�REQUIRED�TO�DEVELOP�A�
CURRICULUM��HIRE�A�STAFF�AND�FACULTY��AND�BE�
READY�TO�ACCEPT�STUDENTS�BY�THE�BEGINNING�OF�
THE������SCHOOL�YEAR��

0ETER� 7ALLACE� CHECKED� IN� DURING� HIS�
VICTORY�LAP�STOPOVER�IN�h/Zv��"RIT�FOR�!US
TRALIA	��WHERE�HE�PUT�THE�3#5"! COURSE�HE�
TOOK�IN�&IJI�TO�GOOD�USE�AT�THE�'REAT�"ARRIER�
2EEF��"EFORE�A�MONTH�IN�/:��HE���"ARBARA�
SPENT� TWO� WEEKS� IN� .EW� :EALAND�� !FTER�
/:��THEY�RE�OFF�TO�3INGAPORE��3RI�,ANKA��THE�
-ALDIVES�� )NDIA��AND�%GYPT��"ECAUSE�THEY�
HAVE� A� FEW� STOPS� LEFT� ON� THEIR� AROUND� THE�
WORLD�TICKET��THEY�LL�ALSO�VISIT�0ARIS�AND�,ON
DON�BEFORE�RETURNING�TO�THE�5�3��FOR�#HRIST
MAS�WITH�THE�KIDS�AND�GRANDKIDS��

#RAIG�/�#ONNOR�MOVED�HIS�(IGH�2OAD�
2ESTORATION�CAR�BUSINESS� FROM�!LEXANDRIA��
6!�� TO� 7EST� 6IRGINIA� AND� FOUND� A� hREAL�
DEALv��VISUALIZE�hFALLING�PLASTERv	�ON�A�HOUSE�
AND�TOOK�ON�THE�PROJECT�WITH�HIS�FRIEND�WHO�
OWNS�THE�"RIGHTMORNING�)NN��)N�HIS�SPARE�
TIME��HE�TEACHES�ALPINE�SKIING�AT�4IMBERLINE�
3KI�2ESORT�IN�#ANAAN�6ALLEY�AND�IS�HAVING�
A�BALL�
7E� ARE� BEGINNING� TO� CLOSE� IN� ON� THE�

����-�PLEDGE�OUR�CLASS�MADE�TO�BUILD�THE�
ROTUNDA�OF�THE�NEW�LIBRARY��7E�ACTUALLY�NEED�
MORE�THAN�THAT�TO�MEMORIALIZE�THE�AREA�WITH�
OUR�NAME��!T�THIS�POINT��WHILE�WE�RE�CLOSE�
TO�THE�PLEDGE�AMOUNT��THERE�IS�STILL�A�GAP�OF�
SEVERAL�HUNDRED�THOUSAND�DOLLARS�BETWEEN�
ACTUAL� CONTRIBUTIONS� AND� PLEDGES�MADE� TO�
REACH� OUR� GOAL��4HE�!/'� INDICATES�MOST�
CLASS�GIFT�FUND�DRIVES�EXPERIENCE�A�NUMBER�
OF� PLEDGES� THAT� ULTIMATELY� AREN�T� FULlLLED�
DUE�TO�CHANGED�lNANCIAL�CIRCUMSTANCES�AND�
OTHER�LIFE�REALITIES��7HILE�THE�!/'�REPORTS�
THAT�WE�HAVE�ABOVE�AVERAGE�CLASS�PARTICIPA
TION��WE�RE�STILL�SHORT�OF�OUR�GOAL�TO�MAKE�THE�
h#LASS�OF������2OTUNDAv�TRULY�A�GIFT�FROM�
OUR�WHOLE� CLASS� AND�NOT� JUST� A� FEW�GENER
OUS� AND� DUTY� CONSCIOUS� CLASSMATES�� 4HE�
MAIN�QUESTION�)�M�ASKED�IS�HOW�WE�RE�DO
ING�WITH�REGARD�TO�OUR�CLASS�GIFT��4HAT�SHOWS�
YOU�CARE��!T�THIS�TIME�OF�RESOLUTIONS�AND�
COMPETING�PRIORITIES�PLEASE�RESOLVE�TO�DIG�
A�LITTLE�DEEPER�AND�MAKE�OUR�FULL�CLASS�GIFT�
PARTICIPATION�AND�GIFT�GOAL�A�REALITY�BECAUSE�
9/5�2%�!,,�7%�6%�'/4�
SIG

����
-2��2/"%24�-��+)--)44
�����.ORTH�&ILLMORE�3TREET
!RLINGTON��6!����������
�������������(	
�������������7	
2OBERT�+IMMITT DO�TREAS�GOV
WWW�WESTPOINT�ORG�CLASS�USMA�����
3UBSCRIBERS�

4HIS� COLUMN� IS� BEING�WRITTEN� ON� ���/CT�
����(APPY�(ALLOWEEN�	��COVERING�NEWS�RE
CEIVED�SINCE����!UGUST��-Y�NEXT�DEADLINE�
IS���-AR����FOR�THE�-AY�*UNE����!33%-
",9��
(URRICANE�+ATRINA�HIT�OUR�CLASS� LIKE�SO�

MANY� OTHER� FAMILIES�� BUT� OUR� FRIENDS� AND�
THEIR�LOVED�ONES�ALL�SURVIVED�AND�ARE�ON�THE�
ROAD�TO�RETURNING�TO�.EW�/RLEANS�AND�OTHER�
AFFECTED�LOCALES��0EGGY���2ON�(EBERT�AND�
ONE�OF�THEIR�lVE�DAUGHTERS�EVACUATED�SAFELY�
TO�*ACKSON��-3��WITH�-IKE�"RENNAN��*IM�
(ILLEBRAND��*OHN�,EGERE��'ARY�-ARSHALL��
AND�A�BEVY�OF�!��COMPANYMATES�AND�����
LB�� TEAMMATES� OFFERING� SUPPORT�� #HARLIE�
4HENSTED�EVACUATED�TO�-EMPHIS�THEN�"A
TON�2OUGE��AWAITING�THE�SIGNAL�TO�RETURN�TO�
.EW�/RLEANS��"ILL�-ALOZ��WHO� IS� IN� )RAQ�

�WILSON�E�MALOZ TAC���USACE�ARMY�MIL��
HAS� A� DAUGHTER� IN�(OUMA�� ,!��WHO� ALSO�
IS�SAFE��,ASTLY��"ILL�7ARD��WHO�DROVE�FROM�
#OLUMBUS��'!��TO�"OGALUSA��,!��REPORTED��
h-Y� FAMILY�HOME�WAS� SPARED�� BUT� ALL� THE�
LARGE�TREES�THAT�GAVE�THE�PLACE�ITS�CHARACTER�
ARE� DOWN�v� "ILL� ALSO� SAID�"RUCE� -C"ANE�
WAS�ACTIVATED�BY�&%-!�AND�MOVED�FROM�
"ATON�2OUGE�TO�(OUSTON�TO�3AN�!NTONIO�
+NOWING� THAT� ALL� CLASSMATES� WERE� SAFE�

MADE�EVEN�MORE�ENJOYABLE�THE�CLASS�MINI

REUNION�LATER�IN�3EPTEMBER�AT�,AKE�4AHOE��
4HE�EVENT�WAS�ORGANIZED�BY�'ENE�-URPHY��
$ICK�3IMMONS�� AND�"OB�9AAP�� )N� ATTEN
DANCE��#HUCK� !NDERSON�� "ALOUGH�� +�#��
"ROWN��"URKE��#ANTRELL��#RAFT��,EO�$AVIS��
&LEMING��'RANETT��(OLDEN��)RELAND��,ASH��
'ENE�-URPHY�� 7AYNE� -URPHY�� .ESBITT��
.OREEN�� /RISTIAN�� /STERHOUDT�� 0OGANY��
2AMOS�� $OUG� 2OGERS�� 3ANDERS�� 3EILER��
3IMMONS�� $ALE� 3MITH�� 'REG� 3MITH�� *AY�
7HEELER��AND�9AAP�
3INCE� )� GET� EXTRA� SPACE� AND� PHOTOS� FOR�

THIS� AND� THE� NEXT� TWO� ISSUES� BECAUSE� WE�
ARE� THE� TOP�CLASS� IN�!33%-",9�SUBSCRIP

TIONS��CONGRATS�	�;%DITOR�S�NOTE��ALL�IT�WOULD�
TAKE�IS�����IN�THE�3UBSCRIBERS�BLOCK�TO�DO�IT�
AGAIN�=��)�WILL�LET�"OB�9AAP�S�EMAIL�CAPTURE�
THE�HIGHLIGHTS�OF�THE�WEEKEND�
h7E�TOTALED����CLASSMATES�AND����WIVES�

SIGNIlCANT�OTHERS��$OUG�2OGERS�CAME�FROM�
(ONG� +ONG�� AND� +�#�� �� *OAN� "ROWN�
CAME� FROM� )TALY��4HEY� GOT� THE� AWARD� FOR�
THE� LONGEST� TRAVEL�� +AREN� #ANTRELL� OUT

DROVE� THE� 'REG� 3MITH�0OGANY� TEAM� IN�
LONGEST�DRIVE�CONTEST��3IMMONS��HOSPITALITY�
SUITE�AND�STORIES�ABOUT�HOW�GREAT�WE�USED�
TO�BE��$OUG�#RAFT�WINNING�BIG�AT�THE�CRAPS�
TABLE�� #ANTRELL�'RANETT� GOLF� TEAM� BEAT

ING� EVERYONExBADLY�� 4HE�
PADDLEWHEEL� BOAT� 4AHOE�
1UEEN� GETTING� STUCK� ON� A�
SANDBAR� AND� TAKING� ONE�
HOUR� TO� GET� UNSTUCK�� 7E�
GOT� TO� %MERALD� "AY� AFTER�
DARK��SO�IT�WAS�HARD�TO�SEE��
7E�HAD�A�FEW�MORE�DRINKS��
AND� NO� ONE� KNEW� THE� DIF
FERENCE��'ENE�-URPHY�DID�
A�GREAT�JOB�OF�PLANNING�AND�
CONDUCTING�THE�GOLF�TOURNA
MENT�� *OAN� �� *OHN� /RIS

1969—Ft. Monroe, VA. Scott Wallace assumption of com-
mand at TRADOC: Snell, Bettencourt, K.C. Brown, Coan, 
Mike King, Wallace, Barstis, Wanless, Bill Foster, Wheelock, 
and Prosch.

1969—AOG Leaders Conference: Vitucci, 
Renner, Lash, Prosch, Glore, St. Onge, and 
Blake.

1969—Navy–Kent State game: Classmates 
with Walter Reed wounded.

1969—??
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Jim Altemose reminded us that Dan Kaufman is not the only University President in the 

class.  Mike Peters was inaugurated as the sixth president of St. John’s College, in Santa Fe, NM 

last October.  St. John’s Santa Fe is the western campus of St. John’s College, Annapolis, 

founded in 1784 – yup, even predates WooPoo.  Governor Bill Richardson participated and was 

so cordial with Mike and Jim that Jim thought he might be a classmate – or at least want to add 

that bond to his resume.  Doug McKenna, Jim Llewellyn, and Jim represented the Class, and 

were bolstered by their brides, Susan, Deborah, and Fran, respectively.  Jim reported talking 

with students, professors, and staff, and they all love the Peters – highlighting that this is a 

superlative job and place for Mike & Eleanor. 

[Photo #1 – “Deborah & Jim 

Llewellyn, Mike & Eleanor Peters, and Fran & Jim Altemose at Mike’s inauguration as the 6th St 

John’s College, Santa Fe, President”] 
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On a similar note, John Cruden was sworn in last June as the president of the 81,000 

member DC Bar.  He now juggles those responsibilities with his day job at the DOJ running 

environmental litigation.  After his investiture, he went to Morocco to lead DOJ efforts at the 

International Environmental Enforcement Conference – and to hike the High Atlas Mountains.  

To stress that age does not necessarily bring maturity or common sense, he also backpacked in 

Rocky Mountain National Park, won a track and field gold medal in the Senior Olympics, and 

limped his way through a triathlon in Richmond, VA.  In the meantime, Sharon has had some 

atypical doctor and hospital visits this year; however, she remains undaunted and continues to 

serve as a Stephen Ministry Leader, Prayer Shawl Ministry member, and Philanthropic and 

Educational Organization for Women scholarship committee chapter chairperson. 

[Photo #2 – “John & Sharon Cruden 

with their grandchildren”] 

Rick Wright’s holiday note drew attention to the fact that Pete & Barbara Wallace are 

not the only world travelers from the old A-2/D-2/G-2/H-2 gang.  Between Rick & Ann, they 

visited Hawaii, the Western and Southern Caribbean, Washington, Alaska, Siberia, Japan, Korea, 

Mexico, Thailand, and California – with Rick going to Thailand and California.  Rick is still 



having fun in his 10th year with IDA.  He is currently evaluating the Army’s Battle Command 

Knowledge System that focuses on collaboration and knowledge sharing within Army units. 

[Photo #3 – “Rick & Anne Wright touring 

Thailand last year”] 

Speaking of Hawaii and Thailand, judging from their Christmas card with flowers and 

“Mele Kalikimaka” on it, Jim & Kaew Carman have adjusted well to their move and new 

surroundings in Honolulu.  They were the first class couple to be pictured in class notes on an 

elephant in Thailand.  

When Jerry Crawford registered his car at Ft. Gordon, GA, a lot of memories came 

flooding back – not because it had been a while since he had been on a military installation, but 

because he was reminded that the garrison support building is named Darling Hall for our 

classmate, John Darling.  Although Jerry stills works in Miami, he and Dorothy built their 

retirement house – which includes an extra wide and high garage to house their plane (cuts down 

on commute time between FL and GA) in the Ft. Gordon area.  Full time GA residency is 

dependent on GA employment or a strong Bull Market. 



While the Crawfords look to move from FL, Jim & Lucille Swinney bought a house in 

FL and Lucille is renovating it in preparation for Jim’s retirement out of the Northern VA area.  I 

hear they plan to commute between Lake Anna, VA in the summer and FL in the winter. 

Jim Orahood forwarded a snapshot of him and his sons, Jim II (USAFA 93) and Joshua 

(Citadel 02), at old St Andrews, Scotland last summer.  Jim took the guys to Scotland for a 

bachelor party since Joshua was getting married in September.  They climbed Ben Nevis (tallest 

point in UK), visited Hadrian’s Wall, castles, highland games, and discovered that Guinness and 

scotch cost less than Coke.  Since all these guys were over 6’4, everyone looked at them as a 

visiting basketball team. 

[Photo #4 – “Jim, Jim II, 

and Joshua Orahood at Old St Andrews”] 

In case you missed it, Pete Bonasso is donating to our Class Fund over half of his royalty 

entitlements from sales to classmates, friends, and relatives of his first novel, Outback 



Reckoning.  Ralph D'Alessandro bought the book last year and both he and Susan recommend 

it.  It is creative, action packed, well written, and well researched with descriptions that easily 

permit the reader to conjure up vivid images – like classmate accounts given at Grant Hall about 

exploits on Flirty.  There’s more info at http://www.trebleheartbooks.com/WDBonasso.htm. 

Mike & Bev Brennan moved to the Greensboro, NC area last November where they are 

working for the Moses Cone Health System.  Mike practices both adult and pediatric 

endocrinology and Bev is his nurse educator for both diabetes and general endocrinology.  The 

upside to the move is shorter hours.  The downside was leaving dependent patients and their 

dream house.  Earlier, they spent a weekend with Chuck & Gayle Jones who had a time-share 

week at Lake Lure, NC.  Chuck spent the better part of last year working in DC as a contractor to 

improve the planning and coordination of the BRAC process for the sites that are to be affected.   

Just as Chuck is leaving Washington, DC, Bob Alexander is showing up as a Sr 

Engineer Science Advisor with Alion S&T Corp because EWA contract work dried up in the VA 

Tidewater area.  Tricia will stay in the Norfolk area and continue with her Court Appointed 

Special Advocate volunteer work while Bob commutes.  

Thanksgiving week at the NC Outer Banks with Jon & Aj Dodson, Steve & Mary 

Frushour, Jay & Chris Williams, and Henry & Karen Riser brought news that Steve & Mary 

have moved from Ohio to Iowa so Steve could practice Orthopedics in a more hassle-free and 

rewarding manner.  We all were happy to have Steve’s niece, Kelly, a Marine on one of her 

continuous rotations out of war zones, with us to underscore our thankfulness that the front line 

national security of this country is in good hands.  Jay continues to try to find ways to motivate 

young minds in Marietta, GA public schools while Chris remains at wit’s end dealing with 

hurricane insurance claims.  After a lifetime of work and eight years as PM for the Marine New 



Parent Support Program at Quantico Marine Base, VA, Aj Dodson took the plunge into 

retirement and is beginning to discover that she never really had time for work.  As a continuing 

encore to our trip to Scotland a couple of years ago, the Risers took us on a Scottish island tour 

with some very peaty adult beverages.  They are trying to find a way to have two homes – one in 

MD, and one in CO – so they can be close to both sets of grandkids.  Once again, we developed a 

field expedient to prevent wrinkles – we kept eating and drinking until the wrinkles filled out. 

[Photo #5 – 

“Steve Frushour with his niece, Kelly, at the beach last Thanksgiving”] 

Gary & Patti Halstead wrote to tell us that Gary had retired (again) after 13 years as a 

middle school administrator in CO.  Now, they enjoy season tickets to the Broncos, weekday 

golf, and being on the ski slopes for opening days.  Gary continues to teach some college courses 

for prospective teachers, consult for the Douglas County School District, and substitute teach on 



his schedule.  They report retirement has been everything everyone says about it – with less 

money.   

Bob & Jo Brace dropped a note to inform us that they too have moved.  To prove that 

miracles do happen, Bob accepted a new position with SAIC in Layton, UT – close to sons Matt 

and Jacob – which got them out of the People’s Republic of MA.  The move coincided with the 

birth of Harper Quinn Brace – born to Matt & Heather on 9 August.  Baby, parents and 

grandparents are doing fine. 

Army-Navy Weekend in Philadelphia brought another chance to see classmates.  We took 

the train to Philadelphia with John & Margie Hedley, who were thrilled to take part in the 

festivities (thanks to Megan Hostler) for the first time since graduation and after eight years in 

Japan.  They got to see companymate Ray Rhodes, who was there with Mary Jane, and Tom 

Beierschmitt, who Margie had not seen since a wild evening in Tokyo while John was out of 

country on business.  At least Mary Beierschmitt seems happier with Tom as he enters his 

second year of “wagondom” – which hasn’t changed him much in looks or attitude.  Dale & 

Joyce Hansen said that they had more fun on the Alaska cruise than at the game – Army really 

has to start winning again.  As usual, since Barbara and I were Dutch & Megan Hostler’s guests 

in Dutch’s special seats, I got the class section screwed up, and I didn’t get to see the rest of the 

68 contingent.  However, we did get to see Jocko & Malena Merriam, who reported that they 

had seen Monte Anderson, John Cullen, Paul Joseph, Tom Margrave, Lee Outlaw, Ray 

Puffer, Bob Szigethy, Ted Trauner, and Steve Windsor. 



[Photo #6 

– “David Hostler, Dale Hansen, Jonathan Rhodes, Ebenezer Scrooge, Jocko Merriam, Ray 

Rhodes, John Hedley, Dutch Hostler, and Chris Hostler at Army-Navy 05”] 

As part of his “It’s a crazy world out there” orientation to his son, Mack, Chris Ohlinger 

tracked down his old roomie – Mike Mears – in a saloon in Washington, DC.  Bill Gardepe 

also happened to be at the same dive when Chris introduced Mack to Mike.  They all had supper 

– which Chris managed to not pay for.  Mack now speaks in awe about his meeting Mr. Mears – 

not because of the amazing and adventurous life Mike and his family have lived, or their 

accomplishments – but because Mike remembered how to say "gorilla" in Russian (obeezyana) 

and that he and his dad had been caught smoking banana scrapings in a locker by their TAC – 

and lived to tell about it [Note: there was no penalty for smoking bananas back then].  After 

listening to Mike's adventures, Mac's view of his role in the world has changed – he now wants 

to be a proofreader of actuarial tables, or something a little less exciting. 



[Photo 7 – 

“Mike Mears, Chris and Mac Ohlinger, and Bill Gardepe at the Capital Grille in Washington, 

DC”] 

Keith Quinney passed away peacefully in his sleep on the first evening of the new year at 

his home in Tallahassee, FL.  He was thankful for the help classmates gave so that he could 

attend our last reunion.  A memorial service was held on 6 January at the church where Keith and 

Susan were married.  Susan asked to have the West Point Alma Mater sung at the conclusion of 

the service by those grads in attendance.  Those wishing to make a donation in Keith's name are 

asked to support the Multiple Sclerosis Society or the Apalachee Blues Society in Tallahassee.  

Please pass the word on your own to whoever you feel should know.  Who will coordinate and 

write Keith's memorial article?   

This year, we’ve gathered, consoled, cajoled, comforted, cried and laughed.  We continue 

to learn secrets of life like it’s not the years in our lives but the life in our years. Thank you for 

following through on your Class Gift Fund pledges.  We’re close to our financial and personal 

goals of ensuring that the gift is a result of contributions from the entire class, but we’re not there 



yet.  I’d rather just harp on providing us with classmate adventures, but we still have this 

obligation and task, and you’re all I can go to because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT --  



Dave Gerard 
8822 Harbor Circle 

Terrell, North Carolina 28682 
828-478-9813 

gerardd@charter.net 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

We mourn the passing of Fred Johnson's bride, Linda, on Valentine's Day in Madison, 
Wisconsin.  Linda's obituary is posted on the Message Board at our Class Web Site.  If you wish 
to remember Linda, a donation may be made to the Linda Aplas Johnson Memorial Lung Cancer 
Hope Fund, at: University of Wisconsin Foundation, U.S. Bank Lockbox, P.O. Box 78807 
Milwaukee, WI 53278-0807.  Or, make donations online at 
https://www.uwfoundation.wisc.edu/giving/giving2.nsf/jsCheck.  Indicate under Gift 
Designation: “Other-detailed below” and cite your donation is for the Linda Aplas Johnson 
Memorial Lung Cancer Hope Fund. 

 [Photo #1 – “Dorothy & Jerry Crawford with their plane 
and home in Augusta”] 

Bob Brace continues to underscore marvels can be positive.  In September 2005, John 
Knowles ('65) noted on our class web site that he had a '68 "A" Pin.  Seven years earlier, Bob’s 
and Jo’s "A" Pin was lost in Ike Hall during our 30th class reunion luncheon.  The “A” pin has 
been returned to its ecstatic owners.  Of course this experience proves the rule that the easiest 
way to find something lost is to buy a replacement. 

[Photo #2 “Surry Everett stressing out as a greeter on a local house tour”] 
 
 
 

If you REALLY want to know what retirement with a part-time teaching gig can be like, 
check out Surry Everett, who lives in a beautiful home designed by Dorothy on the east bank of 
Bath Creek near Everetts Crossroads, North Carolina.  He teaches computer programming and 
CISCO networking at the local community college nine months of the year… 
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 [Photo #3 – “Pat & Dave Caraway, Annie & Matt 
Benolkin, Allison & Toby Manuloh with Megan & TJ at Annie’s and Matt’s 2004 wedding”] 

 
Holiday letters continue to trickle in.  In addition to the passing of Nancy’s mom, Fred & 

Nancy Hoblit’s news was that they now work in the same SAIC building in Northern Virginia – 
when Fred’s not on travel.  Mike & Samar Fay sent two years worth of letters.  Mike underwent 
a heart valve replacement in 2004 and is about two years away from his doctor of ministry degree 
from the University of the South at Sewanee, Tennessee (he takes a month away annually from 
his orthopaedics practice in Montana).  With Samar’s interest in raising and taming horses and 
documenting paleontology digs, we shouldn’t be surprised that she came up with a broken 
vertebra.  Mike & Samar have endured a couple of major blizzards in the last two years and they 
have yet to see a network news or FEMA crew to blame it on.  Dave & Pat Carraway continue 
to keep Tom & Susan Burnette and Steve & Carole Herman company in Savannah and travel 
to North Carolina and Florida to visit kids.  Dave carries on with his environmental work at Ft 
Stewart, and Pat still volunteers as a “gate guard” at their community pools from Memorial to 
Labor Day.  John Dallen used his card to let us know that he and Frances Rickgauer are planning 
a June wedding in Sacramento.  Tom & Gretchen Jewell made a great technological leap 
forward by sending their holiday letter out via email.  Tom still travels for Union College, and 
Gretchen accompanies him when the trips are not too quick and packed with business.  Tom 
soloed to the United Arab Emirates and to Qatar to evaluate engineering programs, and was 
asked to chair the advisory committee for the program in Qatar.  Tom agrees with Dick Shipley 
that the UAE is an amazing place and incredibly pro USA. Tom also made Accreditation Board 
for Engineering and Technology (ABET) visits to stateside colleges.  In mid December, he 
traveled to Viet Nam in preparation for a “term abroad” there in fall 06.  Jack & Bobbi Munson 
say they’re doing the same stuff as last year, only they’re doing it as grandparents (Megan & 
Denny presented them with a grand daughter in February), and they’re soliciting 
recommendations as to where to retire.  Donna Lee’s 12 verse poem indicates that she and 
Dwight plan on staying in the Washington, DC area for quite a while since General Dynamics is 
still paying Dwight to play golf and Donna’s commissions in the booming real estate business 
allowed the Lees to visit kids and put in a pool.  Carol Shimp’s poem had a third more verses 
than Donna’s since Bob had a job change and a hip replacement, and they took a trip to Kenya 
that encompassed a wedding and safari.  The hurricane was not even mentioned. 



 [Photo #4 – “Gretchen & Tom Jewell last year in 
Boston”] 

Monte Anderson also reported having a hip replaced.  The procedure was done to cure 
the problem he had with running in circles.  He also tried to get the medical team to increase his 
height by 2-3 inches to bring it in line with his weight, but that was classified as cosmetic surgery 
and not covered by TRICARE. 

Andy Shaffer’s severe shoulder injury continues to heal; however, he is not yet ready to 
swing a golf club, throw out a ceremonial baseball, or write on a blackboard.  We visited the 
Shaffers at New Years at their beautiful home in Midland, Texas. 

[Photo #5 – “Barbara Gerard with Andy & Betty Shaffer 
around New Years Day 2006”] 

George Ziots checked in to let us know that he and Sunny have retired from engineering 
work in Alaska and are full-time RVers in a 38' Class A motor home (like living in a mobile 
double cadet room with a bath – defines “togetherness”).  They spent last summer on the Oregon 
coast, and the winter between Phoenix and Tucson in Arizona City.   

Joe Guignion credits Bob Stroud for pulling together an E-3 mini reunion at the Army-
Air Force game.  Jesse Gatlin accompanied Joe and Maureen on a flight from Northern Virginia, 
while Joe Creeden came from upstate New York; Bob & Eileen Stroud flew in from 
Annapolis; Bill Flowers and Joe & Becky Mance traveled from California; and  Jack & 
Marilyn Bussa came from Wisconsin.   Joe Henry and Chuck Jones were already in Colorado, 
and they all gathered to cheer on the Army Team.  To get into the spirit, they contributed heavily 
to the Air Force Academy Golf Course and a Mexican restaurant.  Game day started with Alka 
Seltzer and a tailgate brunch at the Stadium where they were joined by Larry Stevenson, Robby 
Robinson, Mike Fellows, and Mike Hart, as well as Jesse’s Dad (Jesse Sr ’45), and Joe 
Mance’s son and daughter-in-law, Sean and Amy.  After the game, Chuck & Gayle Jones put 
on a dinner back at their hom in Highland Ranch.  In addition to the Army win, Joe saw the 
highlight of the reunion when Jack Bussa lost his voice on Friday night and couldn’t tell stories 
for the rest of the weekend.  



 [Photo #6 – “Joe Guignion suffering through a 
pose with Army Cheerleaders”] 

Joe’s & Maureen’s next great adventure was to escort Franki Bennett (Ken Cummings 
widow) and Kimberly Ann Page (Ken’s daughter) to the Army-Navy game.  A couple of years 
ago, at the Class Print presentation to Franki and Kim, the swimmers discovered that these ladies 
had never been to an Army-Navy Game.  At the Tailgate Brunch, Joe maintained that he was 
minding his own business when five women approached him and asked if he would let them 
have their picture taken with him.  As you can see, he didn’t enjoy himself one bit.  Franki and 
Kim had their faces painted with an “A,” visited with the mascot, and Kim’s husband, Eric was a 
huge help in explaining the game to Kim’s children, Ryan, Conner, and Molly. 

[Photo #7 – “Mike & Janean Hart, Ann & Bob 
Sweeny, Pat & Jim Thome and Cathy & Jim 
Kelley and their annual reunion”] 

Last fall, Bob & Ann Sweeney 
hosted a mini reunion for Mike & 
Janean Hart, Jim & Kathy Kelley, and 
Jim & Pat Thome in the Washington, 
DC area.  Each year, one couple hosts the 
gathering in Washington, DC, Denver, 

San Francisco, and Orlando – and, during reunion years, the group heads back to our alma 
mater.  Activities at the DC reunion included a White House tour and visits to Mount 
Vernon, the WW II, Korean War, and Vietnam Memorials, and the traditional laying of 
the wreath at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldiers on Veteran's Day.  The Harts report that 
they are busy splitting time between careers (that still have years to run) and the activities 
of seven grandchildren (all of whom live nearby) and who together account for untold 
numbers of football, baseball, t-ball and basketball games and lots of sleep-overs at 
Grandma's and Grandpa's.  Jim Kelley reports that he has turned sixty, still has most of 
his own teeth & hair, some of his own brain cells – and has basically still got it – but no 
one wants to see it.  The Sweeney’s daughter, Kellie, an American Airlines Flight 
Attendant based in St. Louis, was able to fly in to DC and join the gang for the White 
House tour.  The Thome’s son, James (USMA ’93), and his wife just gave the proud 
grandparents their second grandchild, John James Thome, in September. Jim & Pat’s 
younger son, Christopher [USAFA ‘94], has just joined CISCO Systems in Boulder, 
Colorado.  Jim has been diagnosed with prostate cancer and underwent treatment this 
winter. 

Tony Dodson has joined forces with an alternative power specialist to form Thayer Gate 
Energy, a company that promotes hydrogen power as an alternate for fleet vehicles.  They’ve met 



with West Point and airport executives (including those at Newburgh’s Stewart Airport) to sell 
the merits of clean hydrogen powered vehicles.  They already have a contract with the State 
University of Buffalo to install fueling stations and a couple of vehicles.  Their technology would 
convert combustion engines to hydrogen powered  -- the byproduct of which is water. 

Paul Pedrotti just checked on for a quick update.  He moved from New England to 
Plainfield, New Jersey, to take on SVP Opns duties with Hanover Capital Mortgage Holdings, 
Inc. (ticker:  HCM), an outfit that buys and holds our mortgages.  He’s had a knee replacement, 
and is coaching his bride, JoAnn, through hers.  He just lost his Dad, a LTC in the Coast/Air 
Defense Artillery who was fiercely and rightfully proud of his son. 

Ron & Kathy Feher attended 100th Night for the Class of 2006 with their son, Chuck, 
and is happy to report that Dan Kaufman and Sam Adams both played a significant and positive 
role in the Class Musical Comedy, "Revenge of the Comm".  Chuck, who is branched Signal 
Corps and duty stationed at Fort Carson, told his parents that, "The morale of the Corps dropped 
30% when the Dean left."  

Let me know if you did not receive the notice of the Class Coin, given in recognition of 
giving a “fair share” ($5,000 – derived by dividing our initial $2.5M Class Gift pledge by the 
number of living classmates and rounding up to the nearest $1K to cover “memorialization”) to 
our Class Gift Fund for the Class Rotunda at the new Thomas Jefferson Library.  If you have 
already given your fair share, you should already have the Coin.  An annual contribution of less 
than $132 from the time we graduated would have rated a coin.  The documents attached to the 
notice – a list of classmates who have already given their fair share, and a list of Company Reps 
and pledge numbers per company – are quite telling.  They are lists of classmates who are not too 
surprising – they are the guys who have always been there for all of us – classmates who back up 
what they say with action.  But, I know that there are more classmates that support and are 
reliable than the lists show.  I know that you’ve supported other good causes – clubs, teams, 
special needs.  But this is OUR only class project and YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT. –  



Dave Gerard 
8822 Harbor Circle 

Terrell, North Carolina 28682 
828-478-9813 

gerardd@charter.net 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

 
 

I received an email from Bruce Korda, who is working for a German firm in the DC 
area, while I was in Chile.  Bruce informed me that he had received a call from Manny (Manolo) 
Diamante who returned to the US for some business and pleasure.  Manny visited Bob Keller in 
Florida and moved up to NYC to do some real work.  As all classmates, Manny was looking to 
rekindle old friendships before returning to the Philippines.  He was especially looking for Bruce 
Brown, who was last heard of in Warminster Wilkshire, England, Bob Clarke, who gave up the 
rat race in the DC area to open a B&B in Colorado, Jim Greenberg, who remains in the thick of 
it in Saudi Arabia, and Ray Rhodes, who continues to deal with ExxonMobil security matters in 

Malaysia.  Do we ever settle down? 
Jeff Rogers dropped a note to let us 

know that he and Carlie are enjoying living in 
Florida and he is still working part time for 
SAIC.  They met George (who apparently goes 
by “Bob” now) & Jean Laswell for the first 
time at the Space Coast West Point Society 
Founders Day celebration in Melbourne.  
George-Bob is still making new Florida converts 
by dealing in real estate at Sanibel Island.  
[Photo #1 – “Jeff & Carlie Rogers and George-
Bob & Jean Laswell at the Melbourne 2006 
FD”]  

Ross Irvin lamented that once everyone retired in his part of North Texas, they didn’t 
seem to have time to attend founders Day anymore.  
This year only Ross & Margaret participated with 
Phil & Linda Samuel in the local Founders Day 
celebration at the Southwest Airlines Museum in 
Dallas.  Phil retired last year from EDS, and Linda 
is contemplating her own retirement from the job 
that brings in an income to supervise Phil around 
the house.  Ross also grumbled that Linda has 
proven to be a bad influence on Margaret, who now 
is now considering retirement despite Ross’ 
discourses about the virtues of hard work. 
[Photo #2 – “Ross & Margaret Irvin with Linda & 

Phil Samuel at the Dallas 2006 FD”] 
Echoing Ross’ sentiments about being too busy, Mike Potter dropped a line to forward a 

picture of his own personal Founders Day.  He closed his neurosurgery private practice in 
Southern Oregon and is now working about a week out of every month spelling other 
neurosurgeons around the U.S.  The rest of the time, he and Rachel travel or work around their 
“hobby farm” and have no plans to move.  They spent the Founders Day season in Hawaii, with 
their youngest daughter, Caitlin, a freshman at Seattle Pacific University.  Mike’s decision to go 
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into “sort of retirement” put Rachel in a bit of a quandary since she was his surgical first 
assistant, and she still wants to keep her nursing license current.  She found a part-time nursing 
job in an outpatient surgery center in Grants Pass with old friends and colleagues, where she 
works when Mike is on assignment elsewhere.   

 [Photo #3 – “Mike, Rachel, and Caitlin Potter off the coast of 
Maui”] 

John ONeal is also cutting back.  This is his last semester 
teaching; however he will keep an office in the Political Science 
Dept. at the U of Alabama and continue his research on the causes 
of war and the process of economic development.  He will use the 
10-15 hours per week he will gain by not teaching and being on 
committees to increase his time as Mr. Mom and becoming more 
active in his local church.  His and Fran’s daughter, Adelaide, is 
16 and will be going to college soon, so he wants to spend more 
time focusing on guiding her away from the wrong elements.  Ah, 
what goes around comes around.  Owen is 12, so John has more 
time to program him.  In 2000, the Oneals spent seven months in 
Norway, where John was a Fulbright Scholar and Fellow at the 
Norwegian Nobel Institute.   
[Photo #4 – “John ONeal posing as the person he does not want 
his daughter to meet in college”] 

[Photo #5 – “Kathy & Dick Shipley on the slopes at Big 
Sky”] 

In between the Capstone coordination and classes 
presentations for Dick Shipley and flights for Kathy, they 
managed to stay mostly gone from their San Antonio home 
during Founders Day month.  They spent time at their lake 
cabin in Washington state, saw Dick’s parents and family 
in Ohio, and visited with son, Eric, and his bride, 
Samantha, and their new son, Michael.  While Dick is still 
coming to grips with sleeping with a grandmother, they 

spent their own personal Founders Day with Mark & Diane Hanson at the Hanson ski-in-ski-



out compound in Big Sky, Montana.  The Shipleys also reported that they learned that Bob Kelly 
is still in the energy business as a founder of Houston-based DKRW Energy.  The “R” in DKRW 
is for “Robert C. Kelly” – Freed Lowrey can report on the “W” part of the company. 

[Photo #6 – “Mark & Diane Hansen with a dog team at Big Sky”] 
We double dated with John & Margie Hedley to the Founders Day sponsored by the 

West Point Society of the Carolinas in Charlotte, where we caught up with Dan Gooding, who 
has been living the good life in Charlotte for years as an Anesthesiologist with Presbyterian 
Anesthesia Associates.  John has severed ties with Raytheon and has struck out on his own as an 
Asian business development consultant.  Leave it to John to ferret out companies who have 
honed their product quality in the pits of NASCAR and who are quite able to share that quality 
with others.  When he’s not consulting and Margie is not showing homes around the lake through 

her bounding real estate enterprise, they have 
opened their home as the Lake Norman Chapter of 
the Class of 68 Innkeepers club.  So far, they’ve 
hosted Craig Carson (who will return, if only to 
find his sun glasses at the bottom of the lake), 
Jerry Holderness, and the Gerards – but the list 
will grow once the word gets out about his 
bottomless limitless scotch well.  We’re still 
looking to get the Poopschool crowd together at 
our places this summer. 
[Photo #7 – “Dave Gerard, John Hedley, and Dan Gooding 
at the Charlotte 2006 FD”] 

After looking at these Founders Day pictures, I’ve come to realize that wrinkled was not 
one of the things I wanted to be when I grew up. 

John & AnneMarie Keane had a rough winter.  John continues to recover slowly from 
his bypass surgery – any type of major extended exertion still wears him out.  AnneMarie got 
sick at Thanksgiving and stayed laid up with fevers through the holiday season.  Doctors finally 
figured out that she had about as severe a set of sinus infections as they have ever seen (Pool and 
Academy Record?).  After successful surgery in February, she appears to be on the mend, is able 
to enjoy grandkids again, and is looking forward to a vacation to the Outer Banks.   

Dutch Hostler is continuing to spur on the class officers and class gift committee 
regarding reaching out.  If you have not yet received your class coin, you are on the rolls for 
neither pledging nor contributing your fair share.  You should have also received an updated 
progress report on fund-raising.  As expected, some pledges have fallen short due to personal 
circumstances, so we need to pull together that much more.  Pres Miller has stepped up to head 



the “Class Memorialization ” effort.  In true Miller style, he held the kick-off meetings in Florida 
in between rounds of golf.  As for the calls that Dutch and I have received regarding who is on or 
off the coin list, I recommend you contact you company rep, who has the financial skinny on how 
much more it will take for you to gain a coin.  This project is important to West Point and the 
class.  Don’t make me use UPPERCASE.  Despite the meetings, discussions, and travel, the only 
folks that can bring this important project to a successful close are you and your generosity and 
loyalty because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT     .  

 



Dave Gerard 
8822 Harbor Circle 

Terrell, North Carolina 28682 
828-478-9813 

gerardd@charter.net 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

 

Two important weddings held at West Point were 
reported this period.  On May 29, Geroge Shoener married 
Andrea Cree, a nurse where George is Director of Facilities 
Management at Shore Health System in Easton, MD.  Monte 
Anderson was the Best Man and Andrea’s son gave her away.  
Their reception, that included a gaggle of friends and family, was 
held at the train station.  It was wonderful to hear that a 
prepschool classmate has found happiness again, and continues 
to be so productive and giving.  They’ll continue to reside on the 
Eastern Shore.   

[Photo #1 – “Andrea and George Shoener” 
 
A week later, Dutch & Megan Hostler produced and 

directed a multi-day wedding celebration for son, David, and his bride Kim.  David’s brother, 
Christopher, this year’s Cadet Honor Captain, was David’s Best Man – and Cadet Music soloist.  
The gala brought lots of folks together to cheer on the newlyweds, celebrate our time together, 
and catch up on relationships, adventures, and nuances.  Since classmates who have been 
instrumental in each other’s marriages and lives attended, the gathering at West Point evoked a 
lot of excitement and emotion.  Furthermore, because David’s and Christopher’s classmates were 
involved, we learned what medical students, lieutenants, and cadets experience these days.  We 
even learned – first hand for a couple of classmates – a new term in the cadet lexicon – “party 
shrapnel.”  However, I’m not sure the phrase has made it in to Bugle Notes.  The phrase was 
articulated by one of David’s classmates shortly after one of Christopher’s classmates asked 
Dutch, Pete Wallace, and Joe Fowler if they had room on their seats for some reception food 
and a six pack.  Our classmates naively thought the cadet was describing pre-ingested fare.  
Needless to say, each event brought back a flood of memories – some about nights we can’t 
remember with friends we’ll never forget. 
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 [Photo #2 –
“At the Hostler Wedding Reception: Seated:  Julia Bodenhamer, Joyce Hansen, Barbara Gerard, 
Cookie Roberson, Barbara Fowler, and Barbara Wallace; Standing:  Jim Bodenhamer, Orca the 
Lake Norman Whale, Dale Hansen, Dutch & Megan Hostler, Christopher Hostler, David & Kim 
Hostler, Gary Roberson, Joe Fowler, and Peter Wallace”] 

Prior to attending the Hostler wedding, Peter & Barbara Wallace flew in from London 
and had dinner with Bill & Jane Bachman.  Bill is still recovering from a surprise 60th birthday 
present from daughter, Kara, who contacted Bill’s classmates, Army buddies, and faculty mates 
to send remembrances and good wishes so she could compile them in a book.  After the wedding, 
they moved on to Florida to see grandkids, oh yeah, and daughter too since Steve is deployed.  
Pete is still coming to grips with retirement.  While they’ve set up temporary housekeeping in 
London, they’re thinking of an additional lap around the world in search of something else to do.   

Joe & Barbara Fowler took time out from their busy academic, professional, golf, and 
family schedules to attend the Hostler celebration.  Joe continues to lend reason and credibility to 
the overall labor movement and was kind enough to comment that retirement had defined the 
shape I was in – round.   

Jim & Julia Bodenhamer took copious notes on the formal wedding.  Their daughter, 
Juliana, met and fell in love with a classmate in, of all places, their branch basic course, and got 
married by a Justice of the Peace to ensure concurrent assignment.  Their wedding present from 
Uncle Sugar was Hawaii.  Now, Jim & Julia are planning a formal announcement and reception 
because they’re tired of just blowing money in the stock market and on gas, and want to use up 
the rest of their retirement on a hefty bar bill. 

Gary & Cookie Roberson are still trying to keep up with their kids.  Will hired Cookie 
to keep his books and run distribution operations for his high tech paintball computer chip 
company.  Gary helps out with distribution when he’s not working at his day job dealing with 
commercial real estate in the Pittsburgh area.  Of course, their activities still include getting back 
to Hawaii as much as possible to visit Kristi and Fabio, and traveling to Asheville to visit Gary's 
family and get reacquainted with Carolina Barbeque. 



Since they live in NYC, Dale & Joyce Hansen had the shortest driving distance to the 
wedding.  Dale is the VP of Operations for Command Line Corp., a software firm in Edison, NJ, 

and Joyce is the Sr VP/Deputy 
General Counsel of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York in 
NYC.  Much of our conversations 
included the good work Dale and 
Dutch are doing for West Point 
and the class (we’re fortunate to 
have such great classmates living 
so close to The Rock), and reliving 
the last year’s Alaska cruise, and 
associated tales that won’t find 
their way to print. 
[Photo #3 – “Mack and Chris 

Ohlinger with a coalition man in uniform in London”] 
Not to be outdone by Peter & Barbara Wallace with their around the world jaunts, Chris 

Ohlinger has done them one better.  In June, Chris and his 14 year-old son, Mack (“eight years 
of schooling and works cheap”) began their odyssey around the world – on someone else’s tab.  
Debbie is not accompanying the boys – opting to either stay home and look after the horses or 
travel with fanatics with bird flu – smart lady.  Chris heads up Service Industry Research Systems 
(SIRS) – a company that researches stores of all types through the eyes of the consumer.  As part 
of his work, he has discovered that it’s really tough to come up with a great boondoggle, 
although he has managed to garner a few to Disneyworld, Las Vegas, NYC, LA, New Orleans, 
Chicago, Paris, London, and NE Washington, DC.  This boondoggle is designed to take them 
around the world observing the best practices of successful foreign concerns for adoption into 
domestic and international enterprises.  So far, they have already visited Shannon, Kilarney, 
Dublin, North Wales, Edinburgh, York, Stratford, Bath, and London without offending too many 
people.  However, once, while dining at a Middle Eastern restaurant in London, the 
militant/waiter noticed that he was wearing his one USMA shirt and asked if he was “associated 

with this institution.”  He felt his response should be: “As a 
Canadian, I had a high ranking American General pen pal that I 
was trying to convert to be a traitor.”  However, he actually 
admitted to being a graduate and suffered the consequences – 
more food and the admiration of his son.  When they hit Berlin, 
Mack’s interest in visiting museums grew dramatically when he 
found out that the Erotic Museum is the fifth most visited one in 
Germany and features activities that we only heard about during 
the Firstie Trip to Ft Bliss and Juarez.  
[Photo #4 – “Jim Altemose and John Hedley at Lake Norman”] 
 

John & Margie Hedley continue to entertain and lodge classmates in the Charlotte/Lake 
Norman area.  During this reporting period, Jim Altemose stopped in while doing Raytheon 
business in the area to drop off some Scottish single malt nectar that he had taken home during 
John’s and Margie’s transition back from Tokyo.  As a result of Jim’s weekend divergence from 



regular business, he and John dug up some extra business opportunities for Raytheon and a little 
extra sun for Jim.  A couple of weeks later, Craig 
Carson showed up with a couple of probing question – 
“How can I get my world class plastics operation in 
Indianapolis recognized by the Federal Government, and 
how can I come to Lake Norman more?”  John is already 
helping with both.  While visiting, they met with some 
Government reps that are going wild over Craig’s new 
pallet designs and environmentally friendly construction. 

[Photo #5 – “John Hedley, Craig Carson, and Free Willy 
in Denver, NC”]  

 
Not to be outdone as an innkeeper, Jon Dodson wrote in that he hosted John Hoffman, a 

Poopschool classmate who left early, and Don Davis, who retired from the FBI after 
coordinating aviation assets for the 
Olympics in Salt Lake City.  John 
Hoffman lives in Denver, CO, while Don 
Davis moved to Hamilton, MT – about , 
50 miles south of Missoula. – to 
coordinate classmate fly fishing events.  
Al Aker and Norm Miller can attest to 
the beauty of Don’s corner of the world. 
 

[Photo #6 – “Don Davis and Jon Dodson 
at the Class DC area Inn and Dodson Compound”] 

Joe Henry forwarded a cybersite from the Rocky Mountain News that showcases Bob 
Uhler and the job he has done since being President and CEO of MWH Global, Inc. a hydro 
environmental engineering firm that has 190 offices in 34 countries, and moving it to Denver, 
CO.  The company does everything from helping clean 
up New Orleans after Katrina last year to building 
aquariums and attractions such as Epcot and Sea 
World, and heading an effort to add 500,000 square feet 
to the Las Vegas Convention Center.  Mike Fellows is 
another important member of Bob’s organization.  It’s 
great to see that while some folks sit back and watch 
the world go around, classmates like Bob and Mike 
make it turn.  
[Photo #7 – “Hal Timboe and Bob Uhler at our 35th 
Reunion”] 

The new coin list is out and we’re technically getting closer to our class gift goal – if all 
pledges are kept.  As we’ve said before, reversals of fortune drive some pledges down, and we 
need others to step up and cover shortfalls.  We also need to add to our pledge to adequately 
memorialize our rotunda.  Dutch Hostler and Pres Miller have enhanced giving opportunities 
by having each classmate who actually participates in this year’s plebe marchback march in 



memory and recognition of a classmate lost to us by action in Vietnam.  You can not only give as 
a virtual marcher, but also give even more to honor our fallen classmates.  We are close to our 
goal and getting down to the home stretch, Rabble, and we still need to dig a little deeper.  While 
all the names on the coin list are familiar, we still need some more.  Many of the names do not 
belong to our most financially comfortable classmates – they’re folks who don't necessarily have 
the best of everything, but they know how to make the best of everything.  More of you should be 
on that list and hold our coin.  Yeah, I know, the cost of living hasn't affected its popularity.  
Surround yourself with what you love – classmates, family, pets, music, friends, and the 
knowledge that you backed the class and our Alma Mater.  Please join the fair share givers, or at 
least join the classmates who have given because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT. 

 



Dave Gerard 
8822 Harbor Circle 

Terrell, North Carolina 28682 
828-478-9813 

gerardd@charter.net 
www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 

 

Everett’s Crossroads, NC, a town close to Bath and the Pamlico Sound, has more to be 
proud of than Surry Everett.  The area was a noted trade route and pirate hangout in earlier 
days.  In celebration of those days, Surry & Dorothy attended Blackbeard's Ball last year as part 
of the area’s 300th birthday celebration.  Dorothy stays active with her design work, while Surry 
keeps busy teaching computer programming and CISCO networking at the local community 
college. 

[Photo #1 – 
“Surry & Dorothy Everett dressed up for Blackbeard’s Ball”] 

Dennis Manske checked in after a long dry spell to let us know that he too continues to 
enjoy retired life between Hampton and Williamsburg, VA.  While he does a fair amount of 
volunteer work, he spends much of his time with recreational bicycle tours in VA and MD, 
which helps him prepare for competitive running while not putting too much stress on his bionic 
knees.  He recently took 7th out of 2280 in the 60-69 age group in his 5th Boston Marathon, and 
is looking forward to the Army 10-Miler, New York Marathon, and JFK 50 Miler – again. 
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[Photo #2 – “Dennis Manske at the Boston Marathon”] 
On a less strenuous note, Joe Guignion reported that the class was represented by five 

out of six classmates from E-3 at the annual USMA Alumni Golf Tournament at West Point.  
Initially, there was only Joe and Jesse Gatlin from VA, Chuck Jones from CO, Joe Creeden 
from Upstate NY, and Earl Newsome from Texas – until Larry Baker got in from MD.  Of the 
four rounds played it was mostly Jesse, Chuck, Joe Creeden and Joe’s son, Dan, as a foursome, 
and the other guys teaming up with old friends from other classes.  The word was that Jesse had 
massive drives (classmates swear they heard the ball scream after he hit it), Joe Creeden had the 
sweetest swing in the game, Chuck was steady down the middle and never left the fairway 
(except to look for Guignon's errant shots), and Earl continued to drop 50 foot putts for birdies.  
The E-3 gang has made this a yearly gathering and adopted Larry as an honoree member.  Larry 
and Earl helped their team place 2nd in the competition.  It wasn’t all golf, but it was all fun, 
which included some serious smack talking, consuming adult beverages, a dinner cruise, and 
creating an atmosphere fertile for rupturing of the Honor Code.  Next year’s event is scheduled 
for 7-9 June. 



[Photo #3 – 
“This picture of Chuck Jones, Larry Baker, Joe Guignon, Joe Creeden, Jess Gatlin, Earl 
Newsome at the Alumni Golf Tournament had to be cropped like this to spare readers from 
seeing the ugliest legs in the world”] 

Dick Shipley reported his experience with the Army Football Club golf outing in July 
was equally as fun.  While this was Dick’s first time to participate, the rest of the group have 
been at it for about 10 years.  Besides Dick, the class was represented by Elwood Cobey, Tom 
Beierschmitt, Rich DesJardien, and Carl Woessner.  Chuck Mahan was supposed to 
participate, he ran into flight glitches. 

The Ft Leavenworth Founders Day celebration is the last one to report on – so far.  Fred 
Reynolds works for Black & Veatch, a KC-based engineering firm.  Earlier, he and Susan lived 
in Turkey while Fred ran a hydropower program.  He has cut his work back so he can go back to 
school – a way to relate to daughters Shannon and Maurine, who are beginning college and 
ending veterinary school, respectively.  Maurine’s husband is a Blackhawk pilot with the 101st 
Abn in Iraq.  Figuring 30 years at one place was enough, Dave Drummond retired in June as the 
Deputy Director of the Command and General Staff School.  Now, he’s working on seeing how 
bored he can get at home and how much Irene can put up with.  Steve & Mary Frushour are still 
enjoying settling into their new digs and patient base in IA, and Steve misses the old practice 
about as much as Firestone misses Ford. 



[Photo #4 – “Susan & 
Fred Reynolds, Dave & Irene Drummond, and Steve & Mary Frushour at the Ft Leavenworth FD 
Celebration”] 

After he retired from the Army as the Director of Army Program Analysis & Evaluation 
(PAE) in 2002, Jim Madora continues to do strategic planning work for Raytheon in Rosslyn, 
VA.  Pat, Jim’s bride of 38 years, still works part time as a Radiation Oncology Nurse.  Their 
daughter, Mary Elizabeth, is married to an Infantry Major with the 82nd Abn, who is leaving his 
bride and two children (Jim’s & Pats only grandkids, ages 10 and 5) for his second tour in Iraq.  
Jim’s & Pat’s son, Brian, is a USMC Captain and Cobra jock, who has served three tours in Iraq, 
just got married to Courtney, the girl of his dreams, and is currently at Pensacola as a flight 
instructor. 

After paying a near perilous price for making numerous trans-Pacific flights between the 
US and Japan, Jim Swinney knows that the difference between a rut and a grave is depth, and 
he’s currently focusing on balance.  To mix business with recreation, Jim & Lucille live on Lake 
Anna in Northern Virginia and he commutes into Washington, DC about three times a week to 
do SecureInfo Corp Sr Account Mgr work for is Department of Homeland Defense customer.  
During the other four days in the week, he either telecommutes, terrorizes fish on the lake, or 
travels with Lucille.  He used an extended weekend to visit old Japan friends, John & Margie 
Hedley, at Lake Norman.  To further uncomplicate their lives and plan for a time when we can 
all visit each other more, the Swinneys have purchased and are remodeling a condo in FL. 



[Photo #5 
– “Jim & Lucille Swinney visited the Hedleys this summer”] 

For the past five years, Jim & Ginny Furr have been on staff with Executive Linc, a 
branch of Campus Crusade for Christ. Their work involves providing spiritual encouragement to 
business leaders and professionals, primarily in the Tulsa area.  Of their six kids, five live in 
Tulsa and one in Long Beach, two are married, and have already presented Jim and Ginny with 
five grand kids.  They’re not yet empty nesters as their 5th daughter, Julie, has opted for college in 
Tulsa and their son, Joel, is a high school senior.  Jim is the only active classmate in the WPS of 
Eastern Oklahoma, and the Furrs maintain monthly contact with about 50 classmates and wives 
in a prayer effort, the Class of 68 Prayer Team. If you wish to join, the Furrs can be contacted at 
jimfurr@earthlink.net.  A D-3 mini reunion at Myles & Christine Crowe’s B&B in NH in 2001, 
motivated the Furrs to get back to New England this fall. 



[Photo #6 “Jim & Ginny Furr contribute to class prayer needs.”] 
Similarly, of those who continue to aspire to inspire before they expire, Marv & Ann 

Wooten are still also supporting the spiritual needs of military dependent teens through Military 
Community Youth Ministries although Marv gave up his Executive Directorship of the 
organization in 2004. 

Jim Carmen checked in with some major transition news in Hawaii.  He reported that, 
other than seeing Steve Marcuccilli at Founders Day, there’s not much classmate activity in the 
Islands -- He resigned from Camber Corp. and is toying with an offer from SAIC.  He contacted 
me, as an alum of the Classmate owned company, to seek clarification of all the ins and outs of 
company stock.  Since I’m over a year removed from the intricacies of SAIC wheelings and 
dealings, I forwarded Jim’s request to classmates who are still in the company on a full time 
basis.  Immediately, Gordon Sayre from FL and Gordon Tillery from the DC area responded 
with timely information, best wishes, and offers to aid in Jim’s transition.  In addition to this 
response, remaining a main cog in the family wheel, and his charitable activities, Gordon Tillery 
has taken on organizing a luncheon for our DC area classmates – an event that has not been 
attempted since John Keane gave up the task to make room for Class Vice Presidency, ensuring 
proper distribution of our class print (we need your help in presenting prints for Bill Little and 
Jim Gaiser), and caring for his and Anne Marie’s health issues.  John reports bumping into 
Jerry Florance – who was in uniform.  Jerry was recalled to active duty to work on a special 
project with the Office of the Army Surgeon General.   

[Photo #7 – 
“2006 Marchback actual Marchers Tony Ambrose, George Shoener, Dave Martin, Pres Miller, 
Dutch Hostler, Tom Jewell, Terry Wong, and Dale Hansen”] 



I’m sure that many of you have received emails regarding the results of the Plebe and Old 
Grad Marchback fund drive.  Thanks to your generosity, and Pres Miller’s acute line of 
marketing, and Dutch Hostler’s organizational skills, over $32k was added to the Class Fund 
and Memorialization coffers this year and over $120k over the last seven years.  This year, 
George Shoener joined Dutch and Pres, and other old hands Tony Ambrose, Dale Hansen, Tom 
Jewell, and Dave Martin for the complete hike.  Since the grad marchback ranks are limited, 
Terry Wong was forced to meet the new cadets and our classmates who got an early slot at the 
golf course to make the last two miles of the trek.  Each classmate that actually participated in the 
marchback, marched in memory of classmates who we lost as a result of Vietnam action and who 
never had the ability to trash talk a classmate during a old grad golf game, share a wedding or 
confirmation of a class son or daughter, or physically visit another classmate at what is getting to 
be a permanent abode.  The reflections of classmates who gave their all by actual and virtual 
marching classmates who took the time and allowed their minds and emotions to return to an 
earlier and happier day are stunning.  I don’t mean to get all achy breaky on you, but, we still 
have a way to go with the class gift, and all of us remaining need to give some in memory for 
those who gave all because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT. 

 



Dave Gerard 
8822 Harbor Circle 

Terrell, North Carolina 28682 
828-478-9813 
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After surfing an AOG website, Ray Puffer asked how the class could have so many lost 
sheep.  While we have some classmates who won’t be found even if their faces are plastered on 
every milk carton in the world, we are still in transition – still moving, finding new challenges, 
and still too busy to fill out all the change of address forms.  Most classmates rally during 
reunion years and we get a complete database.  One shock at Notes submission time was that 
AOG discovered that Doug Stevenson died on 7 September 2003.  Can anyone provide more 
information on Doug – like circumstances or next of kin?  His last known address was 4843 
Sheldon, Oconomowoc, WI  53066. 

When I asked Ray if he would take on keeping our class database current, he told me how 
busy he was with his robotics projects.  Before I could offer him some cheese to take with his 
whine, he offered up Yogi Bayer’s email address.  After resigning from the Air Force in ’73, 
Yogi rode his motorcycle into civiliandom, got an advanced engineering degree, and has been 
involved with making coal fired power plants more friendly to the environment and efficient for 
their users.  I’m happy that Yogi is making the Duke Power Marshall Steam Plant a safer and 

more efficient place, because it’s less than three miles 
from my home.  Also, Toney Mathews checked in to let 
us know that he now resides in Charlotte, NC, is a 
Program Manager with AREVA, the world’s largest 
design, construction, and service firm for nuclear power 
plants, and has been affiliated with the Duke Power 
McGuire Nuclear Plant on Lake Norman – less than two 
miles for John Hedley’s home.  It’s good to know that 
we’re still covered by classmates. 
[Photo #1 – “Yogi Bayer with his mechanical friends”] 

 
Since this area has more to offer than the opportunity for power disasters, Dick & Kathy 

Shipley came to visit and experience NASCAR October Race Week.  They  fit us in between 
Kathy’s hectic flight schedule based out of Chicago, Dick’s Army Medical Service Capstone 
course in the Washington, DC area, his hunting excursions throughout Texas and Kansas, and 
their family visits to their son, daughter-in-law, and grandson in Colorado to the Shipley retreat 
in NE Washington.  Dick and I visited most of the race teams in the area prior to the race, 
ensured that world distillers and cigar manufacturers were kept gainfully employed, and bundled 
up with John Hedley to attend a race in Charlotte. 
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 [Photo #2 – “Three Generations of Shipley 
– Dick, Eric, and Mitchell -- & Kathy”] 

Prior to coming to visit, Dick joined Ross & Margaret Irvin, Phil & Linda Samuel, 
Dennis Rosenberry, Hal Timboe, John & Resa Wing, and Andy & Betty Shaffer at the Army 
- Texas A&M game in San Antonio.  They all agreed that Army fans were divided into groups of 
no more than 10 throughout the stadium to conquer the “12th man” spirit.  They also agreed that 
Army still possesses the heart to thrill its fans and play winning football.  The following week, 
the Samuels and Irvins joined Ed & Shirley Nelson to watch Army beat Baylor in Waco.  Later, 
since their parents had passed on, Ross and his brother, Jeff (72), gave their sister, Julia, away at 

her marriage to Jim Robinson.  
Ross swore that he could still fit in 
his mess jacket, but in the picture 
he sent, it appeared that the 
cummerbund was masking some 
major reinforcement and there were 
a number of extra links in what 
appeared to be a very strained 
button. 
[Photo #3 – “Samuels, Nelsons, and 
Irvins at the Baylor game in Waco”] 

 
Speaking of weddings in Texas, Julia Bodenhamer forwarded a picture taken at 

Juliana’s and Adrian’s wedding reception south of Houston in August.  Adrian and Juliana are 
’05 classmates and currently stationed in Hawaii. 



 [Photo #4 – “Dutch & Megan 
Hostler, Juliana & Adrain Biggerstaff, and Jim & Julia Bodenhamer at the Texas reception”] 

 
While reflecting on classmate offspring, who have also joined the Long Gray Line, Ray 

& Mary Jane Rhodes forwarded the graduation announcement regarding son, Jonathan (06). 
Bob Shaw forwarded a couple of pictures from the August AOG society leaders 

conference at West Point.  John Calabro organized and led the conference, while Dutch 
Hostler represented our class and his chapter in Connecticut, and Chuck Jones and Bob 
represented their local societies in Denver and New Orleans, respectively.  In an effort to keep 
current with cadet and Academy issues, John continues to teach English between his AOG VP 
for Alumni Support duties.  This semester, he taught a section of Advanced Composition —
“Cow English.”  Since the cadets have to write about something, the course is used not just to 
sharpen their writing skills but to advance another of the Academy’s aims – increasing the 

students’ awareness of other 
cultures.  This semester they 
addressed Turkey.  The last 
time John taught this course, 
the subject was China.  He 
also teaches some upper-
division electives. 
[Photo #5 – “Bob Shaw, 
Dutch Hostler, John Calabro, 
and Chuck Jones at this 
summer’s AOG Leaders 
Conference”] 

 
Paul Baerman emailed greetings from Colorado and to report on the annual class fall 

picnic with spouses at the USAFA in mid-September.  Although he sent pictures, Assembly 
standards precluded publication.  Attendees included Paul, Bob Clarke, recent SAIC retiree 
Nick Dienes, Jay Francis, Mike Hart, Chuck Jones, Les Krohnfeldt, Larry Stevenson, Steve 
Williams, and Marv Wooten.  



Bob Kelly was pleased with the DKRW Energy plug in the July/August Notes, and 
corrected the record that DKRW stands for Doyle, Kelly, Ramm and White.  Ramm (73) and 
White (67) are also grads.  Bob & Helen (his bride of 35 years) have lived in Houston for the 
past 25 years – except in the early 90s, when they had a corporate overseas hardship tour in 
London.  They have two kids – son, Corby, who is finishing a PhD at Stanford in classics (Bob 
just translated for him our alternate motto: "Illigitimus non carborumdum"), and daughter, Cristy, 
who just graduated from USC and is working at the William Morris Agency in LA reading movie 
scripts.  Bob also reported that he got a call from John Wing on 15 July (Bob’s 60th birthday) to 
remind him that for 5 whole days John would be a year younger than Bob. 

[Photo #6 – “Rene & Jim Orahood after the 
wedding of their son, Joshua, in South Carolina last summer”] 

Jim & Rene Orahood are currently living in San Francisco since their oldest son, Jim 
and his bride, Kari, and 3 grandchildren live there.  Jim keeps busy planning ski trips with the 
family and flying a vintage L-16 Grasshopper that was built in 1949 and served in the Korean 
War.  If the Grasshopper is “vintage,” I wonder what that makes Jim?  He sent along a picture 
reflecting post nuptial relief. 

 [Photo # 7 – “Christine & Myles 
Crowe with Tina & Claude Johnson in Maine this summer”] 

Claude & Tina Johnson dropped notes to let us know that they are now living in 
Melbourne, Florida but spending a ton of time on the road for business and family.  Yep, you 
guessed it – grandkids – they have two – Hunter is 5 and Payton is 1½.  Their children and 
grandchildren live in New Jersey, which is fine with Tina as it gives her an excuse to get to her 



beloved NYC as often as she can.  They met the Crowes in Portland, Maine for an afternoon 
during their "let's-race-through-New England" tour.  Claude is happy consulting on his own, 
while Tina is working to be the Claude Johnson Associates Employee-Of-The-Year.  Since she is 
THE ASSOCIATE, her competition is a houseplant.   

This summer, Gordon Tillery took the bull by the horns and hosted a long overdue 
classmate luncheon for the gang remaining in the DC area.  Gordon estimates that we still have 
seven or eight classmates still working full time in the Pentagon.  Since that number doesn’t 
qualify for dining room reservations, and it’s a lot harder to get into the Big Daycare Center these 
days, Gordon had everyone gather at a bistro in Crystal City.  Although they work for different 
companies and support different projects, Bob Alexander and Lee Outlaw are Pentagon hallway 
neighbors.  Bob keeps busy with the Battle Command support of Operations Iraqi and Enduring 
Freedom efforts.  John Hathaway is another Pentagon dweller as the Deputy Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Civil Military Policy).  Dr/Col Bill Dickerson is still in uniform with the Armed 
Forces Radiobiology Research Institute.  Jon Dodson and Pete Paulson have become VA 
appeals experts as a result of their efforts in red tape labyrinth navigation; however, I’m sure 
they’d rather have their good health than their disabilities.  Jon also reported that Mike & Kathie 
Kulikowski moved to Phoenix, AZ from Spokane, WA a couple of years ago to be closer to their 
granddaughter and her parents.   They had moved to Spokane from Tacoma to cover for an Oral 
Surgeon friend who had been activated for about 1½ yrs with the Reserves to go to Afghanistan.  
Mike helped the partnership so that the family would be provided with some supplemental 
income.  Russ Fuhrman got interrupted a few times during the luncheon with calls regarding the 
bridge construction he is supervising on the Capitol Beltway.  Chuck Giasson mentioned that 
John McDonald is semi retired from SAIC and living in Pawley’s Island, SC, as is Bob Fabrey.  
The luncheon reminded Tom McNaugher that he had attended Dan Kaufman’s induction as an 
“officer of the most excellent Order of the British Empire” last May at the British Embassy.  The 
honor was for Dan’s work as professor and then Dean at USMA to deepen Academy ties to the 
UK through cadet exchanges and emphasis on Rhodes, Marshall, and Truman scholarships.  
Look for a Tom’s write-up with pictures in the next Assembly.  Ralph Tuccillo got to represent 
CDC since Dave & Susan Ohle were in Jamaica on a golf vacation.  John Keane took the 
opportunity to show the two class coins he and Anne Marie have been presented for their 
contributions to the Class Gift Fund, and discussed the opportunity to, and aspects of further 
class contributions.  Others at the luncheon included Fred Hoblit, Bruce Korda, Chuck 
Mahan, Bill Mulvey, Mike Wells, Rick Wright, and Sam Wyman. 

The main reason more classmates couldn’t attend the luncheon was travel.  Henry Riser 
was in Philadelphia on business. Jack & Bobbie Munson were on vacation at Cape Cod.  Even 
though Jared Florance is on a temporary tour of active duty with the Army Office of the 
Surgeon General until December, he still had to attend a weekend drill with his reserve unit in 
Vermont to conduct a Medical Board.  Chuck Hawkins’ Mom had just passed away and he was 
in Alaska. 

Although more classmates are following in John Keane’s footsteps by qualifying for 
multiple Class Coins, and the class has surpassed the AOG average of percentage of classmates 
to donate, the Class Gift drive is by no means over.  This time of year reminds us of giving.  The 
desire to serve is what brought us together.  Our Class Gift will not only serve the Corps, but be a 
commemoration of the giving spirit of the class.  Fortunes and providence change and we must 
remain willing to support each other.  Overall, we’ve been lucky and prosperous this year – and 



throughout our lives.  There’s still time to give thanks.  Don’t believe that that you don’t count 
and you won’t be missed.  While some classmates have pledged certain amounts, fate has 
changed abilities, and other classmates must pick up the guidon – because YOU’RE ALL 
WE’VE GOT.  



Dave Gerard 
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Terrell, North Carolina 28682 

828-478-9813 
gerardd@charter.net 

www.west-point.org/class/usma/1968 
 

Just after Gordon Tillery reinstituted and hosted the August class luncheon for DC area 
classmates, he and Elsie teamed up with Jerry & Kathy Cobb for a two week Med cruise and 
adventure.  Meanwhile Jon & AJ Dodson hooked up with Barbara and me to cruise from St 
Petersburg to Moscow.  The Tillerys and Cobbs agreed that , other than the uncomfortable but 

inescapable air travel hassles these days, their 
trip was informative, enlightening, and 
thoroughly worth it – especially if you stay out 
of the casinos...  We discovered that the only 
difference between McDonalds in Russia and 
McDonalds in the US was that servers speak 
English in Russia.   
[Photo #1 – “Gordon & Elsie Tillery with 
Kathy & Jerry Cobb in Mallorca this summer”] 

 

[Photo #2 – “AJ & Jon Dodson with Barbara & 
Shamoo Gerard in Russia this summer”] 

Twenty-six classmates attended the November DC luncheon from as far away as 
Charlottesville, VA (Pete Paulson) and Kent Island (Eastern Shore), MD (Chuck Hawkins).  
Pete is retired and Chuck is still working in the international security arena primarily with the 
Chinese.  Dave Ohle summarized the GO-level team's work advising the Supe on the wellness of 
our Rockbound Highland Home.  If you missed getting the great CD that Dick Steiner created 
for our 35th, he reminded the gathering that you can contact Dutch Hostler to purchase it – with 
all proceeds going to our Class Gift Fund – a great keepsake for a $15 donation.  Joe Fowler 
remarked about Greg Camp's email that contained the web address for the tribute he created for 
fallen classmates.  Greg also included a moving story about how he and Joanie teamed with Dale 
& Joyce Hansen to present our class print to John Louis Speidel's widow, Ellen, and daughter, 
Gretchen Speidel Hall.  Gretchen never knew her Dad.  Dale Hansen subsequently reported that 
she is an attorney in the Richmond, Virginia area, and gave birth to Andrew Randall Hall last 
October.  This news came also with Dale’s announcement that his grandson was born last 
September.  Inasmuch as John could not be in the picture, we all hope that Assembly editors will 
allow a picture of a family that a father and grandfather never got to see. 
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 [Photo #3 – “Gretchen Speidel Hall with her husband and son Randall”] 
 

 [Photo #4 – “Dale Hansen with latest grandson, Elijah Thomas 
Snow” 
 Dale Hansen was also able to substantiate that another classmate has slipped away and 
passed away without other classmate detection.  Mike O’Connell (C3) was first listed as 
deceased by the AOG.  Can anyone else confirm this report? 

Ray Puffer checked in again with more sightings of classmates who we haven’t heard 
from in ages.  He had a great visit from Brick & Diane Sweet in the fall while the Sweets were  

in the Syracuse area for a family visit.  The last time Ray 
saw Brick & Diane was when they went skiing with Walt 
& Kay Curl at Copper Mountain, CO in ’73.  Once again, 
classmates discovered how the years melt away when they 
are reunited. The current plan is to not let another 30+ 
years pass before getting together again, and to possibly 
meet at Brick’s ski house in Breckenridge between 
blizzards. 
[Photo #5 – “Ray Puffer and Brick Sweet during craft 
time”] 

As part of his holiday letter, Dave Clemm sent a 
great family picture taken at son Rob’s marriage to Meghan.  Rob & Meghan honeymooned in 
Alaska as Dave & Jean culled through 27 years worth of accumulations in preparations to put 
their NY home up for sale thanks to incredible mounting NY taxes, weariness of shoveling snow, 
and the simple fact that there’s nothing there to keep the Clemms in the area.  New York State’s 
unfriendly attitude towards business and its affinity for corruption may add to the length of time 
their home will be for sale; however, Dave & Jean have officially became Floridians and are 
ready to move on. 



 [Photo #6 – “The 2006 Clemm Clan – Dave, Jeanie 
(holding Jack Ballengee), Luke Ballengee (grandson), Julie Ballengee, Todd Ballengee, Chris 
Clemm, Meghan Niles Clemm (bride), Rob Clemm (groom), Grace Ballengee (granddaughter)”] 
 If Elwood & Mary Lou Cobey’s family gets any bigger, they’ll need a wide-angle lens 
to take a family picture.  While their kids continued proliferating, Elwood & Mary Lou continue 
to enjoy retirement by traveling to Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and the NE US. 

[Photo # 7 – “The 2006 Cobeys – f-b, l-
r – Mary Lou, George Turmail, Kate Cobey, Anna Turmail, Will Cobey; Dawsen Grande, Eve-
Lyn Turmail, Mary & Sally Grande, Margaret Cobey, Brian Trumail, Whitney, Chris & alex 
Cobey, and Elwood”] 

Monte Anderson sent the great news that he married Kathryn Lynn Kelly last Labor 
Day weekend in Aurora, IL.  George Shoener reciprocated as his best man.  Together, Monte & 
Kathryn have six kids.  Monte’s son, Brett, joined an on-line church that made him a minister for 
weddings, and he performed the ceremony.  Monte and Brett both wore the Anderson tartan kilts.  
Since Kathryn is Irish, they used many Celtic traditions in the ceremony.   



 [Photo #8 – “Monte & Kathryn Anderson at their Labor Day 
wedding”] 

While on the Celtic matrimonial subject, last 
Thanksgiving weekend, Fred Johnson married Mary, his 
3rd and last soul mate.  He met and married Linda five 
months from when they first met -- this time, it was seven 
months – must be an age thing.  Fred’s sons really like Mary, 
which makes this union happy workable.  Can you tell she’s 
part Irish?  Fred vows there will "beno" more little Johnsons.  
He officially defers further proliferation to more virile 
classmates. 
[Photo #9 – “Mary & Fred Johnson”] 

 
Due to the number of pictures and impressive news received this reporting period, I’m 

trading photos for text for this issue.  There’s much more news; however, we’re allotted only so 
much space.  This is another reporting period that underscores how dynamic you continue to be.  
You personify the fact that life's journey is not to arrive at its end safely in a well preserved body, 
but rather to skid in sideways, totally worn out, shouting, “WOW!! What a Ride!!”  Despite all 
the reported weddings and births, the fact remains – YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT.   
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ATTACKED� THE� MOUNTAIN��
(E� LOST� AND� TOOK� A� SPILL�
AND�BROKE�HIS�COLLAR�BONE��
(E�S�BEING�mOWN�BACK� TO�
(OUSTON�WHERE�$R�� 4OM�
h$ADv�0ARR�WILL�PLATE�HIM�
BACK�TOGETHER�AGAIN��2OB
ERT� WAS� THE� OVERWHELM
ING� CHOICE� TO� RECEIVE� THE�
0URPLE� "UTT� !WARD�� )N�
ADDITION� TO� HOSTS� NAMED�
ABOVE� ALSO� IN� ATTENDANCE�
WERE��2ICH���$EBBIE�!D
AMS��-IKE���*EAN�#AIN��
%D� �� *ANET� $EWEY�� "ILL�
��-ILLIE�&RECCIA��'EORGE��
#ONNIE�� AND� 3USAN� +EL
LENBENZ�� %ARL� AND�$AVID�
2EFSLAND�� &RED�� -ARION��
AND�-ARI2OSE� 3CHREMP�� &INALLY� 2ICH���
$EBBIE�!DAMS�GRACIOUSLY�AGREED�TO�BE�THE�
FESTIVITY�PLANNERS�FOR�NEXT�YEAR�S�EVENT�TO�BE�
HELD�AT�6AIL��#/��!S�IS�TRADITION��IT�LL�BE�HELD�
OVER�3UPER�"OWL�7EEKEND��!LL�CLASSMATES��
SPOUSES�� /!/S�� CHILDREN�� AND� GRANDCHIL
DREN�ARE�WELCOME�TO�ATTEND��-ARK�YOU�CAL
ENDARS�NOW�

���&EB�����3NAIL�MAIL�FROM�$ON�.EL
SON�TODAY��WITH�THE�ANNOUNCEMENT�THAT�HE�
HAS�RECENTLY�BEEN�INSTALLED�AS�THE�$IRECTOR�
OF�THE�-ICHIGAN�#ITY��).��#OURT����OF�THE�
2OYAL�/RDER�OF�*ESTERS��.OW��)�DON�T�HAVE�
ANY�mIPPIN��IDEA�WHAT�THE�2OYAL�/RDER�OF�
*ESTERS�IS�ALL�ABOUT��BUT�)�SOMEHOW�GET�THE�
IDEA� THAT� $ON�S� A� PERFECT� CANDIDATE�� 4HE�
FOLLOWING�APPEARS�ON�THE�BACK�OF�HIS�OFlCIAL�
BUSINESS�CARD��h,IFE�SHOULD�NOT�BE�A�JOURNEY�
TO�THE�GRAVE�WITH�THE�INTENTION�OF�ARRIVING�
SAFELY� IN� AN� ATTRACTIVE� AND�WELL� PRESERVED�
BODY�BUT�RATHER�TO�SKID�IN�SIDEWAYS��A�MAR
TINI�IN�ONE�HAND��A�BABE�ON�YOUR�ARM��BODY�
THOROUGHLY�USED�UP��TOTALLY�WORN�OUT�AND�
SCREAMING� h-IRTH� IS�+ING�v�WHAT� A� RIDE�v�
7ELL��WITH�ALL�DUE�RESPECT�TO�$ON��)�LIKE�THE�
MARTINI�PART�� AND�MY�BODY� IS� SURE� AS�HELL�
USED�UP� AND�WORN�OUT�� BUT� )�M�NOT�QUITE�
READY�TO�SLIDE�INTO�HOME�YET�

��� &EB� ����.OW� HERE�S� A� GOOD� STORY�
FOR�YOU��4HIS�MORNING�)� RECEIVED�A�PHONE�
CALL�FROM�"OB�7YSOCKI�WHO�WAS�BREATHLESS�
WITH�EXCITING�NEWS��3EEMS�HE�WAS�RECENTLY�
PARTAKING� OF� SOME� (EALING�7ATER� AT� THE�
'EORGE�7ASHINGTON�4AVERN�� IN�7ASHING
TON��#4��!FTER� SEVERAL� HOURS� OF� IMBIBING��
HE�NATURALLY�HAD�TO�VISIT�THE�MEN�S�ROOM�TO�
RECYCLE�SOME�OF�HIS�INTAKE��AND�WAS�STUNNED�
BY�THE�WALLPAPER�ON�THE�WALL�OF� THE�MEN�S�
LOO��7OULD�YOU�BELIEVE��IT�WAS�A�BLOW�UP�OF�
A�NEWSPAPER�ARTICLE�FROM���*UN����SHOWING�
NONE�OTHER�THAN�OUR�OWN�#LASS�'OAT�2ICH�
!NASTASI�RECEIVING�HIS�DIPLOMA�AT�OUR�GRADU
ATION��4HERE�IS�ALSO�A�PHOTO�OF�THE�#LASS�'OAT�
FROM�4HE�"OAT�3CHOOL��"OB�TALKED�TO�THE�
MANAGER�OF� THE� TAVERN��WHO�COULDN�T� SHED�

ANY�LIGHT�ON�WHY�THOSE�PHO
TOS�WERE�THERE��HE�SAID�THAT�
WALLPAPER�PHOTO� HAS�BEEN�
THERE� FOR� LONGER� THAN� HE�S�
BEEN� ASSOCIATED� WITH� THE�
4AVERN���MORE� THAN� ���
YEARS��)� DO� BELIEVE� THAT� WE�
SHOULD�ALL�PLAN�A�SPECIAL�TRIP�
TO�THE�TAVERN�DURING�OUR�RE
UNION��!NASTASI�CAN�BUY�US�
ALL�A�ROUND��AFTER�ALL��HE�DID�
GET�A�DOLLAR�FROM�EACH�OF�US�
WHEN�WE�GRADUATED�

��� &EB� ���� ,OOKING�
FOR� SOME� FUN� AND� ADVEN
TURE��#HECK�OUT� THIS�WEB
SITE�� �WWW�RAMBLINRIVER
RANCH�NET��� )T� SEEMS� THIS�
IDYLLIC�MOUNTAIN�GETAWAY�IN�

.7�-ONTANA�S�hFABULOUS�&LATHEAD�6ALLEY�
AND�GLORIOUS�'LACIER�#OUNTRYv�IS�OWNED�BY�
NONE�OTHER�THAN�OUR�OWN�$AVE�(ADLY��)�LL�
BET�HE�D�BE�HAPPY�TO�EXTEND�FREE�GETAWAYS�
FOR� ALL� CLASSMATES� AND� THEIR� FAMILIES��'IVE�

HIM�A�CALL��TELL�HIM�&REED�SENT�YOU��THAT�WAY�
)�GET�MY�CUT	�

���&EB�����/KAY��THE�SKI�TRIP�IS�OVER��
SPRING�IS�CLOSE�AT�HAND��SO�IT�S�TIME�TO�START�
THINKING�ABOUT�lSHING�AND�GOLF��4HE�NEXT�
CLASS� (E-AN� !DVENTURE�2ANGER� 3CHOOL�
2EDUX�AND�&ISHING�4RIP�%XTRAORDINAIRE�WILL�
KICK�OFF�ON���*ULY�WITH�THREE�DAYS�ON�"ILL�
&OLEY�S�RANCH�RESORT��4HE�2OCK�#REEK�#AT
TLE�#OMPANY�� IN�.7�-ONTANA�� FOLLOWED�
BY� FOUR� DAYS� AT� THE� 2UBY� 3PRINGS� ,ODGE�
IN�!LDER��-4��4HE� NEXT� CLASS� GOLF� OUTING�
MINIREUNION� WILL� TAKE� PLACE� ��� -AYn��
*UNE�AT� THE�.APLES�"EACH�(OTEL�AND�'OLF�
#LUB�IN�.APLES��&,��#ONTACT�!L�/LSON�AT�
�A?AOLSON MSN�COM�� FOR� DETAILS�� 3OME�
OF� THE� USUAL� SUSPECTS� HAVE� ALREADY� MADE�
THEIR� RESERVATIONS�� .EWTONS�� 3EVERSONS��
$ONNELLS�� 7OODS� #ALDWELLS�� AND� ,ESLIE�
.ELSON��'OOD� TOWN��.APLES�� 0ROMISES� TO�
BE�A�GOOD�PARTY��)F�THEY�DON�T�HAVE�ANY�LUCK�
HUNTING�GOLFS��THERE�S�GREAT�lSHING�THERE�AT�

THAT�TIME�OF�YEAR�
��-AR�����4IME�TO�SCRAPE�THIS�LITERARY�

CARRION�OFF�THE�SIDE�OF�THE�ROAD�AND�SHIP�IT�
TO�THE�EDITOR�OF�THIS�AUGUST�RAG��)�MUST�lN
ISH�ON� TWO�VERY� SOUR�NOTES�� )N�MY� LAST� IS
SUE��-ARCH	�� )�MENTIONED�AT� THE�VERY�END�
��� *ANUARY	� THAT� 2AY� 7INKEL� HAD� BEEN�
RECENTLY� DIAGNOSED� WITH� PROBABLE� BLADDER�
CANCER��(ERE�S�THE�UPDATE��2AY�HAS�ACTUALLY�
BEEN�DIAGNOSED�WITH�THREE�DIFFERENT�TYPES�OF�
CANCER��RENAL�CELL�CARCINOMA�OF�THE�KIDNEY��
LYMPHOMA�� AND� PROSTATE� CANCER�� "ECAUSE�
THE�LYMPHOMA�IS�THE�MOST�AGGRESSIVE�� IT� IS�
BEING� TREATED� lRST� WITH� CHEMOTHERAPY� AT�
7ALTER�2EED��/NCE�HE�HAS�lNISHED�THAT�RE
GIME��THE�DOCS�WILL�ATTACK�THE�RENAL�CELL�CAR
CINOMA��2AY� IS� CURRENTLY� RECEIVING� CHEMO�
EVERY�THREE�WEEKS��IN�BETWEEN�VISITS�TO�7AL
TER�2EED�HE�RETURNS�TO�7EST�0OINT��WHERE�HE�
CONTINUES�HIS�DUTIES�AS�(EAD�OF�THE�0HYSICS�
$EPARTMENT�
/N����&EBRUARY��)�RECEIVED�EMAIL�FROM�

%D�-ARION�WITH�THE�NEWS�THAT�IS�WIFE�3UE�
HAS�BEEN�DIAGNOSED�WITH�COLON�CANCER��4HE�
GOOD�NEWS�IS�THAT�THE�CANCER�DOES�NOT�AP
PEAR�TO�HAVE�SPREAD��AND�HOPEFULLY�SURGERY��
WHICH�WILL� TAKE� PLACE� IN� A� FEW� DAYS�� WILL�
SOLVE�THE�PROBLEM
4HIS�ISSUE�IS�lLLED�WITH�FAR�TOO�MUCH�BAD�

NEWS�ABOUT�CLASSMATES�AND�FAMILIES��0LEASE�
KEEP� EVERYONE� INVOLVED� IN� YOUR� HEARTS��
THOUGHT� S� AND� PRAYERS�� !ND� WHILE� YOU�RE�
AT� IT�� REMEMBER� OUR� MAGNIlCENT� 4ROOPS�
AROUND�THE�WORLD��"%!4�.!69�

����
$!6%�'%2!2$
�����(ARBOR�#IRCLE
4ERRELL��.ORTH�#AROLINA������
����������
GERARDD CHARTER�NET
WWW�WESTPOINT�ORG�CLASS�USMA�����
3UBSCRIBERS�

4HE�����THEME�FOR������SEEMED�TO�BE�THE�
CELEBRATION� OF� ��TH� BIRTHDAYS�EXCEPT� FOR�
*OHN� +EANE�� WHO� CELEBRATED� A� CLEAN� BILL�
OF�HEALTH�AFTER�HIS�TWO�YEAR�POST�HEART�SUR
GERY� CHECKUP� BY� TAKING� !NNE� -ARIE� TO�
THE�-ARYLAND�%ASTERN�3HORE�TO�EAT�HIS�WAY�
THROUGH�THE�CRAB�HARVEST��4O�PREPARE�FOR�HIS�
PHYSICAL�� THE� +EANES� WENT� ON� A� 0OTOMAC�
2IVER�2EDSKINS�+ICKOFF�CRUISE�TO�TEST�*OHN�S�
LINGERING� TENDENCY� TOWARD� SEASICKNESS���
*UDGING� FROM� THE� PHOTO�!NNE�-ARIE� FOR
WARDED��*OHN�FOUND�THE�RIGHT�MEDICATION�
4HE�CLOSEST�THE�+EANES�GOT�TO����IN������

WAS�TO�MEET�UP�WITH�"ILL���0ATTY�-ARRI
OTT� AND� *IM� �� !NGIE� 9OUNTS� AT�#HUCK�
'IASSON�S� ��TH� BIRTHDAY� PARTY� CELEBRATION�
THAT�HIS�KIDS� THREW� FOR�HIM��3INCE�#HUCK�

�����&RED�3HREMP�CONGRATU
LATES�YOUNG�2OBERT�0ARR�WITH�A�
GOOD�SLAP�ON�THE�BACK�FOR�WIN
NING� THE�COVETED�$EWEY�0UR
PLE�"UTT�!WARD�ON�THIS�YEAR�S�
CLASS�SKI�TRIP�

�����7ALLPAPER� IN� THE�MEN�S� ROOM�OF� THE�
'EORGE�7ASHINGTON�4AVERN�� IN�7ASHINGTON��
#4��SHOWING�OUR�OWN�#LASS�'OAT��2ICH�!NAS
TASI��RECEIVING�HIS�7EST�0OINT�DIPLOMA��AGAINST�
ALL�ODDS�
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IS�FROM�,AS�6EGAS��AND�THE�PARTY�HAD�A�CA
SINO�NIGHT�THEME��)�M�SURPRISED�THAT�&RANK�
��-ICHELE�,YNCH�DIDN�T�mY�IN�FROM�6EGAS��
BUT� LIFE�WITH�"ECHTEL�� GOLF�� SUNSHINE�� CASI
NOS��AND�-ICHELE�SEEMS�TO�KEEP�&RANK�CLOSE�
TO�HOME��,ATER��THE�+EANES�MET�UP�WITH�THE�

-ARRIOTTS�� 'IASSONS�� AND� #OHENS� FOR� AN�
!RMYn.AVY�PARTY��3ANDY���#ATHY�#OHEN�
ARE� SPENDING� A� LOT�OF� TIME� IN�.APLES��&,��
WHERE� THEY�BOUGHT� A� CONDO� AND�3ANDY� IS�
RENEWING�HIS�INFATUATION�WITH�SAILING�
7HILE�.ANCY�(OBLIT�THREW�A���TH�SUR

PRISE�PARTY�FOR�&RED�� IT�SEEMED�TO�BE�OVER
SHADOWED�BY�THE�REALITY�THAT�WE�ALL�NEED�TO�

TAKE�BETTER�CARE�OF�OURSELVES��.ANCY�USED�TO�
MAKE�&RED�EAT�A� LOT�OF�NATURAL�FOODS�UNTIL�
THEY�LEARNED�THAT�MOST�PEOPLE�DIE�OF�NATURAL�
CAUSES��#ONSEQUENTLY�� THEY� RESOLVED� TO�AC
KNOWLEDGE�THE�3!)#�HEALTH�PLAN�AND�PLAY�

MORE�GOLF�THIS�YEAR��#AROL�3HIMP�ALSO�THREW�
A�SURPRISE�PARTY�FOR�"OB�AND�COORDINATED�AN�
INmUX�OF�FAMILY�AND�FRIENDS�FROM�ALL�OVER�THE�
5�3��!S�PART�OF� THEIR�CELEBRATION�OF�������
THEY�CONTRIBUTED�TO� THE�#HINESE�ECONOMY�
BY�VISITING�"EIJING��8IAN��THE�9ANGTZE�2IVER��
3HANGHAI��AND�THE�'REAT�7ALL�

*OHN���&RANCES�$ALLEN�COMBINED�THEIR�
WEDDING� �-AY� ��	�� *OHN�S� ��TH� BIRTHDAY�
�3EPTEMBER���	��HIS�DAD�S���TH�AND�MOM�S�
��TH��SON�*AY�S���TH��A�FEW�OTHER�BIRTHDAYS�
AND�ANNIVERSARIES��AND�CONSTRUCTION�OF�THEIR�
NEW� HOME� IN� 3ACRAMENTO� INTO� A� MAJOR�
BLOWOUT��%RIC���2HONDA�4HOMAS��*ACK���
2UTH�#OCHRAN��AND�"RIAN���+AREN�-C+
ENNA� CAME� IN� FROM� !LABAMA�� 3OUTHERN�
#ALIFORNIA��AND�.ORTHERN�6IRGINIA�RESPEC
TIVELY�TO�SHARE�THE�JOY�AND�OPEN�BAR��%RIC�IS�
STILL��$IRECTOR�OF�%NGINEERING�FOR�3OUTHERN�
.ATURAL� 'AS� #O�� AND� *ACK� STILL� LOVES� THE�
#ALIFORNIA� SUN� AND� EXPANDING� HIS� -"!�
CONSULTING�BASE�

(ENRY���+AREN�2ISER�CELEBRATED�THEIR�
��TH�BIRTHDAYS�BY�RENTING�A�MANSION�IN�THE�
/UTER�"ANKS�OF�.ORTH�#AROLINA�FOR�A�WEEK�
AND�POPULATING�IT�WITH�FAM
ILY�(ENRY�S�DAD��BROTHERS��
SISTERS�� NIECES�� NEPHEWS��
SONS��DAUGHTERSINLAW��AND�
LOTS�OF�GRAND�KIDS��)T�WAS�A�
SPECIAL� TIME�NO� WORRIES�
ABOUT�REHEARSAL�DINNERS��RE
CEPTIONS�� SCHEDULES�� ETC��
JUST�SWIMMING��WALKING�ON�
THE�BEACH��KAYAKING��WATCH
ING� FAMILY� MOVIES�� AND� A�
LITTLE�LIVER�ABUSE��
&OR� HIS� ��TH� BIRTHDAY��

*OHN� #RUDEN� WAS� THE� KEYNOTE� SPEAKER� AT�
THE�!MERICAN�"AR�!SSOCIATION�7ATER�#ON
FERENCE� IN� 3AN� $IEGO� WHERE� HE� WAS� SUR
PRISED�WITH�A�CAKE�AND�SONG��!FTER�A�BUSY�
AND�EVENTFUL�YEAR�AS�THE�$#�"AR�0RESIDENT��
*OHN� TURNED� OVER� HIS� RESPONSIBILITIES�� mEW�
TO�"OULDER��#/�� TO� LECTURE�AT�AN�ENVIRON
MENTAL�LITIGATION�COURSE��AND�THEN�PURSUED�
AN�EXTENDED�BACK�COUNTRY�BACKPACKING�TRIP�
IN�2OCKY�-OUNTAIN�.ATIONAL�0ARK��(E�HAS�

TRAVELED�MORE�THIS�YEAR�FOR�THE�$EPT�OF�
*USTICE��RECEIVED�A�NUMBER�OF�IMPRES
SIVE� AWARDS�� COMPLETED� TWO� SPRING�
TRIATHLONS��AND�CONTINUES��IN�HIS��TH�
YEAR	� TO� COACH� 3PECIAL� /LYMPICS�
SWIMMERS���$URING�THE�COMING�YEAR��
HE� WILL� TRAIN� MORE� THAN� ��� HANDI
CAPPED�SWIMMERS���
7HILE�4OM�*EWELL�SPENT�HIS���TH�

BIRTHDAY�AT�HOME�IN�.EW�9ORK��HE���
'RETCHEN� REALLY� SPENT� IT� PREPARING� FOR�
THEIR�� �MONTH�STAY�IN�6IET�.AM�AS�A�
TERM�ABROAD�PROFESSOR�WITH�5NION�#OL
LEGE� AND� (OBART� AND�7ILLIAM� 3MITH�
STUDENTS��7HILE�THERE��4OM���'RETCHEN�
VISITED� 0LEIKU� AND� #AMP� (OLLOWAY�

WHERE�4OM�HAD�BEEN�STATIONED��(E�FOUND�THAT�
MUCH�HAS�CHANGED�THERE��NOBODY�RECOGNIZED�
HIM��AND�VERY�LITTLE�WAS�LEFT��OTHER�THAN�SOME�
3ALEM�CIGARETTES�AND�A�COUPLE�OF�RUSTY�0"2�
CANS�� TO� REMIND� ANYONE� OF� OUR� PRESENCE�
THERE�
,IKE� MANY� CLASSMATES�� 0ETER� 7ALLACE�

SPENT�HIS���TH�BIRTHDAY�REEVALUATING�WHAT�
WAS�REALLY�IMPORTANT��#ONSEQUENTLY��HE���
"ARBARA� HAVE� TRADED� THEIR� mAT� IN�,ONDON�
FOR� A� CONDO� IN� 4AMPA�� AND� MANY� MORE�

HOURS�OF�BEING�WITH�FAMILY�
AND� BABYSITTING� GRANDKIDS��
$AUGHTER� 'WEN� IS� IN� THE�
AREA�AND�EXPECTING�HER�SEC
OND�CHILD�THIS�MONTH���3TEVE�
IS��TEMPORARILY	�AT�&T��0OLK��
MULLING� HIS� FUTURE� AFTER�
THREE� DEPLOYMENTS� TO� !F
GHANISTAN�AND�)RAQ��AND�NOT�
WANTING�TO�MISS�THE�BIRTH�OF�
HIS�SECOND�CHILD�
7ITHIN� THE� LAST� YEAR��

#HUCK� -AHAN� HAS� HAD�
THREE�JOBS��(E�LEFT�3!0�IN�*UNE�TO�BECOME�
#//�OF�(ORNE�%NGINEERING� IN�.ORTHERN�
6IRGINIA��ONLY�TO�MOVE�TO�$YN#ORP�)NTL�IN�
*ANUARY�TO�LEAD�THEIR�,AW�%NFORCEMENT�AND�
3ECURITY� 3TRATEGIC� "USINESS� 5NIT�� (E� STILL�

�����*OHN�+EANE�TESTING�A�SEASICKNESS�THER
APY�ON�THE�2EDSKINS�+ICKOFF�#RUISE�

�����4HE� CLASS� AT� THE� ����� !RMYn.AVY��
"OB� 3ZIGETHY�� -IKE� 2OMASH�� *IM� -C#LAIN��
$UTCH�(OSTLER��"OB�!LEXANDER��$AVE�'ERARD��
AND�*OE�&OWLER�

�����4HE������2ISERS��-IA���*ON�WITH�*ORDAN�AND�
-ADDY��+AREN���(ENRY��AND�#LAY���"ETH�WITH�#HLOE�
AND�0HOEBE�

�����*OHN� �� 3HARON� #RUDEN� WITH� THEIR�
GRANDKIDS� IN�(AWAII��2YAN�AND�*ONATHAN�-A
SON�WITH�*OHN�AND�,AUREN�AND�+ATELYN�#AMP
BELL�WITH�3HARON�

�����'RETCHEN� �� 4OM�
*EWELL� IN�(ANOI�ON�THEIR�AN
NIVERSARY�

�����0ETER���"ARBARA�7ALLACE�WITH������
GRANDKIDS�� 'WEN�S� !LEXANDRA� AND� 3TEVE�S�
h7HIPv��7ILLIAM�0ETER	�
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COMMUTES�FROM�&LORIDA�TO�7ASHINGTON��$#�
THREE�TO�FOUR�DAYS�A�WEEK���(OWEVER��HIS�lRST�
ASSIGNMENT�WITH�$YN#ORP�WAS�TO�GO�TO�!F
GHANISTAN��,AST�!UGUST��WITH�'ORDON�4IL
LERY�S�REJUVENATION�OF�$#�#LASS�LUNCHEONS��
#HUCK�RECOMMENDED�THAT�ATTENDEES�MATCH�
LUNCH�COSTS�WITH�AN�EQUAL�DONATION�TO�THE�
#LASS�'IFT�&UND��3O�FAR�THE�$#�GROUP�HAS�
RAISED�AND�DONATED�MORE�THAN��������
/THER� NEWS� OUT� OF�

THE�$#�AREA�IS�THAT�"ILL�
$ICKERSON� RETIRED� AS� A�
DOC� IN� THE�!&� IN�!PRIL���
4HE� ONLY� CLASSMATE� LEFT�
IN� CONTINUOUS� UNIFORM�
IS� -IKE� #ERRONE�ONE�
OF�THREE�IN�THE�CLASS�WHO�
WE�RE�PRETTY�SURE�DID�NOT�
FATHER� !NNA� .ICHOLE�S�
DAUGHTER�

2ICK� 7RIGHT� SPENT�
HIS���TH�YEAR�IN�THE�53!�THE�lRST�YEAR�IN�
A�LONG�TIME�THAT�HE�WASN�T�VENTURING�TO�SOME�
CORNER�OF� THE�WORLD� IN�SUPPORT�OF�AN�)$!�
ISSUE�OR�TO�ACCOMPANY�!NNE�IN�HER�QUEST�TO�
hSEE�THE�WORLDv��SHE�HAS�VISITED�����COUN
TRIES	�� 4HEY� DID� TRAVEL� TO� #ALIFORNIA� AND�
!RIZONA�TO�VISIT�FAMILY�AND�SCOUT�OUT�INVEST
MENT�PROPERTY���-OSTLY��2ICK�SPENT�HIS�hFREE�
TIMEv� COMPLETING� THE� KITCHEN� RENOVATION�
�IT�ONLY�TOOK����MONTHS�AND�����HOURS�OF�
LABOR	��7ITH�CRAFTSMAN�SKILLS�AND�TENACITY�
LIKE�THAT��HE�WOULD�HAVE�BEEN�RIGHT�AT�HOME�
AT�*AMES�-UIR�S�GRAND�OPENING�OF�HIS�NEW�
WORKING�SCULPTURE�STUDIO�JUST�OUTSIDE�OF�3E
DONA�IN�THE�6ILLAGE�OF�/AK�#REEK��!:���(E�
COULD�HAVE�SEEN�AND�HELPED�*AMES�AS�HE�S�
WORKING�ON�HIS�4HOMAS�*EFFERSON�SCULPTURE�
THAT�WILL�BE�IN�THE�#LASS�2OTUNDA�AT�THE�NEW�
!CADEMY�,IBRARY�
&OR�THOSE�OF�YOU�CONNECTED�VIA�INTERNET��

YOU�VE� ALREADY� HEARD� THE� STORY� OF� A� 0ENN
SYLVANIA� TROOPER� CONTACTING�US� BECAUSE� HE�
FOUND�A�����h!v�PIN�IN�HIS�LATE�FATHER�S�POS
SESSIONS���4HE�FATHER�LIVED�IN�!LLENTOWN��AND�
WORKED� AT� !IR� 0RODUCTS�� 4O� THE� TROOPER�S�
KNOWLEDGE��HIS� FATHER�HAS�BEEN� IN�POSSES
SION�OF�THE�h!v�PIN�FOR�DECADES��7HEN�)�PUT�
OUT�AN�!0"�THROUGH�OUR�CLASSMATE�NET��*IM�

# A R M A N�
AND� $ON�
7A NT UC K�
REMINDED�
ME� THAT�
2OB� "ROD
ERICK� WAS�
FROM� THAT�
AREA���5PON�
CONTACTING�
2OB� DIRECT
LY��HE�NOTED�
THAT� HE� IS�
FROM�!LLEN
TOWN� AND�

ALSO� WORKED� AT� !IR� 0RODUCTS� FOR� ��� YEARS�
�����n��	�� �(OWEVER��"ECKY��HIS�BRIDE�OF�
���YEARS�HAS�HER�!�PIN�SAFE�AND�SOUND�IN�HER�
JEWELRY�BOX�AT�THEIR�HOME�IN�3AN�2AMON��
#!��3&�"AY�!REA	��WHERE�THEY�VE�LIVED�FOR�
THE�PAST����YEARS���3INCE�IT�APPEARS�THAT�2OB�
��"ECKY�CAN�T�HELP�SOLVE�THIS�MYSTERY��WE�
STILL�NEED�YOUR�INPUT��
3PEAKING�OF�NEEDING�YOUR�HELP��)�DEEPLY�

HOPE�THAT�YOU�ARE�READY�TO�STEP�
UP� AGAIN�� !S� MANY� OF� YOU�
KNOW��WE�ARE� STILL�QUITE� A�BIT�
SHORT�ON�OUR�#LASS�'IFT�PLEDGE�
TO�FUND�THE�NEW�*EFFERSON�,I
BRARY�2OTUNDA�AND�MEMORIAL
IZE�IT�WITH�THE�*EFFERSON�STATUE�
AND� CLASS� MEMORABILIA�� 7E�
RECENTLY�ENCOUNTERED�A�SETBACK�
WHEN� CHANGED� lNANCIAL� CIR
CUMSTANCES� AND� REVELATION� OF�
MISUNDERSTANDINGS� CAUSED� A�

NEARLY�HALF�MILLION�DOLLAR�SHORTFALL�TO�WHAT�
WE�THOUGHT�WE�HAD��3TUFF�HAPPENS�AFTER�
MORE� THAN� ��� YEARS� WE� KNOW� THAT�� "UT��
FROM� THE� NEWS� THAT� )� HAVE� RECEIVED� FROM�
YOU�� AND�WHAT�HAS�BEEN� REPORTED� TO�DATE��
WE�ARE�NOT� A� CLASS� TO� LAMENT�OVER� THE� FACT�
THAT�MOST�OF�OUR�LIVES�ARE�OVER�WE�CHERISH�
THE� FACT� THAT� IT� HAS� HAPPENED�� REmECT� AND�
HONOR�THOSE�WHO�HAVE�NOT�MADE�IT�THIS�FAR��
AND�REJOICE�THAT�WE�RE�MORE�THAN�����TO�OUR�
lNANCIAL�GOAL��.EXT�YEAR�WILL�BE�OUR���TH�
REUNION��(OW�MANY�WILL�BRING�BRONZE�AND�
SILVER�CLASS�COINS��!T�THE�DEDICATION�OF�THE�
LIBRARY��HOW�MANY�NAMES�CLASSMATES�AND�
THEIR�BRIDES�WILL�BE�LISTED�ON�THE�PLAQUE�IN�
THE�ROTUNDA��7HETHER�YOU�CARRY�A�COIN�OR�
WILL�HAVE�YOUR�NAME�LISTED��COME�ON�ALONG�
BECAUSE�9/5�2%�!,,�7%�6%�'/4�
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4HIS�COLUMN�IS�BEING�WRITTEN�ON���-ARCH��
COVERING�NEWS�RECEIVED�SINCE���*ANUARY��-Y�
NEXT�DEADLINE�IS���*ULY�FOR�THE�3EP�/CT�!3
3%-",9��
�+�#��"ROWN�AND�0AT�3PANN�ARRANGED�

THE� ANNUAL� 'LOOM� 0ERIOD� (APPY� (OUR�
ON� ��� &EBRUARY� AT� &T�� -YER�� 7E� HAD� A�
NICE� NUMBER� OF� VISITORS� FROM� OUTSIDE� THE�
$#�AREA��WHICH�WE�ENCOURAGE�FOR�ALL�LOCAL�
EVENTS��)N�ATTENDANCE�WERE��*IM�!DAMS��IN�
FROM�'ERMANY	��'EORGE�!LBRECHT��'EORGE�

#OAN�� *OHN� %GAN� �IN� FROM� &RANCE	��"ILL�
&OSTER�� 0ETE� (EESCH�� *IM� ,OVE�� 2OGER�
,ODER��IN�FROM�-EXICO	��+APPY���'EOFF�
0ROSCH��%D�1UINN��0HIL�3MITH��0AT�3QUIRES�
�� 0AT� 3PANN�� *AY� 3TOBBS�� +EN� 7ANLESS��
AND� *EANNE� �� #OR� 7ESTERHOFF� �IN� FROM�
#ALIFORNIA	��!LSO�IN�ATTENDANCE�WAS�,INDA�
!RMSTRONG�"ROWNE��WIDOW�OF�'ERRY�!RM
STRONG�� !�	�� WHO� LIVES� IN� 'AITHERSBURG��
-$��AND�WOULD�LIKE�TO�HEAR� FROM�FRIENDS�
OF�'ERRY��LJBABROWNE MSN�COM���%ARLIER�

IN�&EBRUARY��WHEN�)�WAS�IN�&RANKFURT�FOR�A�
SPEECH��)�HAD�SEEN�*IM�!DAMS��WHO�IS�60��
%UROPEAN�SALES�FOR�3PRINT�

(OLLY���)�HOSTED�A�GROUP�FOR�THE�3UPER�
"OWL� THAT� INCLUDED�*OAN���+�#��"ROWN��
,INDA���$AN�#OX��-ARY�'RACE���2ALPH�
#ROSBY��,YNNE���(ARRY�$OLTON��"ETH���
"ILL�&OSTER��$IANE���2ICK�&RYKMAN��-ARI
ANNE���"OB�)VANY��IN�FROM�4EXAS	��,INDA�
��+EN�*OHNSON��0EGGY���*IM�,OVE��-ARI
LYN���"ARRY�2OBELLA�� AND�+EN�7ANLESS��
7E�ALSO�TOOK�TIME�TO�CELEBRATE�"OB�)VANY�S�
��TH�A�FREQUENT�OCCURRENCE�FOR�CLASSMATES�
THIS�YEAR��4HE�NEXT�LOCAL�GATHERINGS�ARE�THE�
ANNUAL�3PRING�,UNCHEON�ON����!PRIL��REPORT�

�����!NNE� �� 2ICK� 7RIGHT�
IN�!RIZONA�LAST��TH�OF�*ULY�

�����"ECKY���2OB�"RODER
ICK�ON�THEIR���TH��ANNIVERSARY�
CRUISE�IN�(AWAII�

�����'LOOM�0ERIOD�(APPY�(OUR��'EORGE�
!LBRECHT�� 0ETE� (EESCH�� ,INDA� !RMSTRONG�
"ROWNE��*OHN�%GAN��AND�*IM�!DAMS�

�����'LOOM�0ERIOD�(APPY�(OUR��'EOFF���
+APPY�0ROSCH�AND�*EANE���#OR�7ESTERHOFF�

�����'LOOM�0ERIOD�(APPY�(OUR��'EORGE�
#OAN��0HIL�3MITH��AND�+EN�7ANLESS�
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NESSES��!CCORDING�TO�*IM�-ILLIKEN��WHO�HAS�
PERFORMED�YEOMAN�SERVICE�KEEPING�UP�WITH�
*ACK�AND�CHEERING�HIM�ON��*ACK�WAS�lNALLY�
DISCHARGED�FROM�THE�HOSPITAL�ON���!PRIL��BUT�
STILL�HAS�A�LOT�OF�HEALING�AND�RECOVERY�FROM�
SURGERIES� AHEAD� OF� HIM�� 3PEAKING� OF�-IL
LIKEN��HE�HAD�KNEE�REPLACEMENT�IN�*ANUARY��
BUT�SEEMS�TO�GETTING�AROUND�OKAY�NOW��(E�S�
BACK�TO�RIDING�HIS�(ARLEY�ALL�OVER�THE�PLACE��
AND� IN� *ANUARY� HE� BOUGHT� ANOTHER� 3TUTZ�
PIMPMOBILE��A�������THIS�IS�HIS�lFTH�ONE��
&INALLY��HERE�S�THE�MOST�RECENT�UPDATE�����

!PRIL	�ON�2AY�7INKEL�S�CANCER�BATTLE��h/N�
���!PRIL��)�HAD�A�0%4�SCAN��A�#4�SCAN��AND�
BLOOD�TESTS�TO�ENABLE�A�MIDCOURSE�EVALUA
TION�OF�THE�CHEMOTHERAPY�TREATMENTS�)�HAVE�
BEEN�RECEIVING��4ODAY�)�MET�WITH�MY�ONCOL
OGIST��4HE�RESULTS�ARE�GOOD��4HE�LYMPHOMA�
IS�MARKEDLY�REDUCED��AND�THE�RENAL�CELL�CAR
CINOMA�IS�STABLE��/F�THE�TWO�TUMORS�TREATED�
WITH� RADIATION� IN� *ANUARY�� THE�ONE�ON� THE�
VERTEBRATE�IS�STABLE��AND�THE�ONE�ON�MY�HIP�IS�
REDUCED��!�POSSIBLE�CONCERN�IS�A�NEW�LESION�
IDENTIlED�ON�A�RIB��BUT�IT�MAY�OR�MAY�NOT�BE�
CANCER��4HE�CURRENT�PLAN�IS�FOR�THREE�MORE�
CHEMOTHERAPY�TREATMENTS��AT�THREE�WEEK�IN
TERVALS��FOR�THE�LYMPHOMA��4HEN��INSTEAD�OF�
THE�INTERLEUKIN���),�	�THAT�REQUIRES�STAY
ING�IN�AN�)#5�FOR�THREE�WEEKS�AT�A�TIME��)�
WILL�START�A�NEW�DRUG�FOR�THE�RENAL�CELL�CAR
CINOMA��)�WILL�NOT�DO�),���AND�)�WILL�NOT�
HAVE�MY�KIDNEY�REMOVED��!GAIN��3ALLY���
)�MOST�SINCERELY�APPRECIATE�ALL�THE�WONDER
FUL�THOUGHTS��PRAYERS��AND�OFFERS�OF�SUPPORT�
FROM�SO�MANY�v
+EEP�ALL�THESE�FOLKS�AND�ANYONE�ELSE�OUT�

THERE� WHO�S� DEALING� WITH� HEALTH� ISSUES� IN�
YOUR�HEARTS�

��-AY�����7ELL��THE�NUMBER�OF�CLASS
MATES�STILL�ON�ACTIVE�DUTY�IS�DOWN�TO�TWO��
"UZ� !LTSHULER� AND�2AY� 7INKEL�� AND� THE�
NUMBER�OF�GENERAL�OFlCERS�IN�THE�CLASS�JUST�
INCREASED�BY�ONE��7OODY�(ELD�RETIRED�FROM�
ACTIVE�DUTY�HERE� AT�7EST�0OINT� TODAY��WHERE�
HE�HAD�SERVED�FOR�MANY�YEARS�AS�0ROFESSOR�AND�
(EAD�OF�THE�$EPARTMENT�OF�&OREIGN�,ANGUAG
ES��!S�PART�OF�HIS�RETIREMENT��HE�WAS�PROMOTED�
TO�BRIGADIER�GENERAL��AS�2AY�7INKEL�WILL�BE�IF�
HE�EVER�DECIDES�TO�RETIRE��)T�WAS�A�NICE�CEREMONY��
CONDUCTED�AT�CENTER�COURT�OF�#RYSTAL�!RENA��THE�
BASKETBALL�COURT�IN�THE�(OLLEDER�#ENTER��4HE�
CEREMONY� WAS� PRESIDED� OVER� BY� NONE� OTHER�
THAN�OUR�OWN�'%.�4OMMY�3CHWARTZ��AND�
WAS�ATTENDED�BY��AMONG�OTHERS�0AUL�+ERN��2AY�
7INKEL��2ANDY�0AIS��-IKE�9AP��-IKE�+USH��
(AP�4RAINOR��*OHN�(ART��-IKE�3HELTON��AND�
PROBABLY� A� FEW� OTHERS� )� DIDN�T� KNOW� ABOUT��
7OODY���3ALLY�PLAN�TO�DISAPPEAR�INTO�THE�GOLF�
MECCA�OF�NORTHEAST�&LORIDA��NEAR�*ACKSONVILLE��
WHERE�THEY�VE�ALREADY�BOUGHT�A�HOUSE�
)� ALSO� RECEIVED� SOME� CYBER� NEWS� FROM�

"OB� ,A2AIA� TODAY�� PROVIDING� THE� FOLLOW
ING�UPDATE�ON�HIS�ACTIVITIES��h)�RETIRED�ON����
$EC����AFTER�MORE�THAN����YEARS�AS�INHOUSE�

COUNSEL�WITH�!NADARKO�0ETROLEUM�#ORPO
RATION�DOING�INTERNATIONAL�WORK�CONSISTING�
OF�NEGOTIATION�AND�DRAFTING�OIL�AND�GAS�EX
PLORATION�AND�PRODUCTION�AGREEMENTS�WITH�
FOREIGN�GOVERNMENTS�AND�OTHER�OIL�COMPA
NIES�AND�GIVING�LEGAL�ADVICE�ON�VARIOUS�AS
PECTS�OF�DOING�BUSINESS�IN�THAT�AREA��NOT�THE�
LEAST�PROBLEMATIC�AND�WORRISOME�OF�WHICH�
WAS�ADVICE�ON�THE�ANTIBRIBERY�REQUIREMENTS�
OF�THE�5�3��&OREIGN�#ORRUPT�0RACTICES�!CT	��
;&REED�NOTE��"OB��THAT�IS�ONE�LOOOONG�SEN
TENCE�=�)�WENT�OUT�ON�A�HIGH�NOTE��MAKING�
A�ROUND�THE�WORLD�TRIP�IN�THE�COMPANY�JET�
IN� TEN�DAYS�DURING�WHICH�WE�WERE� IN�2IO�
DE�*ANEIRO��'HANA��1ATAR��*AKARTA��AND�"EI
JING��)N�RETIREMENT��)�SEEM�TO�BE�BUSIER�THAN�
)�WAS�WHEN�)�WAS�WORKING�BUT�)�AM�ENJOYING�
IT�WITH�*AN��!S�SHE�IS�BUSY�DOING�VOLUNTEER�
CHARITY�WORK�A�FEW�DAYS�A�WEEK��)�lND�MYSELF�
DOING�A�LOT�OF�THE�CHORES�AT�HOME�THAT�SHE�
USED�TO�DO�INCLUDING�THE�COOKING��IF�)�DON�T�
COOK��WE�GO�OUT	��7E�JUST�GOT�BACK�FROM�A�
THREE� WEEK� TRIP� TO� #ANADA� THAT� STRETCHED�
FROM�1UEBEC�#ITY�TO�6ANCOUVER�WITH�STAYS�
IN�-ONTREAL��4ORONTO��*ASPER��,AKE�,OUISE��
AND�"ANFF�AND�TRAIN�TRIPS�IN�BETWEEN��4HE�
#ANADIAN�2OCKIES�WERE�SPECTACULAR�IN�THEIR�
SNOWCLAD�GRANDEUR��7E�EVEN�WENT�OUT�ON�A�
GLACIER��)T�WAS�A�GREAT�TRIP��.OW�WE�RE�GETTING�
READY�TO�GO�TO�+ENYA�IN�MID*UNE�FOR�A�TWO�
WEEK�PHOTO� SAFARI��7E� SHOULD� GET�BACK� IN�
TIME�FOR�THE�BIRTH�OF�ANOTHER�GRANDDAUGHTER�
�OUR�OLDEST�DAUGHTER��,AURA��IS�EXPECTING�HER�
SECOND�CHILD	�AND�THEN�TO�PACK�OUR�YOUNG
EST�SON�OFF�TO�LAW�SCHOOL�AT�THE�5NIVERSITY�OF�
4ULSA��7E�RE�PLANNING�TO�BE�AT�THE�CEREMONY�
AT�THE�6IETNAM�7ALL�ON����*UNE�v
!LL�RIGHT��SPORTS�FANS��THAT�S�IT�FOR�THIS�EPI

SODE�OF�!S�THE�"OWELS�"URN��+EEP�THE�FAITH��
KEEP�IN�TOUCH��AND�COME�TO�THE�REUNION��IT�LL�
BE�LESS�THAN�THREE�MONTHS�AWAY�BY�THE�TIME�
YOU�GET� THIS� RAG��2EMEMBER�OUR�MAGNIl
CENT�4ROOPS��AND��AS�ALWAYS�"%!4�.!69�
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"Y� THE� TIME� YOU� READ� THIS��$ON� -C,ANE�
WILL�BE�WELL�INTO�HIS�lRST�YEAR�OF�RETIREMENT��
5PON�HIS�DEPARTURE�FROM�.ORDSON��HE�WAS�
GIVEN� AN� INCREDIBLY� GRAPHIC� SENDOFF� THAT�
CHRONICLED�HIS�����YEARS�WITH�THE�COMPANY��
AS�WELL�AS�THE�LEADERSHIP�SECRETS�THAT�HE�IN
STILLED�WHICH�CULMINATED�IN��h-AKE�SURE�
THAT�WHEN�YOU�BECOME�A�SUCCESS�YOU�HAVE�

S OME ON E�
TO� SHARE�
IT� WITH�v�
)N� $ON�S�
CASE�� THAT�
SOMEONE� IS�
,YDIA�� 0RI
OR�TO�RETIRE
MENT�� $ON�
�� ,YDIA�
B U M P E D�
INTO� *OHN�
��-ARGIE�(EDLEY�IN�THE�4OKYO�AIRPORT�AND�
SPENT�A�HUMOR�lLLED�HOUR�TALKING�ABOUT�HOW�
MUCH� THE� (EDLEYS� ENJOY� BEING� IN� .ORTH�
#AROLINA�ON�A�LAKE��4HE�-C,ANES�PROMISE�
TO�STOP�BY�AND�JOIN�IN�SEEING�WHO�CAN�COME�
UP�WITH�THE�BIGGEST�HONOR�VIOLATION�ABOUT�
THE�DAYS�OF�YORE�

2ALPH� 4ILDON� AND�-IKE� -EARS� SEEM�
TO� EXPERIENCE� POST� PARTUM� SOMETHINGOR
OTHER�AFTER�RETIRING�FROM�THEIR�ORGANIZATION��
4HEY�STILL�PUT�IN�A�FEW�DAYS�A�WEEK�AS�PRIVATE�
CONSULTANTS� TO�CONVEY� THEIR�VALUABLE�EXPE
RIENCES�� 4HIS� SCHEDULE� ALLOWS� THEM� SOME�
TRAVEL� AND�
PRIVATE�TIME�
WHILE� THEY�
WEAN�THEM
SELVES� FROM�
"IG�"ROTHER��
2ALPH� ��
&LORITA� ARE�
F O C U S I N G�
ON� GRAND
KIDS�� WHILE�
-IKE� HAS�
FAILED� MISERABLY� BY� OVERLOADING� HIMSELF�
WITH�A�COUPLE�OF�BOARDS�AND�CONSULTING�FOR�
THE�$EPT�OF�%NERGY��4HEY�BOTH�PROMISE�A�
VISIT�AS�SOON�AS�THEIR�WORK�LOAD�TAPERS�OFF�
AND�GAS�PRICES�DECLINE�

*OHN�/.EAL�IS�HANDLING�HIS�SEMI�RETIRE
MENT� BY� TAGGING� ALONG�WITH�&RAN�� A� &UL
BRIGHT�3CHOLAR�IN�)NDIA��AND�TRYING�TO�KEEP�
HIS�KIDS�AWAY�FROM�YOUNG�AND�WILD�COLLEGE�
STUDENTS��4HE�/.EALS�LIVED�IN�$ELHI�FROM�
*ANUARY� THROUGH�-AY��7HILE�NOT� LOOKING�
AFTER�THE�KIDS��*OHN�FOUND�OTHER�ADVENTURES�
LIKE�TAKING�4ED�(ILL�����TO�THE�(IMALAYAS�FOR�
SOME�HIKING��4HE�/.EAL�BLOG�IS�AT��HTTP���
JRONEAL�BLOGSPOT�COM���*OHN�S�RESEARCH�WITH�
"RUCE�2USSETT�OF�9ALE�ON�THE�PACIlC�BENElTS�
OF�DEMOCRACY��TRADE��AND�INTERNATIONAL�ORGA
NIZATIONS�HAS�GOTTEN�WIDE�ATTENTION�OVER�THE�
LAST�TEN�YEARS�AS�THEY�ARE�CITED�IN�ACADEMIC�
L I T E R A T U R E�
MORE� THAN�
ANY� OTHER�
AUTHORS� ON�
THE� TOPIC� OF�
ARMED� INTER
STATE�CONmICT��
% S S E N T I A L�

�����,YDIA���$ON�-C,ANE�
ON�THEIR�WAY�OUT�THE�DOOR�AT�
.ORDSON�

�����&LORITA� �� 2ALPH� 4IL
TON�AT�OUR�LAST�REUNION�

�����-IKE�-EARS�AND� *OHN�
7ING�AT�OUR�LAST�REUNION
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3CIENCE� )NDICATORS�
�%3)	� HAS� POSTED�
*OHN�S� BIOGRAPHY� AT�
�HTTP���ESITOPICS�
COM�ARMEDCON
F L ICT �INTERVIEWS �
*OHN2/NEAL�HTML���
"ILL�*EFFERIES�HAS�NO�
INTENTION� TO� RETIRE�
IN� THE� NEAR� FUTURE��
-AYBE� THAT�S� BE
CAUSE� HIS� JOB� IS� NOT�
A� RUT� AND� HE� HAS�

ENOUGH�TIME�FOR�FAMILY�INCLUDING�GRAND
KIDS�� "ILL�S� LATEST� BOOK� IS� A� NOVEL� ENTITLED�
4RAP�$OOR�TO�THE�$ARK�3IDE��)3".������
����	��)T�IS�A�STORY�SET�IN�THE�SECRET�WAR�IN�
,AOS�AND�#AMBODIA�IN�THE�����S��(E�GIVES�

HALF�OF�THE�PROlT�FROM�EVERY�BOOK�ORDERED�
DIRECTLY�FROM�HIS�%XECUTIVE�3TRATEGIES��)NTL��
�ESIPRES� EARTHLINK�NET�� TO� THE� 3PECIAL�
/PERATIONS�7ARRIOR�&OUNDATION�FOR�SCHOL
ARSHIPS�AWARDED�TO�CHILDREN�OF�3PECIAL�&ORC
ES� SOLDIERS�KILLED� IN� THE� LINE�OF�DUTY��4HIS�
YEAR��THE�FAMILY�PLANS�TO�TRADE�IN�ITS�)NDIANA�
HOME��WITH�ITS�ASSORTED�lSH��SNAKES��BIRDS��
AND�OTHER�CRITTERS��AS�WELL�AS�ITS�3UPERBOWL�
CHAMPS� FOR� THE�WINTER�POWDER�� EQUESTRIAN�
TRAILS��AND�UPGRADED�PROFESSIONAL�BASKETBALL�
TEAM�AT�$EER�6ALLEY��5TAH��
.O�WORD�YET�AS�TO�HOW�"ILL�$ICKERSON�S�

LIFE� AFTER� RETIREMENT� FROM� THE�!IR�&ORCE� IS�
GOING�� BUT�� FROM� ALL� REPORTS�� HIS� SENDOFF�

WAS� PRETTY� SPECTACULAR��
!S�PART�OF�THE�FESTIVITIES��
"ILL�ASKED�HIS�CLASSMATES�
TO�JOIN�HIM�ON�THE�STAGE�
TO� SING� THE� h!LMA�-A
TER�v

3TOTT�#ARLETON�IS�ON�
THE�-AINE�COAST�PROVING�
DAILY�THAT�THERE�IS�LOTS�OF�
LIFE� AFTER� THE� MILITARY�
AND� MEDICAL� PRACTICE��
,AST� YEAR�� HE� CAUGHT�
MORE�THAN��������LBS�OF�
LOBSTER�AND�ENLISTED�MOST�OF�THE�MEMBERS�OF�
HIS�EXPANDING�FAMILY�TO�HELP�HIM��!FTER�AN�
EARLIER�SET�OF�h#LASS�.OTES�v�"OBBIE�GAVE�UP�
BAITING�ON�THE�BOAT�AND�TURNED�hSTERNINGv�
DUTIES� OVER� TO� DAUGHTERINLAW�� #OURTNEY��
7E�ARE�HAPPY�TO�KNOW�THAT�#HAD�CONTIN
UES�TO�DO�WELL�AND�AVOID�SERIOUS�INJURY�AS�A�
$EPUTY�3HERIFF��HAS�BEEN�SHOT�AT�MORE�THAN�
ONCE�WITH�ONLY�A�GRAZED�HIP�TO�SHOW�FOR�IT	��
AND�4ODD�BALANCES�HIS�TWO�MONTHS�AT�SEA�AS�
A�PERMANENT��ND�MATE�WITH�TWO�MONTHS�AT�
HOME�TO�LOOK�AFTER�HIS�BRIDE�AND�DAUGHTERS�
)N�CASE�YOU�DIDN�T�KNOW��0AT�#ARRAWAY�

HAD�SOME�SERIOUS�MEDICAL�PROBLEMS�LAST�YEAR��
HOWEVER��SHE�HAS�REGAINED�ENOUGH�STAMINA�
TO� CONTINUE� TRAVELING� FROM� 3AVANNAH� TO�
4AMPA� AND� THE� .ORTH� #AROLINA� MOUN
TAINS� TO� VISIT� KIDS� AND�GRANDKIDS��$AVE� IS�
STILL� DILIGENTLY� ANNOYING� PEOPLE� REGARDING�

ENVIRONMENTAL�PRACTICES� IN�MOTOR�POOLS�AT�
&T��3TEWART��(IS�REPUTATION�IS�SO�ENTRENCHED�
THAT�FOLKS�RUN�WHEN�THEY�SEE�HIM��"UT��HE�
STILL� ENJOYS� WORKING� WITH� THE� TROOPS� AND�
WORRIES� ABOUT� THEM�DURING� THEIR� REPEATED�
AND�EXTENDED�REDEPLOYMENTS�
4HE�&OUNDERS�$AY�SEASON�ALWAYS�BRINGS�

WELCOME�NEWS��.ELLIE� ,AUGHTON� REPORTED�
THAT� "OB� "EAHM� WAS� THE� hOLDESTv� GRAD�
AT� THE� INAUGURAL� .ORTH
ERN� #HESAPEAKE� 703�
&OUNDERS� $AY� CELEBRA
TION� AT� THE� FORMER� /Fl
CERS�� #LUB� AT� !BERDEEN�
0ROVING� 'ROUND�� "OB� IS�
ALSO� THE� 60� WHILE� .EL
LIE� IS� ON� THE� "/$��4HEY�
LABELED� THE� CELEBRATION� AS�
AN� h)CE� "REAKERv� SINCE� IT�
WAS� THE� lRST� FUNCTION� FOR�

THE� 703� CHAPTER� MEM
BERS� TO� GET� TO�KNOW�EACH�
OTHER�� 4HEY� JOINED� WITH�
THE� !NNAPOLIS� 703� FOR�
THE�POST�GAME�CELEBRATION�
OF�!RMY�S�WIN�OVER�.AVY�
IN� LACROSSE�� 2OSS� )RVIN�
REPORTED� THAT� THE� .ORTH�
4EXAS�703�ALSO� CHUCKED�
THE�FORMAL�&$�VENUE�AND�
WENT� hTROPICAL� CASUALv� AT�
THE�$ALLAS�!QUARIUM��0HIL�
3AMUEL�S� BRIDE�� ,INDA��

DID�NOT�ATTEND�BECAUSE�SHE�WAS�RECOVERING�
FROM�BRUISES�SUSTAINED�IN�AN�AUTO�ACCIDENT��
"OB�3HAW�SENT�A�PHOTO�OF�CLASSMATES�FROM�

THE�.EW�/RLEANS�703�&$�CELEBRATION�IN�
WHICH�WE� CAN� SEE� THAT� CLASSMATES� ARE� SAFE�
AND�VERY�SOUND�AFTER�THE�HURRICANE��4HERE�
IS�NO�NEWS�OR�PHOTO�FROM�THE�703�OF�THE�
#AROLINAS�BECAUSE�*OHN�(EDLEY�WAS�OUT�OF�
TOWN�ON�ASSIGNMENT�AND�$AN�'OODING�FELT�
THERE�WEREN�T� ENOUGH�BERRIES� AND�NUTS� ON�
THE�MENU�TO�ATTEND�

*OHN� #ALABRO� ADVISED� US� THAT� WE�VE�
BLOWN�THROUGH�THE� INITIAL�PURCHASE�OF� SIL
VER�#LASS�#OINS�THE�MEDALLIONS�CREATED�TO�
RECOGNIZE�CONTRIBUTORS�WHO�HAVE�PONIED�UP�
AT�LEAST�DOUBLE�THE�SINGLE�CLASSMATE�FAIR�SHARE�
OF��������FOR�OUR�#LASS�'IFT��5NFORTUNATE
LY��WE�HAVE�NOT�GONE� THROUGH� THE�NORMAL�
FAIR�SHARE�BRONZE�COINS��*UST�MORE�THAN�HALF�
OF�THE�CLASS�HAS�CONTRIBUTED�SOMETHING��AND�
WE�RE�STILL�ABOUT�A�HALF�MILLION�SHY�OF�WHAT�S�
NEEDED��7HILE�IT�WOULD�BE�GREAT�TO�GET�JUST�
A� THIRD� OF� OUR� CLASSMATES�WHO� HAVE� GIVEN�
NOTHING�TO�ANTE�UP�A�FAIR�SHARE�CONTRIBUTION��
REALITY�IS�TAKING�HOLD��4O�YOU�WHO�SUBSCRIBE�
AND� READ� THESE� NOTES�� WE� 2%!,,9� NEED�
YOUR� HELP�� 0LEASE� CONTACT� YOUR� COMPANY��
CLASS��CLUB��AND�TEAM�MATES�AND�URGE�THEM�
TO�DIG�A�LITTLE�DEEPER�TO�MAKE�OUR�GIFT�A�REAL

ITY�AND�TRULY�A�GIFT�FROM�
THE� ENTIRE� CLASS�� )�HAVE�
HEARD� FROM�MANY� THAT�
THEY�PLAN�TO�GIVE�AT�LEAST�
TRIPLE� YOUR� FAIR� SHARE�
SO� THEIR� NAMES� �ALONG�
WITH� SPOUSES	� WILL� BE�
LISTED� ON� A� PLAQUE� IN�
THE� ,IBRARY� ROTUNDA��
BECAUSE� THEY� WANT�
THEIR�OFFSPRING�AND� FU

���� � 3EMI  RE 
TIRED�0ROFESSOR�*OHN�
/.EAL�

�����"ILL��0AUL��#HERYL��AND�!USTIN�*EFFERIES�
AT�$EER�6ALLEY�LAST�YEAR�

�����-IKE�7ELLS��$AVE�/HLE��"ILL�$ICKER
SON�� *ERRY�(ANSEN�� *OHN�+EANE�� AND�#HUCK�
'IASSON�AT�"ILL�S�!&�RETIREMENT�

�����.ELLIE���!NNE�,AUGHTON�AT�
THE�!RMYn.AVY�LACROSSE�GAME�

�����0HIL�3AMUEL�WITH�2OSS���-ARGARET�)R
VIN�AT�THE�.ORTH�4EXAS�703�&$�CELEBRATION�

�����$AN�!DAMS��*OEL�0IGOTT��6IC�&ARRUGIA��
AND�"OB�3HAW�AT�THE�./,!�703�&$�

�����3USAN���&RED�2EYNOLDS�WITH�
)RENE� �� $AVE� $RUMMOND� AT� THE��
&T��,EAVENWORTH�&$�



 ��� !33%-",9���*5.%���*5,9�����

TURE�GENERATIONS�TO�KNOW�THAT�THEY�WENT�TO�
7EST�0OINT�AND�WERE�A�MEMBER�OF�A�CLASS�
THAT� COULD� RALLY� PULL� TOGETHER� TO� PROVIDE�
SUBSTANCE�TO�ITS�ALMA�MATER��.OW�IS�A�GREAT�
TIME�TO�CONTRIBUTE�TO�$UTCH�(OSTLER�S�#LASS�
-ARCHBACK� CAMPAIGN�DO� IT� IN� MEMORY�
OF�A�CLASSMATE�WHO�IS�NOW�WITH�US�ONLY�IN�
SPIRIT�AND�WHO�DID�NOT�GET�TO�ENJOY�FAMILY��
JOB��RETIREMENT��GOLF��LUNCHEONS��GRANDCHIL
DREN��AND�CONTINUED�CLASS�COMPANIONSHIP��
9EAH��)�KNOW�THAT�LIVING�ON�%ARTH�IS�EXPEN
SIVE��BUT�IT�DOES�INCLUDE�A�FREE�TRIP�AROUND�
THE� SUN�� "Y� SUBSCRIBING� TO� !33%-",9��
KEEPING�IN�TOUCH��HELPING�TO�GET�THE�WORD�
OUT��AND�SUPPORTING�THE�CLASS� IN�THIS�GREAT�
EFFORT��YOU�MUST�BE�PROUD�OF��AND�FEEL�CLOSER�
TO�CLASSMATES�AND�7EST�0OINT��7E�NEED�FOR�
THAT�PRIDE�TO�SHINE�EVEN�BRIGHTER�BECAUSE�WE�
STILL�NEED� TO� REACH�OUR�GOAL�AND�9/5�2%�
!,,�7%�6%�'/4��

����
-2��2/"%24�-��+)--)44
�����.ORTH�&ILLMORE�3T�
!RLINGTON��6!����������
�������������(	
�������������7	
+IMMITT�� AOL�COM
WWW�WESTPOINT�ORG�CLASS�USMA�����
3UBSCRIBERS�

4HIS� COLUMN� IS� BEING� WRITTEN� ON� ��-AY��
COVERING� NEWS� RECEIVED� SINCE� �� -ARCH��
-Y� NEXT� DEADLINE� IS� �� 3EPTEMBER� FOR� THE��
.OV�$EC�!33%-",9��
� 4HE� !NNUAL� $#� 3PRING� ,UNCHEON�

WAS� HELD� ON� ��� !PRIL� AT� &T��-YER� UNDER�
THE�GOOD�SPONSORSHIP�OF�+�#��"ROWN�AND�
0AT�3PANN��)N�ATTENDANCE�WERE��!LBRECHT��
"RESNICK��0HIL�#LARK��$OLTON��$U6ALL��"ILL�
&OSTER�� &RYKMAN�� 0AUL� 'RANT�� (EESCH��
(UDAK�� +EN� *OHNSON�� ,EISTER�� ,ODER� �IN�
FROM� -EXICO	�� ,OVE�� -C'OVERN�� -OEN��
7AYNE�-URPHY��.ARDOTTI��0HELPS��0ROSCH��
1UINN�� 2ICHMOND�� 2OBELLA�� 3ECK�� 3EITZ��
0HIL�3MITH��3PANN��AND�"ILL�4AYLOR��%�	�
4HE�NEXT�BIG�GATHERING�WILL�BE�THE�#LASS�

h��TH�"IRTHDAY�0ARTYv�ON���*UNE�THAT�(OLLY�
��)�ARE�HOSTING�AT�OUR�HOME��$ETAILS�WILL�

BE�COVERED�NEXT�TIME��&OR�LONGERTERM�PLAN
NING��THE������-INI2EUNION�WILL�BE�HELD�
��n��� 3EP� ��� AT� THE� +ALAHARI� 2ESORT� IN�
7ISCONSIN�$ELLS��7)��AND�THE�!RMYn.AVY�
,UNCHEON�WILL�BE�HELD�AT�&T��-YER�ON�&RI
DAY�����.OVEMBER�
4HE� FOLLOWING� CLASSMATES� HAVE� EMAIL�

ADDRESSES� THAT� ARE� NO� LONGER� VALID�� )F� YOU�
HAVE�A�GOOD�ADDRESS��PLEASE�SEND�IT�TO�(UGH�
$ONOHUE� AT� �HJDONOHUE� NC�RR�COM���
$AVID�!HLQUIST��-IKE�!LLEN��*OEL�!LVAREY��
$ICK�!NSHUS��3TEVE�!NTHONY��"LAINE�"ALL��
-ATT�"EYELER��3TEW�"ORNHOFT��#ARL�#OM
MONS��"ILL�$ELLER��"OB�$ICKERSON��"ARNEY�
&ORSYTHE�� !L� 'LAZNER�� 0ETE� 'RIMM�� *AY�
(ANEY��#HUCK�(ASTINGS��$ENNIE�(AYDON��
*IM� *OHNSTON�� 'REG� *ONES�� 4OM� +IEHNE��
*IM�+ULBACKI��%D�-AYER��*OE�-EGGINSON��

-IKE�-ODEEN��-OON�-ULLEN��!RT�.IGRO��
$OUG� 2OGERS�� 4OM� 2OGERS�� *IM� 2OWAN��
4OM�3MITH��$AVE�3TOUTNER��$AVE�7ALLES
TAD��AND�4OM�7HITAKER�

#LAUDE� !LEXANDER� AND� -IKE� (EALY�
CONTINUE�THEIR�OUTSTANDING�OUTREACH�EFFORTS�
WITH�WOUNDED� SOLDIERS� AND� THEIR� FAMILIES��
'EORGE� !LBRECHT�� &RANK� "RITTAIN�� AND�
(ANK� 2ICHMOND� ALSO� JOINED� IN� HOSTING�
THESE�HEROES�BOTH�TO�A�#APS�HOCKEY�GAME�
AND� LATER� THE� !RMYn.AVY� LACROSSE� GAME��
(ANK�HAD�RECENTLY�VISITED�&T��,EAVENWORTH��
WHERE� HE� SAW� HIS� FORMER� ROOMMATE�"OB�
2AMSEY�AND�SPOKE�TO�$ENNIS�4IGHE��BOTH�
OF�WHOM�WORK�THERE�
.EWLY� ARRIVED� IN� THE�$#� AREA� IS�0HIL�

3MITH��WHO�WORKS� FOR�"ECHTEL�.U'EN� IN�
&REDERICK��-$��"ILL� &RIESE� STILL�WORKS� FOR�
!3-�2ESEARCH� IN� &AIRFAX�� BUT� COMMUTES�
FROM� 4HE� 6ILLAGES�� &,�� WHERE�6AL� �� HE�
MOVED�LAST�YEAR��#AROL���$OUG�7ILLIAMS�
ARE�ALSO�IN�THE�AREA��3ON�"LAIR�TEACHES�IN�THE�
3OC�3CI�$EPT�AND�RECENTLY�EARNED�A�0H�$��
FROM�(ARVARD�

4WO�CLASS�DAUGHTERS�MADE�US�PROUD�THIS�
TIME��#HRISTINE�2OBELLA�IS�AN�!LL!MERICAN�
GYMNAST�AT�5.#�#HAPEL�(ILL��AND�-ARILYN�
��"ARRY��"OB�!LLARDICE��,AURA���(UGH�
$ONOHUE��AND�"OB�-OLTER�WERE�AT�HER�l
NAL� REGULAR� SEASON�MEET�WHERE� SHE� lNISHED�
lRST�IN�THREE�EVENTS��&ARTHER�SOUTH��!SHLEY�:AIS�
WAS�-ISS�3OUTH�#AROLINA�IN�THE�-ISS�5NIVERSE�
CONTEST��7ITH�PROUD�PARENTS�3USAN���-ICK�IN�
THE�AUDIENCE��SHE�MADE�THE�ROUND�OF�����BEFORE�
BOWING�OUT�TO�THE�EVENTUAL�WINNER��WHO��OF�
COURSE��WAS�NEITHER�AS�SHARP�NOR�AS�BEAUTI

FUL	��#ONGRATS�TO�ALL�
'ARY�%IBER�WAS�IN�TOUCH�FROM�#UYAHOGA�

&ALLS��/(��WITH�WORD�OF�AN�APPEARANCE�ON�
AN� %30.� SHOW� ON� "OBBY� +NIGHT�S� EARLY�
DAYS�THERE�BEFORE�THEY�BOTH�WENT�TO�!RMY��
-ARY� �� ,ARRY� +LEINSTEIBER� WROTE� FROM�
7ISCONSIN��WHERE�HE�WORKS�FOR�THE�$EPART
MENT� OF� 6ETERANS� !FFAIRS�� ,ARRY� HAD� SEEN�
+�#�� "ROWN�� "ILL� &RIESE�� ,INDA� �� *IM�
&OSS��AND�2ICK�&RYKMAN�ON�A�VISIT�TO�$#��
*AN� �� $AVE� -ERHAR� WROTE� FROM�!USTIN��
48�� THAT�$AVE�HAD� JOINED� A�-INNEAPOLIS�
STARTUP��$2�/RGANICS�

.INA���2OB�,ESLIE�SENT�WORD�AND�A�PHO
TO�FROM�THE�3AN�&RANCISCO�"AY�AREA�&OUND
ERS� $AY� CELEBRATION�� )N� ATTENDANCE� WITH�
THEM�WERE�0AT���(OWARD�#URTIS��,ARRY�
&EIGENBAUM��*OHN�-C"ETH��4OM�2AMOS�
AND�3HERON�#LARK��AND�*ANET���$ICK�3IM
MONS��4OM�LATER�WROTE� THAT�HE��2OB��AND�
$ICK�HAD�GATHERED� TO�CELEBRATE� THE�BEGIN
NING�OF�THEIR�SEVENTH�DECADE��MAYBE�hEND�OF�
THEIR�SIXTHv�SOUNDS�BETTER�	�

�����3PRING� LUNCHEON�� #LARK�� (EESCH��
'RANT��,OVE��3EITZ��3ECK��AND�$U6ALL�

�����3PRING�LUNCHEON��&RYKMAN��2ICHMOND��
$OLTON��0ROSCH��AND�.ARDOTTI�

�����3PRING�LUNCHEON��,EISTER��2OBELLA��4AY
LOR��&OSTER��-URPHY��-C'OVERN��*OHNSON��AND�
"RESNICK�

�����3PRING�LUNCHEON��1UINN��(UDAK��,ODER��
3PANN�� 0HELPS�� 3MITH�� -OEN�� AND� !LBRECHT��

�����"OB�'LACEL�AND�2ON�(EBERT�IN�-ARDI�
'RAS� FULL� DRESS�� WITH� "ARBARA� AND� 0EGGY� IN�
.EW�/RLEANS�
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More news from NOLA. Bob Shaw is still “sloggin’ away” at the local utility company, 
working on regulatory issues.  In 2001 Dan Adams decided that he had enough put away to quit 
his job as a senior manager in an environmental company, and put his energy into upgrading 
preexisting homes.  Now, he divides his time among places in Paris, Pensacola, Dayton, and New 
Orleans.  His New Orleans home is a two story Victorian in the French Quarter, which did not 
flood when the levees failed, but sustained wind damage.  After quitting his NASA job, Joel 
Pigott has become a gentleman farmer in Mississippi and the guys only see him on Founders 
Day.  Victor Farrugia (changed from "Vic" when stationed in Germany and his German friends 
at the Dolmetcher Institute of the University of Heidelberg called him “Viktor.”  But, “Vic” is 
still OK from classmates) is an employment lawyer in New Orleans – representing employees in 
disputes with their employers or former employers.  His home, about three quarters of a mile 
from the 17th Street Canal breach, was destroyed by 12 feet of flood water that stayed around for 
several weeks after Katrina.  His rebuilt home – now well – has a guest bedroom, which is open 
to any classmates in town.  His law business is down because there are fewer employers in this 
area.  However, he is just as busy because of rebuilding his and his brother's homes.  Jerry 
Weeks, a personal injury lawyer, is also rebuilding his Lakeview house about three blocks from 
Victor’s. 

[Photo #1 – “Dan Adams, Joel Pigott, Victor 
Farrugia, and Bob Shaw at the NOLA FD 07 
Celebration”] 

Last April, Joe & Maureen Guignon 
hosted Franki Cummings Bennett, her and 
Ken’s daughter, Kimberly Page, and Kim’s 
children, Ryan (a swimmer like his 

grandfather), Molly, and (Molly’s twin 
brother) Connor (a snow skier that competes 
at the age of 7) – all redheads...  They flew 
from Boston to DC to sightsee and get to 
know Ken’s teammates.  The family is 
remarkable and wants to be part of the Class 
of 68 – Ken would be proud of them all.   
[Photo #2 – “1968 – Kim Page (Ken 
Cummings' daughter), Molly Page 7, Ryan 
Page 10, Connor Page 7 (twin of Molly), and 
Franki Cummings Bennett with Jess Gatlin. 

Dwight Lee, Jon Dodson, and Joe Guignon”] 
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Joe also reports (somewhat tardily) that, he has been joining other K1/E3- files for annual 
reunions.  In 2005, they met in Colorado Springs for the Army - Air Force football game. In 
2006, they held the gathering in Chicago and attended the Army - Notre Dame game.  The 
organizers were Jack & Marilyn Bussa, and the attendees were Joe & Rebecca Mance from 
San Francisco, Bill & Robyn Flowers also from California, Joe & Judy Creeden from New 
York, Earl & Gail Newsome from Texas, Bob Stroud from Maryland, Joe & Carla Henry 
from Colorado, Mike & Jan Selvitelle from Kentucky (Mike’s 1st reunion of any type – ever), 
and Joe flew in from Virginia.  The gang did everything in style with some of the best meals that 
anyone can obtain in Chicago. Jack had rented a luxury (lounge chairs, microwave, refrigerator, 
four televisions, and the all important restroom) bus to take them from the hotel to the stadium in 
South Bend.  The golfers in the group gathered in Palm Springs over Valentine's Day 2007 to 
play some of the most beautiful courses in the world and dine (Italian, of course since the Bussas 
were hosting) in style.  The K-1/ E-3 golfing guys consisted of Jack Bussa, Joe Creeden, Earl 
Newsome, Bill Flowers and Joe.  Since Jack and the two Joes had left their wives behind to 
shovel huge amounts of snow, they are now opening the Valentines Day event to all 1968 
members to get us in as much trouble as they are.   

[Photo #3 – 
“Deserving members 
of a St Valentines 
Day massacre: Joe 
Guignon, Joe 
Creeden, Jack Bussa, 
Earl Newsome, and 
Bill Flowers in Palm 
Springs”] 

In another boy’s adventure, Don Davis hosted a fly-fishing extravaganza for Al Aker, 
Norm Miller, and Jon Dodson in the Big Horn River country of Montana.  Norm almost 
couldn’t attend because of the bio-hazard he created in the area last year.  Ask Al and Jon why 
they were in the river with their rods up during an electrical storm. 

[Photo #4 – “A trout jumps gasping from the Big Horn 
River into Miller’s hands”]  

I’m sure that many of you know that Flip Jack 
needs our support and good wishes after being accused of 
allegedly being the arms supplier for a discovered 
overthrow of the current Laotian government.   

Dutch & Megan Hostler met up with Andy & 
Betty Shaffer at the Class of 2007 graduation activities 

last May.  Dutch & Megan, and son, David (04), were there to see other son, Christopher, 
graduate with honors.  Chris will now go to Med School at Duke.  Dutch has been selected to run 
for the AOG Board of Directors.  Although he is up against some stiff competition, he’s clearly 
the man for the job based on his vast business, legal, and West Point-oriented experience.  
Remember to vote in October.  Andy & Betty were present so Andy could commission a cadet 
that they had helped get into WP.  They also met up with another Midland, TX graduate that they 
had helped and celebrated their current safety and good fortune. 



[Photo #5 – “1LT(P) Dustin Navarro (04), 
Andy & Betty Shaffer, and 2LT Zachary 
Frisbie at 07 Graduation”] 

Walt Meinshausen came close to 
becoming a human bomb due to buttons 
popping off of his chest.  Son (MAJ) 
Brian (95) is attending the Naval Post 
Graduate School.  Other son Paul is 
finishing four years at U of Louisville with 
a 4.0, is in Ankara Turkey on a David 

Boren National Security Scholarship, and has been selected for a Fulbright scholarship to earn a 
Masters Degree in Turkey.  And, young son Tim has joined the Long Gray Line as a member of 
the Class of 2011.  One-man population explosion Ron Feher also announced that his youngest 
son, Ronnie, is also in the Class of 2011.  Walt and Ron will joined Tim and Ronnie on the 
Marchback. – along with Dutch Hostler, Bill Brown, Tom Jewell, Gary Roberson, Tony 
Ambrose, Pres Miller, Dave Martin, Dale Hansen, Tom McNaugher, and Doug McKenna. 

According to Mike Potter, doctors rarely retire – they just fill in for other docs who need 
a break.  Mike & Rachel flew to Phoenix last March for a meeting and to see Mike & Kathie 
Kulikowski, but Mike was away on assignment.  Turns out both Mikes do similar type work – 
provide stand-in medical coverage.  The Kulikowskis and Potters managed to get together for 
lunch on the day the Potters were leaving.   

[Photo #6 – “Rachel & Mike Potter with Mike 
& Kathie Kulikowski in Phoenix”] 

Last May, Mike & Becky Fellows 
hosted a barbeque at their home in Boulder for 
“Denver-North” classmates, which included 
Larry & Cheryl Stevenson, Joe & Carla 
Henry, Gary and Patti Halstead, Greg & 
Donna Johnson, Bob & Lynne Uhler, and 
Chuck & Gayle Jones, and John Hoffman. 
As part of the gathering, Becky had everyone 

participate in creating a quilt for the “Quilts of Valor” program, which provides quilts to soldiers 
wounded in Iraq and Afghanistan.  

[Photo #7 – “The Colorado Gang -- at last year’s Army-AFA tailgate 



[Photo #8 – “James Muir with his Jefferson 
Marquette creation in Arizona”] 

Am I the only one to go through our 
Howitzer periodically?  I do it to remember 
OUR West Pont experience (Duty, Honor, 
Country, Cooperate and Graduate, and No Task 
Too Great), and to reflect on our many blessings 
over the years.  Our class contains generals, 
doctors, lawyers, captains of industry, gifted 
artists, and folks who make things run and fun.  
No one can say that we became these things on 
our own.  We had each other.  So, now, when it 
really counts, why are we still behind in our 
Class Gift goal?  You can see where your 

company and regiment stand in the class at our class web site.  Nobody can be proud of our 
record right now.  If, 3rd and 4th Regiments would only donate as much as 1st and 2nd, we’d easily 
meet our goal.  Earlier, I threatened publishing posture pictures – maybe your contribution would 
be even more embarrassing.  Go to the web site, talk among yourselves as classmates, team 
mates, and company mates, and reach deeper because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE GOT. 
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Bill Schutsky’s bride, Donna, dropped a note with a picture of Bill with a gaggle of 
Army athletes that had met in grad school and in DPE.  The picture was taken at their most 
recent outing, where they do what jocks do best – compete.  Since Bill & Donna live in Highland 
Falls for now (Bill will retire from the Dean’s Office by the end of this coming March and Donna 
has already retired from the West Point Middle School), their home has been home base for WP 
functions. 

[Insert Photo #1 – 
“Army athletes Bill Schutsky('68), Army Lacrosse Hall of Famer Tom Cafaro('71). Mike 
Spinello('67) and Bobby Hoffman('69) at their annual gathering”] 

For those keeping tabs on Chris and Mack Ohlinger’s around-the-world adventures, tune 
into http://www.cetconnect.org/cetconnect_video.asp?ID=1356 for their televised after action 
report.  For those who missed it, Chris took his teen-age son around the world to discover best 
selling practices, distribute used underwear, and see which might come back alive.  Everybody – 
the world, people who met them, Chris’ clients, Debbie, and Chris and Mack won.  There’s also 
a link to most of Chris’ hysterical blogs on our class web site.   

Sam Wyman finally checked in to let us know that he’s back from the land down under 
and is re established in the DC area.  After being a partner in a consulting company when he first 
came back, he had EADS North America as a client.  After convincing them that they can’t do 
without him, Sam is now head of their Homeland Security Programs. 
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[Insert Photo #2 
– “Kathy & Dick Shipley at the Richard Childress winery last spring”] 

Dick & Kathy Shipley stopped by last May after Dick had finished some Joint Medical 
Executive Skills Institute business as the Program Manager and Senior Advisor for Military 
Health System Capstone Symposium operations and between United Sky Goddess duties for 
Kathy.  Kathy mentioned that she had just seen Mike Fellows on one of her Chicago to Denver 
runs.  After a tour of the Richard Childress winery (where we bought a couple of bottles for wine 
connoisseur Peter Wallace), Kathy departed and Dick stayed on for the NASCAR race.  The 
next month, he teamed up with Chuck Mahan in DC to drive up to WP for the annual Army 
Football Club golf tournament where he met up with other classmates for a few rounds of golf 
and trash talk.  Since Carl Woessner never picked up the game, he just toured around in a golf 
cart, took pictures, and spread rumors as to how well other groups were doing. 



[Insert Photo #3 –
“Pat Mente, Nick Kurilko, Dick Shipley, Chuck Mahan, Hank Toczylowski, Carl Woessner, 
Elwood Cobey, Rich Desjardin, Tom Beierschmitt, and Keith Harrelson at the 07 AFC golf 
outing at WP”] 

Just after the Shipleys departed our AO, we got a note from Pres & Clem Miller 
informing us that they’d be in the area to visit their daughter in Winston-Salem and for Pres to 
participate in a triathlon close to Charlotte.  After hearing that Shipley had just left, Pres was 
hesitant to drop by because even Dick’s karma radiates activities involving alcohol and Pres had 
just retired (again) to focus on getting in better shape for Iron Man competitions.  In place of 
Dick & Kathy, we mustered John & Margie Hedley for lunch with the Millers so John and I 
could learn how to get more classmates to contribute to our Class Fund from the only Company 
Rep to have 100% company participation and is the top giving company without having a major 
($100k+) contributor.  Although Pres is in great shape, he has given up his diet of natural foods 
when he heard that most people die of natural causes.  We all agreed that non contributors are a 
lot like the weather – they pay no attention to criticism.  After going over contribution numbers, 
you could just see gears turning in Pres’ head.  By the time he and Clem departed, the beginnings 
of a class challenge were churning.   



[Insert Photo #4 – 
“Top fund raisers Pres & Clem Miller and John & Margie Hedley at Lake Norman last June”] 

While visiting with the Millers, John Hedley recounted his adventures a couple of 
months earlier with Craig Carson in Japan.  They were there to talk up Craig’s JECO Plastic 
Products innovations with John’s old acquaintances.  During their travels, they stopped off in 
Hiroshima, where the locals saw no humor in our two classmates stooping down, holding their 
ears, and running away from ground zer. 

[Insert Photo #5 – ‘John Hedley & Craig Carson at 
Ground Zero in Hiroshima”] 

Art & Pat Coogler now live in Columbia, SC, where they help provide dental care for 
recruits at Fort Jackson.  Most of their activities involve children or grandchildren, and they 
expect to retire by our 40th reunion. 



[Insert Photo #6 – 
“(Friend) Alicia Burst with Chuck Steel in St Augustine”] 

Chuck Steel is now fully retired, just relocated to St Augustine, Florida, and has found 
other diversions, like tanning, dating, and honing his fishing, tennis, and bridge skills.   

We stayed with Peter Wallace and Barbara in Tampa where we marveled at their new 
condo on the bay, ate at one of the seven best steak houses (with a bound wine list that would 
make a great movie) in the world, and met some of the loves of their lives – grandkids.  If you 
want to see Pete & Barbara in Tampa, hurry – the climate and ambiance doesn’t seem to suit 
them as much as a wine region somewhere else in the world might.  But, then again… 
grandkids… and golf.   



[Insert Photo #7 – 
“Pete Wallace falling in love with a new grandchild”] 

Vic & Pat Hiatt live just across the bay from Pete & Barbara, are thoroughly enjoying 
retirement, and just found out that son, Michael (AFA 01 and an F-15C instructor/pilot), and 
bride, Kelly, will present them with their first grandchild early next year.  

Fred Hoblit forwarded a picture of the 68 gang defending our honor at the WPS of the 
DC Area golf tournament.  Bob Swedock is a GSer supporting OSD, Fred is still with SAIC and 
maintaining his good looks and golf habit by supporting the UAV test community, Chuck 
Giasson is still a Business Development VP with Lucent and counting his SAIC options, and, 
Bob Boehm called it quits with Baltimore Gas and Electric last July.  While Rand Allen and Joe 
Guignion expressed interest in the tournament, they couldn’t make it, and the remaining guys 
did quite well – just missing being "in the money." 



[Insert Photo #8 
– “Bob Swedock, Fred Hoblit, Chuck Giasson, and Bob Boehm at the WPSDC Golf 07 Spring 
Tournament”] 

In the March Notes, I reported that Dale & Joyce Hansen presented our class print to 
John Louis Speidel's widow, Ellen, and daughter, Gretchen Speidel Hall, who never knew her 
Dad, and that I couldn’t include a picture of Gretchen and Andrew, Lou’s grandson, because a 
grad was not in the picture.  This summer, while on a business trip in Virginia, Greg Camp 
stopped off in Richmond to visit with Gretchen and Drew.  He says that Gretchen is a lovely 
young lady who graduated from Stanford Law School and works for the 4th US Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Richmond; her husband, Randy Hall, is a Penn State grad, a hockey player and huge 
Philadelphia Flyers fan; and Drew is an adorable and really, really happy baby.  As proof of his 
report, he provided a picture – complete with classmate.  Now, we can all do what Lou never got 
to do – see his family.  Greg also invited Gretchen and Randy to come to our 40th reunion to get 
to know what kind of great guy Lou was. 



[Insert Photo #9 – 
“Randy Hall and Greg Camp holding Drew with Gretchen supervising in Richmond this 
summer”] 

I’ve already gone over the word and picture limit and have yet to address the Marchback 
and library tour that Dutch Hostler organized in August.  He and Megan have already 
established our 40th reunion dates – 4 - 7 September 2008 at the same Marriott Hotel in 
Tarrytown we’ve used for the last two reunions – at the same rates as five years ago!  If you or a 
classmate you know who neither subscribes to Assembly nor gets email class updates have not 
made or fulfilled your pledge to the Class Fund, NOW would be a good time.  To sweeten the 
pot, a group of classmates have made the following offer to encourage each company to reach a 
75% giving and 50% Class Coin level participation:  .  They will match, dollar for dollar, all new 
(not just payments made in fulfillment of existing pledges) contributions up to $68,000 made 
between October 1, 2007 and April 30, 2008.  Think of this offer as a matching funds offer by 
very generous classmates. While many companies are within the 75% participation striking range 
(especially by F2), the 50% Class Coin level will be a stretch for most, and $60,000 would more 
than double the amount contributed for most companies in 3rd and 4th Regiments.  Who’s up? 

Besides lots of catching up, the dedication of our Class Gift will be the cornerstone of this 
reunion, we’re so close to making this a true gift from the entire class, and we don’t need a lack 
of individual effort to cause hard feelings between classmates because YOU’RE ALL WE’VE 
GOT.  BEAT NAVY! 


